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Quickroute Makes it Easy
It's not hard to see why Quickroute is so easy to use! We've integrated mixed mode
simulation, schematic capture, PCB design with autorouting and CAD-CAM support into
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SPECIFICATION
•

Modern user interface

with dockable tool bars &.
active buttons
•

one integrated environment. Best of all, prices start at just £99.88 inclusive* for the
complete system with support for 300 pins -less than the price of some simulators alone!
Quickroute 4.0 features amodern user interface with active buttons and dockable tool
bars. Frequently used tools can appear on floating tool pallettes for quick access, and
with tool-tips and on-line help you can be sure of getting information on Quickroute's
features fast.

Multi-sheet schematic

To create aschematic in Quickroute 4.0, simply click on the symbol browser and select

capture at the press of a

and place symbols onto the design area. Use the 'intelligent' wires, power rails and data

button.
•

Power rail & data bus

support
•

32 Bit mixed mode

analogue & digital
simulation
•

Support for a range of

SPICE .MODEL statements.

bus elements to
quickly wire up your
schematic and
simulate the design
as required. When
completed, simply
press abutton to

Copper flood fill

capture the

•

Netlist import & export

schematic, aPCB

•

CAD/CAM file

•

rats nest will then

import/export Gerber

appear (no messy

Viewer.

netlists required!).

•

PCB Design with 1-8

layer autorouter
• WMF, DXF, & SPICE file
export

Use the multi layer
autorouter, and/or
manual routing to complete your PCB together with copper

•

1000+ Library Symbols

fill, etc as required. Finally print your design, or create CADCAM files suitable for

•

Engineering Change &

manufacture (we even include aGerber viewer for checking).

Design Checking
But it doesn't end there! Quickroute 4.0 includes engineering change for automatic
updating of your PCB from the schematic, netlist import & export so that you can link to
other EDA packages (including many simulators), DXF, SPICE, and WMF file export
together with over 1000 library symbols.

FREE DEMO

Call us now and find out why Quickroute 4.0 Makes it Easy!

Download a free
demonstration version from
our web site at
http://www.quickroute.co.uk
Price

30 DAY MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE

FREEphone
di0800 731 28 24

UK Inclusive Price*

QR4 300 Pin

£79.00

£99.88

QR4 800 Pin

£149.00

£182.13

QR4 Full

£249.00

£299.63111

'Includes UK P&P and VAT. Phone for EC/World prices.
— Design cycle figure shows screen shots from different projects.
Prices & specification subject to change without notice.
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Component Auto-Placer
Pinswap/Gateswap Optimizer
Background Regeneration of Power Planes
Enhanced Autorouting with Tidy Pass
Full Control of Schematic Appearance
Extensive New Component Libraries
Available in 5levels -prices from £295 to £1875 +VAT.
Call now for further information & upgrade prices.

*Produces attractive schematics like you see in the magazines.
•Netlist, Parts List & ERC reports. *Hierarchical Design. *Full
support for buses including bus pins. *Extensive
component/model libraries. *Advanced Property Management.
•Seamless integration with simulation and PCB design.
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DRC and Connectivity Checking. *Shape based gridless
power planes. *Gerber and DXF Import capability.

*Non-Linear & Linear Analogue Simulation. '
,Event driven
Digital Simulation with modelling language. •Partitioned
simulation of large designs with multiple analogue & digital
sections. *Graphs displayed directly on the schematic.
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Isometimes wonder how many original Wireless
World readers are still around these days. Plenty I
hope, like me who enjoy the current 'combination
magazine', but still remember the original WW as an
inseparable part of the engineering lab scene of the
sixties and seventies.
It had agreat blend of wisdom and acaustic —
sometimes irreverent — wit, along with superior test
gear projects for enthusiasts. Test gear that actually
worked and could be built in the lab as 'homers'.
So on the bench in my loft Istill have aworking
WW signal generator with frequency meter and an
audio millivoltmeter. Testimony to my misdirected —
from my Employer's viewpoint — zeal and the need
in those days for making what you definitely could
not afford to buy. Products from Global low-cost
markets had not yet arrived.
As for wit and wisdom, they frequently came in
equal measure from the prolific pen of 'Cathode
Ray', who was actually MG Scroggie, the celebrated
author of classics such as the 'Foundations of
Wireless' and the 'Radio Laboratory handbook' .I
found aparticularly thought-provoking paragraph on
the first page of the former, entitled, 'What Wireless
Does', as follows.

'People who remark on the
wonders of wireless seldom seem
to consider the fact that most
people can broadcast speech and
song merely by using their voices.
We can instantly communicate our
thoughts to others, without wires or
any other visible lines of
communication and without even
any sending or receiving apparatus
outside of ourselves. If anything is
wonderful, that is. Wireless, or
radio, is merely adevice for
increasing the range...'
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Blimey! What alot of juice in that lemon. For a
start, my staff and I—and anybody else for that
matter —on the same office site can jolly well relearn
to talk to each other face to face, rather than using
electronic mail. They will probably get areal
message across quicker!
We can have better communication in general.
Managers to their staff, people to people. We might
even become interesting and entertaining speakers
again if we rediscover this 'wonder' and stop being
electronic 'paper tigers'.
Secondly, and on the other hand, what an
incredible saga it has been —and still is —for the
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Electronics industries that have dedicated themselves
to 'merely increasing the range.'
From the late twenties to the late fifties, every
major country had its own radio industry: true
engineering and style setting giants: major
employers who dominated their semi captive
markets.
The arrival of the transistor with its 'nomadic', one
per person end equipment possibilities and world
wide compatible battery supplies created an
overnight global radio market with victory going to
the lowest-cost, highest-quality designs. Europe and
America fell to the East. Where are the great names
now?
Almost forty years later and turning to the 'new
age' consumer (nee communications) market, Europe
bit back and has taken the world lead in digital handheld phones and indeed in digital video and audio
communications amongst others.
So somewhere along the road we have learnt to do
things differently — and better —on the European
scale. But how about the UK? Well, the great UK
radio industry which had all but fizzled out in the
sixties was largely replaced by generously funded
defence work. And this was replaced by... what?
Well. Ahem... By inspired take-over and investment
from the 'colonists', both end-equipment and
components.
The first wave came from the USA, then Japan,
Korea, Germany and Scandinavia. What's their
secret and what qualities have they brought to bear
that we couldn't manage?
Having worked over thirty years in electronics and
semiconductors for UK, American and Japanese
companies Ican hazard afew guesses. How about a
pioneering spirit to develop new products for new
markets? A monastic dedication to getting things
right in detail and quality approach to keeping them
right? A pragmatic, non hierarchical type of
organisation that gives everybody something to go
for, and rewards them for getting there? Detailed
senior management involvement in the business to
give knowledge and confidence to invest for the long
haul?
There's aperennial 'stuck bit' in the UK
electronics psyche. Anyway, lets be pleased that we
are now avigorous part of amulticultural, UK,
European and world-wide electronics business which
is constantly striving to develop new 'devices for
increasing the range'. And let Electronics World
maintain acritical watch that we succeed!

Jim Duckworth, Executive General Manager —
Electronic Components Group, Hitachi Europe
Ltd and Deputy Managing Director — Hitachi
Europe Ltd.

Overseas advertising agents: France and Belgium: Pierre
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Mobile phones -safe or not?
M

obile phone manufacturers and
governmental research agencies
have been cdticised by aUK
researcher for their inadequate
response to the growing —but as yet
unproven —belief of the health risks
of mobile phones.
Roger Coghill, who runs abioelectromagnetics laboratory in
Pontypool, believes the public should
be warned explicitly about possible
health risks from mobile phones in
light of recent research.
Last week, Australian doctor
Andrew Davidson published study
results in the Medical Journal of
Australia which show arise of more
than 50% in brain tumour cases in
Western Australia between 1982 and
1992. Davidson believes this may be

due to growth in analogue mobile
phone usage during the period.
"Davidson has put his finger on
something important,"said Coghill.
"There is no doubt that there are
some significant bio-effects from
overuse of these devices. There are
seven million mobile phone users in
the UK all putting the most radiative
electrical appliance ever devised next
to the most sensitive organ in the
human body."
So far, the European Commission
is yet to carry out aresearch
programme into the health risk of
mobile phones because it has still to
decide how it will be funded. Leo
Koolen, of the EC's
telecommunications directorate, told
EW that the programme is likely to

come under the European Union's
Fifth Framework R&D programme,
whith will not begin until next year.
Ben Greenebaum of the World
Health Organisation said that its
international agency for research on
cancer is planning amajor
epidemiological study, but that,
"you're talking anumber of years"
before it is completed.
Meanwhile, Coghill has launched
an independent court action against a
local mobile phone distributor for
contravening the 1987 Consumer
Protection Act. "The law says that
you may not sell aproduct that is
unsafe unless [the manufacturer]
warns the public of the risk," said
Coghill, who wants to see warning
labels put on all mobile phones.

62000 components and products to go on-line
atalogue distributor CPC is
trialling an on-line 'Internetrelated' catalogue service as part of a
£10m expansion in its Preston-based
business. The move is aresponse to
growth in the company's consumer
spares distribution business.
"There are exciting plans for new
routes to market as well as new
markets to look at in 1998," CPC's
managing director Chris Haworth
commented.
The company is believed to be

acting as apilot site for aBT on-line
sales service. Haworth would not
give any more details of the service
except to say it would be introduced
later this year.
Haworth decided some time ago
not to introduce acd-rom version of
the company's catalogue — as other
distributors had done. Instead, CPC
would move straight to on-line
transaction services.
As part of its six year expansion
plan CPC has purchased land where

In •rief
New ferroelectric ram backer
Ramtron has added to the list of licensees
for its patented ferroelectric ram, or FRAM.
Asahi Chemical Industry joins Fujitsu,
Hitachi, Samsung, SGS-Thomson and
Toshiba in licensing FRAM. The two
companies will develop jointly the
technology for Asahi to produce in densities
up to 64kbit. Asahi's semiconductor
business currently produces custom devices
for mobile telecoms.
Products suited to use the memory
include mobile phones, handheld pcs.
industrial control systems and medical
electronics.
The FRAM arena is forecast to be worth
$10bn by 2000.
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it \,‘ ill build a56 000 sq. ft
warehouse, with fully automated
order handling, this year. The six
acre site, next to CPC's existing site
at Fulwood, will have potential for
further expansion of the company's
warehousing capacity. A second
60 000 sq.It warehouse is scheduled
to be built after the year 2000.
"We have enjoyed acompound
rate of expansion of almost 20 per
cent for the past ten years," said
Haworth.

Lion's share for satellite tv
Digital satellite television will for ashort
while eclipse digital terrestrial television
(dtt), forecasts analysts Datamonitor.
Even though there will be up to 1.4m
European households with du by the year
2002, the satellite broadcasters will have
control of the digital market with a65%
share and 13m digital subscribers.

Digital tv on a pc?

•

Hitachi and Intel are collaborating on
developing technologies for pcs to receive
terrestrial based digital television signals.

MMIC business acquired
TriQuint Semiconductor has signed an
agreement to acquire the monolithic
microwave integrated circuit (MMIC)
operations of the defence systems and

electronics group of Raytheon for $39m.
TriQuint is making the acquisition to
address such applications as satellite, local
multipoint distribution systems and pointto-point digital radio.

FTC unsettles Intel and DEC
The US Federal Trade Commission is
investigating the $700m patent settlement
between Intel and Digital Equipment
because of possible antitrust implications.
The move could delay the deal.

First V-Chip television
Canadian firm Tri -Vision Electronics and
Samsung claim to have developed the
world's first V-Chip enabled television. The
V-Chip TV allows the the content of
television programs viewed in the home to
be controlled..
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Graduate demand not reflected in pay
S

tarting salaries for technical and
scientific graduates do not reflect
the difficulty that UK high-tech
employers are having filling vacancies
— according to the Association of
Graduate Recruiters (AGR).
While the association's latest
survey into graduate salaries and
vacancies found the median salary
offered to new graduates grew 6.4
per cent to £15 500 in 1997, the
organisation reports other methods
are being used to attract high
calibre recruits. "At the moment the
salaries they're offering don't seem

to reflect the shortage in the IT and
engineering sectors," said Roly
Cockman, the AGR's chief
executive.
But engineering firms are making
increasing use of sponsorship
schemes and industrial placements,
according to the survey.
Siemens' sponsored student
programme currently pays students
between £1500 and £3000 ayear
while at university. And about 30
per cent of BT's graduate recruits
complete industrial placements with
the company while still at college.

BT's head 01 graduate recruitment,
Hugh Smith, says that although
graduate salary increases at the firm
have been stable "a certain amount
of creativity is coming into starting
packages for graduates".
The company offers its graduate
recruits interest-free loans to cover
university debts, as well as a£400
gift to cover "relocation" expenses.
But the AGR says most employers
appear reluctant to offer signing-on
bonuses, or "golden hellos", until
competitive pressures force them to
do so.

Single switch corrects power-factor
P

ower factor correction —ensuring input current is in phase with
supply voltage — is alegal requirement on many classes of
mains-fed power supplies.
The currently favoured topology is acontrolled boost converter
in front of the main off-line switching regulator. The boost
converter aligns input current and voltage waveforms and provides
asemi-regulated supply for the following switcher.
This solution works well, and is easy to bolt on to existing mains
power supplies. It is also complex, requiring two separate control
loops and at least two power switches.
The search is on for asingle switch topology that will correct
power factor as well as regulate the output voltage.

How it works
The circuit is essentially a
boost, followed by aforward
converter. Its operation is
described in four phases.
The explanation assumes that
the input voltage is essentially
constant through aconverter
cycle and that capacitor
voltages are almost constant.
Phase 1, the switch is closed,
current builds up in LB.At the
same time, voltage stored in the
capacitors reverse biases D2
and drives increasing current
through the associated inductors
and the transformer via the
switch. Power is transferred to
the output circuit.
The switch's on time is
constant through the mains
cycle. This makes mains current
follow the voltage waveform
because inductor current is
proportional to input voltage x
on-time.
Phase 2, the switch opens. LB
flies back making avoltage that
forces acharging current into
the capacitors via D2. Current
in L1 and L2, developed in
phase 1, now decreases, this

182

One single-switch contender is anew design from the University
of Central Florida.
"We have talked to power supply makers and have got the
message that having only one switch is important, it is the driving
force at the moment," said co-designer Dr Issa Batarseh.
The team has both modelled and built aprototype. Results are
encouraging. Batarseh said: We have ameasured power factor of
0.98 in a50 to 100W design with an efficiency of 87 per cent. The
next step is to make a250W version."
• If you have aserious commercial interest in this design, Batarseh
can be contacted on: 001 407 823 0185

LB
time flowing into C2 and C1
respectively, again via the
transformer. Power is still
transferred to the output circuit.
Phase 3begins when currents
Liand L2, and hence the
transformer current, reach zero.
Power stops being transferred
and the output capacitor feeds
the load. The boost inductor
continues to push current into
C1and C2 until phase 4begins
when its energy is depleted.
Phase 4is ahigh impedance
idle state, varied in duration to
control the output voltage. No
input current flows, C1and C2
are charged ready for the
closing of the switch with the
return of phase 1.

L1,2

D3

Switch

Off

On

Phase

2
Voltage

3

4

Current

DI

D3
Load
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Even more simulation options.
Perform full temperature and parameter sweeps.
New graphical functions.
New libraries of parts including the entire Texas
Instruments library.
• Nothing extra to pay for the libraries...they are all
included in the price.

As always..
• Everything you would expect from a
professional quality SPICE simulator.
• Fully integrated and interactive.
• No limit no maximum circuit size.
• Free technical support.
• 30 day money back guarantee.

Software for design engineers
13 2 Spice & le Logic will give you the
accurate results you need quickly and easily.
This software is used by thousands of
designers,
research
institutions
and
universities around the world. But the best
way to be certain that it's right for you is to
try it, which is what we're are giving you the
opportunity to do, risk free for 30 days.

For more information
&to order call:

13 2 Spice for analogue simulation £199
13 2Logic for digital simulation £199
Special bundle price £295
B2Spice Lite (ideal for first time users) £42.75

01603 872331
http://www.paston.co.uk/spice
email: rd.researchepaston.co.uk

Prices quoted exclude VAT
Existing users. If you have purchased acopy within
the last 12 months you are entitled to afree upgrade.

RD Research

Research House, Norwich Road, Eastgate. Norwich NR10 4HA
Now available direct from Maplin Electronics & Cirkit Distribution Ltd.
CIRCLE NO. 108 ON REPLY CARD

Postage & packing £4.50.

All trademarks are acnruerlet
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UPDATE

New logic
"Boolean logic is inefficient," claims scientist
Karl Fant. Is he serious? Very. His company is
taking an asynchronous approach to circuit
design which uses a logic structure called null
convention technology, reports Richard Ball.

A

LS company is challenging
one of the cornerstones of
modern electronic design Boolean logic. The firm, Theseus
Logic, proposes an asynchronous
logic approach to circuit design
that does not use Boolean logic.
Theseus promises lower power
and better electromagnetic
performance from its circuits,
much like existing asynchronous
techniques, such as those from UK
start-up Cogency, or Manchester
University's Amulet project.
However, Theseus' designs use
an alternative logic structure called
null convention logic, or NCL. This
describes different gate structures
from conventional logic.
"Boolean logic is inefficient,"
claims Karl Fant, chief scientist at
Theseus and driving force behind
NCL. "Asynchronous circuits using
boolean logic have local delay
sensitive tracks." This could lead to
races and glitches in the logic. The
reason for this is that Boolean
logic, 'is not symbolically
complete", says Fant. This is due to
the function of acircuit still
depending on time, represented by
the clock.
For alogic circuit to be
symbolically complete, it should
have no dependence on time and
therefore require no clock. Also,
propagation delays of individual
elements and the wires linking
them should have no effect on the
circuit.
Attempts have been made for

Threshold gate
Fig. 1. Simplest null convention
logic gate -essentially athreshold
gate. Output is true when three or
more inputs are true.
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several decades to reduce the time
dependency of Boolean logic
circuits and produce effective
asynchronous circuits.
Many of the projects being done
today, including Arpulet, the
asynchronous ARM processor, use
the concept of Sutherland's
micropipelines. These link blocks
of Boolean logic and each block
waits for the result from the
previous one. Data 'ripples'
through the circuit.
Fant argues that this is the wrong
approach. His NCL technique for
time-independent circuits uses a
new class of logic function.
Basically, NCL adds the null class
to the logic to indicate to a
function that no data is present on
that wire or signal. To make NCL
symbolically complete, it needs to
be afour value system -true, false,
intermediate and null.
In acommercial electronic
circuit, four values are
impracticable. There are two data
states, one represented by aOV
level, the other by 5V or whatever
the supply is.
In NCL, one voltage has to be
null to tell the function that no data
is present yet. The other voltage
represents valid data. So to
indicate true or false as well, there
must be two wires for each signal,
one for true, and one for false.
Only one can show data at atime,
to indicate true or false. The
diagram of the full adder in NCL
shows how each input and output

to the function, in this case A, B,
Z, carry in or carry out, has two
wires.
This adds an overhead in terms
of tracks or wires, but is
compensated for by fewer logic
functions.
When aparticular logic
function, the adder for example,
has yet to complete its task, then
both outputs from that function, Z
and Coup will indicate anull
value on both their wires. When
the function is complete, one wire
from each of the outputs indicates
atrue value, and the next logic
block in the chain can start its
function.
The simplest NCL gate, Fig. 1,
has anumber of inputs and an
output. The output only indicates
atrue data value when the
threshold count is reached. In the
case shown, the output is set when
three or more inputs show true.
For complex reasons, in order

CIN

The NCL circuit symbol for the
feedback function is shown on the
right of Fig. 2.
Circuits can be built up using
blocks of NCL gates linked
together with the two wire signals.
The links between logic blocks are
less prone to races and glitches
than are conventional
asynchronous circuits.
In order to prove the ideas,
Theseus has manufactured test
circuits. The latest, a0.5pm cmos
Asic, performs atwo-dimensional
discrete cosine transform using
170 000 transistors.
The chip was designed via
industry standard tools. "It ran at
30MHz," said Fant. "We expected
about 70MHz, but the router was
not used effectively."
Tests on the circuits showed that
supply voltages could be altered
while the circuits were in
operation, from 0.5 to 9V. This
allows both speed and power

CIN _1

COUT

Fig. 3. A full adder is implemented easily in NCL - and the
representation is simpler than with the Boolean alternative.
for NCL to work in real circuits,
the output must be held if any, but
not all, of the inputs go null.
Feedback provides this hysteresis,
Fig. 2.
As soon as four inputs show
data, the output is set, and three
more inputs are also set. Now, the
output only becomes null when all
the inputs are null.

Threshold gate with weighted feedback
Fig. 2. How NCL is implemented in real world circuits with
feedback to produce hysteresis. Output becomes true when
all four inputs are true. But it will only revert to null when all
four inputs are null.

consumption to be adjusted.
Unlike other asynchronous
circuit techniques, NCL can be
prototyped using programmable
logic, much like synchronous
circuits. "The general opinion in
the industry is that you can't do
asynchronous circuits on fpgas,"
said Fant.
To prove his point, Fant
implemented an FFT butterfly
function on aXilinx XC4010.
Although slow, it ran first time
managing afew megahertz.
Fant says these tests prove that
NCL can be used with existing
design methods and tools,
including synthesis.
The company is now looking to
license the technology and carry
out custom designs. To help
further prove its feasibility,
Theseus is working with Sanders aLockheed Martin company -to
develop NCL circuits for the F-22
fighter aircraft testbed.
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Couple all the power of the latest Windows PCs (not

If mea+,

89110 MHz

just the fraction that you can squeeze down an RS232
connection) to the latest synthesised receiver design
techniques, and you will get the ultimate in wide range,
all mode programmable radio reception and digital
signal processing: or WiNRADiOTM as you earthlings
call it.
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PC Card, with software for Windows 3. NT or 95? And
starting at just £275? Yes, it's all perfectly logical...
21.11.111.1D diZ-pilly

Use WiNRADiO TM scanning PC communications receiver systems for...
•
Broadcast Media monitoring •Professional and amateur radio communications .Scanning
.Spot frequency and whole spectrum monitoring .Surveillance (and recording) .Instrumentation
Model No

WR-1000i

Receiver type (both)

PLL-based triple-cony. superhet
ISA card
ISA card
0.15-1500 MHz
0.5-1300 MHz
AM,SSB/CVV FM-N,FM-W AM LSB,USB,CW,FM-N,FM-W
100 Hz (10 Hz for SSB and CW)
100 Hz (5 Hz BFO)

Construction
Frequency range
Modes
Tuning step size
Dynamic range
IF bandwidths

65 dB
6 kHz (AM/SSB),
17 kHz (FM-N)
270 kHz (FM-W)

WR-3000DSP

85 dB
2 5 kHz(SSB/CW), 9 kHz (AM)
17 kHz (FM-N)
270 kHz (FM-W)
50 ch/sec (FM)
±2 kHz

50 ch/sec (FM)
no
no

yes

no

yes

8 cards
yes

8 cards
yes

Audio output on card
Task Manager/scheduler
Audio Recording/Playback

yes
yes
200mVV
no
no

yes
yes
200mVV
yes
yes

Signal Strength Recorder
Logger

no
no

yes
yes

Price (ex VAT)

£275

£995

Scanning speed
IF shift (passband tuning)
DSP in hardware
IRC) required
Max on one motherboard
Spectrum Scope
Visitune
Published software API

Delivery (UK) £7.50 Purchase with Mastercard, Visa using
phone, fax or secure web form

For afree information pack and software emulation demo disk contact
Broadercasting Communication Systems
http //www.broadercasting com
tel .+44 (0)1245 495896
email info@broadercasting.co.uk
fax. +44 (0)1245 287057

New! Digital Suite Software option -only £69+vat
(requires aSoundBlaster 16 compatible sound card).
and currently features facilities that include:
O

VVEFAX /HF Fax

O

Packet Radio for HF and VHF

O

Aircraft Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)

O

Audio Oscilloscope, real time Spectrum Analyzer with
calibration cursors

O

Squelch-controlled AF Recorder and Playback

O

DTMF. CTCSS decode and analyse

World Station Database -only £39+vat
300k+ entries, integrates with the 1000/3000 systems
WiNRADi0 and Visitune
are trademarks of
WinRadio Communications.
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Motorised dishes are versatile,
but using multiple Inbs on one
dish instead has three
advantages. It's cheaper, it
allows viewing from more than
one satellite simultaneously and
switching between satellites is
instantaneous. As a bonus,
there's no noisy motor to reduce
system reliability. Cyril Bateman
explains how it's done.

Four birds

on one dish?

p

ublicity for the UK's long promised upgrade to digital
allowed without planning permission.
television via satellite, suggests that in addition to a
These Astra 1satellites comprise only asmall proportion of
new set-top decoder box — costing perhaps a subsatellites that can be received in UK. In direct competition
sidised £200 — viewers may also need to upgrade to auniwith Astra, Eutelsat has eight satellites broadcasting televiversal lnb, if they already have an old satellite receiving syssion programs. 2 The most popular of these, called Hot Bird,
tem.
are located at 13° east, but others can be found at 16° east,
Less well publicised is the fact that this UK digital service
10° east and 7° east.
from Sky is planned to be supplied from atotally new satelA number of transponders located near 1° west, are populite.' Due to be launched in January 1998, this satellite is
lar with enthusiastic viewers. In general programmes from 1°
Astra 2, located at 28.2° east.
west, are targeted to the Scandinavian countries. Much of the
UK satellite viewers have receiving dishes directed to the
movie film content is transmitted in its original English
present Astra 1range of seven satellites, located at 19.2° east.
soundtrack, but many programs require aD2Mac decoder for
Other non-Sky digital services are planned or already transreception.
mitted from the Astra high frequency satellites 1E, 1F and
In total some 250 satellites are located in geo-stationary
1G.
orbit in the Clarke belt, of which 30 can be received in the
In the UK, atypical Sky dish is 60cm in diameter and has
UK.
ahalf power beamwidth less than 3°. This is too narrow to
receive signals from both Astra 1and 2satellites. The larger
Multi-satellite reception
80cm dish, common in northern counties, has abeamwidth
How then can both the existing Astra 1and the imminent
of only 2°. In the UK only one dish per domestic property is
Astra 2transmissions, be received, together with say 13° east
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and 1° west?
The obvious choice is asteerable or motorised dish assembly. While this would enable all 'visible' satellites to be
received, it requires amore expensive receiver, positioner
electronics and amotorised dish mount. It would receive only
one satellite at atime, taking perhaps one minute to rotate the
dish to aprogram from adifferent satellite.
At less cost, many viewers have already installed asecond lnb and receive two satellites on one dish, usually Asua
1at 19.2° east and Hot Bird at 13° east. This method has
two advantages, instantaneous satellite switching and with
two receivers, simultaneous viewing or taping of two programmes, from the same or different satellite. Ihave used
just such asystem 3 ever since Iinstalled my dish December
1990, Fig. 1.
Since these satellites are distanced by more than 6°, with a
dish half power beamwidth less than 3°, just how is this
reception from two satellites possible ?
Satellite dishes are simply parabolic reflectors. In comparison, consider that most common parabolic reflector,
found in the car headlamp. Two bulb filaments are used. The
one at the reflector focus generates the main beam. A second
filament offset above this focus point, generates adeflected
or dipped beam.
In reverse fashion, this reflector can be used to focus light
from the sun, into atiny intense point of light. Aimed alittle
off-line from the sun, another less distinct, displaced focus
will be seen.
Radio waves reflect from metal surfaces in asimilar manner. A satellite dish concentrates the in-line received signals
to apoint at the entrance to the lnb. Slightly off-line signals
are focused away from the lnb feed horn, so are not received.

Fig. 1. One of the
earliest dual-Inb
satellite
installations in
the UK, as
installed in
December 1990.
Both the original
Marconi 1.3d11
noise Inbs
continue in daily
use.

±2.000°
Fig. 2. Ray
traced, scale side
view of Technisat
dish, as used for
my dual-lnb
installation. With
2° of vertical
deflection, beam
deviation is
negligible.

Satellite dish forms
Two main forms of satellite dish are used. The concentric-fed
style dish, visibly shaped like aparabola, is used mostly for
motorised systems. While providing the highest possible sig-

3
$803s

The new technique in a nutshell
Traditionally, asatellite dish is first

roughly aligned using acompass bearing
for azimuth, then with an inclinometer for
elevation. Final alignment is used to attain
maximum signal on aspectrum analyser
or field strength meter.
This compass bearing must allow for the
Earth's local magnetic deviation, and the
compass reading can be disturbed by
adjacent metalwork.
Compared to alignment of aterrestrial
uhf television antenna, which receives
some signal almost regardless of its
orientation, asatellite dish receives no
signal at all until it is within acouple of
degrees of its true alignment, in both
azimuth and elevation.
The required azimuth and elevation can
be obtained using published tables, or
computer programs. Alternatively it can
be manually calculated using,
elevation =arctan cos X

— 0.151269

sin X
Here, X=arccos(cos YcosZ) where Y is the
satellite longitude minus receiver
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longitude and Z is the receiver latitude.
azimuth =arctan

6335krn

tan Y
sin Z

Don't forget to add magnetic deviation to
this.
With aconcentric-fed dish, setting true
elevation is straightforward, by comparing
line-of-sight to the inclinometer. But this is
not so for the more commonly used offsetfed dishes. A few offset-fed dishes have
approximate elevation angles inscribed,
but establishing the optimum elevation
angle for such dishes relies almost
exclusively on trial and error adjustment,
while keeping an eye on the field strength
meter. Unless the azimuth has first been
set correctly, the meter measures nothing
at all.
A starting location for asecond lnb can
be calculated using engineering formulae,
but these require knowledge of the dish
dimensions and assume it has atrue
parabolic shape. Final positioning relies
on trial and error location using afield
strength meter.

Rec&y
.
in
Osite

e
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goat°,
cierke bet

A more precise method, needing neither
calculation nor specialist equipments, can
be based on observation of the dish
reflecting an image of the sun. While for
true elevations this method can only be
applied for afew days each spring and
autumn, true azimuth can be assured
throughout the year, whenever the sun
shines. This method applies to both
concentric and offset dishes, and
regardless of variations of dish shape or
size.
This article explores both methods.
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1West
HotBird
Astra2
Astral
HotBird

Fig. 3. Accurate raytraced top view of
Technisat dish, as
measured and used
for tests. Increasing
effects of beam
deviation and coma,
with deflection
angle, are clearly
visible.

1West
HotBird
Astral

this focus becomes aslightly off-line, diverging dipped beam.
Due to the reflector's curved surfaces, this dipped beam is
bent through a less than expected angle. The degree that
these angles differ, called the beam deviation factor, depends
on the ratio of the reflector's focal length to its aperture or
diameter. This factor increases with deflection, Fig. 3.
Used to receive light from aslightly off-line source, the
reflector's curved surfaces now exaggerate the angle the
focus is deflected by the reciprocal of the beam deviation factor. The focal point becomes slightly diffused, due to coma
effects, reducing gain. Radio waves are reflected in the same
way as these light waves.
Most good radio-engineering handbooks provide equations
or graphs, which allow many factors to be estimated. 5 But all
require known and accurate measurements of the dish and
many offset dishes are not true parabolas. With an already
erected satellite dish, taking measurements might be extremely inconvenient —especially if its location requires using one
hand for safety, on aladder.

Aligning the dish

Astra2

nal gains, the metal work of the lnb intrudes into the received
signal path, forming ashadow on the dish surface.
The offset-fed dish is used for low-cost fixed Sky dishes. It
is effectively asegment taken from atrue parabola, of focal
length roughly equal to the shortest distance from lnb to dish.
At first glance it looks quite unlike any normal parabolic
reflector. Its main advantage is that the lnb does not intrude
into the received signal path, so there is no dish shadowing,
Fig. 2.
Typical signal gains of 33dB for 45/50cm, 35dB for 60cm,
37dB for 75cm, 39dB for 90cm, 40dB for lm and 41dB for
1.2m offset dishes are obtained. 4 These provide acceptable
reception with signal contours at 51dBW for 60cm, 49dBW
for 75cm, 47dBW for 90cm and 45dBW for 1.2 metre dishes.

Multi-lnb dish behaviour
With acar headlamp, light from its focus is reflected as an
in-line, parallel beam. Light originating slightly away from

Traditionally, satellite dishes are first roughly aligned using
compass and inclinometers to approximately the correct
angles. Compass reading must be compensated for magnetic deviation and can be affected by local metalwork, especially window frames, lintels or the dish assembly. With an
offset dish, the required elevation angles are not easily
assured. Consequently final alignment using signal strength
meters is inevitable.
While this traditional method works well when aligning to
just one satellite, finding the location for asecond offset lnb
requires allowance for the beam deviation factor together
with some trial and error searching using asignal-strength
meter.
My present dish was originally aligned using these methods. While professional installers can justify the needed
equipment, many interested experimenters cannot.

An alternative alignment method
To prevent the sun's reflected rays damaging the lnb, satellite
dishes are deliberately coated with a mat, optically nonreflecting paint. If the sun's reflection from the dish could
cause damage, might it also be used to align, or measure a
dish's behaviour, for off-line reception?

Satellite positions easily received in the UK
While the Astra satellite, owned by SES,
is the best known to UK viewers, its
seven satellites at 19.2° east, providing
some 90 analogue and 220 digital tv
channels, are just the tip of an iceberg.
Over 30 satellites exist above Europe,
eight being owned by Eutelsat.
SES is currently building three satellites, Astra 2A and 2B destined to locate
at 28.2° east and Astra 1H at 19.2° east.
Eutelsat has seven satellites building,
some intended to replace and upgrade
existing satellites at 16, 13, 10 and 7°
east. A major carrier of telecommunications and link transmissions, not all
Eutelsat capacity provides tv channels.
Its three satellites, which comprise the
Hot Bird cluster at 13° east, serve over
60 million home, cable and collective
households, making Eutelsat one of the
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largest operators world wide.
Many satellites are positioned or
aligned such as to require larger than
normal satellite dishes. Others, allowing for local trees or buildings, will be
below the usable horizon. Just how
many of these 30 satellites can be easily
received in the UK using low cost
dishes ?
Obviously the Astra 19.2° location
can be received throughout the UK. At
my home in Norfolk, Icould receive
from 28.5° east to 27.5° west, encompassing all 30 satellites, but some
require alarger dish or non-standard
Inbs.
In practice, using my present dish and
lnb suitably re-aligned, viewable
strength signals can be received from
28.5° east, 19.2° east, 16° east, 13°

east, 10° east, 3° east, 1° west, 5° west,
8° west, 18° west. Many of these
require decoders or decoder cards not
available in UK. Some are Secam only
transmissions while others are completely non-English language. This
leaves the new Astra at 28.2° east,
existing Astra at 19.2° east, Eutelsat at
13° east, and Intelsat/Thor 2at 1° west
as the most desirable.
Eutelsat at 16° east and 10° east,
being mostly clear PAL transmissions,
might interest those of you with linguistic abilities. However these intermediate 3° locations impose practical
difficulty when using amulti lnb fixed
dish for reception, due to the physical
sizes of the lnb feedhorn needed and
the signals' focii.
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For afew days each spring and autumn, the sun's elevation
coincides with, and shines through, the Clarke Belt, causing
atemporary loss of satellite television reception. It is possible to predict the time when sun and satellite azimuths coincide and it is possible to make the dish temporarily optically
reflective by washing it with soapy water. For these few
days, this is an elegant, practical solution.
Many offset-fed satellite dishes may not be true parabolas,
so observation of the sun's reflection provides the most accurate and simple solution. Precise lnb locations simply plotted
onto acard and used to pre-assemble suitable lnb mounts
result in little final adjustment. This method can be used to
align one or multiple satellites.
You need only know the time and date when the sun will
reach the required azimuth and elevation. For convenience I
have listed these for Manchester, this city being amedian site
for the UK. The exact times for your location will differ from
Manchester time by perhaps aminute, causing asmall, consistent error for each satellite.
For convenience, these times can also be applied acouple
of days before and after the stated dates, Table 1.

An all year round solution?
The Earth traverses the sun in 23 hours 56 minutes, so each
degree of azimuth takes approximately four minutes. Old
time sundials depend on the sun being near due south at midday throughout the year. So like the sundial, can we also use
the sun for all year measurements, not just for afew days?

1West

Het Bra Astra 1 As 2

To facilitate observations of the sun's reflections, Iassembled asimple lightweight open-fronted viewing box. It was
50cm wide by 15cm tall and Ilcm deep at its centre, having
acurved back of radius 10% less than the distance from lnb
to dish. To this curved back Iattached some white card. The
whole box was temporarily supported, immediately in front
of the lnb cap.
All dishes used to receive off-line signals exhibit adiffused
focus due to coma. Most of this originates from the dish
extremities. By off-line Imean focussed, but with an offset
lnb, as opposed to on-line, where the lnb is at the centre of a
symmetrical parabolic dish. Hot Bird in Fig. 2is on line.
Sensitivity to these diffused signals is reduced since they
are on the limits of the lnb's viewing angle. As aresult, the
focus of the rf waves seen by the lnb is defined more sharply
than the visual image. Plotting both the hot spot and the
coma is useful in that it helps you guess what improvement
you are likely to get from adjusting the lnb on test.

Fig. 4. Sketched
Sun reflections,
10 October, 1997
found using
Technisat dish.
The dark centre
hotspot is most
important, but
the effects of
coma are most
obvious.

Table 1. Solar azimuth and elevation with satellite alignment time. Times based on GMT at Manchester.
Satellite -location Astra 2-28.2°E Astra 1-19.2°E Hot Bird -13°E Thor 2-0.8°W
Date
Time Azimuth Time Azimuth Time Azimuth Time
Azimuth
1March 1998
10:07 36.6°E
10:47 26.1°E
11:14 18.7°E
12:16 1.6°E
12 October 1998
9:41
36.6°E
10:22 26.1°E
10:49 18.7°E
11:50 1.6°E

What is a low-noise block?
The low-noise block, or lnb, mounted on
the satellite dish, comprises two main
parts. These are amechanical feed horn
and waveguide for frequencies from 10.7
to 12.75GHz, and the first down
frequency converter electronics of a
double superheterodyne receiver. The
first local oscillator in the lnb runs at a
fixed frequency while that of the second
local oscillator in the receiver varies.
Astra analogue television channels use
horizontal and vertical polarisation
alternately. Inside the lnb waveguide, two
fixed 'pickup' probes couple the relevant
polarised rf signals to low-noise rf
amplifiers. A nominal 13V or 17V power
supply, fed via the coaxial output cable,
determines which signal polarisation is
used. Signals from all either vertically or
horizontally polarised transmissions are
sent to the receiver, but not both
simultaneously.
Depending on the satellite's azimuth
with respect to your location, some beam
rotation occurs in transit. This ranges from
near —20° for Astra 2to +2° for 1° west. In
practice, the easiest way to accommodate
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this is to adjust the lnb for best reception
while tuned to one polarity signal, then
switch the receiver polarity and rotate the
lnb for minimum signal.
Low-noise blocks intended for offset
dishes receive over a70° cone of
reception, sensitivity then being typically
10dB down, to minimise unwanted side
pickup. This angle giving an F/D typically
0.8 vertically and 0.65 horizontally.
The original lnb oscillators ran at
lOGHz. Receivers covered 950MHz to
1750MHz, permitting reception from
10.95 to 11.75GHz. When the Astra 1D
satellite was launched, enhanced Inbs
containing a9.75GHz local oscillator
were introduced, together with receivers
featuring an extended tuning range. This
satellite transmitted frequencies down to
10.7GHz,
The Astra 1E, IF and 1G satellites using
the 'high-band' frequencies saw the
introduction of the 'universal' lnb having
dual first local oscillator frequencies of
9.75 and 10.6GHz. Oscillator frequency
is selected by the presence or absence of
a22kHz switching tone which is output

by the receiver and superimposed on the
lnb supply voltage. Consequently the first
intermediate frequency sent by the Inb to
the receiver covers frequencies from 950
to 2150MHz. This demands high quality
double-screened air-spaced 75S2 coaxial
cable.
These high-band frequencies are for
digital rather than analogue transmissions.
Many are already in use, but targeted to
mainland Europe —not the UK. For its UK
viewers, Sky has reserved 14 of the 32
transponders on Astra 2A, each capable
of up to 10 television channels using
digital compression techniques.
While most satellite transmissions use
horizontal or vertical polarisation —some
including the original BSB satellite —use
circular polarisation. This is mostly right
handed.
Following the BSB/Sky merger, the
original BSB satellite was renamed Thor,
and moved to 0.8° west to serve
Scandinavian countries. Circularly
polarised transmissions cannot be
received using acommercial
vertical/horizontal voltage-switched lnb.
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Fig. 5. Swedish
Microwave software
shows asimple
representation of
dual Inb positions.
All the software's
simulations adopt
similar, simple,
graphical
presentations of
results.

Imentioned earlier that twice each year, for afew days, the
sun tracks the Clarke Belt. Its reflection from adish indicates
precisely the changing elevation needed for each satellite.
With my dish aligned on 13° east, the sun's reflections for
our four target satellite positions on 10 October 1997 indicated achange in lnb height of some —18mm for 1° west to
+22mm for 28.2° east, Fig. 4.
Compared to the azimuth changes of ±18°, elevation
changes are small — less than the receiving area of an lnb.
With allowance for beam deviation, the tabled elevations
could be converted into lnb height changes with sufficient
accuracy. Simple trigonometric calculations based on the
measured distance from the lnb to the dish centre and some
final adjustments on test, could suffice.
Your main task then is to accurately determine the time
when the sun's azimuth matches that of the required satellite,
for any day of the year. For any given day, the easiest way to
calculate satellite azimuth from your location and the sun's
time to this azimuth is to use adedicated satellite program.
Two such programs can be downloaded from Internet.

Free software tool for dish alignment
Swedish Microwave 6 provides afreeware package called
SMWLink that can be used to quickly calculate antenna
alignments for any needed satellite or any two satellites, in
adoubled-up system. Results are demonstrated graphically
to eliminate confusion between positive and negative
azimuth values, Fig. 5.
A piece of software called Satmaster Pro 7 can be used to
calculate solar times and all other information needed to
align your dish. Its tabular results are less user friendly than
the Swedish Microwave package. All equations and calculations used are fully explained in the book Guide to
Satellite TV. 4
Alternatively, the sun's time to an azimuth could be manually calculated using solar tables. Remember though that a
satellite's claimed location is maintained with respect to the
centre of the earth. Azimuth and elevation for adish vary
according to your local latitude and longitude. Requiring
three dimensional trigonometry, Imuch prefer the simpler
software approach.
For convenience, the Table 1and Table 2 optimum timings for several dates were calculated using Satmaster Pro.
Based on Manchester and GMT, they are acceptably accurate throughout the UK, and remain so for acouple of days
either side of the given dates in Table 2.

Table 2. Satellite alignment times for 1998, solar
azimuth only. Based on GM Tat Manchester.
Satellite Astra 2 Astra 1 Hot Bird Thor 2
Location 28.2°E 19.2°E 13°E
0.8°W
5April
10:18
10:53
11:16
12:07
3May
10:27
10:58
11:18
12:02
7June
10:41
11:08
11:26
12:04
11:31
5July
10:47
11:14
12:10
2Aug.
10:40
11:09
11:29
12:11
11:11
12:03
6Sept.
10:14
10:49

Putting it into practice
Having determined the mounting positions for the extra lnbs,
how does reception of more than one satellite work in practice?
Modern satellite receivers have selectable inputs for two
lnbs and recent designs have an inbuilt system called
DiSEqC, designed to control motors and external switches.
This Digital Satellite Equipment Control system was
devised by Eutelsat 2 as ameans of controlling all necessary
satellite dish ancillaries using pulsed 22kHz tones, fed along
the coaxial downlead. This removes the need to run multiple
coaxial leads, power and control cables from areceiver/positioner to the dish, simplifying installation.
Older receivers can be suitably equipped using switches
made by specialist suppliers. Receivers unable to provide the
22kHz tone needed to switch auniversal lnb between its low
and high bands can be equipped with external tone generators. Switches and tone generators are produced by Global
Communications 8 and SFM Engineering. 9
Satellite transmissions have afootprint. A receiving dish in
the outer regions of this footprint needs to be bigger in order
to deliver the same signal strength. Maps indicating power
contours, available from all satellite operators, are included
in both software packages, Fig. 6.
Off-line reception will be reduced depending on the
degree of mis -alignment. For convenience, the graphs and
equations 5 needed have been combined into atable of losses for various dish combinations and angles. Used with the
relevant contour map, these indicate the expected signal
level to be received, and hence predict the quality of reception, Table 3.
A noisy but watchable analogue picture will be attained

Fig. 6. One of
many signal
strength contour
maps available
from the satellite
operators.
Eutelsat's Hot Bird
family reaches an
extremely large
potential
audience.
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Table 3. Beam deviation at anominal 10° deflection angle, also Gain /Loss predictions for Offset Satellite Reception,
both relating to Focal Length/Dish Diameter.
Dish
Beam deviation factor
Beam offsets versus decibel losses by f/d ratios
F/D
Transmit
Receive
1dB
2dB
3dB
4dB
5dB
0.45
0.85
1.18
3.90°
6.50°
7.90°
9.30°
10.20°
0.50
0.86
1.16
5.30°
7.80°
9.50°
11.20°
12.30°
0.55
0.88
1.14
6.30°
9.30°
11.30°
13.30°
14.60°
0.60
0.89
1.12
7.40°
10.90°
13.30°
15.60°
17.20°
0.65
0.91
1.10
8.60°
12.70°
15.40°
18.10°
19.90°
0.70
0.92
1.09
9.90°
14.60°
17.70°
20.80°
22.90°
0.75
0.93
1.08
11.30°
16.60°
20.10°
23.70°
26.10°

with signals 3dB lower than recommended -even to 6dB using the best low noise
receivers and lnbs. Digital signals are
more critical. With signals above the minimum, anoise free picture results. With a
lesser signal all reception ceases, so it is
essential to ensure digital signals have
sufficient strength, allowing for the effects
of rain and cloud.

Table 4. Satellite transmissions used for dish signal strength tests.
Language
Frequency
Satellite
Channel
Swedish -English
11.341GHz
1west -Thor 2
Kanal 5
1west -Thor 2 TV Norge Norwegian -English 11.421GHz
11.366GHz
13 east -Hot Bird RAI UNO Italian
11.390GHz
13 east -Hot Bird Eurosport German
11.258GHz
19.2 E -Astra 1 Eurosport English
11.023GHz
English
19.2 E-Astra 1 TNT

Polarisation
Vertical
Horizontal
Vertical
Horizontal
Vertical
Horizontal

Elevation
28.91°
28.91°
27.33°
27.33°
25.82°
25.82°

In reality
Just how do these calculations compare
with actual measurements ?
Using my old Technisat dish, original Marconi lnb with a
70mm diameter horn and an HS101 signal strength meter, I
carefully re-aligned the dish to Astra 1and set the meter sensitivity to read +1dB. Ithen re-aligned the dish to 13° east,
and with the meter sensitivity unchanged, manually moved
the lnb to maximise Astra 1signals. The meter indicated a
loss of 0.8dB, Table 4.
While centred on 13° east, Imeasured this optimised physical lnb displacement used to receive Astra from 19.2° east,
asatellite alignment difference of 6.2°, as 73mm horizontal,
12mm vertically higher.
Similarly with the dish aligned to 1° west, Imeasured the
loss of Astra 1signal as 3dB, confirming the theoretical predictions, Table 3.
With the dish aligned to 13° east, the new Grundig lnb
secured to an adjustable mount set to receive 1west, Imeasured areduction in strength of 4dB. Ibelieve this is in part
due to its smaller, 56mm feed horn collecting less of the dif-

fused coma signals than did the larger feed horn. It would
seem advisable to use larger lnb horns for such extreme
deflection angles, with smaller horns used for small deflection angles.
Even so with asemi-clouded sky, the unencrypted Pal signals from Sweden 5and TV Norge were noise free, while all
signals from Astra are completely noiseless except under the
most adverse weather conditions.
In the short term, re-aligning my dish on 10° east would
benefit the 1° west signals by some 0.5dB while leaving the
Astra 1signals almost unchanged. For this my lnb mounts
would have to be rebuilt.
Astra 2 planned signal contours are intended to permit
reception using a45-50cm dish. This equates to a signal
some 2 or 3dB stronger than direct reception of Astra 1.
Hence Astra 2should be receivable on asecond offset lnb on
your existing dish which remains aligned on Astra 1. A minimum sized Astra 1dish cannot provide good reception of
Hot Bird transmissions.

Receiving both analogue and digital satellite television
While the straightforward method of
receiving both analogue and digital
television is to use asteerable dish, this
has the disadvantage it can receive
only one satellite at atime. Astra
viewers must choose whether to
receive either analogue from 19.2° east
or digital from 28.2° east. This prevents
any possibility of viewing one source
while taping the other, or parents
watching one choice with children the
other.
Installing two dishes in the UK,
requires planning permissionl° as does
an extra large dish.
The objective of this article was to
examine the possibility of receiving all
major satellite positions of interest on
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one fixed dish. The voltage and 22kHz
switching arrangements used mean that
it is not practicable to supply both
analogue and digital receivers from
one low-noise block. But all interesting
satellites other than the new Sky Astra
2, support both analogue and digital
transmissions.
Perhaps the most straightforward and
flexible method is to use the twinoutput, low-noise and digital-ready
lnbs now available. These provide
essentially two totally independent
lnbs, each with selectable horizontal or
vertical polarisation and low or high
band. These are now available in both
small and large feed-horn versions.
For this investigation Ibought a

Grundigli AUN10T, which is a
universal, twin-output, 56mm diameter
small feed horn model, recently
introduced. It has a0.7dB noise figure.
Grundig assures me that leaving one
output awaiting adigital receiver and
hence for now unconnected is
perfectly acceptable. This unconnected
output must however be covered to
prevent water ingress.
Note that two different lnb types are
available, both having two outputs.
The dual output versions look
identical, but provide H channels only
from one output with V channels only
from the other, so are less suitable for
the options described in this article.
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Aligned to 13° east, aone size larger dish is needed to provide noise free signals from both Astra 1, Astra 2and 13°
east. Depending on your location, this might also be possible
with the dish aligned to 10° east. Both alignments would permit acceptable reception up to 1° west, using afourth lnb.
From my results it seems feasible to receive all four desirable satellites using offset lnb's mounted on adish at least
one size larger, but preferably two sizes, than the minimum
size Astra 1dish needed for your location. Unfortunately,
until Astra 2 is actually working, its reception cannot be
proven experimentally.
Any dish system aligned to receive satisfactory signals
from 13° east, would also supply signals from 16° east and
10° east. The main problem is physically positioning the
lnbs, rather than one of ensuring sufficient signal strength.
An increase of dish diameter to, say, 90cm, with its resultant
increased lnb displacements, would facilitate reception of
these satellites while increasing signal level for all channels.
In principle, all satellite dish installations are subject to
planning control, particularly should you live in aNational
Park, one of the conservation areas or alisted building. At
present though, a70cm dish size is permitted without planning permission, increased to 90cm for western and Northern
counties. Your local planning office will supply details applicable to your local area.
In France, which almost invariably receives much stronger
signals, a lm dish is permitted. Negotiations between
Eutelsat and the last Government were expected to relax the

above size restraints, but at the time of writing, the June 1995
restrictions are still in force. I°
Having performed this investigation on 1March, Inow
plan to install afourth lnb on my dish and align this system
using the sun's reflection.
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The Low Cost Controller
That's Easy to Use
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The K-307 Module provides the features
required for most embedded applications
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• 4 Channels in 1Channel out
Digital
• 36 Digital in or out & Timers
Serial
• RS-232 or RS-485 plus I2C
Display
• LCD both text and graphics
Keyboard
• Upto 8x 8matrix keyboard
Memory
• > 2Mbytes available on board
Low Power
• Many modes to choose from

eveiopment
The PC Starter Pack provides the quickest method
to get your application up & running
Operating System • Real Time Multi Tasking
Languages
• C ,Modula-2 and Assembler
Expansion
• Easy to expand to awide range
of peripheral cards
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Watch Dog, Power Fail Detect, STE I/O Bus,
8051 interface, 68000 and PC Interface
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PLUG IN AND MEASURE
Specbun anme.

STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE
SPECTRUM ANALYZER
VOLTMETER
TRANSIENT RECORDER

TiePie introduces the HANDYSCOPE 2
A powerful 12 bit virtual' measuring instrument for the PC
The HANDYSCOPE 2, connected to the
parallel printer port of the PC and
controlled by very user friendly software
under Wndows or DOS, gives everybody the possibility to measure within a
few minutes. The philosophy of the
HANDY SCOPE 215.
"PLUG IN AND MEASURE"
Because of the good hardware specs
(two channels, 12 bit, 200 kHz sampling
on both channels simultaneously, 32
KVVord memory 0.1 to 80 volt full scale,
0.2% absolute accuracy, software
controlled AC/DC switch) and the very
complete software (oscilloscope,
voltmeter, transient recorder and
spectrum analyzer) the HANDYSCOPE
2 is the best PC controlled measuring
instrument in its category.
The four integrated virtual instruments
give lots of preisibilities for performing
good measurements and making clear
documentation. The software for the
HANDYSCOPE 2 is suitable for
Wndows 3 1and Wndows 95. There is
also software available for DOS 3.1 and
higher.
A key point of the Wndows software is
the quick and easy control of the
instruments This is done by using:
- the speed button bar. Gives direct
access to most settings.
-the mouse. Place the cursor on an
o4ect and press the right mouse button
for the corresponding settings menu.

-menus. All settings can be changed
usi ng the menus.

The voltmeter has 6 fully configurable
displays. 11 different values can be
measured and these values can be
displayed in 16 different ways. This
results in an easy way of reading the
requested values. Besides this, for each
display abar graph is available.

Some quick examples:
The voltage axis can be set using adrag
and drop pdnciple. Both the gain and the
position can be changed in an easy way.
The time axis is controlled using a
scalable scroll bar. Wth this scroll bar the \Men slowly changing events (like
measured signal (10 to 32K samples) temperature or pressure) have to be
measured, the transient recorder is the
can be zoomed live In and out.
solution. The time between two samples
The pre and post trigger moment is can be set from 0.01 sec to 500 sec, so it
displayed graphically and can be is easy to measure events that last up to
adjusted by means of the mouse. For almost 200 days.
triggering agraphical VVYSIVVYG trigger
symbol is available. This symbol The extensive possibilities of the cursors
indicates the trigger mode, slope and in the oscilloscope, the transient
level. These can be adjusted with the recorder and the spectrum analyzer can
be used to analyze the measured signal.
mouse.
Besides the standard measure ments,
The oscilloscope has an AUTO DISK also True RMS, Peak- Peak, Mean, Max
function with which unexpected and Min values of the measured signal
disturbances can be captured \Menthe are available.
instrument is set up for the disturbance,
the AUTO DISK function can be started
To document the measured signal three
Each time the disturbance occurs, it is features is provided for. For common
measured and the measured data is documentation three lines of text are
stored on disk Wien pre samples are available These lines are printed on
selected, both samples before and after every print out. They can be used e.g for
the company name and address. For
the moment of disturbance are stored.
measurement specific documentation
The spectrum analyzer is capable to 240 characters text can be added to the
calculate an 8K spectrum and disposes measurement. Also "text balloons" are
of 6 window functions. Because of this available, which can be placed within the
higher harmonics can be measured well measurement These balloons can be
(e.g for power line analysis and audio configured to your own demands.
analysis)

For printing both black and white printers
and color printers are supported.
Exporting data can be done in ASCII
(SCV) so the data can be read in a
spreadsheet program. All instrumentsettings are stored in a SET file. By
reading a SET file, the instument is
configured completely and measuring
can start at once. Each data file is
accompanied by asettings file. The data
file contains te measured values (ASCII
or binary) and the settings file contains
the settings of the instrument The
settings file is in ASCII and can be read
easily by other programs.
Convince yourself and download the
demo software from our web page:
http://wwvvtiepie.nl.
When you have questions and I or
remarks, contact us via e-mail:
support@tiepre.n1
Total Package:
The HANDYSCOPE 2 is delivered with
two 1:1/1:10 switchable oscilloscope
probe's, a user manual, Wndows and
DOS software. The price of the
HANDYSCOPE 2is £299.00 exd VAT
%Pie enginenng (UK), 28 stephenson
Road, Insdustrial Estate, St. Ives,
Cambridge. PE17 4VVJ, UK
Tel. 0148-4600028; Fax: 0148-460340
h eRe engineering (
NL),
Koperslagersstraat 37, 8601 VVL
SNEEK The Netherlands Tel +31 515
415416; Fax +31 515418819
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Stand-alone

data lo ger
You can leave this small, cheap, autonomous and battery-powered
data acquisition box almost anywhere, quietly gathering data ready
for later retrieval and post processing on a pc. Pei An and Pinhua
Xie explain its how it works.

I

n environmental monitoring applications, parameters
such as temperature, humidity, or water level or pollution
need to be monitored continuously over long periods.
A conventional pc-based data acquisition system can be
used for such an application, but it may not be ideal. Firstly,
such asystem involves acomputer and adata logger, making it expensive. Secondly, the physical size is large.
'Thirdly, power assumption will be high, and this implies that
apowerful battery pack is required in applications where
there is no mains supply.
A stand-alone data logger is auseful device for such an
application. Firstly, it is dedicated. Its only task is to acquire
data and save the data into its memory. It can be connected

Fig. 1. A stand-alone
data logger is used to
acquire analogue data
from the external world.
The logger connects to a
host computer via its
RS232 port for initial
configuration. After that
it can be disconnected
from the computer and
placed in adesignated
location to acquire data.
After the data
acquisition session is
completed, it is
connected to the host
computer again for data
downloading. The logger
only measures analogue
voltage. Asensor,
amplification and signal
conditioning circuits are
required to complete the
system.
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to acomputer any time to allow its collected data to be
transferred and analysed.
Such adata logger can be made small in size and with
ultra-low power consumption. Such astand-alone logger's
small size allows it to be placed in any location. It can collect data continuously over along period of time without
having its battery changed.
This article describes adesign of such adata logger. It has
one analogue input channel with an input range of 0to 2.5V
and the a-to-d conversion accuracy is 12-bit. It has an onboard memory capable of holding 1000 a-to-d conversion
results.
When data is to be downloaded, the logger connects to a

PP3 9V battery

Standalone Data

Battery is fitted
inside the unit
from underneath

Logger PC Link
Initialize logger

Stand alone
data logger

Download data

e

\I /
-- e---•

Reset button
underneath

Connects to
RS232 port

Screw terminal blocks
connect avoltage
from asensor

Voltage range: 0-2 5V
temperature sensor
humidity sensor
pH sensor
light intensity sensor
magnetic field sensor
pressure sensor, etc.

G

V,

Signal conditioning
and
amplification
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9-pin female

Terminal blocks
to input analogue
voltage (0-2.5V)

D-type connect to
connect pc

I

Vin +
A-to-D

Vin ONO

TX (to transmit data)
RX (to receive data)

RS232frIl
converter
unit

converter
unit

GND (digital ground)
DTR (supplies -10V pc

(LTC1285)

Central
control
unit
9V PP3

2K

+5V Power
supply

EEPROM

memory
unit

—L
o

Logger status indicator

pc via an RS232 serial port. When driven by alithium PP3sized battery it could capture data for amonth or so unattended.
It is possible to build this logger into an enclosure the size
of asmall calculator. The complete system is illustrated in
Fig. 1. Bear in mind that different sensors and signal conditioning and amplification circuits may be needed for different applications.

placed to adesignated location. The data logger converts
analogue signal into digital data at afixed interval and stores
the data into its memory.
Data logging is terminated either by pressing the reset button on the logger or when the total number of stored data
exceeds 1000. At this point, the logger is connected to the
host computer once more for data downloading. During
downloading, the data stored in the data logger are transferred into the computer.

How data logger works
The data logger has three operating modes. These are the
initialisation mode, the data logging mode and the data
downloading mode.
In initialisation mode, the user specifies the start time of
data logging and scanning interval —i.e. the period between
two consecutive data loggings. This is done by plugging the
data logger to the RS232 port of ahost computer.
After the initialisation, the logger enters data logging
mode. It can now be disconnected from the computer and

J-

16

female

TX
(pin 3)

o

5.1V zener

i
-

VCC
ABS
REG

RAO

RB7

D1

VCC

11

13

6

ID out

7

CLk

5

CS

Screwed

IC2 LTCI285

8

OSC1

,88

4k7

2.5V 0.8%
—0—

5V

15

OSCI

connector
RI

• Central controller based on the PICI6C84
• LTC 1285 analogue-to-digital converter
• 24LCI 6memory unit,
• RS232-to-ttl converter
• power supply

HOF-

Ceramic
resonator ).

AX

Hardware details
Figure 2 shows the logger's block diagram. The system
comprises five units. They are,

+5V

XT

D-type

Fig. 2. The central control unit controls all
operations of the data logger. Three main
elements are the a-to-d converter unit, the
memory unit for storing the data and the
R5232-to-ttl converter.

-L

RESET button

9-pi

•71
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(PIC16C84)
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N
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I
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6
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1 4k7

9

1
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e
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4

R7
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o
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IC4

IC5

HT1050

TLE2425

LED
C41

RESET
BUTTON

2.5V
—0-

5V

02
1N4I 48

Flashing repeatedly: wrong data received from PC
flash once: scanning data

9V PP3

COI

All capacitors CI to Cl, 100 nF

C6 I

Fig. 3. Complete
circuit diagram of
the stand-alone
data logger. A
PIC16C84, an
LTC1285 a-to-d
converter and a
24LC168 2Kbyte
electricallyerasable prom are
used in the circuit,
which may be
constructed on a
single-sided board.
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<

EEPROM
Program
Memory

13

1K x14

18

RA2
RA3

2

RA1

Program Counter

Level Slack
(la bltl

17 I RAO

3

16

OSC 1/CLKIN

-MCLR

4

14

OSC2/CLKOUT

14

VDD
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RBO/INT

6
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RB 7

RB1

7
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RB2
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RB3

9
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RB5
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Vin- E
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7 / Indirect
Addr

Direct Addr

Power-Up
Timer

TMRO

RA4/TOCKI

Oscillator
Start-Up Timer

Mining
Generation

Watchdog
Tuner

MCI:Fr

OSC1/CLKIN

-CS/
SHWA

8

5

Bias and
shutdown circuit

Von,

W Reg

PORTA
RA3:RAO
PORTB

VS9

CLK
7

Dout

Serial port

Csample

SAR

K

ALU

Power-On
Reset

OSC2/CLKOUT

VCC

I
/
O Ports

Instruction
Decode
Control

4

apacitor
d-to-a
converter

ONO

Vref

Table 1. In this application, lines of the PIC controller are designated as follows.
Line
Port A
RA 0
RA i
port)
RA 2
RA 3
RA 4

EEADR

STATUS Reg

3

CLK

EEPROM
Data Memory
84 x8

FSR

8 VCC
7

<=>

Data Memory

Addr Mux
A
5

Fig. 4. Pin-out and the internal block diagram of the
PIC16C84 microcontroller. This is an 18-pin OIL
device with only 35 instructions, making its
programming easy to learn.

Fig. 5. Pin-out and internals
of the LTC1285 12-bit a-todconverter. It has athreewire serial i/o bus, so
2
hardware design is easy. v in +

EEPROM

RAM Addr

V

RA4/RTCC

PIC16C84

RAM
File
Registers
36 x8

Program /
Bus 14
Instruction Reg

VSS

Data Bus 8

Pin

Description

18
17

Serial data input to the PIC (connected to Tx of the PC's RS232 port)
Serial data output from the PIC (connected to Rx of the PC's RS232

1
2
3

Not used
Not used
Not used

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Not used
Not used
Control of the logger status led (output)
Serial clock of the 1
20 bus (SCL) for the 24LC16B (output)
Serial data of the I
2C bus (SDA) for the 24LC16B (input and output)
Serial data output (Dow) from the LTC1285 (input)
Serial clock (CLK) of the LTC1285 (output)
enable (—CS) of the LTC1285 (output)

The complete circuit is given in Fig. 3. The system utilises
only three key ICs, namely the controller, the a-to-d converter and the memory. The LTC1285 a-to-d converter has a
serial peripheral interface, or SPI, for all i/o operations. The
2K eeprom has a 2Kbyte capacity. It communicates with
external devices using an I
2C bus. The PIC16C84 manage
the gathering of data from the a-to-d converter and the storage of it in the eeprom. It also looks after communication
with the host computer via the RS232 port.
Central control unit. The central control unit is based on a
Microchip PIC I6C84 peripheral interface controller. This
device is arelatively recent addition to Microchip's range. It
has has an electrically erasable memory to store program,
making it particular useful for product development. This is
why we adopted it for this application.
The pin-out and internal block diagram of the 16C84 is
shown in Fig. 4. Pins 14 and 5connect to the positive and
negative rails of apower supply. The supply voltage range is
2to 6V. Power supply current is typically 2mA at 5V and
4MHz clock frequency. This drops to several tens of
microamps when the IC is in standby mode.
Pin 4 is the master clear. It must be held high in normal
operation. Pin 15 and 16 connect to acrystal or ceramic resonator up to 4MHz. The 16C84 has a1024 word 14-bit wide
electrically erasable prom to store instructions and a64 byte
eeprom to store data. There are 15 special function registers
and 36 byte-wide general purpose registers.
There are two i/o ports. Port A is brought out on RA 0_
4
while port B is on RB 0.
7.
Each individual line can be configured as an input or output. As an output, any line is able
to source 20mA and sink 25tnA. Line RA4 has asecondary
function. It is used for the timer/counter modules. Also, RB 0
doubles as an external interrupt input.
The PIC has only 35 single-word instructions, which
makes programming it easy to learn. In this application, the
PIC works in the crystal-oscillator mode. A 4MHz ceramic
resonantor — athree pin device —is used, Fig. 3. Input/output lines of the PIC are committed in as in Table 1.
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Analogue to digital converter unit. The analogue-to-digital converter core is aLinear Technology LTC1285CN8 12List 1. These nine bytes are sent to the PIC controller in the logger from the pc
bit a-to-d converter using successive approximation conimmediately after initialisation.
version, Fig. 5. It requires apower supply of 2.7V to 6V on
byte 1: data logging launch time, year (0-99 decimal)
pins 4and 8and areference voltage on pin 1.
byte 2: data logging launch time, month (1-12 decimal)
Typical supply current is 260µA at a6.61cHz sampling rate
byte 3: data logging launch time, day (1-31 decimal)
and with a2.7V power rail. When in standby mode, the supbyte 4: data logging launch time, hour (1-24 decimal)
ply current drops to several nanoamps. The 1285 has adifbyte 5: data logging launch time, minute (1-59 decimal)
ferential analogue input on pin 2 and 3 and the analogue
byte 6: scanning rate (1=1 second, 2=lminute, 3=1 hour)
input leakage current is typically 11.1A.
byte 7: delay number high byte, Dh
The converter communicates with other circuitry through
byte 8: delay number mid byte, Dm
a three-wire SPI serial interface. These three wires are
byte 9: delay number low byte, D1
—CS/SHDN, CLK and Dou1 .On going low, pin 5selects the
chip and initiates data transfer. If the pin goes high, the converter enters standby mode.
Pin 7 is the clock input. It synchronises the serial data
transfer and determines conversion speed. At the falling edge
of the clock signal, each bit of the 12 bits of an a-to-d con-CS
version result is sent out from Dou ,pin.
Falling edge output data
The operating sequence of the 1285 is shown in Fig 6.
Data transfer is initiated at the falling edge of the chip select,
CLK
pin 1. Following chip select's falling edge, the second clock
1:-L - 1=1:0_71-- 1:1-1:LL
pulse enables data output Dow .A null bit (logic 0) appears
Null
B10
B8
Bo
84
B2 Ell
BO
Null
B10
first on Dout ,pin 6. At the next 12 falling edge of the clock,
bit
Hi -z
Hi-2
bit —
the 12 bits of the a-to-d conversion result appear on D„ 1one D out
1311
by one.
SB
MSS
In the present circuit, —CS, D.„ 1and CLK connect to RB 7,
RB 5 and RB 6 of the PIC. The PIC sets RB 7 (—CS) and RB 6
Fig. 6. Timing sequence of the LTC1285. After —CS falls, the converter enters the
(CLK) as output lines. Line RB 5 is set as an input.
data conversion stage. The falling edge of the third clock pulse causes Dout to
Memory unit. The memory unit uses a24LC16B 2Kbyte
output bit 11 of the conversion result. The following 11 clock pulses causes Dow to
eeprom from Microchip. The memory is organised is 2Kbyte
output bit 10 to bit 0.
memory locations. It is possible to erase and write to the
memory up to amillion times.
The chip requires a2.5V to 5V power supply with atypi7 WP
High voltage generator
cal current consumption of 1mA in active mode and 101,1A in
standby mode. It has an I
2C bus for data transfer operations
5 SDA
Memory
EEPROM array
and it operates as aslave device on the bus, Fig. 7.
AO (not used)
VCC
I/O control 4.
4. control
XDEC
logic
6 EICL
Lines 4.2 have no function and can be left open. Pin WP
logic
Page Won«
WP
Al (not used)
is for write protection and is normally tied to the ground to
A2 (not used)
SCL
enable write operation. Lines SCL and SDA are the clock
and data lines of the I
2C bus.
Vss
SDA
YDEC
Data can be written to and read from the rom via the I
2C
bus. The write operation has two modes —byte-write mode
RAN control
and page-write mode. The former writes asingle byte to a
VCC
VSS
memory location. The latter writes 256 bytes to ablock in
4
one go. The read operation has acurrent-address-read mode
and arandom-read mode. Byte-write mode and the randomFig. 7. Details of the 24LC16 2kbyte eeprom. It has an I
2C bus comprising aclock
read mode are used in this application. Their timing
line, SCL, and adata line, SDA.
sequence is described below, Fig. 8.
Following astart condition on the I
2C bus, an eight-bit
slave address byte is clocked into the memory from the controller. The slave address from bits 7to 0is:

Stop

O

1, 0, 1, 0, B2, B1,Bo and R/—W.
Bits 7 to bit 4 are the permanent address of the 24LC16
memory. Bits B2.. 0 specify one of the four memory blocks.
When R/—W is high, the operation is aread operation, otherwise it is awrite operation.
After the slave address bits are transferred into memory, an
address byte is transmitted to it which specifies aparticular
memory location in the selected memory block. This address
is written to the address pointer of the 24LC16 and its value
ranges from 0to 255.
If the operation is awrite operation, the eight bits of data
are sent to it next. In random-read mode, after writing to the
address pointer, astart condition is generated again and it is
followed by sending slave address bits with the 12/—W bit set
to 1, to signify reading. Now, the data stored in the memory
is sent out bit by bit.
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Ack

Start

o2 1 o o A

Ack
AA A AA A AA
7

Control bita

e

43 2

0

A

Ack

oD

DD D

76 5 43 2

Address bita

o

A

Data bits

(a) Byte write operation

SWrt

Start

Ack

O

o2

Control bits

O

OA

AA A AA A AA
7

65

4 3 2

Address bits

O

Sftm
No
Ack

Ack

o

O2

O

Control bits

DD D D

e

DD

43 2

D

o

Data bits

(b) Random read operation
Fig. 8. Timing sequence of the 24LC16 eeprom. See details of the I
2C bus operation
in the panel.
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List 2. When the logger is to off-load its data, it send this sequence to the pc first,
followed by the stored data.
byte 1:

data logging start time,

year

byte 2:

data logging start time,

month

byte 3:

data logging start time,

day

byte 4:

data logging start time,

hour

byte 5:

data logging start time,

minute

byte 6:

scanning rate

byte 7:

total number of data logged,

lower 8 bits,

D1

byte 8:

total number of data logged,

upper 8 bits,

Dh

(1=1 second,

(0-99 decimal)
(1-12 decimal)

Software for the PIC

(1-31 decimal)
(1-24 decimal)
(1-59 decimal)

2=lminute,

3=1 hour)

In the present circuit, SCL and SDA are controlled by the
PIC via RB3 4. Both lines are pulled high by R4,5 to form an
I
2C bus. The PIC permanently sets RB 3,
the SCL line, as an
output line. Depending on the I
2C operation in progress,
SDA on RB 4 is set as an input or an output.
RS232/ttl translator unit. The function of this unit is to perform voltage conversions between RS232 and ttl logic levels.
From the circuit diagram, you will see that the Rx line —i.e.
the line from which the logger receives data, RS232 voltage
level — is converted into attl voltage level using asimple
clamp based on R1and zener diode D i.This converter does
not have an inverting action.
The Tx signal —the signal output from the logger, RS232
voltage level —is generated by acircuit consisting R2, R3 and
Tr i.The circuit requires apositive and anegative power supplies. The former is from the +5V power supply of the data
logger board. The latter is 'stolen' from the RS232 port of
the computer. The DTR, or data-terminal ready, line in the
pc's RS232 port is set low which outputs a—10V level. The
pin-out of the pc's RS232 port connector and its functions
are given in Fig. 9.

Supplying power
Fig. 9. Pin-out of the
RS232 port on IBM
compatibles. In this
application, only the
Tx transmit output
from the PC, the Rx
input and the DTR
output are used

2.5V voltage reference for use by the a-to-d converter.
Our stand-alone data logger implementation is constructed
on asingle-sided pcb and is housed in aslim ABS box.

As Fig. 3shows, the power supply is aPP3 9V battery, regulated to +5V using an HT] 050 regulator. This is a5V fixed
voltage regulator with amaximum supply current 30mA. It
offers avery low dropout voltage of 100 mV and aquiescent
current of 3.5µ A.
The 5V supply is converted into 2.5V by the TLE2425

The PIC software divides into three main procedures. The
first is the initialisation procedure, the second is the data logging procedure and the third is the data downloading procedure, Fig. 10. Their functions are described briefly below:
After pressing the reset button, the initialisation procedure
is activated once the PIC detects aserial byte AA 16 sent by
the host computer at its RA I pin. After this, the procedure
receives nine initialisation bytes, as described in List 1.
Delay period in second is calculated using the following,
2.6x(256x256xD h+256x144-D 1)
To carry out the initialisation, the host computer must send
AA 16 and the nine bytes through its RS232 port.
After the PIC receives the ninth byte, it automatically
enters the data logging mode. Firstly, the data logger is in the
sleep mode until the launch time of data logging is reached.
While the PIC is not logging data, the PIC, a-to-d converter
and the memory are all in sleep mode.
The PIC wakes up and makes the TLCI285 converter perform an a-to-d conversion. The resulting bits are read into the
PIC serially. After reading 12 data bits, the PIC writes the
value into the 24LC16B eeprom.
Next, the PIC goes back to sleep. It waits for atime period
as specified by the scanning interval and then starts another
data logging cycle. There are two ways to terminate the data
logging. One is to press the reset button anytime. The other is
that the number of data stored in memory exceeds 1000.
Data downloading to the pc is activated once the PIC
detects an RS232 serial byte 55 16 sent by the host computer
from its RB I line, after the reset button is pressed. Following
this, the data logger begins to output data. The first eight
bytes are data headers and the logged data follows, List 2.
The total number of data stored by the data logged is calculated using Dhx256+13 1.
The bytes succeeding those are data bytes. Two bytes repContinued over pogo
Logger connected to ahost computer
Reset button pressed

1 2 3 4 5

ran received
Other data received

6 7 8 9
(a) 9-pin male socket viewed from the back of the computer
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

II

IIIIIIIII

o

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
(b) 25-pin male socket viewed from the back of the computer

Initialization mode
Receive 9inializing bytes from pc
Data logging launch time: year
Data logging launch time: month
Data logging launch time: day
Data logging launch time: hour
Data logging launch time: minute
Scanning rate (1.1 s, 2.1 m, 3.1 h)
Delay number high byte, Dh
Delay number middle byte, Dm
Delay number low byte, Dl
Logger disconnected
from PC

Data logging mode
Pin functions of the RS232 connectors

Wrong data received
Logger status LED flashing

Data downloading mode
Transmit data to pc
Data logging launch time: year
Data logging launch time: month
Data logging launch time: day
Data lopping launch time: hour
Data logging launch time: minute
Scanning rate (1.1 s, 2.1 m, 3.1 h)
Total number of data logged, low byte
Total number of data logged, high byte

--I Transmit upper 4tds of data

Transmit lower 8bits of data

Wan until logging launching time
25 pin 9 pin Name
1

Protective ground

2

3

TO

3

2

RD

Input

Receive data

4

7

RIS

Output

Request to send

5

8

CTS

Input

Clear to send

6

6

DSR

Input

7

5

ONO

Output

Transmit data

Data set ready
Signal ground (common)

8

1

DCD

Input

Data carrier detedt

20

4

DTR

Output

Data terminal ready

22

9

RI

Input

Ring indicator

DSRD

I/0

Data signal rate detector

23
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Direction Description
(for pcs)

Prot

Obtain data from AID converter

j
Write data into memory

Fig. 10. Flow chart of the PIC control program.
Three main procedures are involved. The
initialisation procedure, the data logging
procedure and the data downloading procedure.
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What is I
2C bus?
Devised by Phillips, I
2C stands for inter-IC-communication. It is adata bus that allows integrated circuits
or modules to communicate with each other.
The bus allows data and instructions to be
exchanged between devices via only two wires. This
greatly simplifies the design of acomplex electronic
circuits. There is afamily of I
2C compatible devices
available for various applications. They include i/o
expansion, a-to-d and d-to-a conversion, time keeping, memory and frequency synthesis, etc..
Principle of the I
2C bus. The I
2C bus consists of two
lines: abi-directional data line called SDA and aclock
line called SCL. Both are pulled up to the positive
power supply via resistors. An I
2C bus system is shown
in Fig. A.
A device generating amessage is a'transmitter' while
a device receiving a message is the 'receiver'. The
device controlling the bus operation is the 'master' and
devices controlled by the master are 'slaves'.
The following communication protocol is defined:

first. This is carried out with the seven-bit address byte
plus R/-W bit transmitted after astart condition. A typical address byte has the following format:
Fixed Address bits + Programmable
bits + R/-W bit (in total 8 bits)

The fixed address depends on the IC and it can not be
changed.* The programmable address bits can be set
using the address pins on the chip. The last bit is the
read/write bit which indicates the direction of data flow.
The byte following the address byte is the control byte
which depends on the IC used. Following the control
byte are the data bytes. The serial data has the format
shown in Fig. 8.
*Although some I
2C devices have inputs that can modify the address depending on their logic state, allowing
more than one of the same ic to be used on the same
bus -Ed.

• adata transfer may be initiated only when the bus is
not busy
• during the data transfer, the data line must remain
stable whenever the clock line is high.

•

The device that acknowledges has to pull down the
SDA line during the acknowledge clock pulse in such a
way that the SDA line is at astable low state during the
high period of the acknowledge related clock pulse. A
master receiver must signal an end to the slave transmitter by not generating an acknowledge on the last
byte that has been clocked out of the slave.
How the bus operates. Before any data is transmitted on
the bus, the device which should respond is addressed
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C bus
SDA
SCL

Changes in the data line while the clock line is high is
interpreted as control signals. The following bus conditions are defined, Fig. B.
• Bus not busy: both data and clock lines remain high
• Start data transfer: achange in the state of the data
line from high to low while the clock is high, defines
the start condition
• Stop data transfer: A change in the state of the data
line from low to high while the clock is high defines
the stop condition.
• Data valid: The state of the data line represents valid
data after astart condition. The data line is stable for
the duration of the high period of the clock signal.
The data on the line may be changed during the low
period of the clock signal. There is one clock pulse
per bit data. Each data transfer is initiated with a
start condition and terminated with astop condition.
The number of data bytes transferred between the
start and stop conditions is not limited. The information is transmitted byte-wise and the receiver
acknowledges with aninth bit.
• Acknowledge bit: Each byte is followed by an
acknowledge bit. The acknowledge bit is a high
level put on the bus by the transmitter whereas the
master generates an extra acknowledge related
clock pulse. The acknowledge bit is alow level put
on the bus by the receiver. A slave receiver which is
addressed is obliged to generate an acknowledge bit
after the reception of each byte.

address

Mesta
Tx/Rx

Slave
Ru

Slave
Tx/Rx

Slave
Tx/Ru

Fig. A. An I
2C bus consists of only two data lines: serial clock, SCL, and
serial data, SDA. PCcompatible devices connect to the bus using these
two wires, making hardware design simple.

SDA= 1to 0
SCL=1

SDA= 0to 1
SCL=1
Stop condition

Start condition
SDA

SCL
SDA=1
SCL=1
Bus not busy

SDA=X
SCL=1
Data transfer
Bus conditions: bus not busy, start, data transfer and stop

Clock pulse for
acknowledgement

Start condition
SCL
Data output
by transmitter

1

2

3

1

0

1

7

8

9

F 71
— \ 0 1/

Transmitter outputs 1
during the acknowledgement

Data output
by receiver

Receiver outputs 0
to acknowledge
Acknowledgement on the bus

Fig. B. Timing sequences for Bus Not Busy, Start, Stop and
Acknowledgement.
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List 3. Outline of how to send initialisation data to the logger using Turbo Pascal 6.
Procedure init_logger
(initialize data logger)
begin
; (send AA=10*16+10 byte to start initialization);

resent a12-bit a-to-d conversion. The upper four bits are sent

Port[RS232_address]:=10*16+10

first, then the lower eight bits.
The procedure causes the PIC to output 2000 bytes —which
is in effect 1000 data words. While the PIC is doing so, it
does not generate any handshake signals. The host computer must be able to detect each valid received byte and to read
it. This is easily achieved on modem computers.
The program list of the PIC control software is lengthy and
it is not possible to include it here, but it is available from the
authors, as described in the Technical Support panel.

delay(1000);

{a short delay)

Port[RS232_address]:=start_year;

delay(1000);

Port[RS232_address]:=start_month;

delay(1000);

Port[RS232_address]:=start_day;

delay(1000);

Port[RS232_address]:=start_hour;

delay(1000);

Port[RS232_address]:=start_minute;

delay(1000);

Port[RS232_address]:=scanning_inteval;
delay(l000);
Port[RS232_address]:=delay_h;
delay(1000);
Port[RS232_address]:=delay_m;

delay(l000);

Port[RS232_address]:=delay_1;

delay(1000);

End'

PC link software
This section describes how apersonal computer controls the
data logger and presents some hands-on programming examples. Turbo Pascal 6 programming language is
used.
The following Pascal procedure shows how to
send initialisation data to the data logger via its
RS232 port. A Pascal command

List 4. Routine for downloading data from the data logger into the pc.
Procedure readdata;
Function data:byte;
(to read data from COM port with valid-data-received detection)
begin
; (check if a new valid data is received)
repeat until (Port[RS232_address+2] and 1) =0
(check if a valid serial data is received by the COM port)
data:=port[RS232_address];

(read the received data)

end;
begin
port[RS232_address):=

5*16+5;

(to start data downloading pro-

cedure)
yearx:=data;
monthx:=data;
dayx:=data;
hourx:=data;

"Port[RS232_address]:=55h"

minutex:=data;
scan_intervalx:=data;
number_lowbyte:=data;
number_highbyte:=data;
Total_number:=number_lowbyte+number_highbyte*256;
for i:=1 to total_number do
begin
dl: =data;
d2:=data;
data_from_logger[i]:=(d1*256 + d2)* 2.50/4096;
end;

List 5.
Procedure Write_interrupt_enable(RS232_address,
Output_byte:

integer);

(to enable interrupt
conditions
output_byte=1,

"Port[RS232_address]:=DATA"

is used to output the variable DATA from the
RS232 port. The RS232 port address
(RS232_address) should be supplied to this command.
There are various ways of finding the RS232
address. You will notice that initialisation starts
by sending aAA 16 byte to the stand-alone data
logger. A short delay is need between each data
transmission, List 3.
The following procedure downloads data from
the data logger. The download procedure starts
with aPascal command,

identification register on certain

to generate an interrupt flag when a valid

serial data is received)
begin

Next the pc reads data from the data logger, List
4.
When the computer reads serial data from the
RS232 port, it must be able to detect when avalid
serial data is transmitted from the data logger to
the computer. This is achieved by enabling the
selected COM port to generate a valid-datareceived identification.
After avalid data transmission is completed, bit 0
of the interrupt-identification register of the selected COM port goes low. The register has an address
of: RS232_address+2. The way to do the checking
is shown in 'Function data:byte' in List 4.
To enable the COM port to generate avalid-data-received
identification, the procedure in List 5 is used before calling
the above procedure. The variable output_byte should be I.
After the program reads all the data from the data logger. It
saves the data into ados text file. The data can be analysed
by spreadsheet packages such as the Microsoft excel.
The complete program list of the pc link software is
lengthy. It is available from the authors if required.
•

Port[RS232_address+1]:=Output_byte;
end;

Technical support

authors. This includes a pre-programmed

Designers' kits containing all the necessary

PIC. Source code for the PIC and the computer linker program are also available.

components to construct acomplete standalone data logger are available from the
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Please make your enquiry to Dr Pei An, 11

Sandpiper Driver, Stockport, Manchester
SK3 8UL, UK. Tel/Fax/Answer:+44-(0)161477-9583. Alternatively, e-mail to
pan@fs1.eng.man.ac.uk.
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Open line break finder
T ime-domain reflectometry or capacitance measurement

are, in most circumstances, successful methods of
finding breaks in cable pairs. But, if the lines are loaded at
intervals with inductors to improve frequency response,
those methods are often useless at the frequencies used.
This problem is overcome in this arrangement by the use
of avery low-frequency capacitance measurement, in
practice along CR with acapacitance multiplier for
Fig. 1. Measuring the rise time of along CR avoids the problem of inductance found
magnification. A 15s CR eliminates the line inductances
in high-frequency methods of detecting line breaks. The Miller circuit magnifies the
and the multiplier confers better accuracy on an expanded
capacitance.
scale.
Figure 1shows the multiplier using aMiller circuit,
where the effective value of the capacitor is increased by
the gain of the transistor. There is, however, leakage to
cope with and the Fig. 2circuit is abridge arrangement to
balance out dc leakages.
Figure 3is the practical circuit. Discharge the line
'A'
capacitance and adjust VR Iuntil voltmeter D is reading
just below the knee of the curve in Fig. 2a), point Q,
logging the reading which is the balance point to be made
before any further readings. You may like to practice this
procedure using a0.1µF capacitor.
With S2 set to balance', set the voltmeter to point Q. Switching to measure',
temporarily closing Sizeros the meter and discharges the cable; releasing the
switch, the fixed offset of the bridge causes the meter reading to rise slowly as
long as the cable is charging. When the meter stops moving, log the reading.
Voltmeter D'
'0' point
Ranges are 3, 10 and 30km, corresponding to 1.5, 5and 15s to reach full scale
with a30mV offset and aconstant lmA current. Accuracy is better than 5%,
which is sufficient to place the fault near enough for atdr method to be used, if
necessary.
VR 1 increasing
As regards components, K1 is anormally-open dual reed relay; VR 3 adjusts the
Fig. 2. Bridge circuit balances out
op-amp gain to make full-scale reading match analogue voltmeter scale on
leakages in line capacitance. At (a),
calibration; V/24 .5.6are for scale adjustment; and the 2N3906 is in a
the meter characteristic; point Q is
constant-current circuit to measure charging time using alow-leakage 181.IF
the meter reading point.
capacitor.

100k

100k

Kla

220R

In practice, Ifound that induced voltage over 100mV ruined
the readings, so the low-pass filter shown at the bottom of
Fig. 3a) was used to avoid the problem. The filter capacitor is
equal to one scale unit, with the result that one unit must be
subtracted from readings.
JH Knox
Northwest Territories
Canada
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181.1
15V

'A'

Input filter

-----3"°}
‘"

I

> Field cable

Fig. 3. Practical circuit
and filter to reduce
induced noise.

o
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Positive feedback linearises
temperature measurement

T

emperature-dependent resistor PI-100 is in common use
for temperature measurement, presenting 10011 at 0°C
and 138.5i/ at 100°C. The plot shows its characteristic, in
which is implicit an error of 0.7°C at 50°C. This circuit
reduces the error to about 0.05°C.
Excitation current for Rtis determined by R1and Site
and is, in this case, 0.83mA, low enough to prevent the
sensor self-heating. Negative feedback to the main
amplifier, op-amp /C tb ,comes via Rf, while R2,3, 4 form
the positive feedback path.
When the sensor is cool, the positive feedback is less
than the negative feedback, so that the output is low and
stays low until the sensor warms up and the two feedback
voltages become equal. Voltage divider R3A sets the
amount of positive feedback, R4 being set initially to
151d1.
To adjust the circuit, calibrate at 0°C and 100°C, at

J.c,

Temperature
dependent
positive feedback
reduces
non-linearity and
augments gain in
resistive
temperature
measurement.

which points the output of the prototype was —0.3334768
and —1.5008071. Calculate the output required at 50°C
(-0.9166916 in the prototype) and adjust R4 to obtain that
voltage. These adjustments are alittle interactive.
The plot shows the improvement in linearity from
around 0.007% to abarely discernible 0.0005%, and gain
is much increased.
Fung Tak Sang
Singapore
(A85)
No positive feedback
With positive feedback

—

0.01
0.005

error
—0.005

220n

O'C

100 C

50 C

1220n

Temperature
RF

(A85b)

R6

Rin

3k

10k

100R

R5

10k

ic i = LM324A
Z1 =TL431(2V5)
R, = Pt-100

(A85a)

Economical ldB/step attenuator
Ladder step
attenuator is
economical,
accurate and
remains accurate
at higher
frequencies. There
is afixed
minimum of
20d8, with 1d8
steps above that.

C tep attenuators, commonly used in gain or loss measure%) ment, come in several forms, each with its own pros and
cons: bridged-tee types are economical, but have atendency to introduce errors at higher frequencies; those using tee
or pi pads are complicated to switch; ladder attenuators,
such as the one shown here, are simple and economical,
although they do impose afixed minimum attenuation.
This is a75f2 design with ldB per step; this allows the
use of fewer resistors than would a10dB/step type.
In the OdB position, attenuation is 20dB, provided by
the input pad, the ldB steps being incremental above the
20dB to amaximum of 30dB. Because of the input pad,
input resistance of the attenuator remains within 0.5f1 of
the 75a characteristic impedance in all positions and the

37R

(A83)

Input
750

204

c,

output impedance stays within lÍ2 of 75L1.
With the resistor values shown, attenuation is within
0.03dB of nominal; most are standard values and others
can be made up from parallel resistors. Metal-film types
of 1% tolerance are suitable and E96 values would give
negligible error.
To obtain son or 600f2 attenuators, scale the values
shown to two-thirds or eight times.' If an increased variation in input resistance with switch position can be tolerated, the loss in the input pad can be reduced to 10dB.
Ben Sullivan
Waterlooville
Hampshire
(A83)

OdB
191R
111R

9R1
11OR

1dB
8R7

2dB
9R1
33OR

3dB
8R7

4dB
9R1
33OR

5dB
8R7

6dB
9R1
330R

Output

7dB
8R7

8dB
9R1
33OR

9dB

10dB

8R7
68R
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NOW AVAILABLE

RANGER 2for Windows 95 m
1

The Complete, Integrated
Schematic & PCB Layout Package

Windows Ranger 2
Ranger 2 Outputs:
Full Windows Outputs

For Windows 95 & NT
•New Hierarchical Circuit
•Split Devices •Gate & Pin Swap
•New Edit Devices in Circuit
•Copper Fill •Power Planes
•Autorouter •Back Annotation

Plus -HP-GL
Gerber
NC Drill
AutoCad DXF

Windows Ranger 2 with Specctra SP2
Ranger & Specctra Autorouter provide the most cost
effective PCB Design system available.A powerful,
intuitive system at an outstanding price!

Windows Ranger 2 Upgrade
Upgrade your existing PCB Package to Windows
Ranger 2.

_FEETROX

Demo disc available £S.00 (Prices exc VAT/P&P)

Call 01730 260062

Fax 01705 599036

Old Buriton Limeworks, Kiln Lane,
Buriton, Petersfield, Hants. GU3I 5S1

Ar— Amer

jr.

Advanced Systems & Technology for PCB Manufacture

CIRCLE NO. III ON REND.CARD

CHELMER
VALVE
COMPANY
Ifyou need Valves/Tubes or RF Power

MARCONI 2370
Spectrum Analyser
(as new)
sr,

Transistors e.t.c. ...then try us!
We have vast stocks, widespread sources and
33 years specialist experience in meeting our
customers requirements.
am

oneer::t:
i
t
e
r
emywei

,
1--cemmeTedifflarg

EEE

CZZ-0--

ILO
3»

?OD

tà »X 3500 •XO all SOW

Tuned to the needs of the Professional User
Chelmer Valve Company, 130 New London Road,
Chelmsford. Essex CM2 ORG, England

2e44-01245-355296/265865
Fax

44-01245-490064
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30Hz -110MHz Frequency range
1Hz Resolution/phase lock tuning
Digital storage with dual display
Built-in tracking generator
9digit frequency counter

£750 ±

carriage/vat

Includes 30 day unconditional warranty
M&B Radio, 86 Bishopgate Street, Leeds LS1 4BB

Tel: (+44) 0113 2435649
Fax: (+44) 0113 2426881
CIRCLE NO. 115 ON REPLY CARD
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Class AB set-up

Monitor
ac volts
here

S

etting up the quiescent current in aClass AB output stage —
particularly when no monitoring point is provided, usually
requires unsoldering joints to get the meter in series. If the power
supply to the amplifier is aconventional mains type with rectifier
and reservoir capacitor, this method avoids all that. Ac ripple
voltage on the capacitor is proportional to the current drawn and
may therefore be used to indicate the quiescent current setting.
To do this, reduce the current in the output stage to zero by
setting the potentiometer or shorting the bias network. Connect a
resistor across the reservoir of avalue to draw acurrent equal to
the required quiescent current, measuring the ripple voltage with
an ac millivoltmeter. Now disconnect the shorting resistor and
the short on the bias network if you used one; set the
potentiometer to give the same reading on the millivoltmeter as
before.
SI Kearley
Address not known
(A87)

Quiescent
adjust
potentiometer

(A87)

Setting up Class AR quiescent current without dismantling the amplifier.
Reservoir ripple current is ameasure of the current drawn and may be
measured instead.

Infrared remote remote control

W

hen infrared remote control for an audio system is
not remote enough, for example when you wish to
adjust volume from extension speakers in another room,
this circuit detects the ir signal from the controller and
transmits it via atwisted pair to another transmitter led
near the amplifier.
When quiescent, output Q7 of /
CI is high and Tr 2 is off.
When the photosensor D Idetects the ir signal from the
remote controller, Tr iresets /
CIto turn Tr, on. Current
through the sensor develops asignal voltage across R2,
which is amplified by the op-amp and Tr4,modulated
current being driven into the 7/0.2 twisted pair into Led i
near the amplifier.
After about ls after the controller pulses have finished,

A leg-saving
circuit, allowing
volume on
extension
speakers to be
adjusted from the
same room.

>

14

!1R9
0k

4k7

D14
PT380F

Tr,
BC557

the oscillator formed by the first op-amp has applied
enough pulses to the counter ic to drive its Q, pin high,
which switches off Tr 2 and returns the circuit to its
quiescent state. Led 2 confirms the operation.
Diode D and Led iare made by Sharp and are
obtainable from RS Components. They are used in this
circuit because the sensor diode has afilter to prevent
ambient light causing current to flow and drain the
battery.
Using the Sharp devices allows only 311A to flow in
daylight. If these devices are not used, place the sensor in
aposition to reduce the ambient light falling on it.
SI Kearley
(A86)

Tr 2
R,,
10k

14

3
07

2

BC557

LED 2

IC 2b
LM393

8

IC 2a
LM393

R7

CK

Tr,
BC557

Tr,

R,
100k

4024
GND
7

R

2<

100R
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e

MM C2
Mffl iOn

C,
mu 100n

Circuit
active

R,,
100k

220k

oo

R
111
00 k

R,
C,
10k>
> m" 10 n

R
11(18
9

2k2

ic,

2

B,
6V

R18
220R

16

2k2

17

R,
4k7

+V

R

22k

eRia
R, 2

220k

-4-

100R

Remote
LED,
GL380
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hitex

SOFTWARE

A Helping Hand
From The
Uir Professionals

Data Acquisition
Environmental Monitoring

Pico Technology

Virtual Instrumentation

'Pico's Virtual Instrument is
the most powerful, flexible
test equipment in my lab.'
Picos virtual instruments emulate the
functions of traditional instruments such
as Oscillscopes, Spectrum Analysers
and Multimeters. Controlled using the
standard
Windows
interface,
the
software is easy to use with full on line
help.

KJII Profes lo al C Devel
rs
contain verythin
ou
eiryo
rr
met, c noil
ilocts up
d unni east!

â

C51, C16x, C251 C compilers with
numerous microcontroller language
extensions for the fastest, tightest
code.
HiSIM CPU and peripheral simulator

ieVe- 200
Dual Channel High Speed
✓ 100, 50 or 20 MS/s sampling.
✓ 50, 25 or 10 MHz spectrum analysis.
✓ Advanced trigger modes -capture
intermittent one-off events.
✓ Less than half the cost of a
comparable benchtop scope.

iive 200-100
riVe 200-50
ritVe 200-20

Supplied with cables and power supply.

riMe-100
Dual Channel 12 bit resolution
The ADC-100 offers both a high
sampling rate 100kS/s and a high
resolution.
Flexible
input
ranges
(±50mV to ±20V) make the unit ideal for
audio, automotive and education use.

HiTOP remote debugger
RTX TINY real-time executive
Comprehensive programming
examples

e-/00
with PicoScope software
with PicoScope & PicoLog software

With our low cost emulator rental,
training courses and hands-on user guides
also available, you can be assured of
meeting project release dates and budget
targets everytime.
So let us give you a helping hand, ask for
our comprehensive Keil information pack,
including CD-ROMs!
Hitex (UK) Ltd.

E5

University of Warwick Science Park, Coventry,
CV4 7EZ
Tel: 01203 692066

Fax: 01203 692131

Email:sales@hitex.co.uk Compuserve: 100646,1526
CIRCLE NO. 116 ON REPLY CARD
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£549.00
£499.00
£359.00

£199.00
£219.00

fiCe-40/42
Single Channel -low cost
✓ 20 kS/s sampling.
✓ 10 kHz spectrum analysis.
✓ ± 5V input range.
eiVe-40 8 bit resolution
>eve-e2 12 bit resolution

£59.00
£85.00

Call for free demo disk
or download our web site:
http://www.picotech.com
All prices exclusive of VAT.
Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots Rd,
Hardwick, Cambridge. CB3 70J UK
Tel: (0)1954 211716 Fax: (0)1954 211880
E-mail: post@ picotech.co.uk
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Current-controlled
current source

T

omaintain ahigh output impedance, the current source
uses local positive feedback and asingle resistor controls
the gain /
0„fi a—/b. If RI=
R4=R and R2=R3,then,
R„
lout =-17v
, A
n5

R,
370R

„
—

'B)

LD1
LSzymanski
Stamford
Lincolnshire
(
A89)

High/Low
pulse in

I
A

I
B
LD1 -seven segment display
(common cathode type)

Pulse polarity indicator

Current source is
controlled by one
resistor and provides
ahigh output
impedance.

T

oshow whether apulse is positive or negative going, a
common-cathode, seven-segment display indicates H or L.
For positive-going pulses, segments b, c, e, f, and gare driven
through R1_5 to illuminate the segments to give H. A negative-going
pulse is inverted by the CD 7400 to drive segments d, eand ffor an L,
the bottom two diodes isolating the eand fsegments.
Raj K Gorkhali
Kathmandu
Nepal

(A89)

Electrifying farm animals

T

his high-voltage spark generator has various uses, but
this description is of abarrier for farm animals; it keeps
them in, somewhat surprised but with damage only to
their dignity. The generator supplies pulses at 2Hz, which
flash over to abarrier wire insulated from earth when an
animal touches it.
A high-voltage capacitor discharges through acar

Spark
generator
using acar
ignition coil,
which can be
used for many
purposes; here
it deters farm
animals from
wandering.

03
1N4007

R3
22k
2

230/9V
step-down
transformer
10VA

3

IC,
LM555

7

R2
47k

6
5

1000T
R4
1OR

m. C3
710n

C4

Tb 0t

s.
Ci

10µ
450V

terminal
Supply

•

1N4007 --><

High voltage

Spark gap
4mm

7

v\/—
—1/VR5

coil

terminal

C2 J.
11.1

Ignition

D1
R,
5k6
0 • >II 2W

208

SCR,

BT148-60OR

Warning
Earth
132 connection
1N4148

\
56 R, 2W
Contact
terminal
>(—

Spark gap
3mm

ignition coil to produce the h-v pulses. The 230V ac input
is rectified by diode D Iand charges capacitor C1through
RI.Counter/timer /
CI,a555, fires SCR 'through R4 and
C2,discharging C1 through the transformer primary, D2
clamping the negative-going pulses to ground. Varying
the value of RIalters the energy of the spark.
Spark gaps of 3mm and 4mm are placed in series to the
barrier wire and ground respectively, so that normally the
spark flashes across to ground but goes across to the
barrier wire when it is touched.
Circuit ground must go to an earth terminal and, since
this could interfere with other installations, an isolation
transformer should be used to provide the 230V ac input.
C W W Palihawadana
Dehiwala
Sri Lanka
(
A88)

This circuit must be fed by a240V safety isolating
transformer. Even then it remains potentially lethal
so apply and insulate the circuit with utmost care. If
you intend using this generator to feed an electric
fence, also observe any regulations and guidelines
applicable in your country regarding animal wel-

Protective wire
(A68)

fare and safety in relation to electric fences.
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COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LIMITED

Radio Technology Direct

170 Goldhawk Road, London W12 8HJ
Te(: 0181 743 0899 Fax: 0181 749 3934
Email: sales@colomor.demon.co.uk
Visit our

Top quality, top technology, top service. That's our commitment

new web site at: http://wvemcolomorclemon co.uk

OSCILLOSCOPES
TEKTRONIX 7633 with 7A18 7B53A NEW
GOULD OS 250 Dual Trace 20 MHz
GOULD OS 1100 Dual Trace 30 MHz
PHILIPS PM3217 Dual Trace 50 MHz
Hp 180D with 1801A 1820 C
IWATSU SS-5711 Dual Trace 100 MHz

£250.00
£100.00
£110.00
£300.00
£120.00
£300.00

Hp 5248L
Hp 5328A UNIVERSAL COUNTER 7633 with 7A18 7B53A
Hp 8616A SIGNAL GENERATOR
Hp 5354A FREQUENCY COUNTER
Hp 3310A FUNCTION GENERATOR
Hp 8375A DIGITAL MULTI-METER
Hp 141T SPEC ANALYZER
PRISM 7301 WIDE BAND AMP
MARCONI TF 2171 SYNCRONIZER
MARCONI TF 2173 SYNCRONIZER
MARCONI TF 2015 Signal Generator 10 MHz - 520 MHz
MARCONI TF 2016 Signal Generator 10 KHz -120 MHz
MARCONI TF 2300 Modulation & Deviation Meter
MARCONI TF 2300E Modulation & Deviation Meter
MARCONI TF1152 A/1 WATTMETER 50 Ohms 10 & 25W
MARCONI TFT Microwave RF Power Meter 3MW or 3W 18 & 12 GHz
RACAL DANA 9904 Universal Timer Counter 50 MHz
RACAL DANA 9913 Frequency Counter 200 MHz
RACAL DANA 9914 Frequency Counter 200 MHz
RACAL DANA 9915 Frequency Counter 520 MHz
RACAL DANA 9916 Frequency Counter 520 MHz
VARTA Nicad Charger Type CC 306C 14 hr timer charge current 0-306c

£100.00
£150.00
£250.00
£100.00
£150.00
PO.A.
£550.00
£60.00
£175.00
£175.00
£175.00
£190.00
£50.00
£80.00
£25.00
£125.00
£45.00
£50.00
£60.00
£80.00
£100.00
£40.00

Hp 3.5mm 26.5 GHz ATTENUATOR
Hp 33321B Switchable Attenuator 0-70Db in 10dB steps
Hp 8761B SPIN RF SWITCH DC-18 GHz
Hp 33311B COAXIAL SWITCH DC - 18 GHz
NARDA 768-20 DC-11 GHz 20W
OMNI SPECTRA SMA LEAD WITH CHARTS TO 18 GHz
ANDREWS FSJ 450 NEOAX
ANDREWS LOF 250

£35.00
£100.00
£60.00
£60.00
£60.00
£20.00
£3.00 per mtr
£2.00 per mtr.

to you. We build both standard and custom modules and ship
direct. We've been doing so for 20 years. No-one is better.
Every product is made in England, with pride.
Here are some of our products. To order, just ring us direct
(credit cards accepted).
If you want something you don't see here, ring us. We can
almost certainly help.

SX450

The Wood 8,
Douglas Flagship
• 500mW output
• UHF operation
• Fully synthesised
• Fully ETSI approved

Volume Orders

• 500mW output
• 9600 baud on air data rate
• Fully synthesised
• Fully ETSI approved

£450

DISCOUNT FOR REELS
Carriage :£10.00 +VAT @ 17.5% to be added to all UK orders.
Overseas customers please contact sales for carriage costs.
CIRCLE NO. 118 ON REPLY CARD

Field Electric Ltd.

AgAccess

• 500mW output
• Separate TX and AX units
• UHF operation

VISA

Tel: 01837 83736 Fax: 01837 83936

• Fully synthesised

E-mail: field12b@aol.com

• Fully ETSI approved

PO BOX 4, North Tawton EX20 2YJ

• VHF options available

Hewlett Packard 7475A Plotter Serial 6 Pen
Hewlett Packard 7550A Plotter HPIB Serial 8 Pen
Hewlett Packard 7470A Plotter Serial 6 Pen

£86.00
£199.00
£75.00

Roland DXY 1300 8 Pen Plotter Serial Parallel

£135.00

Roland DXY 980 8 Pen Plotter Serial Parallel

£120.00

Tseng Dual Port SVGA ISA 16 Bit Graphics Card 1Mb runs 2VDU from 1PC

£22.00

3Com Network Cards, various in stock, from

£15.00

IBM 3-5" 160Mb SCSI Hard Drives

£27.00

386 486 Laptops, please enquire, from
12" Colour VGA-SVGA 800x600 Monitors. from

£85.00
£35.00

14" Colour VGA 640x480 Monitors, from

£45.00

486 DX PC's, from
486 DX 2-66 Motherboards, from
Rose PC Switching Boxes, from new
Marconi Digital Analyser 2829

£8.00
£130.00
£17.00
£29.00
£145.00

Marconi Multiplex Tester 2830

£130.00

Krohn-Hite 3343 Filter
Hewlett Packard 8470A 8412A

£375.00

£85.00

Hewlett Packard 5345A

£500.00

Wallis Insulation Tester T30
Hughes Scan Conversion Memory 639

£100.00

Tektronix DAS9100
Lambda LK344A FMV 0-60VDC 4AIX
ATI Mach 64 PCI 2mb SVGA Card
Hauppauge Windows TV Card ISA 16 Bit
9" Colour VGA Monitors from
Adaptec 16 Bit ISA SCSI Cards from
17" Dell Ultrascan SVGA Monitors from

SOUND TECHNOLOGY 1510A TAPE RECORDER
& AUDIO TEST SET WITH MANUAL

• Rich in features

TX £120
Volume Orders

£26.00
£18.00

1Mb ISA 16 Bit Graphics Card SVGA
Quad Pro Plus/Tseng etc. PC1 SVGA Graphics, from

1-44Mb 3-5" H.D. Disc Drives, from

The Discerning
Discretes

ST/SR4

RX £1410
Volume Orders

Low Cost Modules
RADIO
rFi, EMEnRY
MODULE

• 100mW output
RADIO
TELEMETRY

• Separate TX and
RX modules

MODULE

RADIO
TELEMETRY
MODULE

• UHF operation
• Crystal controlled
• Fully ETSI approved

TT £50

TR £80

£100.00
£175.00
£60.00
£26.00
£28.95

Wood & Douglas Limited

£29.00

Lattice House, Baughurst, Tadley, RG26 5LP United Kingdom
Teti +44 (0)118 981 1444 Fax: +44 (0)118 981 1567
e-mail -info@woodanddouglas.co.uk
http://www.woodanddouglas.co.uk

£28.00
£165.00

£375.00

OVERSEAS ENO WELCOME. TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED.
PAYMENT C/C, P.O., CHEQUE etc. CR DETAILS PLEASE RING.
ALL PRICES INC. 17.5% VAT UNLESS STATED.
WE STOCK A LARGE SELECTION OF EQUIPMENT,
IF YOUR REQUIREMENT IS NOT LISTED PLEASE RING.

CALL
NOW

a
+44 (0)118 981 1444
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Dc supplies for fluorescent lamps
B

oth these methods of driving fluorescent lamps use the SC3525 switched-mode power supply cont rol i
c,
th e fi rs t
varying its frequency instead of the normal duty cycle variation.

11-15V

3A
+i 2200p
um 10V

STP
60N05

2T94-2

1N5401

+
=

470n

--

22p
25V
tant

0Vo

16
470p

lOR

74R7

4n7
10kV

10n
1kV

60
24in
18W

o 2200p
er 10V

(A47b)
ITFI2

8V2

15

13

1N4148

14

SG3525A

100k
5

6

11

119

7

10

12

47n

41.17
16V
+tant
•—[

39k

470p

1N4148

700p

7

•

12V, 18W inverter. This will accept 11-15V dc input
and drives the tube by means of ahalf bridge, itself fed

•

•

lamp impedance is only afew ohms, so careful layout
and capacitors with low equivalent series resistance are
needed.

for preheating. As the tube strikes, its resistance shunts
the capacitors and damps the resonant circuit, the

RM10
3C85
No gap

(A47a)

3A

100p
2200p =

ovo16V 7

250mA

5 6

14

7

10

12

27k

STP
30N06

1

22p
25V eim
470p
Tant 7100r:le

7

C
•

•

Dc-to-dc converter for compact lamps. Supplying
300V dc for acompact lamp, this converter accepts 12V
input and, since the lamps exhibit adegree of supplyvoltage regulation, is asimple tracking type. Loss
caused by reverse recovery in the output rectifier is
avoided here by applying ahalf-sine reverse voltage.
Choose the transformer turns ratio to suit the supply
voltage and the capacitor C to resonate with the

210

BYT 11-1000

T715T13
-

SG3525A
119

14mm
Toroin
" 3C85

reactance of L now limiting lamp current and providing
some regulation against changes in input voltage. Further
regulation is brought about by shifting the controller's
oscillator frequency in response to input voltage, which
is applied via a 1001(12 resistor and 8.2V zener. Reflected

by the controller at afixed duty cycle. Starting is by the
inductor L and the two capacitors across the tube, which
form aresonant circuit to produce ahigh voltage, some
of the resulting current going through the tube cathode

FjI2

Ti
•

=10p ma 10n

acov T 400v

0

transformer at afrequency to make the half cycle just
occupy the fet's off period. If the half cycle is too short,
there will be undue stress on the transistor and diode; if
too long, it is chopped by the fet's turning on.
Paul Bennett
Bristol
(A47)
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ONCE IN A LIFETIME OFFER ON
BRAND NEW OSCILLOSCOPES
DTV 100 3 channel 8 trance 100MHz Oscilloscope
DC-100MHz (-3db) Bandwidth. Twin timebase with delay.
Size: 146mm x360mm x384, Weight 10kg.
Including Probes, Leads and Manual.
ONLY £399 + £9.95 UK Del + VAT

DTA 20/DTA 40...20/40 MHz
Twin channel 4 trace Oscilloscope
Size: 140mm x335 x375mm, Weight: 7.3kg.
Including Probes, Leads and Manual.
DTA 20 ONLY £225 + £9.95 UK Del + VAT
DTA 40 ONLY £299 + £9.95 UK Del + VAT

DTV 40MHz Dual Channel Digital Storage Scope
On screen readout with cursors. DC-40MHz (-3db)
Bandwidth. 20MS/sec max Digital sample rate giving an
effective 4MHz B/W. Including Probes, Leads and Manual .
ONLY £399 + £9.95 UK Del + VAT

DSM 3850A Hand Held Digital Storage Oscilloscope
Handheld LCD Display 2channel 50MS/sec. Auto range.
4 digit DMM/Capacitance/Frequency Counter. Battery
operation or external 7.5-9VDC ie. AC Adaptor (Not supplied).
RS232 comes in black carrying pouch complete with 2 scope
probes: DMM Leads, Manual
ONLY £399 + £9.95 UK Del + VAT
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SPECIAL OFFER ON CCTV CAMERAS
SPECIAL OFFER

SPECIAL OFFER

A-721-S Micro Camera 32 x32 x32mm £85
A-721-P Pin Hole Micro Camera 32 x32 x32mm £85

A-921-S Camera with AUDIO 30 x30mm £95
A-921-P Pin Hole Camera with AUDIO 30 x30mm £95

Any 3 of the A-721 -S or P for only £150!

Any 3 of the A-921 -S or P for only £175!

A-1011 48 x48 x58mm
A-1211 68 x53 x 115mm
921-D Dome 87 x55.5mm
PC Cam Inc. PSU & Leads
VTG1 Video Time Generator
Mounting Brackets

Was £99
Now £83
Was £99
Now £83
Was £125
Now £95
Was £99
Now £83
Was £125 Now £106
Was £5.95
Now £5

QUADS REDUCED!
Multi-Vision Processors
Quad 1 Was £249 Now £223
Quad 2 Was £575
Quad 3 Was £695

Now £535
Now £652

A-1111 43 x47 x82mm
221-C 36 x32mm
6001-A 102 x98 x70mm
VA1 Video Amplifier
Outdoor Camera Housing

Was £125
Now £99
Was £125 Now £100
Was £210 Now £188
Was £60
Now £49
Was £45
Now 30

All Camera Equipment is Guaranteed for 12 Months.
AFull Mail Order Service is Available.
To Receive Our Free Catalogue Please Send aSAE (48p)

These are just a few of our bargains. We have an extensive range of electronic test
equipment at our Nottingham & Ripley branches. Please phone with your requirements.
The Cattle Market,
NOTTINGHAM NG2 3GY
Tel: (0115) 986 4902
Tel: (0115) 986 4041
Fax: (0115) 986 4667

All Electronic Test Equipment is Guaranteed for 30 days
Nottingham Depot: Monday -Friday: 9.00am to 6.00pm
Saturday 8.00am to 4.00pm
Ripley Depot: Monday -Friday: 8.30am to 5.30pm Saturday 9.00am to 5.00pm
Sunday 10.00am to 4.00pm
NO APPOINTMENTS NEEDED, CALLERS ALWAYS WELCOME.

Peasehill Rd, Ripley

email: sales@anchor-supplies.ltd.uk Web: http://www.anchorsupplies.ltd.uk
Please note: That the goods in this ad are only on offer at our Nottingham Depot
Please see our Ripley Depot Advert in this magazine for their Special Offers

Derbyshire DES JG
Tel: (01773) 570139
Tel: (01773) 570137
Fax: (01773) 570537
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Battery lcd voltage supply

Running dot-matrix lcds from a
battery supply is an awkward
business and heavy on battery
current. This little circuit
A avoids the problem.

P

roviding adot-matrix lcd supply in
battery-powered equipment can be waste-

ful of battery life; it should be adjustable for
contrast, it must be stable and it must be
around 4.5V below the positive supply. This
circuit meets these conditions, line regulation
being shown by the graph for aload of 22kil,
The clock, whose frequency as shown is
200kHz but is not critical, may already be
present in the rest of the circuit, but if not

5.0 4.5 Vicd

4.0 -

may be generated by an HC/4 or similar gate
ic. Temperature coefficient is 0.1V for 7°C.
Removing the clock signal powers the circuit
down.
David Stephen
Aylesbeare, Devon

25

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

vin

(A71)

Voltage tuning from a variable capacitor
Ifyou need to incorporate an fm band into an old am
1receiver, there is the problem of tuning if you use a

variable-frequency 4i.ts pulses at the output of /C l
c.
These
go to the op-amp integrator to give avoltage level dependent
on the setting of the variable capacitor.

voltage-tuned fm tuner and the old tuning capacitor is to be
retained. This is an easy way of doing it.
An astable flip-flop using /CI a oscillates at 25-150kHz,
tuned by the old capacitor and C2 in parallel. The resultant
square wave is differentiated by C3 and R2 to give

The low end of the range is set by R5 and the span by R9.
Vlastimil Novotny
Harrachov
Czech Republic

L1
3.3µH

C6

+12V stab.0—ncYY"\---4,----.
A
B

-> 450kHz
4—

4i.ts

c,

25 —> 450kHz

68n

e_vvv
Oi

68n:

R1

7

C3
150p
A
IC ia

C2

<
Range
setting

100k

Using the
variable
capacitor of an
old am receiver
to provide a
tuning voltage
for an fm tuner.

1E
R9

R8

11.
R2

IC I =CD4093

47k

68p

411084 or 749

Set start
ICic

voltage
C4
33n1

R10
10k

Out
Tun. voltage
2.5 —> 11V

1M

C4
500p

(A80)

555 switched-mode power supply
Inyet another form of existence, this 555 becomes a
1switched-mode psu, since it has all the necessary components on board.
Having said that, it has been aproblem that the dis -

5601.1H

The 555 soldiers
on in another
guise, this time as
aswitched-mode
supply giving 20V
at 20mA.

12V

(A82)
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Vcc
DIS

OUT

THR

— RES

CON

5k6

E 100n

GND
TRI

1N4148
15V0

555
5V6

331-1

I

63

charge transistor seemed to be fully occupied with timing.
But driving the timing directly from the output pin frees
the transistor to drive the inductor in astandard smps
configuration. This makes for an efficient design, since
the switching m:s ratio varies and also stops the oscillator
completely when there is alow load current; there is
therefore alow supply current in that condition.
As shown, the circuit comfortably delivers 20V at
20mA. With astabilised input supply, there is no need for
the 5.6V zener and,if it is omitted, the output will be the
15V from the other zener plus twice the supply voltage
divided by three. The zener can be varied to suit the
output requirement.
•
Jack Paterson
West Lothian College
Livingston
Scotland
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Control Essentials from Mi/ford Instruments
Serial LCD Modules

BASIC Stamps -low cost alternative to PICs
BASIC Stamps are small, low cost re-programmable controllers running easy-toprogramme BASIC. They can source/sink up to 20mA and support
buttons/keypads/LCDs/LEDs/Comms/Serial Driver Chips etc. Once programmed from
the PC, Stamps are fully autonomous and will find many uses in ATE equipment, oneoffs and as an alternative to expensive 'Us.
BSI-IC
1152-1C
BS 1-IC
8I/O lines
Up to 80 programme lines
2,000 lines/sec
Comms to 2,400 baud
BS2-1C
16 I/O lines
Up to 500 programme lines
SPI, DTMF etc
Development kits from £79 which include
Comms to 19,200 baud
application notes, software, cable and Stamp.

-banish lcd hassle
Three quality, backlit LCD modules each fitted with
an easy-to-use serial driver board. Simple 3-wire
interface to PC, micro or Stamp (+5vdc, Gnd and
signal). Enhanced driver board supports full-screen
height numerals, standard characters and
software switchable backlight. RS232 interface at
2,400 or 9,600 baud.
Standard driver boards (without lcd) and bulk
driver chips for OEM use also available.

£85

Data Logging

e

8S2-IC based Data collection board with real-time clock/calendar, up to 32kBytes EEprom,
dual 12-bit ADC and user development area. Kit complete with extensive manual and ready
to-go software routines that may be user customised £65

£125

Serial Maths Processors
Number crunching? Let our serial maths
processors take the strain• 32-bit floating point • SPI (3-wire) interface

DC Servo Control

u

11=

[

. RS232/RS485 interface capability,
Positional control,Velocity control and
Trapezoidal profiling,

• Multiply, divide, add, subtract, sine, log,
square-root, • 32-programmable counter,

•4-channel ADCs

£20

:.`:,..

www.milinst.demon.co.uk

All prices exclude shipping and VAT

DC Motor control chipset for use with
incremental encoders.

Programmable P.I.D filter
32-bit position, velocity and acceleration
Evaluation board available. £29

To order or request further information, please call Milford Instruments at 01977 683665, fax 681465
CIRCLE NO. 121 ON REPLY CARD

The

Autorouterfor

EASY-PC!

MultiRouter is "the best Autorouter that Ihave seen costing less than £10,000!" R.H. -(Willingham, UK)
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• Award Winning MultiRouter uses
the latest 32 bit, Shape based,
Rip-up and Re-try Technology.
• From single sided to 8 layers!
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• 100% Completion where other
autorouters fail!
• 100% routed 140 Components on
a 210mm x 150mm board in less
than 10 minutes! (75MHz Pentium)
• From £295! - Could Easily Pay
For Itself On The First Project!
Pnces e clude

Number One Systems
UK/EEC:
USA:

Write, fax, phone or e-mail for full information.

Ref: WW, Harding Way, St.lves, Cambridgeshire, ENGLAND, PE17 4WR.
Telephone UK: 01480 461778 (7 lines)

Fax: 01480 494042

Ref: WW, 126 Smith Creek Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030
Telephone/Fax: (408) 395-0249
CIRCLE NO. 122 ON REPLY CARD
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e-mail: sales@numberone.com
International +44 1480 461778/494042
http://www.numberone.corn

RF DESIGN

Wideband
isolator
Circulators and isolators are a type of directional coupler with
intriguing properties. They are common at microwaves, but they
become bulky and expensive at uhf. They would be useful at
much lower frequiecies, but they have simply not been
available. Ian Hickman's new design covers 0 to 500MHz.

C
'

irculators and isolators are examples of directional
couplers, and are common enough components at
microwave frequencies. They are three-port devices,
the ports being either coaxial- or waveguide-connectors,
according to the frequency and particular design.
The clever part is the way signals are routed from one pon
to the next, always in the same direction. The operation of a
circulator —or isolator —depends on the interaction, within a
lump of ferrite, of the rf field due to the signal, and asteady
dc field provided by apermanent magnet. This is something
to do with the precession of electron orbits —or so Igather
from those who know more about microwaves. Circulators
can be used for avariety of purposes, one of which is the
subject of this article.
Figure la) outlines athree-port circulator, the arrow indicating the direction of circulation. This means that asignal
applied at port A is all delivered to port B, with little coming
out of port C. Ideally, no signal will come from port C if the
device's 'directivity' is perfect.
What happens next depends on what is connected to port
B. If this port is terminated with an ideal resistive load equal
to the device's characteristic impedance —usually son in the
case of acirculator with coaxial connectors —then all of the
signal is act-Ppted by the termination and none is returned to
port B. This means that the 'return loss' in decibels is infmity.
But if the termination on port B differs from (50+j0)‘2,
Fig. 1. a) A three
port circulator.
b) An
arrangement
using acirculator
to measure the
return loss of a
device under
test.

D.U.T.

band devices. Bandwidths of up to an octave are possible,
but only at the expense of much reduced directivity.
Circulators and isolators are such useful devices, that it
would be great if economical models with good directivity
were available at uhf, vhf and even lower frequencies. And
even better if one really broadband model were available
covering all these frequencies at once.

Port B

Port A

Port C
Drculator

The answer to along felt need
Source

214

then there is afmite return loss. The reflected, i.e. returned,
signal goes back into port B and circulates around in the
direction of the arrow, coming out at port C. Thus the magnitude of the signal appearing at port C, relative to the the
magnitude of the input applied to port A is ameasure of the
degree of mismatch at port B.
Because of this characteristic, acirculator with the aid of
asource and detector can be used to measure the return loss
—and hence the vswr —of any given device under test, as in
Fig. lb). This assumes that the detector presents a good
match to port C. If not, it will reflect some of the signal it
receives, back into port C — from where it will resurface
round the houses at port A.
Given atotal mismatch, i.e. ashort or open circuit at port
B, then all of the power input at port A will come out at port
C —but strictly via the clockwise route —bar the usual small
insertion loss to be expected of any practical device.
Because it is atotally symmetrical device, the circulator in
Fig. lb) could be rotated by 120° or 240° and still work
exactly the same. It doesn't matter which port the source is
connected to, provided the device under test and detector are
connected to the following two in clockwise order.
An isolator is arelated, if less symmetrical, device. Here,
any signal in Fig. lb) reflected back into port C by the detector is simply absorbed. It is not passed around back to port
A. As aresult, an isolator would actually be amore appropriate device for the vswr measuring set-up of Fig. lb),
although for some applications circulators are preferable.
Microwave circulators with high directivity are narrow

Detector

Though not as well known as it deserves, such an arrangement is in fact possible. It filled me with excitement when I
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100

first came across it, in the American controlled-circulation
magazine RF Design.'
This circuit uses three CLC406 current feedback op-amps
— from Comlinear, now part of National Semiconductor —
and operates up to well over 100MHz. The upper limit is set

Fig. 2. Circuit of the active
circulator/isolator
described in reference 1.

Port A
100

323.6

323.6
:1 Port B

by the frequency at which the op-amps begin to flag.
What the article describes is nothing less than an active circuit switchable for use as either acirculator or an isolator, as
required. It has three 50S2BNC ports, and operates from,
say, 200MHz, right down to dc, Fig. 2.
While at the leading edge of technology when introduced,
and still agood op-amp today, the CLC406 has nonetheless
been overtaken, performance-wise, by newer devices. In particular, the AD8009 from Analog Devices caught my interest, with its unity-gain bandwidth (small signal, non-inverting) of 1GHz.
Of course, if you demand more gain or apply large signals,
the performance is alittle less —700MHz at asmall signal
gain (0.2V pk-pk) of +2, or 440MHz, 320MHz at large signal gains (2V pk-pk) of +2, +10. Still, it seemed agood con-

100
100

323.6

323.6

323.6

323.6

100
Circulator
Isolator

How this circulator/isolator works
A feature of this circuit is that it works down to dc. As a
result, its operation can be described simply with reference
to the partial circuit shown in Fig. 3. Here, the voltages may
be taken as dc, or as ac in-phase, or antiphase where negative.
Instead of assuming an input voltage and trying to derive
the output voltage, or vice versa, a useful trick in circuit
analysis is to assume aconvenient voltage at some internal
node, and work forwards and backwards from there. The
results then drop out fairly simply —even by mental arith-

423.5mV 100R

OmV
130.9mV
(261.8mV)
[s.c.] 5OR (o.c.)
D.U.T.

100mV

[423.6mV]
OmV
(-423.6mV)

IC 2

100R

metic in some cases.
So assume the voltage at the non-inverting input of /C 2 is
100mV. Then the voltage at the output of IC I must be
423.5mV. Also, due to the negative feedback, /C 2's output
will do whatever is necessary to ensure that its inverting
input is also at 100mV.
Figure 3 shows what the output of /C 2 will be, for the
cases of ashort circuit, or 500, or an open circuit at the port.
The short-circuit case is obvious: the resistor at /C 2's inverting input and its feedback resistor form an identical chain to
that at the non-inverting input. Thus the output of /C 2 is at
+423.6mV, like /
CI,the overall gain is +1, but note that the
op-amp is working at again is excess of +3.
In the open-circuit case, the net voltage drop across the
two 1000 resistors in series is 323.6mV, so the output of /C 2

Fig. 3. Partial
circuit,
explaining circuit
operation.

must be at 323.6/200x323.6mV negative with respect to the
inverting input. Thanks to the careful choice of resistor values, this works out at —423.6mV.
With a500 termination at the port, aline or two of algebra
on the back of an envelope may be needed. Let the voltage
at the port be v. Now equate the current flowing from IC I
output to the port, to the sum of the currents flowing from
there to ground via 50f2 and to the inverting input of /C 2 via
100f2.
Voltage y drops out immediately, defining the current

100
Port 1

PortC
100

tender for use in an up-dated version of the circuit described
above.
But before going on to describe it, it might be as well to
analyse the circuit to show you just how it works.

100

100

MT/

47

Port2

AAA
VVVV-

33

Port 3

100

100

3p
9

1p8

4
IC 2

4

IC 1
R1 = 15k in parallel with 330g

see
text

+5V

OV

10n

22t

100n 10p

T IT

1N4001
+V
BZY88
C5V6 OV
BZY88
C5V6

IC i,IC 2 -AD8009
—5V
10n
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330

100n 10p

—V
1N4001

Fig. 4. Circuit
diagram of a
wideband
isolator, usable
from 0Hz to
500MHz.
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Fig 5a). Bandwidth extension for the AD8009
achieved (for again of +2)
by adding capacitance from
the inverting input to
ground.
b) The effect of these three
values of capacitance on the
pulse response.
Horizontal scaling is
1.5ns/div while vertical
scaling is 40mV/div.
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flowing through the input and feedback resistors of /C2,and
hence the voltage at /C 2's output.
It turns out - again thanks to the ingenious design of the
resistive network between each of the op-amps - that the
voltage at the output of /C 2 is zero and the corresponding
voltage at the device under test port is 130.9mV. Since this is
precisely the voltage at aport which produces 423.5mV at
the output of the following op-amp, clearly it is the voltage
that must be applied to the source input port A -not shown
in Fig. 3-which drives /
CI.Hence the gain from port A to B
(or B to C, or C to A) is unity, provided that both the two
ports 'see' 5011.
Also, if the second port sees an infinite vswr load, the gain
from the first to the third port is unity. Effectively, all the
power returned from the second port circulates round to the
third. At least, this is the case with acirculator.
As Fig. 2 shows, in the case of an isolator, any incident
power reflected back into port C is simply absorbed, and
does not continue around back to port A.

An updated version
Having obtained some Analog devices AD8009 wideband
current-feedback op-amps, Iwas keen to see what sort of performance could be achieved with such an up-to-date device.
Clearly, it could simply be substituted for the CLC406 in the
circuit of Fig. 2.
But, after careful consideration, it seemed that all the applications Ihad in mind could be met with an isolator. Now if
you are is willing to forego the ability to switch the circuit to
operate, when required, as acirculator, then not only are substantial economies in circuit design possible, but also one or
two dodges to improve performance at the top end of the frequency range can be incorporated.
So at the end of the day, my circuit finished up as in Fig. 4.
You can see immediately that as an isolator only, the circuit
needs but two op-amps. Also obsoleted are aswitch, and a
number of resistors, while port C is simply driven by an L
pad.

A word about the power supply
But before describing the operation of the if portion of Fig. 4,
aword about the power supply arrangements is called for.
Circuits under development sometimes fail for no apparent
reason. This often put down to 'prototype fatigue', meaning
some form of unidentified electrical abuse. Ihave suffered
the ravages of this phenomenon as often as most.
The construction of the isolator, using op-amps in smalloutline SO8 form, chip resistors and 0805 packaged 10n
capacitors, was not asimple task. It involved both dexterity
and some eye strain.
Ibuilt the circuit using 'fresh air' construction on ascrap of
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copper-clad FRG used as aground plane. The thought of
having to dive back into the bird's nest to replace an op-amp
or two was horrific, so some protection for the supplies was
built in.
The series diodes guard against possible connection of the
power supplies in reverse polarity, while the zener diodes
prevent excessive voltage being applied. The types quoted
will not provide indefinite protection from 15V supplies with
a 1A current limit, but they will guard against an insidious
and often unrealised fault.
At switch-on, some older bench power supplies output a
brief spike of maximum voltage equal to the internal raw
supply voltage. And after a number of years' use, many
power supplies develop anoisy track on the output voltage
setting potentiometer. Depending on the particular design,
this too can result in abrief spike of maximum output voltage
whenever the potentiometer is adjusted. For the sake of afew
extra components, it is better to be safe than sorry.
Putting it

together

The two op-amps were mounted in between the three BNC
sockets placed as close together as possible.
In somewhat cavalier fashion, the ICs were mounted above
the ground plane, standing on leads 1, 5and 8, and also lead
3 in the case of /
CI.These leads had been carefully bent
down from the usual horizontal position on asurface mount
device, the remaining leads having been bent upwards.
A 1
OriF 0805-packages chip capacitor was then soldered
between the ground plane and each supply lead, leaning in
towards the device at an angle of about 60° from the vertical.
The leaded 100n capacitors -also four in total, these items of
Fig. 4being duplicated -were then also fitted, to each side of
the op-amp to leave space for the chip resistors.
The chip resistors were then fitted, the feedback resistors
around /
CI and /C 2 being mounted on top of the devices,
directly between the bent-up pins 2and 6. As the body length
of the 100S2 input resistor to /
CI was not sufficient to reach
the shortened spill of the BNC centre contact at Port A, the
gap was bridged by afew millimetres of 3rtun wide 0.001in
copper tape. The same trick was used elsewhere, where necessary.
If you don't have any copper tape to hand, a little can
always be stripped from an odd scrap of copper-clad. The
application of heat from asoldering iron bit will enable the
copper to be peeled from the board. This is possible with
GRP and even easier with SRBP.

Testing the prototype
The finished prototype was fired up and tested, using the
equipment briefly described later. Performance up to several hundred megahertz was very encouraging, but it was obvi-
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play were taken for the record. The upper trace of Fig. 7
shows the output of the tracking generator, connected via two
10dB pads and two coaxial cables connected to the input of
the spectrum analyser. These cables are joined by aBNC
back-to-back female adapter.
The sweep covers 0-500MHz and the vertical deflection
factor is 10dB per division. The back-to-back BNC connector was then replaced by the isolator, input to port B, output
from port C.
A second exposure on the same shot captured the frequency response of the isolator, Fig. 7, lower trace. It can be
seen that the insertion loss of the isolator is negligible up to
300MHz, and only about 3dB at 500MHz. The response
from port A to port B is just alittle worse, as this path could
not use the frequency compensation provided by the 3.9pF
capacitor in the output pad at port C.
Figure 8shows the reverse isolation from port B (as input)
to port A (lower trace; with the input, upper trace, for comparison). This can be seen to be mostly 45dB or greater, and
better than 40dB right up to 500MHz.
Given an ideal op-amp with infinite gain even at 500MHz,
the negative feedback would ensure an effectively zero output impedance. Then, /
CIwould be able to swallow any current injected into its output from port B with none passing via
Rito port A.
At lower frequencies this is exactly what happens, the
lower trace reflecting in part the limitations of the instrumentation. The fixed 2.05GHz oscillator Tr i in Fig. 6is of
course running at the analyser's first intermediate frequency.
So any leakage from Tr iback into the analyser's first localoscillator output, and from there into the first intermediate

ously sensible to try and wring the last ounce of performance
from the circuit.
Reproduced from the AD8009 data sheet, Fig. 5a) shows
how auseful increase in bandwidth can be achieved by the
addition of different small amounts of capacitance to ground
from the op-amp's inverting input, at the expense of some
peaking at the top end of the frequency range.
Figure 5b) shows the effect of those same values of capacitance on the pulse response. In Fig. 4, the op-amps are used
at again in excess or +10dB, so the same degree of bandwidth extension cannot be expected for sensible values of
capacitance at the op-amp's inverting input.
After some experimentation, in the case of /
CIavalue of
1.8pF was selected. In the case of /C 2,the value of capacitance was adjusted for best device directivity. This involved
terminating port B with a50S2 termination and tweaking the
capacitance to give the greatest attenuation of the residual
signal at port C in the 300 to 500MHz region.
As the required value was around 1pF, lower than the minimum capacitance of the smallest trimmers Ihad in stock, it
was realised as two short lengths of 30SWG enamelled copper wire twisted together. The length was trimmed back for
optimum directivity as described above, leaving just over
lcm of twisted wire.
The transmission path from port A to B and that from port
B to C both showed asmooth roll off above 500MHz, with
no sign of peaking.

Isolator performance evaluation
After using the equipment described above to optimise the
isolator's performance, some photographs of the screen dis-

Equipment used for the testing

output and mixes it with an internally
generated continuous wave centred on
2.05GHz.
The output, as the spectrum analyser's
first local oscillator sweeps from 2.05 to
3.55GHz, is atracking output covering
the analyser's 0to 1500MHz input range.

instrument, long out of production, it is
available at avery modest price,
With such awideband device, any
considering its performance.
sensible evaluation of its performance
Unfortunately, this instrument does not
required some form of sweep equipment.
include abuilt-in tracking generator.
For general rf measurements, Ihave a
Those only came in with the introduction
Hewlett-Packard 0.1 to 1500MHz
spectrum analyser type 8558B, which is a of alater generation of spectrum analyser.
But it does make asample of the 2.05 to
plug-in unit fitted in a 182T large screen
3.55GHz first local oscillator available at
display mainframe. Ibought the
the front panel.
mainframe and plug-in as acomplete
Some time ago Ipublished acircuit for
instrument, tested and guaranteed, from
an add-on for such an instrument. 2 It
one of the dealers in this type of second
hand equipment who advertises regularly accepts an attenuated version of the
spectrum analyser's first local oscillator
in this magazine. Being an older
Ce
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Fig. 6. Circuit of an applique box for an
HP 85588 spectrum analyser, providing a
O -1500M Hz tracking generator output.
(Reproduced courtesy Electronic Product
Design, July 1994, page 17.
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frequency stage, is by definition always on tune. Indeed, the
purpose of R4,5 is precisely to permit tuning of the fixed
oscillator —which is not in any way frequency stabilised —to
the analyser's first intermediate frequency.
The purpose of the external 13dB pad between the analyser's first local oscillator output and the applique box, and
the latter's internal pad R15_17 is to minimise this back-leakage. Despite these precautions, even with the input to the
spectrum analyser closed in a50S2 termination, the residual
trace due to leakage is only afew decibels below that shown
in Fig. 8.

Testing the isolator's directivity
Fig. 7. Upper
trace, output of
the tracking
generator,
attenuated by
20d8. Lower
trace, as upper
trace, but with the
signal routed via
port to port C of
the isolator.
Reference level
—2.5dB,
10d8/division,
span 0to
500MHz,
intermediate
frequency
bandwidth 3MHz,
video filter
medium.

Fig. 8. Upper
trace as Fig. 7, for
reference. Lower
trace, output from
port A of the
isolator with the
input applied to
port B. Spectrum
analyser settings
as for Figure 7
except video filter
at max.

Fig. 9. Traces
showing the signal
at port C for
various degrees of
intentional
mismatch at port
8: with (top to
bottom) return
loss of 0, 14, 20
and 74d8. Signal
applied to port A
as in Fig. 7, upper
trace. Spectrum
analyser settings
as for Fig. 8.
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My main use for the isolator is as ameans of testing the vswr
of various items of if kit, such as antennas, attenuators, the
input and output impedances of amplifiers, etc. To determine
just how useful it was in this role, the output at port C was

recorded, relative to the input at port A, for various degrees
of mismatch at port B, Fig. 9.
The top trace is the output level with an open circuit at port
B. Comparing it with the upper trace in Fig. 7, it is about 7dB
down at 500MHz, this being the sum of the insertion loss
from port A to port B, plus the insertion loss from port B to
port C —already noted in Fig. 7as around 3dB.
The three lower traces in Fig. 9are with a7512 termination
at port B providing a14dB return loss, a50i2 10dB pad open
at the far end providing a20dB return loss, and three 50S2
10dB pads terminated in 75e. The latter works out as atheoretical 74dB return loss, or close to 50S2, and the resolution
of the system as measured is apparently limited to around
40dB. A return loss of 40dB corresponds to areflection coefficient of 1%. Now,
P

21—Z,

where Z, is the actual value of the termination and Z. is the
characteristic impedance viz. son. So p=1% corresponds to
aZ, of 51f2. The dc resistance looking into the string of three
10dB pads plus the 750 termination was measured at dc as
50.6S2.
Clearly, then, assuming this is still the case at 500MHz,
much of the residual signal in the bottom trace in Fig. 9can
be assumed to be due to the error in the characteristic
impedance of the pads. These were normal commercial quality, as opposed to measurement laboratory standard.
For the rest, it is down to the limited directivity of the isolator. To maximise this, the chip resistors were all selected to
be well within 1%, from the supply of 5% chips to hand. I
had originally hoped to be able to select 326.311 resistors
from the 313.50 to 346.512 spread of 330f2 5% resistors. But
most were in fact within 1%, hence the need for aparallel
151(0 to secure the right value.
But the interesting — and indeed vital — point is that the
directivity of the system does not depend on the flatness of
the frequency response. The fact that the three upper curves
in Fig. 9are so nearly identical and parallel, indicates that the
isolator is useful for vswr measurements right up to 500MHz,
and perhaps a bit beyond. This is because the directivity
depends upon two things.
Firstly, that the balance of the bridge of resistors at the
input of /C 2 in Fig. 6 remains constant with frequency.
Secondly, that the common mode rejection of the opamp
remains high right up to 500MHz. And in view of the excellent results obtained, this certainly seems to be the case.

Using the isolator
The spectrum analyser, together with its hand-made tracking
generator was very useful for demonstrating the isolator's
performance over the whole band up to 500MHz in one
sweep. But the arrangement has its limitations.
Apart from the back-leakage from the 2.05GHz oscillator,
already mentioned, there are two other limitations. Firstly, as
the 0 to 500MHz sweep proceeds, the frequency of the
2.05GHz oscillator tends to be affected slightly, so that it is
necessary to use awider than usual intermediate-frequency
bandwidth in the analyser. Secondly, to maintain asensibly
flat output level, the output is taken from an overdriven string
of amplifiers, with resulting high harmonic content. This is
normally of no consequence, since the analyser is selective
and is by definition, tuned only to the fundamental. But problems can arise with spurious responses due to the presence of
the harmonics.
Where amore modest frequency range up to 200MHz suffices, the sweeper described in reference 3can be used, in
conjunction with abroadband detector —perhaps preceded by
abroadband amplifier —connected to port C. A successivedetection logarithmic amplifier makes a very convenient
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detector, and types covering frequencies up to 500MHz are
mentioned in reference 4.
For many applications, aswept measurement is not essential, for example when adjusting atransmitting antenna for
best vswr at acertain frequency. In this case, any convenient
signal generator can be used. At the higher frequencies however, it is best to keep the input to port A to not more than
OdBm.
A receiver can be pressed into service as the detector at
port C. Many receivers, for example scanners, include an
RSSI facility. In many cases, these make surprisingly accurate logarithmic level meters.
Measuring the level at port C relative to that at port A gives
the return loss, and hence the vswr, of the device under test
connected to port B. Tuning/adjusting it for maximum return
loss will provide adevice under test with an optimum vswr.
Return loss measurements can be cross-checked at any time
by substituting an attenuator(s) and/or 75SI termination for
the device under test, as described earlier.
Could it sing?
Finally, an interesting point about this active circuit. No problem was experienced at any stage with instability. But what
about the circulator of Fig. 2? Here, any reflected power at
port C circulates back around to port A.
What happens if all three ports are left open circuit? Given
that tolerance variations on the resistors could result in alowfrequency gain marginally in excess of unity in each stage,

could the circuit 'sing around' and lock up with the op-amp
outputs stuck at the rail?
In fact the answer is no, because as Fig. 3shows, when a
port is open circuit, the output of the following op-amp is of
the opposite polarity. In this way, the voltage passed on to the
next stage is of the opposite polarity to the reflected voltage
at the stage's input.
Three inverters in aring are dc stable, and at frequencies
where each contributes 60° phase shift or more, the loop
gain is already well below OdB. Of course, if all three ports
are shorted, each stage passes on a voltage — possibly
marginally greater —of the same polarity and lock-up is a
possibility. But Ican't think of any circumstances where
one might want to try and use acirculator with all its ports
short circuited!
•
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The Home of qee-iYeetedde. Its not what you do,
its HOW you do it that counts!.
Hart Audio Kits and factory assembled units use the unique
combination of circuit designs by the renowned John Linsley
Hood, the very best audiophile components, and our own
engineering expertise, to give you unbeatable performance
and unoelievable value for money.
We have always led the field for easy home construction to
professional standards, even in the sixties we were using
easily assembled printed circuits when Heathkit in America
were still using tagboards!. Many years of experience and
innovation, going back to the early Dinsdale and Bailey
classics gives us incomparable design background in the
needs of the home constructor. This simply means that
building a Hart kit is a real pleasure, resulting in a piece of
equipment that not only saves you money but you will be
proud to own.
Why not buy the reprints and construction manual for the kit
you are interested in to see how easy it is to build your own
equipment the HART way. The FULL cost can be credited
against your subsequent kit purchase.

'AUDIO DESIGN' 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER.

This fantastic John Linsley Hood designed amplifier is the flagship
of our range, and the ideal powerhouse for your ultimate hifi
system. This kit is your way to get £K performance at bargain
basement prices. Unique design features such as fully FET
stabilised power supplies give this amplifier World Class
performance with startling clarity and transparency of sound, allied
to the famous HART quality components and ease of construction.
Standard model comes with a versatile passive front-end giving 3
switched inputs, with ALPS precision "Blue Velvet" low-noise
volume and balance controls, no need for an external preamp!.
Construction is very simple and enjoyable with all the difficult work
done for you, even the wiring is pre-terminated, ready for instant
use!. All versions are available with Standard components or
specially selected Super Audiophile components and Gold Plated
speaker terminals and all are also available factory assembled.
K1100 Complete STANDARD Stereo Amplifier Kit,
K1100S Complete SLAVE Amplifier Kit
K1100M Complete MONOBLOC Amplifier Kit,
RLH11 Reprints of latest Amplifier articles
K1100CM Construction Manual with full parts lists

SHUNT FEEDBACK PICKUP PREAMPLIFIER

ROARING SUBWOOFER.
A lull revised kit will be available soon for this excellent and imaginative
design from Russel Stedon (WW Feb.97). The latest design will use
the 30mm maximum cone displacement of the 10" VISATON GF250
Driver to give even better performance at slightly reduced cost.
Featuring a rubber suspended fibreglass cone, extended pole plate.
vented magnet. Kapton Garner and dual 4ohm voice coils the (SF250 is
unbelievably good value at only £111.46 each.

If you want the very best sound out of vinyl discs then you need our
high quality preamplifier with Shunt Feedback equalisation. The
K1450 also has an advanced front end, specially optimised for low
impedance moving coil cartridges as well as moving magnet types.
Selected discrete components are used throughout for ultimate
sound quality. The combination of John Linsley Hood design, high
quality components and an advanced double sided printed circuit
board layout make this a product at the leading edge of technology
that you will be proud to own. A recent review in 'Gramophone'
magazine endorsing this view. Bought in kit form our step by step
instructions it is very easy and satisfying to assemble, or you can
buy afactory assembled version if you wish.
This magnificent kit, comes complete with all parts ready to
assemble inside the fully finished 228 x 134 x63mm case. Comes
with full, easy to follow. instructions as well as the Hart Guide to
PCB Construction, we even throw in enough Hart Audiograde Silver
Solder to construct your kit!
K1450 Complete Kit
£116.58
K1450SA Audiophile Kit
£138.94
A1450SA Factory assembled Audiophile unit
£188.94
"CHIARA" HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER.

£415.21
£353.62
£271.20
£1.80
£5.50

ALPS "Blue Velvet" PRECISION AUDIO CONTROLS.

Now you can throw out those noisy ill-matched carbon pots and
replace with the famous Hart exclusive ALPS 'Blue Velvet' range
components only used selectively in the very top flight of World
class amplifiers. The improvement in track accuracy and matching
really is incredible giving better tonal balance between channels
and rock solid image stability. Motorised versions have 5v DC
motor.
MANUAL POTENTIOMETERS
2-Gang 100K Lin.
£15.67
2-Gang 10K, 50K or 100K Log
£16.40
2-Gang 10K Special Balance, zero crosstalk and zero centre
loss.
£17.48
MOTORISED POTENTIOMETERS
2-Gang 20K Log Volume Control
£26.20
2-Gang 10K RD Special Balance, zero crosstalk and less than 10%
loss in centre position
£26.98
TOROIDAL MAINS 8 OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
for EL34, 32W VALVE AMPLIFIER
Special set of toroidal transformers, 2output 8 1mains for the "Hot
Audio Power" valve amplifier design described in the Oct. 1995
issue of "Wireless World". Total Wt 4.8Kg. Special price for the set.
£99, Post £8
RJM1. Photocopies of the Article by Jeff Macaulay. £2
PRECISION Triple Purpose TEST CASSETTE TC1D.
Are you sure your tape recorder is set up to give its best? Our latest
triple purpose test cassette checks the three most important tape
parameters without test equipment. Ideal when fitting new
heads. A professional quality, digitally mastered test tape at a
price anyone can afford.
Test Cassette TC1D. Our price only
£9.99

Send for Your FREE copy
of our LISTS

Highest quality, purpose designed, 'single ended' class 'A'
headphone amplifier for 'stand alone' use or to supplement those
many power amplifiers that do not have a headphone facility. Easy
installation with special signal link-through feature, the unit uses our
'Andante' Ultra High Quality power supply.
Housed in the neat, black finished, Hart minibox it features the wide
frequency response, low-distortion and 'musicality' that one
associates with designs from the renowned John Linsley Hood.
Volume and balance controls are Alps "Blue Velvet" components.
Very easy to build, or available factory assembled, the kit has very
detailed instructions, and comes with Hart audiograde silver solder.
A valuable personal listening option and an attractive and
harmonious addition to any hifi system.
K2100 Complete Standard Kit
£112.50
K2100SA 'Series Audiophile' Kit with selected audiophile
components
a 15.46
A2100SA 'Series Audiophile', Factory Assembled
£115.46
CM2100 Construction Manual
£2.50
"Andante" Linear Technology
AUDIOPHILE POWER SUPPLIES
The HART "Andante" series power supplies are specially designed
for exacting audio use requiring absolute minimum noise, low hum
field and total freedom from mechanical noise.
Utilising linear technology throughout for smoothness and
musicality makes it the perfect partner for the above units, or any
equipment requihng fully stabilised ±15v supplies.
There are two versions, K3550 has 2±15v supplies and asingle
15v for relays etc. K3565 is identical in appearance and has one
±15v. Both are in cases to match our 'Chiara' Headphone Amplifier
and our K1450 "Shunt Feedback" Pickup preamp.
K3550 Full Supply with all outputs
£94.75
K3565 Power Supply for K1450 or K2100
£84.42
A3550 Factory Assembled Full Supply
£147.25
SPEAKER DESIGN SOFTWARE.
VISATON "Speaker Pro 6" is a complete speaker design program
for use on IBM machines. Covers cabinet and crossover design and
contains afull expandable database of dove units. Earning a "most
reccommendable" accolade it tests this program is ideal for the
professional speaker builder or serious audiophile.
0303 Speaker Pro 6. 3.5"Disk
£45.51
0309 Demo Version with Database
£9.28
SPEAKER DAMPING MATERIALS
Polyester Wool and Pure Lambs Wool both have optimal damping
properties and are pleasant to handle. Standard 125g bag is
sufficient for 20 litres enclosure volume.
5070 Polyester Wool. 125g
£3.20
5069 Pure Lambs Wool. 125g
£6.73

24 Hr. ORDERLINE 01691 652894
Fax. 01691 662864
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SPECIAL OFFERI. SOLENOID CONTROLLED
FRONT LOAD CASSETTE DECK SFL800
High quality (0.08%,W8F) cassette mechanism with capability of
using standard or downstream monitor R/P head. Offers all
standard facilities under remote, logic or software control. The
control requirements are so simple that for many applications not
needing all functions manual switches will suffice. Power
requirements are also simple with 12v solenoids and 12v speed
controlled Motor, total power requirement being under 300mA.
Logic control and wiring circuits are included free with each deck.
SFL800 Deck with Standard stereo head
£29.50
SFL800D Fitted with Hign Quality Downstream monitor head. £44.90
(The Head alone is normally over £601)
HART TECHNICAL BOOKSHELF
Try us for:- Bigger Range of Books, Better Prices,
NO "28 Day Wait"
"AUDIO ELECTRONICS" John Linsley Hood
£18.99'
"THE ART OF LINEAR ELECTRONICS"
John Linsiey Hood. 1994
£18.95'
"THE ART OF ELECTRONICS" Horowitz 8 Hill
£35.00'
"DIGITAL AUDIO AND COMPACT DISC TECHNOLOGY"
3rd.Edn, 0-240 51397 5
£19.95'
"INTRODUCING DIGITAL AUDIO CD, DAT AND SAMPUNG"
ISBN 1870775 228
£7.95
"ACTIVE FILTER COOKBOOK" Don Lancaster
£19.95
"THE ART OF SOLDERING" 0-85935-324-3. 0
£3.95
"TOWERS' INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR"
0-572-01062-1
£19.95'
"AUDIO" F.A.Wilson. BPI ii
£3.95
"HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES IL OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT'
R.A.Penfold. BP267
£3.50
"THE HART PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD CONSTRUCTION
GUIDE."
£2.50
"A SIMPLE CLASS A AMPLIFIER"
J.L.Linsley Hood M.I.E.E. 1969. RLH12
£2.75
"CLASS-A POWER" Single Ended 15W Amp.
J.L.Linsley Hood M.I.E.E. 1996. RLH13
£2.50
LOUDSPEAKERS; THE WHY AND HOW OF GOOD
REPRODUCTION. G.Briggs 1949.
£8.95
"THE LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK"
Vance Dickason. (5th Edn.)
£23.95'
ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION Ronald Wagner BKT6
£15.95
"THE ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK''
Roger P.Sanders. 1995
£24.95
"BULLOCK ON BOXES" Bullock fl White
£10.95
"AN INTRODUCTION TO LOUDSPEAKERS & ENCLOSURE
DESIGN" V. Capel. BP256
£3.95
"LOUDSPEAKERS FOR MUSICIANS" BP297
£3.95
"THEORY d DESIGN OF LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURES"
J.E.Benson
£21.95
"QUICK & EASY TRANSMISSION LINE SPEAKER DESIGN"
Larry D.Sharp
£8.95
"THE COUPLED CAVITY HANBOOK" David Purton
£4.90
"VISATON. HOME HI FT CATALOGUE." Full Specifications and
Thiele Small Data on ail Drive Units
£4.50
"VISATON. CAR HI Fl CATALOGUE." In car guide
£3.50
"VISATON. CABINET PROPOSALS" Book 1. In GERMAN £6.50
"VISATON. CABINET PROPOSALS" Book 2. In GERMAN £6.50
"SPEAKER PRO 6." VISATON Cabinet Design Software.. £45.51
"SPEAKER PRO 6." Demo Version with drive unit database £9.28
"VALVE AMPLIFIERS" Morgan Jones. 1995/6
£24.50
THE VIL BOOK David Manley 1994. BKVT1
£17.95
MULLARD TUBE CIRCUITS FOR AUDIO AMPUFIERS BKAA27
£11.95
"THE WILUAMSON AMPUFIER." 0-96241918-4
£6.95
AN APPROACH TO AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPUFIER DESIGN.
GEC 1957
£17.95
AUDIO ANTHOLOGIES, articles from Audio Engineering. Six
volumes covering the days when audio was young and valves were
king!. BKAA3/1 to 6.
All £12.95 each
"THE RADIOTRON DESIGNERS HANDBOOK" (CD) .... £49.00
"PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRON TUBES" H.D.Reich PH.D. £25.95
"POWER AMP PROJECTS" Anthology. 1970-1989.
£15.50
"WORLD TUBE DIRECTORY" 1996-7 Sourcebook of valve
related products
£5.95
Fuller descriptions of the contents of all our books is given in our full
catalogue, price
£4.50
Postage on all books, unless starred. Is only £2 per book.
maximum £4.50 for any number, any size!. Starred items are heavy
books costing £3.50 to send.
Don't forget No waiting at HART!. All listed books are normally
In stock/. Just ring with your Credit Card Number for instant
despatch!.
POSTAGE on UK Orders up to £20 is £2. Over £20 is £4.50.
OVERSEAS Please Enquire.
Fuller Details of ALL kits are given in our
List. FREE on request.

All Prices include
UK/EC VAT,
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Adaptive
filters
explained

An illustration of the usefulness of the
application notes on this month's cover CD
-the article presented here runs through
the basics of choosing designing and
applying adaptive digital filters.

A

lthough well-known-and widely used, adaptive filtering applications are not easily understood, and
their principles are not easily simplified.
Currently, adaptive filtering is applied in such diverse fields
as communications, radar, sonar, seismology, and biomedical engineering. These various applications are very different
in nature, but one common feature can be noted: an input
vector and adesired response are used to compute an estimation error, which is used, in turn, to control the values of
aset of adjustable filter coefficients.
The adjustable coefficients may take the form of tap
weights, reflection coefficients, or rotation parameters,
depending on the filter structure employed.
Despite the diversity and complexity, asimple classification of adaptive filtering does emerge and practical applications can be demonstrated. This article begins by describing
four basic classes of adaptive filtering applications and follows with sections that detail various fundamentals, techniques, and algorithms of several selected adaptive applications, Table 1.

Classifying adaptive filtering

Figs 1-4. The four basic classes of adaptive filtering. In these diagrams, uis
input applied to the adaptive filter, yis output of the adaptive filter, dis
desired response and eis d-y, which is the estimation error.

Fig. 1. Identification.

System
Output

System
Input

System

System

Applications. Various applications of adaptive filtering differ in the manner in which the desired response is extracted.
In this context, we may distinguish four basic classes of
adaptive filtering applications, Figs 1to 4.

Fig. 2. Inverse modelling.

• Identification
• Inverse modelling
• Prediction
• Interference cancelling
The functions of the four basic classes of adaptive filtering
applications follow.
Identification, Fig. 1. The notion of amathematical model is
fundamental to sciences and engineering. In the class of
applications dealing with identification, an adaptive filter is
used to provide alinear model that represents the best fit to
an unknown plant.
The plant and the adaptive filter are driven by the same
input. The plant output supplies the desired response for the
adaptive filter.
If the plant is dynamic in nature, the model will be time
varying.

d
Random
Signal

Primary
Signal

Reference
Signal

Delay

u

Adaptive 's
Filter

*System

Output 2

*System

Fig. 3.
Prediction.

Output 1

Fig. 4. Interference
cancelling.

System
Output

Inverse modelling, Fig. 2. In this second class of applications, the adaptive filter provides an inverse model repre-
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Table 1. Adaptive filtering applications.
Adaptive filtering class
Identification
Inverse modelling
Prediction

Interference cancelling

Application
System identification
Layered Earth modelling
Predictive deconvolution
Adaptive equalisation
Linear predictive coding
Adaptive differential pcm
Auto-regressive spectrum analysis
Signal detection
Adaptive noise cancelling
Echo cancellation
Radar polarimetry
Adaptive beam forming

senting the best fit to an unknown noisy plant. Ideally, the
inverse model has atransfer function equal to the reciprocal
of the plant's transfer function.
A delayed version of the plant input constitutes the desired
response for the adaptive filter. In some applications, the
plant input is used without delay as the desired response.

Pitch
Period

Prediction, Fig. 3. In this example, the adaptive filter provides the best prediction of the present value of arandom signal.
The present value of the signal serves the purpose of a
desired response for the adaptive filter. Past values of the
signal supply the input applied to the adaptive filter.

Impulse Train
Generator

Vocal-Cord
Sound Pulse
Vocal-Tract
Filter

Synthesized
Speech

A

White-Noise
Generator

Vocal-Tract
Parameters

Depending on the application of interest, the adaptive filter
output or the estimation error may service as the system output. In the first case, the system operates as apredictor, in
the latter case, it operates as aprediction error filter.
Interference cancelling, Fig. 4. In this final class of applications, the adaptive filter is used to cancel unknown inter-

Speech
Signal

Window

•

Fig. 6. Linear predictive
coding vocoder: a) is the
transmitter, b) the
receiver.

Decoder

LPC
Analyzer

Pitch
Detector
(a) Transmitter

Speech
Synthesizer
(b) Receiver
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Prediction
The coders used for the digital representation of speech signals fall into two broad classes: source coders and waveform
coders. Source coders are model dependent. This means that
they use apriori knowledge about how the speech signal is
generated at the source.
Source coders for speech are generally referred to as
vocoders. Vocoders can operate at low coding rates; however, they provide asynthetic quality, with the speech signal
having lost substantial naturalness.
Waveform coders, on the other hand, strive for facsimile
reproduction of the speech waveform. In principle, these
coders are signal independent. They may be designed to provide telephone-toll quality for speech at relatively high coding rates.
In the context of speech, linear predictive coding, or Ipc,
strives to produce digitised voice data al low bit rates (2.4 to
4.8kbit/s) with two important motivations in mind:
• The use of linear predictive coding permits the transmission of digitised voice over anarrow-band channel.
• The realisation of alow bit rate makes the encryption of
voice signals easier and more reliable than would otherwise
be the case.

Voiced/Unvoiced
Switch

Fig. 5. Simplified
model for the
speech production
process in block
form.

ference contained in aprimary signal, with the cancellation
being optimised in some sense.
The primary signal serves as the desired response for the
adaptive filter. A refetence signal is employed as the input to
the adaptive filter. The reference signal is derived from a
sensor or set of sensors located in relation to the sensor(s)
supplying the primary signal in such away that the information-bearing signal component is weak or essentially
undetectable.

Reproduction of
Speech Signal

Figure 5shows asimplified block diagram of the classical
model for the speech production process. In this particular
example, the sound-generating mechanism is linearly separable from the intelligence-modulating, vocal-tract filter. The
precise form of the excitation depends on whether the
speech sound is voiced or unvoiced.
Voiced speech sound is generated from quasi-periodic,
vocal-cord sound. In the speech model, the impulse-train
generator produces a sequence of impulses, which are
spaced by afundamental period equal to the pitch period. In
turn, this signal excites a linear filter whose impulse
response equals the vocal-cord sound pulse.
An unvoiced speech sound is generated from random
sound produced by turbulent air flow. In this case the excitation consists simply of awhite noise source. The probability distribution of the noise samples does not appear to be
critical.
Figure 6 shows the block diagram of an linear predictive
coding vocoder, comprising atransmitter and areceiver. The
transmitter first applies awindow to the input speech signal.
It does this to identify ablock of speech samples for processing.
The window used is short enough for the vocal-tract shape
to be nearly stationary. As aresult, the parameters of the
speech-production model may be treated as essentially constant for the duration of the window.
Next, the transmitter analyses the input speech signal in an
adaptive manner —block by block —by performing alinear
prediction and pitch detection. Finally, it codes the parameters made up of the set of predictor coefficients, the pitch
period, the gain parameter, and the voiced-unvoiced parameter, for transmission over the channel.
The receiver performs the inverse operations by first
decoding the incoming parameters. In particular, it computes
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the values of the predictor coefficients, the pitch period, and
the gain parameter. It then determines whether the segment
of interest represents voiced or unvoiced sound. Finally, the

Sampled
Speech
Input

receiver uses these parameters to synthesise the speech signal by utilising the model of Fig. 5.

Output
Binary
Data

.

Receiver

Noise

Fig. 7. Baseband data
transmission system
without equalisation,
summarised in block
form.

p

Nonuniform
Quantlzer

PCM
Wave

(a)

Adaptive equalisation
During the past three decades, considerable effort has been
devoted to the study of data-transmission systems that use
the available channel bandwidth efficiently. The objective
here is to design the system to accommodate the highest possible rate of data transmission, subject to aspecified reliability that is usually measured in terms of the error rate or
average probability of symbol error.
The transmission of digital data through alinear communication channel is limited by two factors. One is intersymbol interference, the other additive thermal noise.

Sampled
Speech
Input

(b)

Intersymbol interference. Also known as ISI, this is caused
by dispersion in the transmit filter, the transmission medium,
and the receive filter.
Additive thermal noise. Generated by the receiver at its
front end. For bandwidth-limited channels, intersymbol
interference seems to be the chief determining factor in the
design of high-data-rate transmission systems.
Figure 7shows the equivalent baseband model of abinary pulse-amplitude modulation, or PAM, system. The signal
applied to the input of the transmitter part of the system consists of abinary data sequence, in which the binary symbol
consists of 1or O. This sequence is applied to apulse generator, the output of which is filtered first in the transmitter,
then by the medium, and finally in the receiver.
Let u(k) denote the sampled output of the receive filter in
Fig. 7; the sampling is performed in synchronism with the
pulse generator in the transmitter. This output is compared to
athreshold by means of adecision device. If the threshold is
exceeded, the receiver makes adecision in favour of symbol
1. Otherwise, it decides in favour of symbol O.
On aphysical channel there is always intersymbol interference. To overcome intersymbol interference, control of
the time-sampled function is required. In principle, if the
characteristics of the transmission medium are known precisely, then it is virtually always possible to design apair of
transmit and receive filters that will make the effect of intersymbol interference arbitrarily small.
For adequately reducing the intersymbol interference, an
adaptive equaliser will provide precise control over the time
response of the channel.
An adaptive filtering algorithm requires knowledge of the
desired response to form the error signal needed for the
adaptive process to function. In theory, the transmitted
sequence is the desired response for adaptive equalisation.
In practice, however, with the adaptive equaliser located in
the receiver, the equaliser is physically separated from the
origin of its ideal desired response.
There are two methods in which areplica of the desired
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DPCM
Wave

Fig. 8. Waveform
coders, with pulsecode modulation, or
pcm, at a), differential
pcm at b) and adaptive differential pcm
at c).

Sampled
Speech
Input

ADPCM
Wave

response may be generated locally in the receiver. First is the
training method, second the decision-directed method.
Training method. In this method, areplica of the desired
response is stored in the receiver. Naturally, the generator of
this stored reference must be electronically synchronised
with the known transmitted sequence.
Decision-directed method. Under normal operating conditions, agood replica of the transmitted sequence is being

Continued on page 244
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CD-ROM

free with this month's issue

Zilog Technical Library
Information representing one company's complete set of data and applications book,
brought to you by leading UK Zilog distributor and design house, Gothic Crellon.
The CD ROM given away free with this issue* is the
complete Zilog Technical Library CD-ROM from
Gothic Crellon. It contains not only data on the
company's microcontrollers, digital signal processors
and communications controllers, but also ahost of
application notes relating to all three product areas.
These notes includes acaller ID system complete with
software listings, adiscussion of how to use a
microcontroller as an I
2C bus master and ahighperformance PC COM port design. Development tools
for the various product areas are also listed, together
with anumber of demonstrations.

Getting started
The files on this CD-ROM are presented in the familiar
Adobe PDF format. You can view the files using one of
the following options:
• If you already have Adobe Acrobat and the Adobe
Type Manager installed on your system:
Open the 'StartCDR.pcif file directly from the CD-ROM
by double clicking on it. Alternatively, launch your
installed Acrobat Reader application, open the
'StartCDR.pclf using the OPEN command under the
FILE menu

System requirements
Windows platforms:
—386, 486 or Pentium-based personal computer
—Microsoft Windows 3.1, Windows 95 or Windows NT 3.5 or later
—8MB Application RAM, 4MB hard disk space and CD-ROM drive
Macintosh platforms:
—68020-68040 or Power Macintosh with Apple System 7.0 or later
—8MB Application RAM, 4MB hard disk space and CD-ROM drive
UNIX versions:
—Sun OS, Solaris, HP-UX, IBM AIX
—X-Windows
—CD-ROM DRIVE

Need even more
information?
If you are engineering
innovative products that
you believe could benefit
from Zilog's dsp, comms

Software requirements
Windows:
• Adobe Acrobat Reader 3.0

or controller solutions,
contact Gothic Crellon at

• Adobe Type Manager 3.x or later

3The Business Centre,
Molly Millars Lane,
Wokingham, Berkshire
RG41 2EY, tel. 0118 978
8878, fax 0118 977
6095.

Macintosh:
• Adobe Acrobat Reader 2.x or later
e Adobe Type Manager 3.6 or later
Unix:
• Adobe Acrobat Reader 2.x or later

• If you don't have Acrobat Reader already installed on
your system, please consult the appropriate 'Read_Me'
file for your operating system for instructions on how to
install Adobe Acrobat reader. The Read_Me files are

Being based
on the widely
used Adobe
Acrobat file
reader, Zilog's
data and
applications
suite has been
developed to
run smoothely
on anumber
of platforms,
including Unix
and the MAC.

Bib OR V.. 1.9 999. 94.
rIgIgi

1II1«LJ O101011

located in the 'ACROREAD' directory of the Zilog 8_bit
CD-ROM.
• For quick installation of the Adobe Acrobat reader,
we have provided the file paths to reader installation
applications below:
Windows 32-bit:
d:\8BIT_MCU \ACROREAD\WIN \READER\32BIT\SET
UP.EXE
Windows 16-bit:

About Zitog
SOFTWARE

flOL

8.84 Mecroccarceees

e

Digital Signal Prooessors

e

Ccenmuntcation Controllers

e

Global Locations

e

Product Index

e

d:\8BIT_MCU\ACROREAD\WIN\READER\16BIT\SET
UP.EXE

_

its

Macintosh:
8BIT_MCLAACROREAD\MAC\Reader\Reader\ Install
Acrobat Reader 3.0

Attat0-1041.S. COUVISON.
0••••0••••••Caut•

Unix:
d:\8BIT_MCU \ACROREAD\UNIX \READER \INSTALL

*UK readers only
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Stereo
audio
monitor
When making audio recordings, it is useful to have an at-a-glance
overview of the phase and amplitude relationships between the two stereo
channels -particularly if there is a chance that the two channels will be
combined to produce mono. Robert Kesler's Dotscope provides that
information, together with a direct mono compatibility indication.

V
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Only the right channel is present

Only the left cannel is present
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•
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isual stereo monitors are used in sound
recording and broadcast studios to monitor
the phase and amplitude relationship of the
two audio channels of astereo signal.
These features are not revealed by simply listening in stereo. If the stereo channels were opposite
in phase to each other, the program could still
sound acceptable in stereo. But if the same two
channels were combined and listened to in mono,
the signals would cancel each other out.
A simple visual stereo program monitor can be
set up using an oscilloscope in X-Y mode. The sum
of the left and the right channels is fed to the Y vertical inout and their difference feeds the X input. In
this way, amono signal appears as avertical line
while asignal on the right or left-hand channel only
appears as aline tilted right or left by 45°. Two
anti-phase inputs produce ahorizontal line.
Note that the effect produced by feeding the X
and Y chhannels with the sum and difference signals could be reproduced by tilting the oscilloscope
by 45°, and feeding the right and the left channels
to the X and Y inputs, as in Fig. 1. Using sum and
difference signals simply provides amore elegant
solution that tilting the display.
Of course ausable instrument for this purpose
should have again control to allow it to cover the
dynamics of the programs. It also needs an automatic illumination suppressor, to avoid burning out
the phosphor layer in the centre of the screen when
there is no input signal.
A pure sinusoidal input of slightly different phase
on both channels produces anarrow ellipse. This

Left and the right channels
identical in intensity and phase

Left and right channels are identical
in intensity, but of opposite phase

Examples of Dotscope displays with various input signals.
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Mono
Fig. 1. Tilting an oscilloscope
like this has the same effect as
leaving it upright and feeding
the and Ychannels with
left+right and left—right
signals.

Right

Left

Right
channel
input
Left
channel
input

Fig. 2. Agood stereo signal looks like aloosely
wound clew of thread. A mostly anti-phase
signal on the other hand —i.e. one that is not
stereo compatible —looks similar except that it
is wide and fiat.

Fig. 3. Representation
of aclean, slightly
out of phase signal as
it would appear on a
conventional
oscilloscope, left, and
on the Dotscope,
right. Note the
stereo/mono bar
graph at the bottom
of the dotscope
display indication
mono compatibility.
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ellipse becomes circular if the phase difference is 90°. A
complex signal from more than one sound source is represented by an irregular clew, Fig. 2.
For a good stereo signal, the squiggles of the clew are
roughly contained within an ellipse. This elipse has its longer
axis pointing in the direction of the signal source. A flat
shape, pointing left-to-right means that the two channels are
out of phase. This is what the sound engineer wants to avoid
most.

The Dotscope alternative
In the monitor described here, aled-matrix display replaces
the crt. The matrix was chosen because it was cheaper, but it
later turned out to offer other advantages.
Surprisingly, the low resolution makes interpreting the display easier. The chunky picture shows the overall quality of
the signal, without the clutter of unnecessary detail. For a
sound engineer, speed of informatiion assimilation is important since there are many other things to take into acount like
the performers and peak-meters.
Due to the fact that the displayed picture is basically symmetrical, the lower part of the led matrix has been omitted.
Doing this halves the number of needed without sacrificing
resolution, simplifying the design and reducing costs.
A second indicator is incorporated into the design. This
indicator monitors the average phase difference between the
channels and displays it on amulti-colour bi-directional led
bargraph (see panel).
If the stereo is mono compatible, the green half of the bar
graph shows the degree of compatibility. The left-hand half
of the indicator is red to draw the operator's attention if the
signal is out of phase.

System elements
Four LM3914 bar graph drivers are used in the instrument.
With alittle overstatement, this IC could be called adecoded analogue-to-digital converter. Basically it is made up of
ten comparators, driving ten open-collector outputs. The ten
comparators are tied to ten, twenty, or whatever, percent of
the reference voltage connected between the RH'on pin 6
and ko on pin 4.
There is an in-built programmable reference generator. Its
output, REFo ur on pin 7, is not used here, but the same pin
is used to program the output current limiter.
Pin 9, the mode input, is used to choose between the bar
mode and dot mode. In this design, all four LM3914s are
used in dot mode. As aresult, the mode pins must be left
floating.
Finally, note that the first led output has aconsiderable
leakage current in dot mode —up to 0.45mA —so these outputs are equipped with bleeding resistors.

6k8
Input amplifiers. Simple amplifiers with electronic
symmetry are adequate for such monitoring. Frequency
bandwidth of the instrument is set relatively narrow; this
monitor concentrates on the middle frequencies, which are
the most relevant for the stereo perception.

GND
2n2

C5
+R IN >
4u7
C6
-R IN >
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6k8

6
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•
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C8

U1B
TL072

Input signal conditioning
circuitry is simple due to the
narrow bandwidth and low
operating frequency
requirements.

Summing amplifiers. On the output of /
C2A there is asignal
proportional to the difference between the right and the left
inputs, while the /
C2B output delivers the difference between
the left and the right inputs. This is actually, the same signal
but in opposite phase. Op-amp /
C3A produces the sum of the
same signals.
Automatic gain control. The automatic gain control used is
simple, yet it ensures that the picture fills the whole display

Continued over page
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Bidirectional bar graph features low current drain
Sometimes it is necessary to display the results of a
measurement showing the value in two opposite
directions, in the same way that acentre-zero meter
does.
Two of circuits shown here are designed for this
purpose. They not only provide bidirectionality, but
also aten-fold reduction in current consumption. When
all leds are switched on, the conventional 3914 bar
graph draws ten times the current needed by one led
since the diodes are parallel connected. These new
configurations have the diodes series connectedso
current demand is reduced to that needed by one led.
The trade off, of course, is that the supply voltage needs
to be raised high enough to be able to turn on all the
series leds.
The basic circuit is shown in Fig. A. By leaving the
mode pin floating, the LM3914 is configured in dotmode, that is, only one of the open collector outputs is
active, at any time. However, in contrast with the usual
circuit, not all the leds' anodes are connected to the
supply line. The leds are connected in series, in one or
two groups between output associated with the centre,
origin and the output or outputs associated with the end
or ends of the bar graph. The intermediate taps are
connected to the other outputs. In this way, all the leds
between the active output and the supply line light,
creating abar above or below the point of origin.
The centre point of the bar-graph, the origin, need not
be in the actual centre. It may in fact be associated with
any output pin, depending on what you need. The bargraph can be made symmetrical, asymmetrical, or
simply alow current but otherwise conventional oneway bar graph. For the latter, connect the supply to the
ledl output, and all the cathodes pointing to the same
output.
If, on the other hand, you connect the supply next to
the led-10 output, the bar will shrink instead of grow
with increasing input voltage.
For the circuitry for reference voltage and input
voltage scaling and shifting, refer to the manufacturer's
data sheets and application notes.
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BR1
40V/1000mA

Power supply needs no comment except that
newcomers to the three-terminal regulators
shold note that if the device is more than a
couple of inches away from the transformer,
extra ceramic 0.1mF input capacitors should be
added near to the input pins.

Ull
7805

Vin

+18V

GND

At the top of this diagram are the sum and
difference stages and their associated
comparators. Note the reference input feeding
the comparator non-inverting inputs. Below is the
illumination control and stereo-mono
compatibility logic array, together with its input
conditioning.
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over an input range of about 32dB. It drives the reference
voltage of all three dot-matrix-driver analogue-to-digital converters, so that the reference voltage promptly follows any
increase of the highest of input of the same converters. It also
assures that recovery follows slowly.
This technique is very efficient and easier to implement
then synchronously controlling two or three voltage-controlled amplifiers.

comparators provide alogic level output for inputs above the
threshold and no output for all inputs below it.
The two outputs are used for the average phase measurement, representing stereo/mono compatibility. The threshold
is introduced to avoid erratic display when one or both inputs
is too low, or missing.
Dot-matrix driver a-to-d converters. Two LM3914 drive the
columns; one is fed with the difference of the left and the right
channel, the other with the same signal of opposite phase.

Limiter amplifiers. For each channel, an amplifier and two
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Four bar-graph drivers control amatrix of 19 by 10 leds to form the display. Only one led is lit at a
time. The trick is to get agood and constant light intensity over al input conditions.
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A part of the reference voltage is added to both inputs. This
results in the the first led output of both ICs being driven when
the input signal is zero. These two outputs are connected in parallel drive the central, zero column.
The other outputs are driven one at atime, as the input voltage changes. Note that only one column is driven at any one
time.
The vertical a-to-d converter is configured similarly, but it
drives the rows via inverting transistors. As the picture is symmetrical around the central point, only half of the picture is
displayed, i.e. the components that would be needed to convert and display the rows below the zero line are omitted.
Similarly, as noted for the columns, only one row is driven
at any one time. But Ishould emphasize here that no row is
driven during the negative half periods. In other words, for
almost half of the time no led is lit at all.
Dot-matrix display. The dot matrix display is composed of
ten lines by nineteen columns of yellow leds. They should be
narrow angle types, and of same intensity class.
All the anodes within arow and the cathodes within acolumn are tied together. The columns are driven directly by the
two LM39I4s, while the rows via inverting transistors.
A single led at the crossing of the driven row and of the
driven column is lit at any one time. The illumination control
circuit determines the current.
Illumination control. As noted above, only one led is lit at any
one time and almost half of the time no led is lit at all. This
would cause an apparent loss in light intensity. To compensate,
the leds must be driven with higher currents than allowed in
continuos operation. But under very low, or no input condition,

when only afew leds share the current, the current must be
reduced to asafe level.
The number of active columns and rows is monitored by the
GAL inputs 1to 6. The GAL in turn controls the current source
made up of Tr ill and Tr iI,. This current source determines the
current of the led-matrix display. list 1.
Stereo/mono compatibility bar graph. The remaining part of
the GAL converts the phase difference of the two channels into
avoltage, which drives the bi-directional multicolour bar graph.
It displays aright-bound green bar to indicate mono-compatible stereo. Two yellow center leds are always lit. When one or
both channels missing. below the threshold, or totally different,
these are the only leds lit on the graph. Finally, the bar graph
displays aleft-bound, red bar for anti-phase channels.

Implementing the design
Resistors throughout should be 2% tolerance or better. Isuggest
asandwich construction: one pcb with the leds, and the other
one carrying the rest of the components, except the power supIn my design, the 3mm leds are placed at 0.15-inch pitch, so
the display board is about 85 by 80 mm. Using surface-mount
resistors, diodes and transistors, the main pcb need not be
bigger than the display board. The two boards are linked via
a40-pin connector.
Iplaced a sheet of smoked acrylic glass in front of the
sandwich and sprayed the pcb black before soldering the leds
in place. The whole construction without the power supply is
only about 30mm deep, so it may be mounted alongside the
VU or peak meters or in asmall stand-alone box, including
the power supply.
•

List 1. These are the equations needed to program the GAL.
>PINS

/*

in sequential

order:

pin

Want one?

1 to pin 20

*/

>S5,

S2,

D5,

D2,

D-2,

D-5,

RLO,

RHI,

LLO,

>LHI,

Q2,

Q2A,

Ql,

Q1A,

HELP1,

LUM2,

HELP2,

LUM5,

GND,
VCC

>EQUATIONS
>Ql

=

IRLO
RLO

* /RHI

*

* RHI

* /LLO

>Q1A = Q1
>Q2

/*

=

/RLO
RLO

parallel

output

* /LLO

* /LHI

* LLO

*

RHI
/*

Open collector output
and HELP2

>HELP'

= D5

* S5

* D-5

>HELP2

= D2

* 52

* D5

The

LHI

* /LHI

*

>HELP1

>/*

*

* /RHI

>Q2A = Q2
>/*

LLO

parallel

for more drive

*/

for more drive

*/

LHI

output

simulation using

two

(not quite)

buried nodes:

*/

* S5

following equations

* D-2
use

* D-5

the product-term enabled

tri -stating

ability
>of

the

>/*

The output values

16V8 GAL

*/
of

>driver being enabled
>/*
>IF
>/*
>IF
>/*

230

only

if

(/HELP1)

the

LUM2

and LUM5

term in parentheses

LUM5

are

is

true

LUM2

(GND),

*/

= GND

OPEN-COLLECTOR simulation using product
(/HELP2)

constants

*/

term HELP1

*/

term HELP2

*/

= GND

OPEN-COLLECTOR simulation using product

the output

As is the case with all
circuits published in
Electronics World, you are
welcome you to duplicate
this design for any purpose
that does not involve profit
making —whether directly
or indirectly. Depending
on demand, pcbs and
specific parts for this
design may be available
from the author. Please email the author at
cardware@eunet.yu or
kesler@eunet.yu or fax on
+381 21 612 335.1f
neither of these options is
open to you, send an sae
to the editorial offices (i.e.
the Quadrant House
address at the front of the
magazine) marking
Dotscope clearly on your
envelope. Product
developers wishing to
exploit the design must
contact the author, Robert
Kesler.
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M&B RADIO (LEEDS)
THE NORTH'S LEADING USED TEST EQUIPMENT DEALER
OSCILLOSCOPES
HP 54111D 500 MHz divining scope (colour display)
.L2250
HP 54112D 100 MHz 4channel digitizing scope (colour display)
11750
HP 5420ID 300 MHz 2channel digitizing (27 channels logic state trigprIng) 11750
HP 1740A 100 MHz 2channel
‘39S
TEKTRONIX 2445ADM 350 MHz 4channel ideal multirneeoGP4Slope 09) £500
TEKTRONIX 2230 100 MHz 2channel digital storage
£I750
TEKTRONIX 2220 60 MHz 2channel
storage
[1500
TEKTRONIX 2445A ISO MHo 4
£1000
TEKTRONIX 2415 150 MHz 4channel GP-113
£1400
TEKTRONIX 2445 150 MHz 4channel OPT 05
£1750
TEKTRONIX 2246 100 MH. 4donne' autorad
£1200
TEKTRONIX 7901/7A26 x1/7880 200 MI1.4 donnel£450
TEKTRONIX 7603/7A1SA o2/71153A 4clsannel£50
TEKTRONIX 475A 250 MHz 2channel
£600
TEKTRONIX 475 200 MHz 2channel
Irons £100
TEKTRONIX 466 100 MHz 2channel
£400
TEKTRONIX 4658 100 MHz 2channel Opt 05
£500
TEKTRONIX 465 100 MHz 2channel
from £350
TEKTRONIX 434 25 MHz 2channel storage
£300
TEKTRONIX 2215 60 MHz 2channel
£325
TEKTRONIX 2225 SO MHz 2channel
£150
TEKTRONIX 2235 100 MU. 2channel
£700
TEKTRONIX TM 504 4slot mainframe
L150
PHILIPS PM 3217 50 MHz 2channel
£325
PHILIPS PM 3055 50 MHz 2channel
£425
PHILIPS PM 3057 50 MHz 2channel
£400
PHILIPS PM 326.400 MM./ channel
£300
PHILIPS PM 3263X 100 MHz delay/Irmo
£400
PHILIPS PM 3310 60 Mliz digtal storage
£600
IWATSU SS 6122 100 MHz 4channel with cursixs
£800
IWATSU SS 5710 60 MHz 1channel
£400
NICOLET 1094/4561/F43 di '.1 scope
£500
HITACHI VI100 100 MHz 4channel with cursors
£750
HITACHI VI34 10 MU. storage
£200
GOULD 120 20 MHz digial storage 2channel 4colour hardeopy
£1250
GOULD 4035 20 MHz digtal storage • remote keypad
£600
GOULD 1401 20 MHz digital storage 2channel
£400
GOULD 05300 20 MHz 2channel
£195
GOULD 054000 10 MH: digital storage 2channel
£160
SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
TEKTRONIX 494P 10 (Ho-21 OH. (1 year cal 8 warrens,»
£9000
TEKTRONIX 492P 10 KHz-21 GM, OPT 001/002/003
£6000
TEKTRONIX 7/12 10 (Ho-1040 MHz. rnaInframe
£1000
TEKTRONIX 7LS •L3 OPT 25 tracking gen. •mainframe
[1000
TEKTRONIX 491 10 M/41-40 OH, with mixers
£600
TAKEDA RIKENTR4172 400 HzMHz specumidnetwork analyser
1S000
ANRITSU 145610A 10 (Ho-2 GHI spectrum arolyser
£3750
HP 13407A/84128 network anahyor 0.1-110 MHz£100
HP 8590A 10 MF4.-1.5 GHz spectrum analyser
£4250
HP 85598/182T 10 MHz.21 OH,
HP 3582A 002 Hz-25.5 KHz dual channel signal endow
£1800
HP 3562A 64 ,Ho-I00 (Ho dynamic SIMI analyser
£5000
HP 1407/855281J8S538 10(4z-110 MHz£450
HP 14IT/85528/15518 100 KHz.' 250 MHz
£1200
HP 14 17/85S11116555A 10 MHz.I8 GU,
£1500
MARCONI TF1370 3014.-110 MHz digital storage (as new)
£750
SIGNAL GENERATORS
HP 8904A DC-600 (Hz rnultrfuncnon synthesizer
£3500
HP 3325A 1MU, funcuon generator
£1350
HP 3314A 0001 Hz-1999 MHz function/waveform monitor
£1400
HP 3586C 50 Ha.320 MHz seletove level meter
£I500
HP 86830 13 014.-13 GK, OPT 001/003 solid son generator (as new)
£3950
HP 8656A 100 KHz.990 Mils seal gerorator
£2500
HP 86600866318/86603A
£2000
HP 8620C)86220A 10-1300 MHz sweeper
£600
HP 8620C/862308 1.8 Ghlz.4.2 GHz sweeper
£1000
HP 8620C/86111A 3.2-6.5 GIO sweeper
£1000

d
e
.

moo

.usoe

HP 8620C/86212D 59.9 Ge, sweeper
£1200
HP 8620C sweeper mainframes (as new)£
L250
HP 864013 500 101-6l.z--051122 MHz signd generator
I.600
HP 86548 10 MHz-520 MHz RF generator
£300
HP 32008 10 MHs.500 MHz oscillator
£200
HP 33368 10 14.-21 MHz synthesczernevel meter
£400
HP 3320A frequency synthesizer 0.1 Hz-11 MHz
400
HP 33I2A 0.1 Hz-13 MHz function generator
HP 33108 0.0305
-5 Méla function generator
HP BOOMS 0.3141-20
Hz MHz pubs, generator
£
£2
£2
1
0
80
00
TEKTRONIX 2901 One mark generator
ADRET 7100D 300 KHz-I300 MHz signal generator
MARCONI TF2022 10 K/4.-1000 MHz signal generator
MARCONI TF2017 10 (Ho-1024 MN, signal generator
MARCONI TF2018 80 *42.520 MHz signal generator
£
MARCONI TF2015/2171 10 MHz-520 MHz wi th synchrolizer
£
80
4r0
MARCONI TF2015 10 MH..520 MHz
£300
MARCONI TF2001110 KHz-510 MN: RF generator
£300
MARCONI TF2016 10 (Ho-120 MHz ([250)7E2016A
£295
FARNELL SSGI000 100 (Ho-1000 MHz synthesized
£1500
FLUKE 6011A 10 Hz-11 MFO synthesized sigolgeneroor
0
ROHDES & SCHWARTZ APN62
Hz 260 KHz LF gen. (new)
C2
£
10
000
0
RONDES & SCHWARTZ 0.1-2600 MHz sweep generator
2000
GIGA GR I10IA 12 GH1.18 GH1 pulsegenerator
1600
PHILIPS PM5326 100 KHz-115 Ml-f, OF generator
1100
ADRET 2230A 200 Ha-I NH: syntiosized source
WAVETEK 193 20 MH. sweep modukstion generator
WAVETEK 171 2MHo synthesized function generator
1450
WAVETEK 1820.002 Hz-2 MHz function generator
SAYROSA MA 30 10 Hz-100 (Ha
£:7
75
5
TEST EQUIPMENT
*L

£50
£2.
4
:
245

£

ELECTRO-METERICS EPIC-25 MK111 interference analyser 10 1(141.1 OH 1995
BALL EFRATROM MR1:14 rubichurn frequency standard
£4000
WAVETEK 10I8A
lin RF peak power meter DC-26 GI-11
£10°
0:
ANRITS U MSOSA lOIN,.,,,, detector
£950
TEKTRONIX 1141 /SPG1UTSG II pal video generator
£1500
TEKTRONIX 145 pal gen lock test ngnal generator
£1500
TEKTRONIX 521A vector scopes£300
TEKTRONIX A6902A odator
£450
ROHDES & SCHWARTZ URE 10H1.20 MHz RPIS voloneNr
£400
SCFILUMBERGER 7102 digital transmisaion analyser (new)
£500
SCHLUMBERGER AF405 3tone generator/modulator
£150
MARCONI 26901 comunications
test set
£21 0
m
0
MARCONI TF2305 mod meter 50 K14.-23 GHz
£2000
MARCONI TF2871 data communications monitor
£900
MARCONI TF2610 true OMS voltmeter
£695
MARCONI 6950/6910 10 MHz-20 GU. RF power rnetw
L800
MARCONI 659311 VSWR inchcator
£250
MARCONI 6160/6421 10 MH1.12 4GK. RF power meter
£350
MARCONI TF2306 programmable interface unit
£380
MARCONI TF2432A 10 1-1,560 HMI frequency counter
£100
HP 4954A protocol analyser HP 18135A pod
£2000
HP 850SA vector voltmeter
£3250
HP 8970A noise figure meter
£3500
i13
1
.
700
50
HP 3771 1
A TI-datacorn test set
HP R/332 ones R controller
HP 8750A storage normalior
£
HP 5180A waveform recorder
£750
HP 5312A 500 MH.-18 GM, microwave frequency meter
from £900
HP 533SA
5334A universal systems counter high senility OPT
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP

(500
£600

53708 universal time interval counter
7
0
5345A 1.5 MU,-26.5 GLiz counter/53S5N5356A48 moors
£2£0050
5328A universal frequency counor •chori G}.4
,300.0
C, 0
435B/8481A/8484 M 1708A 10 MHz
43511/84111A 10 MHz-18 GH: RF paw, meter
£0
4350J8482AH 100 KU.-4.2 GHz RF power meter
£500
0
432A/478A 10 MHz-10 GHz RF power meter
£275
436A RF power rioters£L650

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT AND CARRIAGE •ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED WITH 30 DAYS WARRANTY

HP 8477A RF power meter cal.brator
£225
HP 5087A distribution amplifier (new)
(750
HP 358IC 15 Hz-50 KM, selective voltmeters (as new)
£400
HP 333A distoruon analyser
£295
HP 11710A down converter
L250
HP 5940IA bus systern analyser
£200
HP 400E 10 Hz-10 MHz AC voltmeter
£125
HP 346611 4.5 digit autoranging multimeter
£200
HP 3137A 33 digit high speed system voltmeter
£200
HP 31SSA 63 dirt bench mulorneter
£495
HP 3168A 5.5 digo mulorneter/auto cal (LCD)
£400
HP 50041 signature analyser
8150
HP SOOSA signature multirneter
£200
HP 6613A 3output system power
LI am
HP 6418A DC power supply 0-600v-es amp
L750
HP 6263A DC power supply 0-200/0-10 amp
£250
HP 1166515 150 MH1-18 GHz modulator
£350
HP II582A attenuator set DC-18 GH1
£500
HP 355C RF step attenuators 0-12 dB DC-I OH.C195
HP 355D RF step atienuators 0-120 dB DC.I GHz
£195
BIRD 8323 30 db coaxial atienuator 100W
0200
BIRD 8329 300W 30 db attenuator
(SOO
BIRD 8911 SOOOW 50 ohm coaxial resistor
£1000
BRADLEY 192 oscilloscope calibrator
£500
KEMO DPI 1Hz-100 KHz phase meter (new)
£100
WAYNE KERR 4225 LCR mew
£350
AVO 215 -Ln ACJDC breakdownhonnapon tester
£400
FARNELL R131030/35 electronic load
£400
FARNELL P003502 dual power supp1y 0-350 2amp
£150
FARNELL TSV70 power supply 0-70, 0.10 amp
£300
FARNELL MP60/50 power supply 0-60v 0-50 amp
£400
FARNELL AP60-50 power supply 0-60 volt 0-50 amp
£600
SIEMENS D2I08 200 KH1-30 MHz level rneur
L350
SIEMENS W2101 200 KH.-30 MHz level oscilkstor
MO
NARDA 3041-10 500 MHz 1000 MHz directional coupler 20db
£125
NARDA 304413-20 3.7 GH1-8.3 GHz 20db directional coupler
[150
NARDA 60132 solid sure amplifier 8GH1-12 GHz
£100
SAYROSA AMM 1.5 MHz-2 GHz automatic modulation meten
£175
REDIFON RA500 100 Hz-30 MHz receivers
0400
RACAL RA I7L 30 MHz valve receivers
(150
RACAL RA1218 30 MHz receivers
£350
RACAL RAI772 30 MM. receivers
[750
RACAL 9008 15MHz-2000 MHz automatic rnodubbon non.,
£300
SYSTRON DONNER 652010 140.-10 G141 microwave counter
[750
RACAL DANA 990111 50 MHz universal counter timer
£95
RACAL DANA 9911 10 Hz 200 HMI frequency counter
£95
RACAL DANA 9915 10 Hz-520 MHz frequency counter
£95
RACAL DANA 9916 10 Hz-520 MHz frequency counter
8150
RACAL DANA 9919 10 Hz-1100 MHz frequency counter
£295
RACAL DANA 9908 10 Hz-1100 MHz universal counter pmer
£400
RACAL DANA 1991 10 Ha-I60 MN. unronal counter urner 9(het
£395
RACAL DANA I992 10 142-1300 MHz nanouKond counter
£600
RACAL DANA 9100 EMS voltmeter
MO
RACAL DANA 930IA tn.. EMS RF 88,11,0011,80,0.[100
RACAL DANA 6000 microprocessing digno VaDTIlliter .. •.
£250
BRUEL 6 KJAER 2971 phase meter
L300
DATRON 1065 autocal died 8,108,.,.,
£400
FLUKE 8505A dval rnultirneter
L750
FLUKE 8506A thermal OMS mulurneter
£1000
FLUKE 33108 prog constant current/voltage callbruor
£450
FLUKE 5200A AC calibrator
FLUKE 5205A precision power amp
£2750
FLUKE 5440B direct volts calibrator£ 4950
RF MICROSYSTEMS INC.ANÍTRC.1 76 VI4F/UFIF KLL filters
£400
SPECIAL OFFERS
£70
FLUKE 25 high spec digital neeharneters with manual & probes (as new) .
£65
SMITHS 3" du altimeters
£90
BIRD 43 RF watoneters
£185
BIRD 13 RF wattmeters wish 6Inserts and am (as new)

(2cao

Visit our Web site
http://www.mb-radio.co.uk
e-mail info@mb-radio.co.uk

86 Bishopsgate Street, Leeds LS1 4BB
Tel: (0113) 2435649 Fax: (0113) 2426881
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HATELY ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY
IKenfield Place,
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CROSSED FIELD ANTENNAS

63 100% Transparent Cable Replacement !
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10 Handles Single Bytes or Complete Files I

Following nine years of consolidation since the fast public disclosure of the
invention of the Crossed Field Antenna (using Poynting Vector Synthesis) in this
journal (EW Mar 1989 Vol 95 pp2I6-218), we are pleased to announce more
progress has been made. Our paper given at the IBC '97 in Amsterdam in September
re-states the working principles of the GP CFA and gives many technical results
taken on the several working broadcast antennas on MW ref "Extremely Small High
Power MW Broadcasting Antennas" IEE Conf, Vol 447 pp421-426 by Kabbary,
Khattab, & Hately.

El Dual RS232 +RS422/RS485 Interfaces !
cow- ;u a

oern:

24ffillips to 9t.,011bp4 1SCII Data Rate
Retxren 200m to IKm Range
IK. I
-ETS -300-220, FCC Part 90,
RSA and 1uqralian -172‘111/. ‘ersion‘

The widespread disbelief which has followed our work has made it difficult to
publish subsequently, yet we are not disheartened. In fact the silence from other
workers has enabled us to enhance our priority by further tests, and file further
patent applications. The newer antenna forms are the electrical duals of the original
"out-of-phase volts on plates" construction namely "out-of-phase currents on
conductors", i.e. Delay-Line Radiators, and Twin Wire loops. The EMDR are wide
both in adjustment band and instantaneous bandwidth: operating efficiently down to
k 10% lambda. The CFL with afull phasing unit works well down to adiameter of
1% of lambda.

Dual RS232

RS422/16485 Interface
. .,

Monoband Crossed Field Loops have their (fixed) phase circuit in-built within the
lofted mounting for the loop, and are fed by asingle 50 ohm coaxial cable. The
typical SWR bandwidth 5 1.5 to 1is 4% centre-frequency. Like all CFA's the newer
forms are beneficial in possessing zero induction field, and therefore minimise EMC
problems in microphone & telecommunications circuits nearby.
We welcome commercial enquiries concerning requirements for radio (sending and
receiving) where site dimensions, vehicle size, environmental problems, etc. are
crucial. Already established companies may license from ourselves. HF versions are
available for the amateur bands so tests may be economically arranged to check
possibilities for LW. MW or HF. Our associate company in Egypt can construct and
install CFA's of any type for broadcasting all powers up to 100kW or more: write to
the above address.
Amateur Band 100W devices with rapid delivery include:CFL Iall frequencies HF 1.8 to 30 MHz 660mm diam £250 inc. VAT & Post
CFL 14 monoband "20 Metres" 2% BW 300mrn diam £44 inc. VAT & Post
CFL 3.6 monoband "80 metres" 5% BW 660mm diam £75 inc. VAT & Post

New from Radio-Tech the RTcom Radio Modems offer
industry a competitive alternative to cables. Fully customised
versions are available to suit customer needs at little or
no additional costs.
A

MEMBER OF

Radio -Tech Limited, Overbridge House, Weald Hall Lane
Thornwood Common, Epping, Essex CM16 6NB.
Sales +4t(0) 1992 57 6107 (4-lines) Fax +44 (0) 1992 56 1994
LOW POffla
RADIO ASSOC./010N

Proprietor: Maurice C Hately, M Sc F1EE Chartered Electrical Engineer (GM3HAT)

e-mail sales@radtec.demon.co.uk
http://www.radio-tech.co.uk
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GANG PROGRAM YOUR MICROS!
EPROMS 81 FLASH

PRODUCTION
PRODUCT SUPPORT
ET PROGRAMMING
FOR R&D

24/28/32 pin eproms/flash

4

DIL or TSOP

32 pin eproms/flash

4

PLCC

40 pin eproms 27C1 024-4096

4

DIL or PLCC

44 pin flash

2

SOIC

48 pin flash

4

TSOP

8 pin serial eeproms

4

DIL

MICRO FAMILY

For sheer versatility it is difficult to beat the L9000 for gang programming a
mixture of eproms, flash and microcontrollers in packaging from DIL to SOIC.
• Modules with DIL, PLCC, TSOP and SOIC sockets eliminate costly but fragile socket
adapters fitted to DIL sockets.

87C51/2/3 & 89C51/52

4

DIL or PLCC

87C748/50/51/52

4

DIL

PIC16C5X 16C71/84 17C4X

1

DIL

PIC16C6X/16C7X 28/40 pin

4

DIL or SOIC

68HC705C8/9(A)

4

DIL or PLCC

68HC705131 6

2

PLCC

• 15 function keys reduce most operations to one keystroke.

68HC711E9/E20/E32

2

PLCC

• Separate operating systems for R&D and production.

Z86E02/3/4/6/8

4

DIL

• Even supports latest 3V devices in TSOP and PLCC.

Z86E30

4

DIL or PLCC

ST62E/T10/15/20/25

4

DIL or SOIC

• Can also program up to 8 devices for 16 and 32 bit sets.
• Centronics as well as RS232 port for fast data transfer.

Hi-spec low cost portables.
Universals with gang option.

• Tested and approved by Intel Corporation, Texas Instruments and Signetics.

The 19000 has two module bays so identical
modules can be fitted to double production or
two different modules can be fitted for
versatility. For example, a PL300 could be

Lloyd Research Ltd.,

fitted for 24/28/32 pin DIL eproms/flash and a

7& 7A Brook Lane, Warsash,
Southampton S031 9FH
Tel:
+44 (0) 1489 574040
+44 (0) 1489 885515
Fax:
+44 (0) 1489 885853
Internet: http://www.11oydres.co.uk
Email: progs@lloydres.co.uk

PL652 for SOIC PICs.
Some of our popular modules are shown
opposite. Most cost about £85 per socket.
A full device list is available on the internet.
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CROWNHILL ASSOCIATES LIMITED

f-rovi

The Old Bakery, New Barns Road, Ely Cambs. CB4 7PW

_.nimer4 .%••

Tel: +44 (0)1353 666709

Fax: +44 (0) 1353 666710

"

Colour Brochures
1998 Catalogue available NOW

GSM SIM CARD EDITOR /PROGRAMMER
Complete system to read and write to all USER

OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTORS FOR

and SERVICE PROVIDER areas of GSM SIM

LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY
PIC DEVELOPMENT TOOLS AND PROGRAMMERS

179.95 +VAT

CHIP DRIVE -PROFESSIONAL
Smart Card Programming System

SMART CARD EVALUATION SYSTEM
.

Intelligent programmer for Smart Cards using
the International Standard T=0 or T=1 protocols
also Memory and Secure Memory using PC, 2wire & 3-wire interfaces
Supplied with software to read and write to
most popular secure smart cards ,inc GSM,
PAY PHONE and ACCESS CONTROL cards.
CALL FOR FULL SPEC + CATALOGUE
Tr---0 or T=1 @ 3.579M1-1z
RS232 @

9600 -11500 bps

Internal Supply /Ni-MH
Size

100x70x80 mm

Weight 660 Gram
CE compliant

2 f2

CARDS. Available NOW

•
•
•
•
•

Smart Card Reader/ Writer
(Programming Interface)
• Smart Card Interrogation
System, to identify the corn
mands accepted by any valid
Smart Card and log them to
disk for evaluation.
. Will allow the user to "re send
"known commands and
monitor the result.
Passive interface to allow the user to monitor the data
flow between Card and host system
244 page Hard Back reference book, covering all aspects
of Smart Card design and programming.
Sample program to read memory type Phone cards
Data on NEW Visa Smart Cards.
Sample Smart Cards, Electronic Purse, Credit /Debit
card, ID Card

•
£169.99 + VAT
• Other systems available for specific projects ,
credit /debit, access control, GSM etc etc
AS SUPPLIED TO POLICE, GOV't & GSM Operators
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Newsagent order form
Pass this order form to your newsagent to

For more information about any of the products or services in this issue of ELECTRONICS WORLD
simply ring the relevant enquiry number

ensure you don't miss the next issue of EVV.

Enquiry numbers may be found at the bottom of each individual advertisement
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NEW STOCK

PLOTTERS/RECORDERS

AdYantest 104132 Spectrum Analyser I.1611i
Aerrtalia Type
Plectre dMagnetic Fred Sensor
1E307
41010-22MHz
Bird
•
General Rade
12650
Genere Radto

f1800 00
0150 00
.030600

Co- ame Attenuator 300E1.50 2K1V
OC Power Supply 0.400V 0 50

1308A
General Rafle
16330
RF Murticoupler
PP22250

Aude Ou Mate •Power Ampaer

£1,500 00

Incremental inductance Bridge
1input 8/16 outputs 140MHz
%muet Printer HP18

HP2225D
HP348&0

Thinket Printer RS323C
Switch Control Und

HP53420
HP85080
Marron,

HIGH, Microwave Frequency Carnier
Verte; Voltmeter

£375 00
£300 00
£95 00
£95 00
£800 00
£120090
£2.S00 00

HP

CLEARANCE (NOT TESTED)

Omit Maser RI(

£580 00

HP polar Pro

£45 00

HP DmFt Pro-DOL 75750

£250 00

10,74/50

Paner 90232

40,75500

Planer

Real Recorder

4DS9/OS

Roland

10MHz-52014H2 t'Ath Synchronie__

£420 00
£600 00
£1 200 00

R&S ZPV •E3 Pl
Racal 9081
Racal Sana 9478
Race Dana 9702
Haret 001744
.0400072

Vector Analyser 03-26H,
5-5206100 Synthesced Signal Generate
Frequency Distribution tlnd
Spectrum Analyser t 'GHz

£2 000 00
£375 00
0280 00
£1.30000

Programmable /Menuet. 180/42 0-11dB ......£175.00
Programmable rtnenuator 1811/42 0-1101i ....0175.00

HP33305A
HP333200
HP333208
HP333224

Attenata 1138
Anenuator 2108
Anenuator 121340
Artenuator 12008 DG. 1
GHz
Frequency Meter
Frequency Meter 37-12 46110
2611z-6/S Test Set
Vote Volt Met«

HP 335D
HP532B
HP536A
HP541110
HP8405.0
HP84106
HP84144

£25600
£250 00
025000
030000
£200.00
..........£200.00
...£560 00
£250 00
020000
.0175 00

GOOD SELECTION OF 18-20 GHz COAXIAL
SWITCHES IN STOCK: £65.00 EACH
HP85020

£750 00

1100/430
000/450
Marconi 601912
Marconi 8030,10

Relie:ton- Traneusslon Tnt Unit 2-12 468e
S. Parameter Test Sel
Caltbrated Variable Attentat,/ 12.4-18611z
Drecrronal Coupler XBand .

0600 00
0560 00
£200.00
0200 00

Marco'', 6052,3
Marnant

Rotary Vane Attenualor

£120 00

12-12.46111 .

6960.6910
Power Meter 100480 2008v ..........
Maury Microwave Siding Terminatan 803511 upto 20016
NEC
Race, 9303
TEK 10502

Pasoknk 50 5001-1/ TIGNX
True RMS Lever Meter
Tracking Generator

Waveguide
Wenschel
Aaron

XBand WG16 1011 Lengths
Adapte APC7-SMAInevn
87050 VSWIl Bridge 2•18GHz

Aaron

64/050 VSWR Bridge l8GH1

£900
0600
0500
0800
£750

00
00
00
00
00

030 00
£65 00
£600 00
£40600

OSCILLOSCOPES
Goya 4030
Gourd 05300
HP54111D
HP54200,1
49545010
No-Tech
Inatu 00404430

Degnal Storage 20MHz 20MS/S
213MH,
50004H/ agite
50MHz Digital
I0061110 Digital
138640 40MHz
Digital Memory

Niatsu SA58130
Leader
Ptulos

Waveform Analyser DC-3 5614/
LBC.522 200/11/
PIA3217 5010110

Pneus
Tek 2215
Tek 2225

PM3340 26Hz Digital
60Mlit
50MHz

Tek 2235
Tek 2236

100MHz
100MHz

Tek
Tek
Tek
Tek
Tek

100MHz
100MHz
100MHz
100MHz
2001011:

22454
2336
465
466
475

Tek SC502
lek TOS420
releouip

0350 00
£12669
01.950.00
£750.00
£156600
. £30000
£47500
.01.500.00
exeat
0350.00
£3.000.00
0350.00
037500
0600.00
0750 00
0950 00
075000
£368.00
033000
£42500
£300.00
02950.00
f75 00

15Mliz
150MHz 4Chanesel 00IAS/S
D610 10MHz

HP2148
HP33250
HP42040
901540
If P000 5
HP80080
HP80150
P8165A
HP/3620C
•HP862228
A1864210
HP8647A
HP8656A
HP86848
Marron 20190

3001010-650MHz
1.56004H/
Two Tone Generator
Synthesded 01MHz 110690
101010 'GHz
10-520101d
12.18GHp
10Hz.111110, SYntheesed
Down Convertor tle8640131
Pulse Generator 100V 29
Synthesuer Generator 100-2110H7
Osellator 10Het MIlt
Test Ourlet°, 130490
03111-10MHz
10110-200M11,
111z.5010110 Pulse
PrOgrammable Signal Source

0.01-24 GHz Sweeper
0.1.21001016
250111141000MHz
1001(H7-99010110
54-12 500v .
110106-10400110
Marconi 2022
101(PMIGItz
Marconi 6057
Signal Source 568.5G16
Marconi 60590
12.18014: Sono Sm.
Racal 9053
Two Tone
Recel
9084+9934A
Racal 9087
101(Hz-1.3/341z
Systron Donner
1702
Auda-1GHz.
Tek 504
0001-240811W ..
Tek FG5010
2MHz Function
'Navets*
Wavetek
Wayetek
Wavelek
Wayeek
Wavetek
Wavetek
Wilt roe

1080
157
159
171
185
2001
907A

6100.62238

1.1000MHz Sweepey
Programmable Wavekim
Wayetorm Generator Iltz-3MHz
SyntnestzeTuncten
Sweeper Function 0-5MHz
1•1400MHz
7i12 46110

070000
0750.00
El 50.00
018500
£1200.00
£200.00
es000
£17500
£27500
0120000
. 01.50000
..£12500
£225.00
£300.00
£450.00
£450.00
03200011

03500.00
012.500.00
02.30000
£1500 00
01.950.00
0145090
01 25000
Ez0000
£200 00
£12600
01.104A1H1£500.00
02300.00
£600 00
£350 00
.0250 OC

March 1998

841840101 Auxiliery Display Solder

1330,20 Power Sr4ply Stablised

£120.00

HP

177 Maniait agnat Multmeter

TSV70 1112 Stabilised Power Si-0y--.

£180.00

Kema

DPI 1.011z• •100KHz Phase Meter ...........£70.00

Ferrograph

4102 Recorder Test Set
05208 Dotal Mule Meter

£200 00
£250 00

KSIA

125 Pulse Generosos

88613A Choral Mal Meier

.£15000

Level

10660 Transistor Decade Oscillator

Lever

11038 AC Mocrovolt Meter

.150.00

£150.00

Lyens

PS22 Pulse Generator

£25.00

18000
1.8008
Lyons

PG2B Pulse Generator
PG71N Pulse Generata

130.00

.2150.00

PG73N Pulse Generator

.155.00

Fluke
Fluke
Gda

CRI 1010 12-18 6Hi MerowaveSimul Generator

Soga

1311132862-8641/ AlwrOwave Signal

Hauts

Gesiereler.
50/2309 Recener/Exoter

Hotacht

95508 5010Hz OscrIloscope

Price: £250.00
Bandpass Duplexer,

.1200.90

Price: £300.00

Cr

117130 Atienuater Swdon Driver

HP

Transmitter Cavity Resonator.

HP

17418 100MHz OscilroscorIe
17420 100MHz Oscilloscope

Type SC-450-2N
Price: £190.00

Lyons
Malden

HP

1810 Man Frame CM 18400.18250

Cr

3400A RMS Von Meter

HP

Itepco

.5306.06
£275.00

...£30.00

2437 1001011, Unwersal Timor Counter

.....£45.00

2633.0 Ogral Lino Mondor .....
6050/3 frequency Meter

050.00

6460

£50.00

Type SG-450-ZN c/w DT -453-2NV

Marconi

HP

435E Power Meter

.1250.00

HP

4890 Microwave Amerrie, 1-2GHz

Marconi
Muon

HP

53150 universel Counter
53280 Universal Counter

Cushman

CF24 FX Selective Level Mea,
Programmable Traneent Recorder....

Analyzer
£400
0250 00

4004 Sghalling Recorder

HP1350A

05 000 00

Rn 6310

Grabats Translata
Loge Marre

0200 00

HP3336A

Synthesuer/Level Generator

£1 300 00

HP3497A
00,35860

Data Acquebon/Control Unit

£400 00

£650 00

Selective Meter

HP3717A

From £850 00

....£10.00

2304080MHz Dmital Frequacy Mabel

Marconi
litarccei

Datalab DLIODO
Gli Erra, FPR31

.030.00
Frequency

............

Marconi

.£170.00

MS3340 PCM Erra Delector

PG750A Pulse Generator
1000F Mk II 10H/ -321411x

£50.00

Marconi

33704 NeNvork Ana1yses 5014-13112 .........1150.00
43330 Dembuton Analyser
3300.00

71020 Network Transmua,' Performance

.£33.00

Mareani

4350 Power Meter

BT IFulcruntl

12100

25.00

HP

.£125.00
-

05000
£75 00

£120.00

Cr

Cr

050 00

.

£30/2B 304 2A Power Supply

Counter

Transmitter Cavity Resonator

Anntsu

leloo

87178 Transistor Oies SuOPIY
SS/5416A DC-40MH/ Synchroscope

Type RSA-460-4M

.020090
£120.03

..125.00

il th Power Meier

65508 oIt Programmable Ill Power Melle......£20.00
6587 Levelling Amp
£25.00

Marconi

TF2102M Ai Dscillator 3117-20kHz
TF2162 MF Menuet°, DC.110Hp

Marconi

TF2163S LIHF Anenuator SC

.130.00
.030.60

68e

HP

5363A Time Interval Probes

HP

84128 Phase Magnitude Display

Umm

TF2173 Droite Synchronizer

HP

84438 Tracking Generator ,Counter

lAntorti

TF2331A astorton Factor Meter

HP

844513 kanak Preseector

Marconi

HP

85528 IF Sedan

Mira«

TF2424 Frequency Courber
1F2430 80MHz Digital Frequency Meter

.....1:50.00

Mira»

TF2431 20004m/ 3,01101 Frequency Meter

...£65.00

.0200.90

Ulm«

TF2432 560MHz Digne Frequency Meter

£200.00

Marco«

TF26008 Mes Vortmeier
TF2604 Electronrc Wismar

£25 00

E200.00

Marconi
Marconi

182700 Universel Bridge

£75 00

Marconi

TF2701 Universel Bridge
I05/S00 Oscilloscope

£30 CO
£20 00

Norme
Minas

01401 Thermometer

£15 00

6302 RCL Brage

£75 00

.0156.90

HP
HP

8553L RF Spectrum Analyser 0-11010117

HP
HP

85560 LF Spectrum Analyser
866010 RF Section 01-1101416

HP

87500 Storage Nomme°,

HP
HP

491C Microwave Ampldrer 2-40Rz
8413A Phase Gain Indicator Und

.....£125.00
.£17500

lwatsu

Marconi

Mora.

TF2169 Pulse Modulator

02090
.05090

£70.00
.£30 00

HP3720IA

701411/ Modulator/Demodulara
HP-18 Extender

£300 00

HP -I8 brande

KertMey
Marconi

192 Programmable Digne Multimelsr............£200.00

8727204

0300 00

M'atm

7832 SIVR Meer

Marconi

TF23370 Auto astorbon Meter

£350 00

Plains

7841 Power Meer,

£50 00

Polarad

1105E/FT 08-2 4011/ Srgnal Getwaler..........£250.00

%lobs

PE1510 Power Supply 0-351r IA

£20 00

Race

9008 Modulahon Meter 1010 Type)

£175.00

Philos

P£1511 Power Supply 63011 IA

02500

fPO4

111°3762A
HP3763A

£800 00

HP37640

Drgrtal Transmession Amatie«

£3 200 00

HP37708
HP1780A

Telephone Une Analyzer

£200 00
£1 100 00

Race

9009 Modulatan Meter 101d Type.................£150.00

Philips

PM2504 Electronic VA Meter ..

Pattern Generata/Error Detector

P%12423 Sogital Multmeter

Pattern Generator

9104 RF Power Meter
9300 RIAS Von Meter

Philips

HP37610

Race
Race

£500 00

Philips

P612813 Power Saale

Race

93014 RF MIllwatmeter True CMS

Raca
Raca

9921 UHF Frequency Counter
1001720 Drive Unit

£275.00

Schlumberger

7055 Moero WH Meter

£500 00
01.100 00

HP49350

Transmission Tester ........

HP49840

lo Service Transmissmn Impairment
Measunng Set

HP5005E1

Oral%

Segnature Tester

HP5006A

Signature Analy/er

HP6912A

Mutarogremmer

HP8170A

£950 00
£50 00
£200 00

Systrm Donner

50000 Sweeper 00ev Osellator 5014/26
464 05011105096e
5761 Rosie«. erxim

32-6 5611z

Logic Pattern Generator

£600 CO

Trancever Interface

£600 00

Dotal Memory 10 8n/200s

w&J
WEyr

37374/10 HF Recerver

lwatsu DM2350

£400 CG

W&J

565 Receiver

Marconi 28280

.2200.00

Tektronw
finsMy

HP8954A

£50 00

.....£75.00

Pallas

PNI5108 Functmn Generator 111/.1MHz

.095.00

Philips

PI05142 0.01H7 Li SyleheSder
0045520 Monahrome Test Generator

.00090

Mues
£150.00

Marias

P616509 Leakage Current Breakdown

.0250.90

Pharos

P616613 2500110 Universel Counter

PSI

3151 Function Generator

PSI
Pto

0100 Waveform Generator
A102 Wavetarn Generator

Vonege Meter
.0300.90
£200.00
_me)

.05000
. £50.00

....OSOSO
tee°

RAS

SCte Rade Code Test Set.050.90

Raca

1200 Seres Unwersal Switch Controller
4009 Dratal Mua Meter

.£25.00

Omplal Simulator

0200 00

Marconi 2829

Digital Analyzer

£200 00

Channel Access Switch

W&J
1,118J

DM/112 Demodutator
MTF/1064 Microwave Tuning

1250.00
.£150.00

Raca

Marconi 2831

£200 00

Race

5001 Mortel Muni %Jeter

£50.00

Marconi 002805

PCN1Regenerator Test Set

WAd

WJ95180Er9 FDM Demodulator .

£250.00

£250 00

Race

9058 HF Selectrye Anaryser

£400D

Marconi TF2019C

Noise Generator . Many Nies Ayelable

Adret

22304 Frequency Synthesuer 1MHi

050.00

£250 00

Raca

9059 Frequency Perier Meter

£5000

Marconi TF2092C

Noise Receiver

Adret

63030 Sonal Generator

075 00

0250 00

Raca

9839 UHF Frequency Meier

eto.00

Advance

TC17 Timer Couler£15.00

Race

kken

SC/2400P 20.100MH7

99020 50MHz universel Couiner.
9904 unrversal Counter Truc..

£10.00
£75.00

Marconi TF2808/2 Pattern Generator and SUIS (Brand

E25.00

£75.00

Raca

Murons TF2807A

PC M Multelex Tester

AMF

7736 Digital Gaunter

..£15.00

0200 00

Raca

9904M 0n; versal Counter Un« .

Marconi TF2830

Multelex Tester

Aplab

LVE3012 Regulated Power &m'y 0-306 0-20.125.00

£200 00

Raca

9906 Universel Counter hm«

£50.00

Brookdeo

411 Phase Sensitive Deteda .

.0500

Rare

9910

Frequency

Counter

£50.00

Cassa

9911

Frequency Counter

£50.00

£120 00

Meguro

...,....

1.106120 VTR Jette, Meter

£75 00

Prkoemx

5500A Teecommunicabons AneyTer

%cal 202 205
Schrumberger

State Logic Analyzer
7700 140 rn Bills Flermeter/Generator

Schlumterger

7710 Maintrame Sel 341140 M Brta

Siemens

02155 LevellAeler/413155 Tracking

3338 Test Set

£7500

Raca

Grana/11re

531100 Funchal, Generator

£40.00

£150 00

Race

Dana

4200 Digital Multmeter

f20.00

£125 00

Raca

.£125 CG

Dation
Dante

1030 RMS von Meter
10300 RIAS Vott Meter

£25.00

Race

£150 00

Clairon
Ferma

1055 DC Volt Meldr
2085 AF Power Meter

£1 500 00

......

Raca

Siemens P2032

Bit Error Measunng Set

£900 00

Famelt

504131 Digital Munmeter

Tek 834
Thurlby

Programmable Date Camms Tester....
114000 Logic Analyzer

£150 00

Famell

FG1 Functron Generator

Race

WAG

SP1015 Level Meter

£800 00

MAC

PS12 Level Generator

0300 00

WOG

SPI1412 Level Meter

WOO

PCM2.3 PCNI Test Sel

WOO

58G-1 SS8 Lever Generator

WOO

66043 Data Une Test Set

WOO

SPA119 Level Meter

£500 00

£60.00

Race

GPAB Interface 110

£40.00

E30 00

Raca
Raca

9932 Instrument Interface.

£20.00

Schlum

0220 Digital Von Meter

£25.00

Fluke

72614 Unirersal Counterfrimer

£75 00

£150 00

SE Labo

9020513Automatic Counter

Fluke

80000 Ihreel Mullmeter

£50.00

£500 00

Siemen

70E14304 Watt Meter

Fluke

8010A Clignai Multuneter

£25 00

Singer

AC Ratio Standard

Fluke

86000 Deal Munmeter

£6060

Tek

1120 Transistor Tester

£7500

Gen Rade

1232/8 Tuned Ampaher r5 lei Citeselx..

...£25.00

Tek

191 Constant Ampktude Signal &maure

F51100

Gen rade

1362 UHF Oscillai°, 220-920016

£25.00

Tex

453 Osonoscope

Gould
Gourd

J30.11 Signal Generator

£S0.01)

Tek

Time Mark Generator

HP
HP

102540 Senal-Parallel Convertor.
118598 Ampther Switch •HP87090

£25 00

Tek/Sony

308 Data Anayser

Teregurpment

D83 Oselloscope System

..04(yoo

075 00

Telequpment

01011 OsolloscoPe
034 101016 Osolloscope

£40.00
.04000

0300 00

EPOA

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
£300 00
02000 00
£800 00

Distortion Measuring Set

HP3582A

O02H1-25 999100 Spectrum Analytw

£65.00

050.00
£60 00

£250 00

£75.00

Tek

Synchroniser

£1.350 le

HP
HP

16000 Logic State Analyser

040 00

20341/arable Phase Generator

£25 00

telequement
Telequement

Distortion Analyzer

£75.00

LF1 SmeSquare

1113 Test Pant Selecto,

Selective Vat Meter

f70 00

9918 UHF Frequency Meter

00604 Flectronec Watt Meter
19530 Counter/fimer

P.110.1 PCM Jrtter Meter

HP339A

9916 UHF Frequency Meter
99600 200MHz Un versal Usinier

5610 Signal Generator Interface

WOG

HP334A

£60.00

Farnell

WOO

111'3581C

50.00
£5000

9914 UHF Frequency Courge,
9914A 2006111/ Frequency Carnier .

Pareil

£2 500 00

HP182T.HP85588 Spectrum Analyze 1008110-1 5Gliz

99 12Ratafia-yCounter
9913 Frequency Counter

Feedback
Fluke

frOA

FFT Analyzer
Signal Analyzer

£75 00

Race
£40.00

Race
Race

P35.00

08464 Guelma.

£40 00

£250 00

HP

01.200 00

34658 Digital Mulmeter

£40 00

Pende

TA2080 20W., Logic Aneyser

OiS 00

HP

0600 00

£75 00
£75 00

Thelby
Tno

0M358 scone MulleleWT
CS/1566A 20MHz Oscilloscope

045.00

HP

371oA IPBB Transmher
37208 *NB Receiver

1
1
186
W8,

431C Power Meter

£50 00

6GH/ Network Analyzet

01 500 DO
450000

HP

HP8753C

Cr

HP89014
HP8903B

Modulai« Analyzer
Auer/ Analyxer

£2.000 00

HP

4340 Calorimetric Power Meter
1610 Amplifier

f75 00
ESO 00

£3.200 CIO

HP

Marconi 2305

Modulation Meter

50040 Signal Analyser

£2.000 00

HP

51500 Thermal Printer

HP

52454 Plug In Uns 8 HP5245L Counler

£3.500 00

HP

£500 00

HP

5245L .5255A Ceunter/Converter
52461. Electronic Counter

£2A00 00

HP

0600 00

HP

£400 00

HP

0800 00

593016 ASCII-Parallel Converter

HP

59313A A/D Calmar

.

£30 00

Wavetek
Wier

£6.500 00

HP

59501A HPAB Isolaled DIA/Power Supply

£40 00

Wallon

501 Logm Level Meter

£60 00

Marconi
2382.2380

4COMHz Speclrurn Analyzer

Marconi 2601

True RMS Voltmeter

Marconi 2955

Test Se1.2960 TACS Unit

Marconi TF2370

110MH/ Spectrum Aneyzer

R8S

SMDU Z1

RAS
FUS C01552

Une RMS Vollmeter
Comms Service Monta

lbcal 9302

RF /Servet Meer

.........

SMP/3 1Level Meter 200F17-620KHz

W&J

501/1622 Signal Monnor
0010/102/1 Teephone Demodulator

.03000

W8J

TFC103 Telephone Frequency

.180.30

W&J

UH101 Turing Head

.05000

WEI

UNIS Tuning Head

050 OC
£30 00

W&J

vH103 VHF Toneg Head

W.6.1

5210 Recewe

£75 LIT

53020 50M11, Unrrersal Counter

04040

W8.1

SM/6108 Signal Monitor

£30 DO

53048 Tinter/Canter

£40 00

68.0

TOM/110 Mec Group Demodulata

£10 00

147 HF Sweep Seca-ratero 0005Hz 10MHz

£50 00

460 Power Supply 034 0erOV

£50 00

£30 00
.

.036.90
£15.00
C31).W
£40 00
075 00

£350 00

Spectral Dar SD37 FFI Aney/er

£1,800 00

Tek 7L12

100KH1-18GH/

Tek 044084

Programmable Distortion analyzer

£800 00
£70020

MISCELLANEOUS

PYE CHARGERS TYPE RC21C
NEW 8. BOXED: £25.00
MOTOROLA BATTERY CHARGER TYPE NTN4922A
GOOD CONDITION: £85.00
FARNELL MP30-80, 1KW, 30V, 80A

.0.800.00

AUTO RANGING POWER SUPPLY: £500.00

.m000
£350.00
.£600 00
096000

MATCH EFFICIENCY METER MODEL MB800
FREQUENCY RANGE 775-1025MHz
SWR (VSWR) INDICATION RANGE 1.0:1 TO 5.0-1
£150.00

Sweeper 4.12 4060

HP

Kerthley

HP182T.HP8557A Specirum Analyzer 01 -3501016
Adret 71008
Adret 7400
Cushman Cf 12
Parnell 0362
Parnell PSG1000
Parnell PSG520
Flan, 43110
Fluke 00104
HP11718

.noo.co

Fend

Receiver Splitter Amplifier

AD 352
BAS 2033

SIGNAL GENERATORS

8240 1/110dulatlOrt

orn £200 00
£120 00

0727620

TransmissonrReflectmn Test Set
SOOKHz- 13Gitz

Boonton

Imam

DATA/TELECOMS

HP116920
HP117200
HP117220
nn333040

HP

£350 SlabilMadV011/01 &Wh ..£120.00
R81030/35 Oestrone Loter lkW 30A 353......ea0000

Price: £190.00

Transmrtler Contre WA.TR-240-1/1.
£750.00
126Hz DIAS MeW1 ................
£1.20000
Dlrectenat Coupler 308 .
£15060
Variable Allenator 0.50dB 82-12 4GHz
£120.00
Dual Directenal Coupler
£600.00
Dual Directonal Coupler
.....
.0700.03
Pulse Modulator 2-1861,/ ....................£720.00
Sensor Module

£125.00

Famell

Plotter DEC 1300

Reade Controlled HF Renewer

0l Source ........£60.00

5104 Onin0Synthemzer 90-1201411z

84030 ModuLotor
84060 Frequency Combined

Parnell
Farrell

MICROWAVE
ConyinentalMw
Digital Microwave
HP H7524
HP X3820
HP116910

6130C Digitally Controlled

HP

£250 00

AERIAL FACILITIES EQUIPMENT:

£275 00

Portable Appkance Tester inc.CAL
Dxgral Storage Oscollcscope 3514/
11
Digral Storage Oselloscope 5004H,

61110 DC Power Steak,0-2040-1A ...........£7500

HP

Adret

El 50 00

.

Type BPD-453-460-6N

TF2015/2171
Megger PAT 2
Paros Pk13305
On, po PM33524

HP

TELFORD ELECTRONICS
Old Officers Mess, Hoo Farm, Humbers Lane,
Horton, Telford, Shropshire TF6 6DJ, UK
Phone: (00 44) 01952 605451 Fax: (00 44) 01952 677978
e-mail: telfordelectronics@telford2.demon.co.uk
Carriage: £10+VAT @17.5% to be added to all UK orders
Overseas orders welcome -Please call
ALL OUR EQUIPMENT HAS A 30 DAY GUARANTEE.
(EXCEPT CLEARANCE ITEMS WHICH ARE SOLD AS-IS)

£500 00
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Using Peltier devices
Peltier-effect devices
represent a rival
solid-state method for
cooling small items.
Richard Lines discusses
how they work and
explains how to apply
them. His design is
illustrated by a design
example for cooling a
ccd.

T

hermoelectric coolers are convenient
solid-state devices capable of pumping
heat up a thermal gradient. They are
very useful for cooling small items like
charge-coupled device sensors, photodiodes
and semiconductor lasers.
The principle of operation is closely related
to the Seebeck effect, where atemperature difference between two junctions generates an
emf. This effect was described in relation the
thermocouple in my previous article.
The Peltier effect involves passing acurrent
through ajunction which produces aheating
or cooling effect at the junction depending on
the direction of the current.
The basic principle is outlined in Fig. 1.
This illustrates electrons flowing from left to
right across ametal junction. The solid state
properties of the metal dictate the average
energy of the conduction electrons — E1 for
metal 1and E2 for metal 2. Thus the electrons
in metal 1will bring energy up to the junction
at arate of,
Ein =niEivi
and similarly energy will be carried away
from the junction,
Emit =n2E2y2
and the difference between these two terms is
the energy taken from or given to the atoms in
the lattice. Since the current must remain the
same over the junction you can say that,
1=n ixv ixq=n 2xv2xq

Metal 2

Metal 1
drift velocity v,

3

drift velocity v2

where qis the electronic charge, and /is the
current.
Net heat flow from the junction is,

drift velocity n,
drift velocity n2

Isothermal junction
Due to Peltier effect, electrons crossing the
dissimilar-metal junction energy change in
energy level, producing or removing heat
depending on the direction of current flow.
With dissimilar metals, the effect is negligibly
small, but when applied to aspecial
semiconductor junction, Peltier effect
becomes auseful means of extracting heat.
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Emu

Ein =—1(E2
q

E1)

So the heat removed by a Peltier device is
directly proportional to the current and the difference in energy carried by the conduction
electrons.
The Peltier effect is due to the bulk properties of the two metals; in effect the heat capacity of the conduction electrons changes on
crossing the junction. With normal metals, say
copper/iron, the Peltier effect is very small and

difficult to measure. In practice the normal
ohmic heating effect is much larger. However,
in semiconductors the effect is exaggerated
and can be exploited as auseful method for
cooling
A thermoelectric cooler consists of an array
of p-n junctions wired in series between two
thermally conductive ceramic plates. The p-n
junctions are so wired that heat is absorbed on
one plate, transferred through the semiconductor junctions, and leaves the device via the
other plate; the device is aheat pump.
Heat is absorbed at the reverse biased junctions and emitted at the forward biased ones.
A semiconductor material with alow bandgap
is required — usually bismuth telluride — so
that enough minority carriers can be generated
at the operating temperature.
As the device is reversible it can also be
used for heating, allowing an item to be maintained at constant temperature for ambient
variations above or below the set point. For
the sake of aconsistent nomenclature, Iwill
refer to the thermoelectric cooler surface connected to the controlled item as the cold plate
and the surface connected to the heat sink as
the hot plate, regardless of whether the thermoelectric cooler is cooling or heating the
item.
The two main thermal parameters of interest
for any thermoelectric cooler are the maximum temperature that can be maintained
across the device and the amount of heat that
can be pumped. The maximum temperature
differential is quoted for no external heat load
on the cold plate i.e. nothing being cooled.
Under these conditions all the electrical
power input to the thermoelectric cooler is
being used to overcome its internal reverse
heat leak and heat input by radiation and convection through the area of the cold plate. This
is the least efficient situation since virtually by
definition the thermoelectric cooler is doing no
useful work.
The maximum temperature differential figure AT„,„„ is usually quoted for agiven hot
plate temperature in both avacuum and dry
nitrogen; running in avacuum eliminates heat
input by convection and allows slightly colder temperatures to be achieved. For the singlestage thermoelectric cooler as illustrated in
Fig. 2the numbers would be typically 60 and
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70°C for use in nitrogen and in vacuo respectively.
For applications needing alarger temperature drop, there are multistage devices available looking like small pyramids; the hot plate
for the top layer is the cold plate for the layer
underneath. A law of diminishing returns sets
in; athree-stage device might have amaximum differential of 100° C but asix stage
device may only manage 130° C.

consumption of 5mA.
You are now in aposition to estimate the
total heat input to the cold plate. There are
several terms involved. First is the active heat
generated by the ccd due to its power consumption. In this case Pactive is simply the
voltagexcurrent product,
or
10V
by
5mA=50mW.
As an aside, the temperature difference
between the actual silicon slice and the cold
plate is assumed to be zero. This means that
How much heat?
that the thermal resistance, junction to case, is
The second parameter is the heat that can be
assumed very low. Usually, this is true, but
input to the cold plate to reduce the temperathere may be applications where the device
ture differential to zero, known as Qm.
dissipation changes in use, causing unconUnder these conditions all the electrical power
trollable temperature changes in the silicon.
is being used simply to prevent the cold plate
Remember that the sensor usually has to go
getting warmer than the hot plate.
outside the chip package! There are some phoSince the cold plate temperature is the same
todiodes and ccds available which include a
as the surroundings there is no heat input due
thennistor sensor bonded internally to the silto convection or radiation and the thermoicon chip to get around this problem.
electric cooler will be working efficiently. The
There are now the passive components to be
maximum heat input scales with the area of
considered. These are the radiation, convecthe cold plate and is typically 2-3W/cm 2. tion and conduction terms. You will need to
There are tiny devices consisting of asingle pknow the exposed surface area of the ccd.
njunction which will pull only afew hundred
milliwatts, up to larger 6cm 2 units rated at
area=20x15=300mm 2 (front face)
100W.
+20x5x2=200mm 2 (sides)
+15x5x2= 150mm 2 (ends)

Fig. 2. When used for cooling, aPeltier device
produces heat that usually needs to be
removed via aheat sink.

Dry Nitrogen enclosure

Optical face
CCD at 20 C

An example
As an example, consider a charge-coupled
device image sensor to be cooled to —20°C
(253K) from room temperature with aheat
sink, Fig. 3. For room temperature, assume
20°C.
The heat sink is to run 10QC warmer than the
surrounding air, so the temperature drop
across the thermoelectric cooler will be 502C.
The ccd has case dimensions 20 by 15 by
5nun and exactly fits on the cold plate. It has
20 pins, all of which are connected to circuitry at room temperature by copper wires
0.25rrun diameter and 100nun long.
Both ccd and thermoelectric cooler assembly are contained in dry nitrogen. Further, the
ccd runs from a 10V supply with acurrent
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Ambient air at +20 C

Specifying athermoelectric cooler

In order to select a suitable thermoelectric
cooler it is necessary to determine how much
heat is to be transferred over the required temperature difference. Two things really need to
be known from the start. One is the cold plate
temperature, which is decided by the application. The second is the method for getting the
heat away from the hot plate, since this will
define the hot plate temperature and thus the
temperature drop across the thermoelectric
cooler.
The second point usually boils down to the
choice between aheat sink and awater loop.
The water loop is more effective since the hot
plate needs to be only afraction of adegree
warmer than the water even for quite modest
flow rates to enable the heat to be disposed of.
A heat sink has to run warmer than the surrounding air to function, so the thermoelectric
cooler has to work harder to achieve the same
cold plate temperature. However the heat sink
is more practicable in portable applications.

Sensor

Total exposed area, A is 650mm 2.
Radiation. The exposed surface area is treated as ablack body which will absorb radiation
emanating from the surroundings at room temperature. This term is calculated using the
Stefan/Boltzmann radiation law;
P„d =ACf(Tt
iot —T:
old )
where A is the area already calculated, Th ot is
the background temperature assumed as 293K
and Tc,„ Id is the ccd temperature at 253K.
Symbol pis Stefan's constant, which is,
5.67x10-8W/m 2/K 4.
Absorbed radiation is found to be 0.12W. This
is aworst case result since the surface will not
behave perfectly as ablack body, but it is
obviously better to overestimate the heat
absorbed.
Convection. Unless the unit is operated in a
vacuum there will be circulating air currents
inside the assembly' .The convection component is given by,
Pconv=Ah(Thot—Tcoid)
where A is the exposed area, his the convection coefficient is 21.7W/m 2PC. Temperatures
Thot and Tco ld can be either QC or K. The convection term is found to be 560m W.
Convection is often the largest contribution.
It can be removed by operation in avacuum;
this also solves the problem of frosting up as
the assembly is cooled past the dew point.
Conduction. The connecting wires to the ccd
and temperature sensor form aheat leak which
must be accounted for. Any retaining structure

Fig. 3. Using aPeltier-effect device to cool a
ccd.

used to hold the ccd in place will also need to
be considered.
Allowing three sensor wires, there will be
23 copper wires going to the ccd assembly.
The equation describing heat flow for conduction is,
Pcond =

ka (T
‘
1hot —Tcold)

where kis the thermal conductivity of copper
is 386W/m/QC, ais the area and /is the wire
length, at 10cm. In this case, area ais 23 times
the cross sectional area of a0.25mm diameter
wire.
Putting in the numbers shows that the conduction heat component will be 175mW. Note
that using wire of twice the diameter will
increase this heat leak by afactor of four.
Thus the total heat entering the cold plate
will be Pact,„+Prad+Pconv+Pcond giving a
grand total of 0.905W. This number should be
treated as an approximation as all the terms
have considerable errors. The active load
could be in error by afactor of two either way
since IC power consumptions are not that well
defined as arule. For the radiation term the
emissivity has been assumed to be unity; the
convection depends to some extent on the
shape, angle and state of the surfaces.
Selecting a cooler from the range
Knowing the heat input, you are now in a
position to consult the manufacturers' data
sheets and choose asuitable thermoelectric
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as an extra heat leak. It may be necessary to
nised one, but it does have some basis in realgo back and recalculate the heat input after the
ity. The first two terms on the right hand side
thermoelectric cooler has been chosen.
represent Peltier cooling and ohmic heating
If there is any doubt as to whether atherrespectively. When differentiated with respect
moelectric cooler will deliver the expected
to current, these reduce to zero at /
max .
performance then it is essential to consult the
The heat loading term goes inversely as the
manufacturer's data. This is especially true of
temperature drop as would be expected from
the multistage units.
the conduction and convection terms. Errors
If you are working to atight budget that
due to other terms are ignored.
allows you to buy only one thermoelectric
The optimum thermoelectric cooler perforcooler, it is worth getting one that can pump
mance is obtained on the line marked optimore heat into than is really needed in case
mum'; this line has a1:1 slope for normalised
your heat input estimate on the cold plate is
temperature versus current.
too optimistic.
For the example used here, TITmax is 0.83 so
The MI 1023 has Qmax of 9.2W, and would
///max becomes 0.83. The ratio QlQ ina, is
allow for amargin of safety.
found by interpolating between the curves and
is seen to be 0.14. The required value of Qe rna,,
Choosing aheat sink
is now available as 0.905W heat input divided
by 0.14, which is 6.4W.
Possibly the most common reason for disappointing petformance with athermoelectric
Now you have enough information to refer
to the manufacturer's literature and select a cooler is inadequate provision for removing
heat from the hot plate.
thermoelectric cooler having aATmax of 6syc
Manufacturers usually quote the thermoor more and a Qmax of 6.4W, or slightly
electric cooler parameters with a hot plate
greater.
temperature of 25 to 30Q C and anomalies can
For example, the Marlow Industries M/
be expected if this temperature is wildly dif1061 has the following characteristics,
ferent.
AT„,„„
64QC in dry nitrogen
A more insidious effect is the possibility of
Qmax
6.4W
thermal runaway if the heat sink is too small.
'max
5.3A at approximately 1.9V
The thermoelectric cooler becomes less effiCold plate 13 xl5nun 2
cient as the temperature differential increases;
this leads to awarming of the heat sink makWhen these numbers are normalised and ploting matters worse.
ted on the curves, the following are derived,
There comes apoint where the hot plate
3,7'/ATma„ 0.78
warms up at afaster rate than the cold plate is
Q1Q n.
0.14
cooled; increasing the thermoelectric cooler
" max
0.72
current now causes a warming of the cold
plate. This results in aphase reversal in the
This is apoint just above the optimum line
control loop and the system locks up at full
giving the 50QC drop for athermoelectric coolcurrent. In this state the only option is to
er current of 3.8A. As amatter of interest the
switch off and wait for things to cool down.
Marlow data sheet predicts acurrent of 3.7A
This effect is separate from the effect of runto the accuracy to which the charts can be
ning the thermoelectric cooler above 'max and
read.
6T —2_
1 ( 1 )2
Q
can occur long before this current if the heat
Ishould point out that this thermoelectric
ATmax
'max
'max
Qmax
sink specification is seriously deficient.
cooler has acold plate smaller than the ccd
Heat emerging from the hot plate is the sum
quoted; this will mean there is some exposed
of the dc power in and the heat entering the
area at the back of the ccd which will behave
As far as Iknow, this equation is not arecogcold plate. To afirst approximation, the thermoelectric cooler behaves as aresistor given
by the volts at 'max which for the MI 1061 will
TEC PERFORMANCE CURVES
be 0.36n.
This value is not perfectly constant for all
08
conditions; the resistance appears somewhat
higher for low values of Q/Q max .But the difference can be ignored if an oversized
06
Q/Q(max)=0
heatsink is fitted. Thus the expected heat output in the example is,
04
0.905W+3.8A 2x0.36i1=6.1W

cooler.
The information is normally presented
graphically by aset of curves. These relate the
current flowing through the thermoelectric
cooler and the heat input with the temperature
differential produced.
Figure 4shows atypical set of curves. It so
happens that the shape is very much the same
for all single-stage thermoelectric coolers so
the one set can be used for many devices simply by normalising the axes to suit.
They axis is the temperature drop produced
typically normalised to 60QC, so the 50QC
needed in our application will be represented
as ahorizontal line at 0.83.
The xaxis is the thermoelectric cooler current normalised to /
max .
The relevance of 'max
is that above this current the cooling effect
actually falls off. Peltier cooling increases linearly with current but unwanted ohmic heating
increases as the square of the current; at I
n.,
the ohmic heating becomes greater than the
Peltier cooling.
In Fig. 4, the curves of the temperature/current characteristic for heat loads are normalised to Qmax .The outermost curve is with
no heat load so at 'max the temperature drop
will be 3,T„mx .This is the top right point on
the graph.
The curves are then shown in steps of 0.2
for Q1Q max .A finer spacing would have been
better but Lotus 1-2-3 only plots six curves at
a time. The situation with the heat input
Q=Q„. is represented at the bottom right corner where at Inax the cooling effect has been
reduced to zero by the heat load.
For copyright reasons, these curves are not
prepared from any one manufacturer's data.
Rather they are plotted from asimple formula
developed by looking at the performance of
several single stage thermoelectric coolers
from various manufacturers;

02

o

02

04

06

08

Ifl(max)

Fig. 4. Typical normalised Peltier device performance curves. Note that at I
ma „ohmic heating
becomes greater than Peltier cooling.
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Knowing this number, the remainder of the
problem is solved using normal heat sink
design procedures. From the original problem
details, the air temperature is 209C and the
heat sink 30QC so the maximum thermal resistance that can be accepted is 30-202C, i.e.
10'C, divided by 6.1W. A heat sink capable of
dissipating 1.5 2C/W or more would be agood
choice.
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What about water?
As this is going to be quite alarge heat sink, it
may be worth considering awater loop. If the
loop is using tap water at 15 2C and you allow
22C due to the thermal resistance from the hot
plate to the water, the thermoelectric cooler
now has to produce aAT of 37 2C.
Going back to the curves, you will fmd that
the thermoelectric cooler current falls to 3A
and the total heat to be disposed of is 4.2W.
Remembering the heat capacity of water is 4.2
joules/cc/2C this is aflow rate of only lcc per
second if the water is assumed to heat up by
1
2C in crossing the hot plate.

Electronic considerations
Thermoelectric coolers of the same outside
dimensions and thermal properties can be
made from many small p-n junctions in
series, or just afew large ones. Devices in
the latter category are cheaper to make and,
in my experience, slightly more robust.
However, the resulting resistance can be
very low —less than an ohm as in this example. This can make designing the driving
electronics less straightforward —especially
if a power-efficient design is required.
Simple linear circuits tend to dissipate ale
of power. Switch-mode designs naturally
give much better results. Remember that

with very low resistance units the effects of
long cable runs can seriously increase the
overall power consumption.
The MI 1013 happens to be especially convenient, with its specification of 8.5V at an
/
nutx of 1A, but is quite expensive at around
£60 in one-off quantities. It is also abit small
for this example. It is asingle stage device
with aQm. of 4.8W and AT,„„„ of 61 2 C.
If the thermoelectric cooler is used in asituation, where it can be required to heat or
cool, then bear in mind that the devices are
actually much more effective at heating than
cooling.
This has implications for the gain settings in
the control electronics. The servo gain can be
expected to be much higher with the device
heating —so beware of servo oscillations.

Mounting aPeltier device
Thermoelectric coolers are brittle, fragile and
expensive. The heat sink should be milled flat
and the thermoelectric cooler held down with
the minimum of compression.
Even though they are reversible, devices are
always mounted with the wires on the hot
plate to prevent asignificant heat leak. They
should never be subjected to tension or shear
forces, or exposed to temperatures much
above 1002C since the p-n junctions are sol-

dered together with special low melting point
solder.
If heat is removed using awater loop then
some consideration should be given to protecting the thermoelectric cooler in the event
of aleak or pump failure. Farne11 and RS
stock some useful bimetallic cutouts which
are suitable if size is not aproblem.
Some devices have both plates metallised
with copper enabling the unit to be soldered
down. This enables avery good thermal contact to be made and has the extra advantage
that no supporting structure is required thus
minimising heat leaks to the cold plate.
Needless to say use of the manufacturer's
special solder is mandatory. Heat conductive
glue (RS 850-984) is an option.
Understandably, you may be reluctant to
solder together an expensive thermoelectric
cooler and ccd until the system is proven. It
is usually possible to devise some means of
compressing the ccd —or whatever device —
to thermoelectric cooler and its heat sink.
Inevitably though, the device used to compress the components adds to the heat input
to the cold face.
If the system can be made to work in this
state then results are always slightly better
when the supports are removed and the components glued or soldered together.
•
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SPECIAL OFFERS

Racal Dana 9904 Universal Counters
Racal Dana 9918 UHF Frequency Counters
Frequency, Period. Interval etc to 50 MHz. 7
display.
Frequency to 500 MHz. 9digit LED
digit LED display. Fitted with high stability TX0
Fitted with high stability TX0 oscillator for
reference oscillator for supreme accuracy. For
supreme accuracy. For ONE MONTH ONLY we
ONE MONTH ONLY we will supply one for
will supply one for ONLY £65 plus VAT
ONLY £24 plus VAT (£28.20 incl. VAT)
(£76.38 incl. VAT) collected. (delivery and
collected (delivery and insurance £5.75 to
insurance £5.75 to UK mainland addresses)
mainland UK addresses)

Also available for ONE MONTH ONLY
Racal Dana 9921 frequency counters
to 3,000MHz
9digit LED. TXO oscillator etc as above.
ONLY £150 plus VAT (£176.25 incl VAT)
collected

GENUINE Government Surplus Oscilloscopes
GOULD 0S1100A
DC-30MHz twin trace
with Delay Timebase.
ONLY £95 plus VAT
(£111.63 incl VAT)
collected*

HAMEG HM1005
TEK 4656 DC-100MHz
IWATSU SS-5711
DC-100MHz three trace twin trace with delay DC-100MHz four trace
timebase.
with delay timebase.
with delay timebase.
ONLY £275 plus VAT
ONLY £295 plus VAT
ONLY £345 plus VAT
(£323.13 incl VAT)
(£346.63 incl VAT)
(£405.38 incl VAT)
collected*
collected*
collected*

TEK 475 DC-200MHz
twin trace with delay
timebase.
ONLY £395 plus VAT
(£464.13 incl VAT)
collected*

TEK 2445A
DC-150MHz four trace
with delay timebase.
ONLY £1250 plus VAT
(£1468.75 incl VAT)
collected"'

*Delivery and insurance £9.95 to UK mainland addresses
GENUINE Government Surplus Hewlett Packard 8640A Signal Generators at a"Never Better" price of ONLY £450 plus VAT (£528.75 incl VAT)
collected (delivery and insurance £14.75 to UK mainland addresses. Frequency coverage to 512 MHz. AM/FM modulation. Super-Stable HP design
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Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS

IC's -TRANSISTORS -DIODES

LOW COST PC's -

SPECIAL BUY

19" RACK CABINETS
Superb quality 6 foot 40U
Virtually New, Ultra Smart

OBSOLETE -SHORT SUPPLY -BULK

6,000,000 items EX STOCK

'AT 286'

Less than Half Price!

For MAJOR SAVINGS- CALI. FOR SEMICONDUCTOR HOTLIST

40Mb HD + 3Mb Ram
UMITED QUANTITY only of these 12Mhz HI GRADE 286 systems
Made in the USA to an industrial specification, the system was
designed for total reliability. The compact case houses the motherboard, PSU and EGA video card with single 51
4 "1.2 Mb floppy disk
/
drive & Integral 40Mb hard disk drive to the front. Real time clock
with battery backup is provided as standard. Supplied in good used
condition complete with enhanced keyboard, 640k + 2Mb RAM,
DOS 4.01 and 90 DAY Full Guarantee. Ready to Run!
Order as HIGRADE 286 olyi y £ 12 et eft,
(E )
Optional Fitted extras: VGA graphics card
1.4Mb 3Y2' flow ,disk drive (instead of 1.2 Mb)
Wordperfect 6.0 for Dos -when 314" FDD option ordered
NE2000 Ethernet (thick, thin or twisted) network card

£29.00
£19.95
£22.50
£29.00

LOW COST 486DX-33 SYSTEM

Limited quantity of this 2nd user, supurb small size desktop unit.
Fully featured with standard simm connectors 30 & 72 pin. Supplied
with keyboard, 4 Mb of RAM. SVGA monitor output, 256k cache and
integral 120 Mb IDE drive with single 1.44 Mb 3.5" floppy disk drive.
Fully tested and guaranteed. Fully expandable
Only
Many other options avalable -call for details. £399.00 (,)

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 31
2 "-8"
/
51
A" or 31
2 "from only £18.95!
/
Massive purchases of standard 51
4 "and 3Yx' drives enables us to
/
present prime product at industry beating low prices! All units (unless
stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equipment and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a 90 day
guarantee and operate from standard voltages and are of standard
size. All are IBM-PC compatible (if 314' supported on your PC).
31
/"Panasonic JU363/4 720K or equivalent RFE
2
£24.95(B)
31
/"Mitsubishi MF355C-L. 1.4 Meg. Laptops only
2
£25.95(B)
31
/"Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop
2
£18.95(B)
51
/"Teac FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE
4
£18.95(B)
53
/"Teac FD-55F-03-U 720K 40/80 (for BBC's etc) RFE
4
£29.95(B)
53
/"BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501B 360K
4
£22.95(B)
Table top case with integral PSU for HH 53
/"Flopp or HD £29.95(B)
4
8" Shugart 80W801 8' SS refurbished & tested
£195.00(E)
8" Shugart 810 8' SS HH Brand New
£195.00(E)
8" Shugart 851 8" double sided refurbished & tested
£250.00(E)
Mitsubishi M2894-63 8" double sided NEW
£275.00(E)
Mitsubishi M2896-63-02U 8" DS slimline NEW
£285.00(E)
Dual 8" cased drives with integral power supply 2 Mb
£499.00(E)

HARD DISK DRIVES
End of line purchase scoop! Brand new NEC D2246 8* 85 Mbyte
drive with industry standard SMD interface. replaces Fujitsu
equivalent model. Full manual. Only £299.00 or 2for £525.00 (E)
31
2 'FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM I/F RFE
/
£59.95(C)
31
/"CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE I/F (or equiv )RFE
2
£59.95(C)
314" CONNER CP3044 40mb IDE I/F (or equiv.)RFE
£69.00(C)
3141' RODIME R03057S 45mb SCSI I/F (Mac & Acorn)
£69.00r)
311" WESTERN DIGITAL 850mb IDE I/F Brand New
£185.00 C)
53
/"MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM I/F (or equiv.) RFE
4
£49.95 C)
514' SEAGATE ST-238R 30 mb RLL I/F Refurb
£69.95(C)
53
/'CDC 94205-51 40mb HH MFM I/F RFE tested
4
£69.95(C)
51
/"HP 9754B 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested
4
£89.00e)
514' HP C3010 2Gbyte SCSI differential RFE tested
£195.00(C)
8* FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD I/F RFE tested
£195.00(E)
Hard disc controllers for MFM ,IDE, SCSI, RLL etc from £16.95

THE AMAZING TELEBOX
Converts your colour monitor into aQUALITY COLOUR TV!!

TV SOUND &
VIDEO TUNER
CABLE COMPA tIELE
The TELEBOX is an attractive fully cased mains powered unit, containing all electronics ready to plug into a host of video monitors
made by makers such as MICROVITEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY,
COMMODORE, PHIUPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD etc. The composite
video output will also plug directly into most video recorders, allowing
reception of TV channels not normally receivable on most television receivers' (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls on the front
panel allow reception of 8fully tuneable 'off air' UHF colour television
channels. TELEBOX MB covers virtually all television frequencies
VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by most cable
TV operators. A composite video output is located on the rear panel
for direct connection to most makes of monitor or desktop computer
video systems. For complete compatibility -even for monitors without sound -an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level Hi Fi
audio output are provided as standard.
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors
£36.95
TELEBOX SIL as ST but fitted with integral speaker
£39.50
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/Cable/Hyperband tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6mHz sound specification.
'For cable /hyperband reception Telebox MB should be connected
to acable type service. Shipping code on all Teleboxe's is (B)

DC POWER SUPPLIES
Virtually every type of power
supply you can imagine.Over
10,000 Power Supplies Ex Stock
Call for info / list.

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

Top quality 19' rack cabinets made in UK by
Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature
designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door,
full height lockable half louvered back door
and louvered removable side panels. Fully
adjustable internal fixing struts, ready punched
for any configuration of equipment mounting
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp
Mitsubishi FA3415ETKL 14' .SVGA Multisync colour monitor with fine
socket switched mains distribution strip make
0.28 dot pitch tube and resolution of 1024 x768. A
these racks some of the most versatile we
variety of inputs allows connection to ahost of comput- have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
ers includng IBM PCs in CGA EGA. VGA & SVGA require only two side panels to stand singly or in multiple bays.
modes. BBC, COMMODORE (including Mugs 1200), Overall dimensions are: 771,
4" H x321/2" D x22" W. Order as:
ARCHIMEDES and APPLE. Many features: Etched
OPT Rack 1Complete with removable side panels. £335.00 (G)
.• . faceplate, text switching and LOW RADIATION MPR
OPT Rack 2 Rack, Less side panels
£225.00 (G)
specification. Fully guaranteed, supplied in EXCELLENT Ide used condition.
as
32U
High
Quality
All
& Swivel Base £4.75
Only £119 (E
) m
?T'S-SVGA
VGA cable for IBM PC included.
Made by Eurocraft Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec,
External cables for other types of computers CALL
rack features all steel construction with removable ,
side, front and back doors. Front and back doors are
As New -Used on film set for 1 week only!!
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with
15' 0.28 SVGA 1024 x 768 res. colour monitors.
five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door
-•
is constructed of double walled steel with a
Swivel & tilt etc. Full 90 day guarantee. £145.00 (E)
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to
enable status indicators to be seen through the
Just In Microvitec 20" VGA (800 x600 res.) colour monitors.
panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack
Good SH condition -from £299 -CALL for Into
features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing
PHIUPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14' members to take the heaviest of 19" rack
colour monitor with both RGB and standard composite 15.625 equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts
Khz video Inputs via SCART socket and separate phono jacks. (extras available) are pre punched for standard
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses. 'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internalWill connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all ly mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 xIEC 3
video monitoring /security applications with direct connection pin Euro sockets and 1x 13 amp 3 pin switched
to most colour cameras. High quality with many features such as utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by
front concealed flap controls, VCR correction button etc. Good fully louvered back door and double skinned top section
used condition -fully tested -guaranteed
r%
top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for fitting
Dimensions: W14' xH12%* x 15 1
/"D.
2
%Ally Le "' (E) with
of integral fans to the sub plate etc. Other features include: fitted
PHIUPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9" colour video monitor with stan- castors and floor levelers, prepunched utility panel at lower rear for
dard composite 15.625 Khz video input via SCART socket. Ideal cable /connector access etc. Supplied in excellent, slightly used
for all monitoring /security applications. High quality, ex-equipment condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions
fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen burns). In attrac- mm=1625H x635D x603 W. (64" Fi x25" D x234:" W )

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
One of the highest specification
monitors you will ever see At this price -Don't miss it!!

't

0'
4

steel RakCab

Sold at LESS than athird of makers price I!

tive square black plastic case measuring W10' x H10" x 13W D.
240 V AC mains powered.
Only £79.00 (D)

A superb buy at only £195 .0 0 (G)

KME 10' 15M10009 high definition colour monitors with 0.28* dot
pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling.. ...... .
.
Operates from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video
source, with RGB analog and composite sync
such as Atari, Commodore Amiga, Acorn
Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 13 1
/"x 12' x
2
11'. Good used condition.
Only £125 (E)

Over 1000 racks -19" 22" & 24" wide
3 to 44 U high. Available from stock!!
Call with your requirements.

TOUCH SCREEN SYSTEM

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS

The ultimate in 'Touch Screen Technology' made by the experts Micro Touch -but sold at a price below cost t! System consists of
a flat translucent glass laminated panel measuring 29.5 x 23.5 cm
connected to an electronic controller PCB. The controller produces
a standard serial RS232 or TTL output which continuously gives
simple serial data containing positional X & Y co-ordinates as to
where a finger is touching the panel -as the finger moves, the data
instantly changes. The X & Y information is given at an incredible
matrix resolution of 1024 x 1024 positions over the entire screen
size !! A host of available translation software enables direct connection to a PC for a myriad of applications including: control panels, pointing devices, POS systems, controllers for the disabled or
computer un -trained etc etc. Imagine using your finger with
'Windows', instead of a mouse!! (a driver is indeed available !) The
applications for this amazing product are only limited by your
imagination!! Complete system including Controller, Power Supply
and Data supplied at an incredible price of only:
Full MICROTOLICH software support pack
£145.00 (B)
and manuals for IBM compatible PC's £9.95 RFE- Tested

Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors,
complete with composite video & optional sound input. Attractive
teak style case. Perfect for Schools, Shops, Disco, Clubs, etc.In
EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.

20"....£135

22"....£155

26"....£185(F)

SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS
MITS. Á FA3445ETKL 14" Industrial spec SVGA monitors
£245
2kW to 400 kW -400 Hz 3phase power sources -ex stock
£P0A
IBM 8230 Type 1, Token ring base unit driver
£950
IBM 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules
£750
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N
£95
AIM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE
£550
£P0A
Trend OSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 Vo
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500
HP1650B Logic Analyser
£3750
£P0A
HP3781A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector
HP APOLLO RX700 system units
£950
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts
£1800
HP3081A lndustrila workstation ew Barcode swipe reader
£175
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V @ 20A metered PSU
£675
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz lour channel test set
£P0A
HP7580A AI8pen HPGL high speed drum plotter
£1850
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp
£650
£P0A
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system
Ling Dynamics 2kW programmable vibration test system
£P0A
Computer controlled 1056 x560 mm X Y table & controller £1425
Keithley 590 CV capacitor /voltage analyser
£P0A
Racal ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system
£3750
Fiskers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS -New batts Dec.1995
£9500
ICI R5030UV34 Cleanline ultrasonic cleaning system
£P0A
Mann Tally MT645 High speed line printer
£2200
Intel SBC 486/1335E Multibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram
£1200
Zeta 3220-05 AO 4pen HPGL fast drum plotters
£1150
Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit
£1450
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List. SAE /CALL £P0A
Trio 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New
£550
Fujitsu M3041R 603 LPM band printer
£1950
Fujitsu M3041D 600 LPM printer with network interface
£1250
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer
£P0A
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter
£3750
Andrews LARGE 3.1 m Satellite Dish + mount (For Voyager!) £950
Sekonic SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £1995
TAYLOR HOBSON Tallysurf amplifier /recorder
£750
System Video 1152 PAL waveform monitor
£485
Test Lab -2mtr square quietised acoustic test cabinets
£300
Kenwood 9601 PAL Vectorscope -NEW
£650
Please call for further details on the above items

LOW COST RAM & CPU'S
INTEL 'ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board. Full length PC-XT
and PC-AT compatible card with 2 Mbytes of memory on board.
Card is fully selectable for Expanded or Extended (286 processor
and above) memory. Full data and driver disks supplied. RFE.
Fully tested and guaranteed. Windows compatible.
E59.95(M)
Half length 8bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands
memory either 256k or 512k in 64k steps. May also be used to fill
in RAM above 640k DOS limit. Complete with data.
Order as: XT RAM UG. 256k. £34.95 or 512k £39.95 (Al)
SIMM SPECIALS
1MB x9 SIMM 9 chip 120ns
Only
£16.50 (Al)
1MB x9 SIMM 3chip 80 ns £19.50
or 7Ons
£22.95 (Al)
1MB x9 SIMM 9 chip 80 ns £21.50
or 7Ons
£23.75 (Al)
4 MB 70 na 72 pin SIMM -with parityOnly £95.00 (Al)
INTEL 486-DX33 CPU £55.00 INTEL 486-DX66 CPU £69.00 (Al)
FULL RANGE OF CO-PROCESSOR'S EX STOCK -CALL FOR £££

FANS & BLOWERS

I

EPSON 00412 40x40x20 mm 12v DC
£7.95 10 /£65
PAPST TYPE 612 60x60x25 mm 12v DC
£8.95 10 /£75
MITSUBISHI MMF-D6D12DL 60x60x25 mm 12v DC £4.95 10/ £42
MITSUBISHI MMF-08C12DM 80x80x25 mm 12v DC £5.25 101E49
MITSUBISHI MMF-091312DH 92x92x25 mm 12v DC £5.95 10/ £53
PANCAKE 12-3.5 92x92x18 mm 12v DC
£7.95 10/ £65
EX-E0111P AC fans. ALL TESTED 120 x 120 x38 mm specify 110
or 240 v £6.95. 80 x80 x38 mm -specify 110 or 240 v £5.95
IMHOF B26 1900 rack mnt 3U x 19" Blower 110/240v NEW £79.95
Shipping on all fans (A). Blowers (B). 50,000 Fans Ex Stock CALL

Issue 13 of Disp fay News now available -send large SfIE -POCKED with bargains!
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ALL MAIL & OFFICES
Open Mon-Fri 9.00-5:30
Dept WW. 32 Biggin Way
Upper Norwood
LONDON SE19 3XF

LONDON
SHOP
Open Mon -Sat 9:00
-5:30
215 Whitehorse Lane
South Norwood
On 685 Bus Route
*.Thornton Heath 8
Selhurat Park SR Rail Stations

DISTELO

The Original
REE On line Database
Info on 20,000 +stock items ,
RETURNING SOON!

ALL

ENQUIRIES

0181 679 4414
FAX 0181 679 1927

Al p.or for UK Mainland. UK customers add 17.5% VAT to TOTAL order amount. Minimum order £10. Bona Fide account orders accepted from Goverment, Schools.
Universities and Local Authorities -minimum account order £50. Cheques over £100 are subject to 10 workhg clays clearance. Carnage charges (A)-£3.00, (A1)=£4.00.
(B£5.50, (C>£8.50, (D)=£12.00, (E)=£15.00, (F)=£18.00, (G)=CALI Alow approx 6days for snipping -taster CALL Scotland surcharge CALL Al goods supplied to our
Standard Conditions of Sale arid unless stated guaranteed for 90 days. Al guarantees on areturn to base base. Al rights reserved to change prices /specifications without prior
notice. Orders subject to stock. Discounts for volume. Top CASH prices paid for surplus goods. Al trademarks etc addiowledged. Display Electronics 1996. E&0E. 06/6
CIRCLE NO. 131 ON REPLY CARD
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REGULATED DC POWER SUPPLY 305 LDD

OVERLOAD

81/
RESET

-L_

)

0-

30v DC

0 _ 54,

30V, 5A bench power supply with dual displays — 25% discount
For a limited period, Vann Draper is offering
over 25% discount on the 305 LDD — a bench
power supply featuring digital display of both
voltage and current. Normally, the 305 retails
at £186.82 including VAT but it is available to
Electronics World readers filling in the adjacent
coupon at the 25% discount price of £139 —
fully inclusive of VAT and delivery.
Infinitely variable between 0 and 30V — with
coarse and fine controls — and adjustable
between 0and 5A, the 305 LDD has a ripple
figure of typically 10mV. Its load regulation is
also excellent, at typically ±0.2%.
Accuracy of the supply's dual 3.5-digit liquid
crystal displays is 0.1 decimal digit. The output
can handle acontinuous short-circuit, overloading at 5.5A ±0.5A. When the overload
circuit is activated, it causes both audible and
visual alarms, resettable via a push-button on
the front panel.
Dimensions of the 305 LDD are 310 by 260
by 120mm and its weight is 5.5kg. Housed in a
light-grey steel enclosure, the unit is built to
comply with UL, GSA and TUV safety
standards.
Please address orders and all correspondence relating to this offer to Vann Draper
Electronics at Unit 5, Premier Works, Canal
Street, South Wigston, Leicester LE I8 2PL,
telephone on 0116 2771400, or fax 0116
2773945.

Please send me

305 LDD(s) at the fully

inclusive special offer price of £139
Name
Company (if any)
Address

Phone number/fax
Total amount
Make cheques payable to Vann Draper
Electronics Ltd, or, please debit my Master,
Visa or Access card:
Card type (Access/Visa)
Card No
Expiry date
Please mail this coupon to Vann Draper Electronics, together
with payment. Alternatively fax credit card details with order
on 0116 2773945 or telephone on 0116 2771400.
Address orders and all correspondence relating to this order
to Vann Draper Electronics at Unit 5, Premier Works, Canal
Street, South Wigston, Leicester LE I8 2PL.
*Overseas readers can also obtain this discount but details
vary according to country. Please ring, write or fox to Vann
Draper Electronics

COMMUNICATIONS

New processors are on the
horizon. Cyril Bateman
tells you where to search
if you want to know
whether they will be
worth the wait, and he
relays news on hardware
bugs, Microsoft problems
and circuit CAD software
-in particular filter
design tools.

I—lands on
Internet

I

ntel has released afix for both Classic and MMX
processors to overcome the `FOOF' bug, reported last
month on CNET. This bug allows malicious code to
stall or freeze up the computer, which cannot then respond
to aCTRL-ALT-DELETE, or any other command. The only
remedy is to switch off then reboot, which can result in
lost disk clusters. Both Pentium and MMX Overdrive
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Pentium® processor
invalid instruction erratum

processors are also affected, but not the i486, Pentium Pro
or Pentium II.
Since code that prompts this bug does not exist in
commercial software, Intel's report claims that users of
commercial software cannot be affected.' The company
has now renamed this bug 'Invalid operation with Locked
CMP X CHG 8B instruction'. Full details of the problem,
together with asoftware work-around to restore normal
error handling of this instruction, are on its overview and
technical description web pages, Fig. 1.
According to News.Com, the German magazine C't
reports afurther freeze-up bug affecting certain Cyrix
6x86 processors. 2 This problem, which has been
acknowledged by Cyrix, results in afreeze up if aseries of
legal instructions are issued in an illegal sequence. Since
compilers should not allow such illegal sequences, this is
considered to be aminor problem, and should not affect
end users.

*Mid lustrarrion Erratum Ovorviero
bird Iduatiiss Workaround tor lin nortail Dparard reds locked Courpor.
Imbrue U. (QUIQUIS) Inshertioe Inagua
Inane Overview

Fig. 1. The Intel bug
now has aworkaround. Read this
overview and the
technical description pages for
details.
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New processors: but are they better?
As Intel's plans for Pentium II processor speed increases
are unveiled, criticism of minimal performance gains from
the present 'slot l' versions emerge. An article on
News.Com entitled "Pentium II: Dynamo or dud", presents
critiques for both present and planned processor releases. 3
By autumn 1998, processors on the current slot-1
motherboards using the `LX' chipset are expected to run at
450MHz. 4 A version of the chipset without internal cache
is planned for lower-cost systems.
The new slot-2 motherboard system will be aimed at
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Intel Corporation
Cyrix chip hit by bug, too
Pentium II: Dynamo or dud?
Intel to Rev Pentium Il Speeds
Microsoft under the gun
Nader calls MS "uniquely ruthless"
Bashing Windows
Sirius CD-ROM Collection
Icesoft I.C. Data library
National Semiconductors
Burr-Brown Corporation
GangGang Australian Shareware
OikDrawCad
MetaCrawler Search Engine

http://support. intel.com/support/processors/pentiurri
http://www.news.com/News/Item/0,4,16347,00.html
http://www.news.com/News/Item/0,25,16543,00.html
http://www.techweb.com/wire/news/1997/11/1114pentium.html
http://www.news.com/News/Item/0,4,15416,00.html
http://www.news.com/News/Item/0,4,16378,00.html
http://www.wcmh.com/lantimes/97/97nov/711 b001b. html
http://www.tds-net.com/main/us/sirius.htm
http://www.sem i
.com .tw
http://www.national.com
http://www.burr-brown,com
http://www.ganggang.com.au
http://www.qikdraw.sa.com.au
http://www.rnetacrawler.com
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Microsoft under the gun
By, silo '2651

Tech Web News
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Justice Department has charged Microsoft with violating a

ineUiele

1995 consent decree governing the licensing of its

L101

Intel To Rev Pentium II Speeds
t1P14/971-10em EST)
Sy Kat SP011.11111àdikiligUatti

Internet Explot et br owser and the Windows 95 operating
rink

closet scrutiny of the Redmond empire in general
NEWS COM examines the legal, business, and
technological aspects of the latest charges
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By the thud quarter 199E, Pentium II speeds yell reach 4 0
MHz Mule the Pentium No and Pentium with M14X
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Microscope on Microsoft
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SPECIAL (OVERAGE

processors cell fade away, sources said
lieus OPTIONS

Nader ••

speeds of its Pentium II processors for Slot 1and will
introduce its Slot 2processors by the third quartet

11.111Mall

Fig. 2. More and even faster Intel processors will soon
arrive. Read these forecasts before committing yourself to a
new system.
workstation applications. Based on the BX chipset and
running a100MHz system bus, its processors, with
perhaps 1Mbyte of cache, will run initially at 400MHz.
Both `LX' and '13X' chipsets support the new advanced
graphics port, or AGP, providing vastly improved graphics
capability, Fig. 2.
The combined effects of increased performance and
demand for sub $1000 desktop machines has resulted in
Toshiba's decision to phase out its Infinia range and quit
the consumer desktop machine market. The company will
now concentrate on its Equium business desktop range.
The Infmia inventory will be sold off, so watch out for
bargains.
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Fig. 3. National
consumer groups
join in the
Microsoft bashing
affray. Ralph
Nader, the famed
consumer
campaigner from
the seventies,
takes on
Microsoft.
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Fig. 4. Basic
third-order
building block for
asuperb linear
phase, anti-alias
audio filter. Two
blocks cascaded
provide sharp
cut-off, yet are
flat within 0.2dB
to 20kHz.
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Microsoft under pressure
External pressures on Microsoft have increased. Reported
by News.Coms, Ralph Nader has targeted Microsoft in an
attempt to curb what he says are Microsoft's abusive
business practices. Meanwhile IBM, Lotus, Oracle and
Sun have united to produce an alternative to the
'Windows' interface, Fig. 3.
In an eight-page report on News.Com, 6 Nader is quoted
as accusing Microsoft of being "uniquely ruthless". Nader
rose to fame by attacking the poor safety record of
American cars in the seventies. His involvement may well
trigger an escalation of evidence needed to support claims
against Microsoft's supposed undue marketing pressures
and Internet Explorer licensing.
The IBM, Lotus, Oracle and Sun consortium 7 plans to
produce astandard network computing desktop interface
to be called `Webtop'. It promises to let developers create
applications to run on any Sun Java-based network
computing device, including network computers,
networked pcs and palmtops.
The specification will be licensed to developers and
Oracle has stated that it will give it away for free. No
delivery date is announced and details are scant as yet.
Circuit discoveries
Imentioned last month that awealth of component data
and circuit application notes can be found on Internet.
While many of these articles can be downloaded as PDF
files, Sirius 8 now supplies these on cd-rom, which many
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Design Example

The circuit shown In Figure 2is a3rd-order Chebyshev
lowpass fitter. Section A is a buffered sine pole
section, and Section 13 Is a lowpass biquad. Use a
voltage source with low output impedance, such as the
CLC111 buffer, for V„.

Figure 2: Lowpass Filter
t
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Fig. 5.
Application
design support
for Sallen-andKey filter design.
Optimise your
filters against
component
sensitivity and
op-amp bandwidth.
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Press (enter> to enter capacitor menu--

Circuit
Butterworth
Chehyshey
Ripple
Bessel
/lumber of poles
Cutoff frequency
Response FP fx
Scale Resistors
Gain Entry
I.
Capacitor menu
Resistors
Display

This option allows you to enter
actual capacitor values.
Since
accurate capacitors can be difficult
to obtain, you can measure capacitors
and enter their actual values.
Resistor values are recomputed *****
on your entries.
DO TRIS STEP LAST.
DESIGN ALL OTHER
ASPECTS OF THE FILTER FIRST.

Sallen-Rey,
Section

RI

8-Pole Low-Pass Bessel,
R2

2.378
2.479
1.998
2.154

k
k
k
k

<1,1> Quit

15.31
20.35
11.87
15.82

<enter>
Exact

Cl

k
k
k
k

<F2> Plot

8
1.eee k
z.eee k
18.89 k

Leee kHz Cutoff
RI

R3

Sallen-Rey

CZ

10.80
6.800
6.800
3.300

22.80
zz.ee
33.00
47.ee

nF
nF
nF
nF

nF
nF
nF
nF

<F3> Print

Fig. 6. Sallen-and-Key or multiple feedback filter design software facilitates
'what-if?' explorations. Simply respond to the prompts in the upper screen,
immediately find component values below.

Designing active filters

UM'« FILTER DESIGN GUIDE
Rev 1.1
Desired
snatch

Response

Filter Type
allutterworth
sllessel
sChebyshev
ripple
.Inv Chebyshev
Amin

Ketch Response
Av —

•

4 bts >
\

1
fl

<F1> Exit

/ —

/

fnotch

f
fh

Notch Parameters
surder: a= 8
uf notch
= 1.eeek Hz
<Enter> for more options => ›sllandwidth= 180.8 H7
Filter Response
eFreq = z.eeek Hz
Gain =-31.99m dB
Phase= e.ee •
Tot UAFs : 4
altesistors: Standard it
sTopology : Auto
Tutorial
[Press <Enter> to toggle between Bandwidth and fl, fh
inputs].
-Bandwidth: Notch band frequency range.
-fl, fh: Low and high notch band frequency end points.
Amplitude characteristics at fl and fh ere dependent on
filter type selected (le: -348 points for Butterworth).

<F2> Plot

<F3> Component Uilues

<F4> Printout

<F5> Help

Fig. 7. Dedicated for use with the 'UAF42' package; simply respond to the prompts
Push <F2> for an instant performance plot, <F3> to see required parts list.
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Fig. 8. This well
organised shareware
repository specialises
in Australian software. It provides
links to many 2D
specialist drawing
packages.
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users prefer. Sirius is part of TDS-NET, which Ireported
as avast source of on-line datasheets and application notes
in August 1997.
This cd-rom collection now hosts data on some 200 000
integrated circuits and discrete devices. It also includes
more than 235000 pages of information from 38
manufacturers world-wide. Four cds each containing
600Mbyte of technical information make up the set. This
collection is updated each two months.
Another extremely large data source, Icesoft can be
found at the semi.com.tw Web site, based in Taiwan. 9 This
site provides links directly to the original maker's site so
that you can download data or application notes. It requires
you to pre-register on-line. You are then supplied with
your password by e-mail. Mine arrived almost instantly by
the way.
Since this site permits data searching by description, part
number, classification or function, you need not know the
manufacturers name, or the device's part number. Using
this resource, Iwas able to identify and download six
application notes needed for this column in just over a
quarter of an hour.

lb. Gta

via

diumerellisemstsés.
usestbmudobat

Designing active filters can require repetitive iterations of
relatively awkward simultaneous equations. Traditional
Spice-based simulators are of little help for switching filter
designs and can be slow when designing continuous mode
filters. Fortunately, application notes and dedicated
software for designing such filters can be quickly
downloaded.
One good overview of filter design, called "A basic
introduction to filters —active, passive and switchedcapacitor", can be found in application note 779 from
National Semiconductor. 1°This 22 pages of advice can be
downloaded as AN-779.PDF.
While switched capacitor filters can be extremely useful,
amajor draw back may be the level of noise breakthrough
at the switching frequency. This can be reduced by adding
passive or active time continuous filters, or it can be
avoided completely by performing filtering using only
time-continuous techniques.
Unfortunately, designing active time continuous filters
requires analysis then choice of the appropriate circuit
configuration and filter function. One particularly elegant
technique, especially for use as an anti-aliasing filter, uses
immittance conversion. This technique results in devices
called generalised immittance converters or GICs.
The GIC method offers superior noise gain
characteristics, and can be designed to ensure minimal
amplitude and phase deviations over the desired frequency
band. This method is frequently used as an anti-alias filter
in high quality compact disc audio players.
For agood description with adesign method for this
technique, download application note AB-026A from Burr
Brown." This details aworked example of athird order
linear phase filter, easily cascaded, to provide an excellent
sixth-order linear-phase response, Fig. 4.

Sallen and Key filters
Perhaps your needs are more modest and can be satisfied
using the traditional Sallen and Key configuration. Two
National Semiconductor application notes detail design
techniques to overcome two sources of performance
degradation found using Sallen-Key designs. 1°These
sources are sensitivity to component parasitic elements and
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the finite gain bandwidth of the op-amps used.
Application note 0A-27, "Low-Sensitivity L,owpass
Filter Design", outlines techniques for minimising the
filter's sensitivity to component tolerances —especially
with time and temperature changes. The companion
application note 0A-21, "Component Pre-Distortion for
Sallen-Key Filters", deals with component changes needed
to compensate for the op amps finite bandwidth. Both
voltage and current feedback amplifier systems are
supported, Fig. 5.

The UAF42 provides three filter sub-circuits together
with afourth uncommitted precision op amp. Using this
dos software, combinations of these sub-circuits can be
used to quickly design low-pass, high-pass, band-pass and
notch filters. Using "what-if?" variations, filter
configurations, can be quickly simulated and the results
viewed on screen, Fig. 7.
Both filter software packages are contained within the
downloaded file FILTER.EXE and accommodate
Butterworth, Bessel and Chebyshev filter responses.

Simulation and design software

Towards abetter searching

Imentioned earlier that continuous time filter design could
be time consuming. Can this process be simplified using
software?
One easy solution for both Sallen and Key and the quite
similar multiple-feedback filters may be found using a
piece of software called FilterPro. This can be
downloaded from Burr-Brown. 11 Supported by application
note AB-034B, this dos-based program allows very quick
and easy "what-if?" variations to be evaluated, and
simulated results can be plotted on screen or via aprinter,
Fig. 6.
Burr-Brown produces an integrated circuit, comprising
four op amps together with the precision on-chip
capacitors and matched resistors needed to build statevariable filters. This device is called the UAF42. 11 The
company's Filter42 software, supported by application
note AB-025C. automates the design task.

Many sites collate data for circuit simulation packages.
But computer-aided drafting software, now almost
mandatory for all designers, is less well serviced.
One Australian site offers alarge number of shareware
packages originated by Australian writers, so is doubly
different, making the Ganggang 12 site one to visit. Their
download link to QikDrawCad 13 is worthy of evaluation,
Fig. 8.
One search engine not previously visited is
MetaCrawler." This tool is highly commended in aCNET
search engine evaluation. Perhaps Ishould explain that
metacrawler simultaneously passes your request to several
major search engines, collates these results, discards
redundant or broken links, before presenting your results.
Advanced searching allows you to control the number and
presentation of search results it presents.
•
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Adaptive filters explained
Continued from page 222
produced at the output of the decision device in the receiver.
Accordingly, if this output was the correct transmitted
sequence, it may be used as the desired response for the purpose of adaptive equalisation. Such amethod of learning is
said to be 'decision directed' because the receiver attempts to
learn by employing its own decisions.
A final comment pertaining to performance evaluation: A
popular experimental technique for assessing the performance of adata transmission system involves the use of an
eye pattern. This pattern is obtained by applying the received
wave to the vertical deflection plates of an oscilloscope, and
asaw-tooth wave at the transmitted symbol rate to the horizontal deflection plates.
The resulting display is called an eye pattern because of its
resemblance to the human eye for binary data. Thus, in asystem using adaptive equalisation, the equaliser attempts to correct for intersymbol interference in the system and thereby
open the eye pattern as far as possible.

Adaptive differential pan
In pulse-code modulation, or pcm, which is the standard
technique for waveform coding, three basic operations are
performed on the speech signal. These are sampling, quantisation and coding.
The operations of sampling and quantisation are designed
to preserve the shape of the speech signal. As for coding, it is
merely amethod of translating the discrete sequence of sample values into amore appropriate form of signal representation.
The rationale for sampling follows from abasic property of
all speech signals —they are band limited. This means that a
speech signal can be sampled in time at afinite rate in accordance with the sampling theorem. For example, commercial
telephone networks designed to transmit speech signals occupy abandwidth from 200 to 3200Hz.
To satisfy the sampling theorem, aconservative sampling
rate of 8kHz is commonly used in practice.
In pcm, as used in telephony, the speech signal is sampled
at the rate of 8kHz, nonlinearly quantised, and the coded into
eight-bit words, as in Fig. 8a). The result is agood signal-toquantisation noise ratio over awide dynamic range of input
signal levels. This method requires abit rate of 64kbit/s.

Primary
Sensor

Output

Signal
Source

Differential pulse-code modulation. Abbreviated to dpcm,
this is another example of waveform coding. It involves the
use of apredictor as shown in Fig. 8b).
The predictor is designed to exploit the correlation that
exists between adjacent samples of the speech signal in order
to realise areduction in the number of bits required for the
transmission of each sample of the speech signal. It does this
while maintaining aprescribed quality of performance. This
is achieved by quantising and then coding the prediction error
that results from the subtraction of the predictor output from
the input.
If the prediction is optimised, the variance of the prediction
error will be significantly smaller than that of the input signal, so aquantiser with agiven number of levels can be
adjusted to produce aquantising error with asmaller variance
than would be possible if the input signal were quantised
directly as in astandard pcm system.
Likewise, for aquantising error of prescribed variance,
dpcm requires asmaller number of quantising levels than
pcm. Differential pcm uses afixed quantiser and afixed predictor. A further reduction in the transmission rate can be
achieved by using an adaptive quantiser together with an
adaptive predictor of sufficiently high order.
Adaptive differential pcm, or adpcm, can digitise speech
with toll quality (eight-bit pcm) at 32kbit/s, Fig. 8c).

Adaptive noise cancelling
As the name implies, adaptive noise cancelling relies on the
use of noise cancelling by subtracting noise from areceived
signal, an operation controlled in an adaptive manner for the
purpose of improved signal-to-noise ratio.
Ordinarily, it is inadvisable to subtract noise from a
received signal because such an operation could produce disastrous results by causing an increase in the average power of
the output noise. However, when proper provisions are made,
and filtering and subtraction are controlled by an adaptive
process, it is possible to achieve asuperior system performance compared to direct filtering of the received signal.
Basically, an adaptive noise canceller is a dual-input,
closed-loop adaptive control system as illustrated in Figs 9
and 1. The two inputs of the system are derived from apair
of sensors —aprimary sensor and areference sensor.
The primary sensor receives an information-bearing signal
s(n) corrupted by additive noise vo(n). The signal and the
noise are not correlated with each other. The reference sensor
receives anoise v1(n) that is not correlated with the signal
s(n) but correlated with the noise v
o(n) in the primary sensor
output in an unknown way:
E[s(n),vi(n—k)M, for all kand
E[vo(n)vi(n—k)]=p(k)
where, as before, the signals are real valued and p(k) is an
unknown cross-correlation for lag k.
The reference signal v1(n) is processed by an adaptive filter to produce the output signal y(n). Filter output is subtracted from the primary signal d(n), serving as the desired
response for the adaptive filter. The error signal is defined by:
e(n)=d(n)—y(n)

Noise
Source

Reference
Sensor

Adaptive
Filter

Estimate of
Noise

Fig. 9. Adaptive noise
cancellation.
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Adaptive Noise Canceller

The error signal is used, in turn, to adjust the tap weights of
the adaptive filter, and the control loop around the operations
of filtering and subtraction is thereby closed.
Note that the information bearing signal s(n) is indeed part
of the error signal e(n). Now, the adaptive filter attempts to
minimise the mean-square value (average power) of the error
signal e(n). The information bearing signal s(n) is essentially unaffected by the adaptive noise canceller.
Hence minimising the mean-square value of the error signal e(n) is equivalent to minimising the mean-square value of
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the output noise vo(n)—y(n). With the signal s(n) remaining
essentially constant, it follows that the minimisation of the
mean-square value of the error signal is indeed the same as
the maximisation of the output signal to noise ratio of the
system.
The effective use of adaptive noise cancelling therefore
requires that the reference sensor be placed in the noise field
of the primary sensor with two specific objectives in mind.
One objective is that the information-bearing signal component of the primary sensor output is undetectable in the reference sensor output. The other is that the reference sensor
output is highly correlated with the noise component of the
primary sensor output. Moreover, the adaptation of the
adjustable filter coefficients must be near optimum.

Noise-cancelling applications
Consider the two useful applications of the adaptive noise
cancelling operation that follow.
Cancelling 60Hz interference in ecg. In electrocardiography, commonly used to monitor heart patients, an electrical
discharge radiates energy through ahuman tissue. The resulting output is received by an electrode.
The electrode is usually positioned such that the received
energy is maximised. Typically, however, the electrical discharge involves very low potentials. Hence extra must be
exercised in minimising signal degradation due to external
interference.
By far the strongest form of interference is that of a60Hz
periodic waveform picked up by the receiving electrode from
nearby electrical equipment. Figure 10 shows ablock diagram of the adaptive noise canceller used to reduce the harmonics.

Adaptive Noise Canceller

Primary
Signal
ECG
Recorder
Reference
Signal
Attenuator

Fig. 10. Adaptive noise
canceller for suppressing
60Hz interference in
electrocardiography,
after Widrow, et al,
1975.

Echo of A's Speech

Echo cancellation
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Fig. 11. Longdistance telephone
circuit hybrid.
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Hybrid

Hybrid
A

Speaker
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Reducing acoustic noise in speech. At anoisy site, such as
the cockpit of amilitary aircraft, voice communication is
effected by the presence of acoustic noise. This is particularly
serious when linear predictive coding is used for the digital
representation of voice signals at low-bit rates.
The noise corrupted speech is used as the primary signal.
To provide the reference signal, areference microphone is
placed in alocation where there is sufficient isolation from
the source of speech.

Almost all conversations are conducted in the presence of
echoes. An echo may not be distinct, depending on the time
delay involved. If the delay between the speech and the echo
is short, the echo is not noticeable but perceived as aform of
spectral distortion or reverberation. If, on the other hand, the
delay exceeds afew tens of milliseconds, the echo is distinctly noticeable.
To see how echoes occur, consider along-distance telephone circuit depicted in Fig. 11. Every telephone is connected to acentral office by atwo-wire line called the `customer loop.' The two-wire line serves the need for
communications in either direction. However, for circuits
longer than 35 miles, aseparate path is necessary for each
direction of transmission.
Accordingly, there must be provision for connecting the
two-wire circuit to the four-wire circuit. This connection is
accomplished by means of ahybrid transformer, commonly
referred to as ahybrid.
Basically, ahybrid is abridge circuit with three ports. If the
bridge is not perfectly balanced, the 'in' port becomes coupled to the 'out' port, giving rise to an echo, Fig. 12.
Basically, the principle of echo cancellation is to synthesise
areplica of the echo and subtract it from the returned signal,
Fig. 13, for only one direction of transmission.
The adaptive canceller is placed in the four-wire path near

ECG
Preamplifier
Output

Echo of B's Speech

The boxes marked N are balancing impedances.

In

Fig. 12. Hybrid circuit.

Balancing
Network

Speaker

Out

Fig. 13. Signal
definitions for
echo cancellation.

Speaker

Hybrid
Speaker A's
Echo r(n)

Speaker B's
Signal x(n)
Iv
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the origin of the echo. The synthetic echo is generated by
passing the speech signal from speaker A through an adaptive filter that ideally matches the transfer function of the
echo path.
Passing through the hybrid, the reference signal results in
the echo signal. This echo, together with anear-end talker
signal x, constitutes the desired response for the adaptive canceller. Synthetic echo is subtracted from the desired response
to yield the canceller error signal.
In any event, the error signal is used to control the adjustments made in the coefficiencies of the adaptive filter. For

2:1(n lU o)

u(n)

Fig. 14. Block
diagram of
adaptive
transversal
filter.

Adaptive Weight-Control
Mechanism
d(n)

u(n)

e(n)
Fig. 15. Detailed structure of the transversal filter component.
d(n)
5w o(n)
Fig. 16. Details of the adaptive
weight-control mechanism.

u(n)

5w, (n)
More on adaptive
filters
• Haykin, S.
'Adaptive Filter
Theory,' PrenticeHall International
Inc, 1991, pp. 1720, 31-40, 49-55,
303.
• Honig, M. and
Messerschmitt, D.
'Adaptive Filters:
Structures,
Algorithms, and
Applications,'
Boston: Kluwer
Academic
Publishers, 1984.
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the adaptive echo cancellation circuit to operate satisfactorily,
the impulse response of the adaptive filter should have a
length greater than the longest echo path that needs to be
accommodated.
Least-mean square algorithm
The well-known least-mean-square, or 1ms, algorithm is an
important member of the family of stochastic gradient-based
algorithms.
A significant feature of this algorithm is its simplicity. It
does not require measurements of the pertinent correlation
functions, nor does it require matrix inversion. Indeed, it is
the simplicity of the lins algorithm that has made it the standard against which other adaptive filtering algorithms are
benctunarked.
The operation of the lins algorithm is descriptive of afeedback control system. Basically, it consists of acombination
of two basic processes. One is an adaptive process, which
involves the automatic adjustment of aset of tap weights.
The other is afiltering process, which involves: (a) forming
the inner product of aset of tap inputs and the corresponding
set of tap weights emerging from the adaptive process to produce an estimate of adesired response, and (b) generating an
estimation error by comparing this estimate with the actual
value of the desired response. In turn, the estimation error is
used to actuate the adaptive process, thereby closing the feedback loop.
Correspondingly, it is possible to identify two basic components in the structural constitution of the 1ms algorithm,
Fig. 14.
First you have atransversal filter, around which the lms
algorithm is built. This component is responsible for performing the filtering process. Second, there is amechanism
for performing the adaptive control process on the tap
weights of the transversal filter.
Details of the transversal filter component are presented in
Fig. 15. The tap inputs from the elements of the M-by-1 tap
input vector u(n), where M-1 is the number of delay elements.
Figure 16 presents details of the adaptive weight-control
mechanism. Specifically, ascaled version of the inner product of the estimation error and the tap input is computed. The
result obtained defines the correction applied to the tap
weight. The scaling factor used in this computation is called
the adaptation constant or step size parameter.
The tap-weight vector computed by the Lms algorithm executes arandom motion around the minimum point of the
error performance surface. This random motion gives rise to
two forms of convergence behaviour for the lins algorithm —
convergence in the mean, and convergence in the mean
square.
It is important to realise, though, that the 'mis-adjustments'
are under the designer's control. In particular, the feedback
loop acting around the tap weights behaves like alow-pass
filter, with an average time constant that is inversely proportional to the step size parameter u.
Hence, by assigning asmall value to u, the adaptive process is made to progress slowly, and the effects of gradient
noise on the tap weights are largely filtered out. This, in turn,
has the effect of reducing the mis-adjustments.

G
Designers interested in Zilog's dsp, comms and
miocrocontroller solutions, contact Gothic Crellon at
3The Business Centre, Molly Millars Lane,
Wokingham, Berkshire RG41 2EY, tel. 0118 978
8878, fax 0118 977 6095.
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ACTIVE
A-to-d and d-to-a
converters
12-bit, 5MHz sampling a-to-d.
ADS803 from Burr-Brown is a 12-bit
converter offering a69dB sin ratio
and 82dB to beyond the Nyquist
frequency, sampling at 5MHz. It has
an internal reference and may be
programmed for 2V pk-pk input for
best spurious-free dynamic range or
5V pk-pk for lowest referred noise of
0.09Isb rms, or any range between.
An over-range flag for high input can
be used to reduce the front-end gain
to compensate. Digital error
correction reduces differential linearity
error to atypical ±0.25Isb.
Burr-Brown International. Tel., 01923
233837; fax, 01923 233979.
Enquiry no 501
Delta-sigma a-to-d. Crystal
Semiconductor's CS5529 16-bit,
delta-sigma analogue-to-digital
converter allows areduction in size
over types of converter using other
techniques. This is alow-power
device using asingle 5V, or ±2.5V,
rail, includes adigital filter and self
and system calibration, the converter
being controllable from a3V system.
A 6-bit latch output allows control of
switches and other devices and there
is an SPI and Microwire three-wire
interface for programming
bipolar/unipolar working, calibration
and output word rate. Sequoia
Technology Ltd. Tel., 0118 9258000;
fax, 0118 9258020.
Enquiry no 502

Digital signal
processors
Digital potentiometers. Replacing
four mechanical slider potentiometers,
Xicor's X9408 chip contains four
non-volatile digital potentiometers,
each having 64 settings, the X9418
version being adual, 64-setting type.
Noise figure for both is —140dB/Hz,
standby current 1pA. Sixteen eight-bit
registers that hold the wiper positions
in eeprom may also be used to store
other data. Settings are
carried out by means of a400kHz,
two-wire interface and the devices
may be programmed to return to
previous settings at switch-on or to go
to apreset starting point. End-to-end
resistance is 10k12, each resistor in
the array having avalue of 158.5U.
Xicor Ltd. Tel., 01993 700544; fax.
01993 700533.
Enquiry no 503

Memory chips
Industrial serial eeprom. Microchip's
24AAXX family of 1.8V I
2C serial
eeproms operate in the —40°C to
85 -C temperature range and are
available in densities of 128b to 16Kb.
Standby and active currents are
500nA and 500µA, write speed
1-10ms, maximum clock frequency
400kHz and aclaimed one million
erase/write cycles. There is hardware
write protection and, barring
accidents, the ability to retain data for
200 years. Arizona Microchip
Technology Ltd. Tel., 0118
92155858; fax, 0118 9215835.
Enquiry no 504

Microprocessors and
controllers
Otp controllers. Two
microcontrollers in the Temic C51
range work at 40MHz at 5V or 16MHz
at 3V. TSC87C51/52 are compatible
with existing C51s, these two offering
4K and 8K of eprom, being
compatible with mask rom products.
Temic has afactory programming
service and the devices are provided
with programming tools compatible
with the Intel Quick-pulse algorithm.
IEC Micromark Electronics Ltd. Tel.,
01628 76176; fax. 01628 783799.
Enquiry no 505
32-bit risc starter. NEC has astarter
kit to introduce the V850 32-bit risc
controllers. The EB-V853 is said to
contain everything needed to allow
people to start application
development and testing the
performance of the V853, which NEC
says is one of the most flexible in the
range. There is acompact cpu board
with sram to hold the user's program,
rom with adebugger monitor, aflash
rom self-writing circuit, an RS232
port, connections to all cpu signals, a
display and an 8-bit input port with dil
switch to simulate input signals. The
V853 has an 8-bit d-to-a converter
accessible from the cpu board. five
16-bit counter/timers, an interrupt
controller and atwo-channel
pulse-width modulator. Software
provided includes a C compiler with C
source debugger and demo program.
NEC Electronics (UK) Ltd. Tel., 01908
691133; fax, 01908 670290.
Enquiry no 506

command is around 125ns. Siemens
plc. Tel.. 0990 550500; fax, 01344
396721.
Enquiry no 507

Motors and drivers
Variable-speed control ics. GEC
Plessey offers two integrated circuits
for variable-speed control of motors in
'white goods' and in general-purpose
inverters. SA828 is athree-phase
pwm generator for low-cost, efficient
ac induction motor drives, the SA838
being a single-phase version. which is
also used in uninterruptible supplies.
The 828 switches at 24kHz to give
ultrasonic power switch operation and
two standard waveforms, sine and
sine+third harmonic, are available, the
latter being a method of increasing
motor power. No intervention by a
microprocessor is needed unless
frequency or waveform need to be
changed. An evaluation board is
provided. Gothic Crellon Ltd. Tel.,
01734 788878; fax, 01734 776095.
Enquiry no 508

PASSIVE
Passive components
Miniature Schottkys. Zetex
ZHCS500 is an SOT-23 0.5A (6.75A
pulsed) Schottky diode having a
forward voltage of 550mV. Reverse
recovery takes lOns when switched
from 500mA to —500mA and power
dissipation is 330mW at 25'C
ambient. Zetex plc. Tel., 0161-622
4444; fax. 0161-622 4469.
Enquiry no 509
Power Schottkys. lxys has a new
range of power Schottky diodes rated
from 10A to 320A at 100V in TO-220,
SOT-227B and TO-247 packages.
Guard rings permit a high dv/dt and

junction temperature may be 175°C
with guaranteed avalanche ratings.
Applications lie in low-voltage
rectification in smps and as
free-wheel diodes in low-voltage
converters. GD Rectifiers Ltd. Tel.,
01444 243452; fax, 01444 879722.
Enquiry no 510
Snap-in electrolytics. Noyes LS
snap -in electrolytics combine aripple
rating of up to 4.8A and arated life of
2000h at 85'C in a22-35mm
diameter snap-in case. Values are in
the 47µF-22000e range at ±20%
tolerance and at voltages between
16V and 400V; leakage current is
under 0.01CV. Anglia. Tel., 01945
474747; fax, 01945 474849.
Enquiry no 511
PCMCIA transformers. Transformers
by Pulse, said to be the smallest
available, are designed for Type 2
PCMCIA cards and are mounted in
the middle of acard by pick and place
equipment. Each transformer in the
range will carry out transmit and
receive functions and matches

F

erminal blocks. High-current
'terminal blocks in the Phoenix
Contact MKDSP10 range carry
at 690V. Pitch is 0.4in and
l:57A
ia
ach position has two pins to
increase mechanical stability
and enhance the current
capacity. Two and three pole
versions are available and
interlock to allow the
construction of larger blocks.
They accommodate solid wire
of 0.5mm to 1.6sq.mm. and
multi-stranded wire to 10sq.mm.
versions also being able to take
2.3mm test probes. Onboard
Electronics Ltd. Tel., 01256
818222; fax, 01256 840610.
Enquiry no 512

C161 plus Newly introduced in the
Siemens C161 range of 8-bit
microcontrollers is the C161R1, which
comes with atwo-channel,
multiplexed I
2 C bus and SPI
interfaces, a usart, an 8-bit, 4-channel
analogue-to-digital converter, timers
and a real-time clock, which allows
the device to be 'woken up' from
standby. There are also 3Kbyte of
ram. At 16MHz, execution time for a
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transceiver chips made by the leading
companies. Silicon Concepts Ltd.
Tel., 01428 751617; fax, 01428
751603.
Enquiry no 513

Audio products
Stereo, 115dB a-to-d. For
professional use, AKM's AK5392
128-times oversampling
analogue-to-digital converter uses the
company's dual-bit technique to retain
the low distortion of single-bit devices
but with awider dynamic range.
AK5392 resets itself when power is
applied and phase detection of the
clock ensures correct
synchronisation, which is useful when
several devices run together in slave
mode. Sampling rate is 54kHz and
sinad 100dB (s:n 115dB). Dynamic
range is 115dB, and stopband
attenuation 110dB. Asahi Kasei
Microsystems Ltd. Tel., 01923
226988; fax, 01923 226933.
Enquiry no 514

Navigation systems
GPS development. GEC
Plessey has adevelopment
system for the hardware and
software of a 12-channel Global
Positioning System receiver.
GPS Architect consists of aGPS
receiver board using the GEC
Plessey GP2000 chipset, the
GP2010 rf section, a DW9255
saw filter, the GP2021
12-channel correlator and an
ARM60-B 32-bit risc processor.
There is enough rom and ram to
avoid memory shortage during
development and three serial
ports are provided for connecting
to apc to assist with software
downloading, differential GPS
correction data input and display.
An active antenna is provided, as
are power supply and cables.
The C source code may be
embedded in a receiver. Even
having acquired 12 channels, half
the processing power is unused
to allow the equipment to be
combined with comms systems.
Gothic Crellon Ltd. Tel., 01734
788878; fax. 01734 776095.
Enquiry no 515

Connectors and cabling
Parallel interface cables. GTK has a
range of high-speed, bidirectional
parallel interface cables for
connection to IEEE 1284 pcs and
peripherals. They use 25W D-type,
35W Centronics and 36W mini
Centronics connectors and are made
in lengths from 1.5m to 10m.
Temperature rating of the
double-shielded cables is —20°C to
75°C and they withstand 500V rms for
a minute. Current rating is 1A. GTK
(UK) Ltd. Tel., 01344 304123; fax.
01344 301414.
Enquiry no 516
Fine-pitch connectors. From Flint
comes a range of 0.5mm pitch
connectors in 130 combinations of
ways, heights and configurations. JAE
WR connectors are available in
30-120 circuits and may be stacked to
give parallel board-to-board spacing
from 4mm to 9mm. They are made in
right-angled and vertical styles and a
'floating' type takes up misalignments
of up to 0.25mm in X and Y planes.
Current handling is 0.5A (0.3A for the
floating type), minimum insulation
resistance 100M12 and dielectric
voltage up to 500V ac. Contact
resistance is 50mS2. Flint Distribution.
Tel., 01530 510333; fax, 01530
510275.
Enquiry no 517
D-type subminiatures. Subminiature
D connectors by ITT Cannon are
available with combinations of pin
types, being modular in form. Options
include variations in current capacity
up to 40A, 5012 or 75i2 coaxial, high
voltages and optical fibre, all with
choice of crimp or solder connection
and straight or right-angle pins. There
are various materials and finishes for
the shells and the connectors meet
NASA. ESA and medical equipment
requirements for outgassing and
residual magnetism. PEI-Genesis UK.
Tel., 01797 322003; fax, 01797
321589.
Enquiry no 518
Parallel-to-SCSI connector. TransIT
is a parallel-port-to-SCSI interface for
connecting portable SCSI equipment
such as removable hard disks,
cd-roms and scanners to a notebook
or pc parallel port. Data transfer is at
the rate of 900KB/s with aburst rate
of 1.5MB/s. Power is by SCSI Term
Power and up to seven SCSI devices
may be daisy-chained. Drivers for
dos, Windows and OS/2 are included.
Shuttle Technology Ltd. Tel., 0118
9770441; fax, 0118 9771709.
Enquiry no 519

Displays
Wide-angle lcd. NEC's
NL6448AC33-24 is a 10.4in flat-panel
lcd that has aviewing angle of 80'
from normal in any direction, that is
160 overall; in this region, there is no
preferred viewing angle. It is a 640 by
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480 pixel screen and a built-in digital
interface to give 262 000 colours. The
display is nearly three time as bright
as atypical pc panel, luminance being
190cd/m 2 and contrast ratio 150:1.
Sunrise Electronics Ltd. Tel., 01908
263999; fax. 01908 263003.
Enquiry no 520
Display driver kits. Flat-panel
display driver kits from Anders allow
users to run any tft or stn graphics
display in minutes, using a Goldstar
panel or any other. Kits include
everything needed to drive the
display: driver, interconnection,
controller board and bios and any
cables needed, the kit being
configured for the specified panel. A
family of controller cards in the kit are
for ISA, VESA and PCI buses, which
covers every current type of panel.
Both low-voltage differential signalling
and Panelink cards are available to
allow a high-resolution display to be
driven remotely. Anders Electronics
plc. Tel., 0171 3887171; fax, 0171
3872951.
Enquiry no 521
100-led bargraphs. New led
bargraph displays by Lumex contain
101 or 103 led chips in a 106mm-long
package, providing afast display
comparable in accuracy with slow
analogue meters. The chips are
mounted on 1mm centres and overall
height is 5.99mm. Colours are red.
green and yellow in combination and
lenses and drivers can be specified.
Lumex Opto/Components Inc. Tel.,
001 847 359-2970; fax, 001 847
359-8904.
Enquiry no 522
Thin ttt monitor. GTT produces the
GTM-121 thin-film transistor
liquid-crystal monitor, which is a
12.1in active-matrix type having a
resolution of 800 by 600 and giving
262144 colours: the range of sizes is
now complete at 9.4in to 15.1in. A full
range of controls are incorporated
and a non-volatile memory stores size
and set-up functions. As an option, a
resistive touch facility may be added.
Craft Data Ltd. Tel., 01494 778235;
fax, 01494 773645.
Enquiry no 523
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Bench multimeter. Thurlby
Thandar's Model 1604 benchtop
multimeter is an auto-ranging
instrument with a large, bright
display. Scale length is 40000
and it offers true rms
measurement in the audio band,
a basic accuracy to within 0.08%
and resolutions of 10µV, 10m12
and 0.1µA. Functions include
relative measurement, max/min
storage and afunction to allow
readings to be held on display
each time a new test point is
probed. Frequency up to 40kHz
may be measured to within 0.1 Hz
and there is an isolated RS-232
interface to apc; data logging
software is available. Thurlby
Thandar Instruments Ltd. Tel.,
01480 412451; fax, 01480
450409.
Enquiry no 524

Hardware
Thin fan. Sanyo Denki's San Ace
140L long-lived cooling fan has been
slimmed down from its earlier 51mm
and is now 38mm thick, being 140mm
square. It will, it is said, live for
100000h at 60°C and is made for use
on 12V, 24V and 48V supplies in
1900rev/min or 2600rev/min versions.
Maximum air flow from the faster
versions is 4.5m 3/min. EAO-Highland
Electronics Ltd. Tel., 01444 236000:
fax, 01444 236641.
Enquiry no 525
Racks. Vero's Network Support Rack
is afloor-standing enclosure designed
to hold several computers in tower or
desk-top cases, monitors. keyboards
and an uninterruptible power supply; it
also contains afire protection system.
Cable management. power
distribution, thermal management and
filtering are all catered for. The rack
can hold a 500kg load, comes in
heights of 37U and 42U and in widths
of 600mm and depths of 600 or 800,
being compatible with 19in and ETSI
racking in combination. High-quality
locks are used and, optionally.
powered locks operated by keypad.
Vero Electronics Ltd. Tel., 01703
266300: fax, 01703 265126.
Enquiry no 526
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Test and measurement
Digital pressure measurement.
Digital manometers by Yokogawa, the
MT120/110, use asilicon-resonant
sensing technique to achieve an
accuracy within ±0.02%. In addition to
the facilities found in the MT110, the
MT120 also has adigital multimeter to
measure 1-5V dc and 4-20mA, a 24V
dc power supply for transmitters and
sensors and percentage error display
for automated field calibration. Both
measure gauge pressure to 3000kPa,
absolute and differential pressure
down to 1kPa in gases and liquids. A
1024-point memory is incorporated for
data and calibration storage. Martron
Instruments Ltd. Tel., 01494 459200;
fax, 01494 535002.
Enquiry no 527
Torque/angle measurement. From
Schatz GmbH comes the Blue Box, a
portable torque and torque/angle
measuring instrument designed to
work with Autocode transducers,
which automatically transmit their vital
statistics to the instrument, including
range, model, serial number,
calibration details and date of
calibration. Measurement is in the
1Nm-10000Nm range and all the

Optical encoder output. Control
Transducers has a range of
small, add-on pcbs to
complement its family of optical
encoders, conferring the facility to
use astandard encoder with a
range of output features for which
aspecial board often must be
made. Output features available
from eight types of board include
a line driver, quadrature
decoding, clock and direction of
motion converter, the ability to
work from 7-32V rails and several
others. The boards are very small
and are mounted in layers to give
acompact assembly. Control
Transducers. Tel., 01234
217704: fax, 01234 217083.
Enquiry no 528

above information is supplied to the
Blue Box with no intervention on the
part of the user. Until, that is, an
inappropriate transducer is connected,
when awarning is given. Results are
printed or passed by way of an RS232
interface to apc. The instrument may
also be operated as aslave from the
pc. Scientific Electro Systems Ltd.
Tel., 01702 335174; fax, 01702
431105.
Enquiry no 529

Literature
PCl/ISA cards. Signal acquisition and
signal generator cards for PCI and
ISA bus are available from LeCroy for
use with pcs and are described in a
new short catalogue. There are 14
cards with up to 16Mbyte of
acquisition memory, transferring data
to pc dram at 100Mbyte/s, 8-bit cards
sampling at 500Msample/s with
2Mbyte of memory and 12-bit cards
sampling at up to 100Msample/s.
LeCroy Ltd. Tel., 01189 344882; fax,
01189 348900.
Enquiry no 530

Materials
Death to solder balls. Carapace
EMP 110 LGXM is liquid
photoimageable soldermask that
eliminates solder balls forming during
the reflow process, by which time it is
too late to do much about it. Cara...
combines a light colour mask with a
matt finish to make asolder mask to
resist ball adherence, thereby
increasing the chances of obtaining
high yields in ball-grid array device
mounting. The roughness of the
surface and the lower absorption of
thermal energy in the light colour are
responsible for the mask's
performance. Electra Polymers and
Chemicals Ltd. Tel., 01732 811118;
fax, 01732 811119.
Enquiry no 531
Cleaner. EnSolv spray cleaner is a
non-flammable, fast-drying type with
low surface tension for good
penetration. It was developed for use
as an aircraft cleaner and is very

suitable for use with electrical
components and as either immersion
or spot cleaning for populated boards.
It is an economical. 'green', low
toxicity replacement for 1.1.1.,
trichlorethane and HCFC141b.
Croftshaw Solvents Ltd. Tel., 0181
508 5564; fax, 0181 508 5559.
Enquiry no 532

Printers and controllers
Thermal printer. Offering an
improvement in speed, noise (55dB)
and reliability over types using impact
printing, Panasonic's EPL1901S2
thermal printer is meant for use in
hand-held terminals, point-of-sale and
other ticket-printing applications; it is
82.6 by 41 by 15.8mm in size and
weighs 60g. If needed to replace an
impact printer, there is a mounting
plate for the purpose. Printing speed
is 6.8Iines/s and resolution 12dots/mm
and paper widths up to 58mm.
Panasonic UK Ltd. Tel., 01344
853157; fax, 01344 853081.
Enquiry no 533

Production equipment
Bare board tester. Polar Instruments
has the CITS500
controlled-impedance test system for
use in pcb production. It will verify
both single-ended trace impedance
and the differential impedance of
balanced traces. simply and with none
of the setting up needed with
conventional time-domain
reflectometry. The system is
controlled by Windows-based
software to measure the reflection of
fast pulses, in which the user selects
the appropriate test file, positions the
probes on being prompted and clicks
the mouse or footswitch, aseries of
tests progressing automatically to give
agraphical view of the characteristic
impedance against a pass profile.
Results are also present in
opto -isolated rear-panel signals for
use by afactory's data-logging system
and may be printed. Many
accessories are supplied in the
package or are optional. Polar
Instruments Ltd. Tel., 01481 53081;
fax, 01481 52476.
Enquiry no 534
Board inspection. Electronic
assemblies are simpler to inspect
using the Alpha 301 twin-camera
system. The two cameras give vertical
and angled views of the subject, the
angled one providing dual
magnification, controlled by afoot
switch, and 360° rotation. Variable
halogen illumination is applied via an
optical-fibre cable and the X-Y table
has an anti-static mat and wrist strap
connection is provided. Video appears
on the rear of the 250mm PAL
monitor, with output for video printer
or built-in computer for storage of
screen images in .BMP files. Alpha
Metals. Tel., 0181 6656666; fax, 0181
6654734.
Enquiry no 535
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125mA charge pump. Maxim's
MAX1680/1 are high-frequency
charge pump voltage converters
supplying up to 125mA when doubling
or inverting inputs of 2-5.5V and
meant to supply analogue
measurement and amplifier circuits.
Both need only two ceramic
capacitors, total board area needed
being 0.06sq.in. The 1681 operating
frequency is selectable at 500kHz and
1MHz. while the 1680 choice is
125kHz or 250kHz. Output resistance
of both types is 3.50. Maxim
Integrated Products UK Ltd. Tel.,
01734 303388; fax, 01734 305511.
Enquiry no 536

Power supplies
Pos/neg 3.5A regulator. MSK 5200
3.5A voltage regulators are a series of
350mV dropout, fixed-voltage devices
that combine positive and negative
outputs in one package. Output
combinations are based on 3.3V, 5V,
5.2V, 10V and 12V positive and 5V,
5.2V, 10V, 12V and 15V negative, all
outputs being internally trimmed to
within ±1%. Internal short-circuit and
thermal protection are provided and
an electrically isolated case is used.
Ashwell Electronics Ltd. Tel., 01438
364194: fax, 01438 313461.
Enquiry no 537
600W module. Intended for use in
racks, file servers and base station
transmitters, Coutant Lambda's
PD600 single-output ac/dc power
supply module includes EN55022
level B filtering, power factor
correction, monitoring and
signal-generation as standard. To
form acomplete power source, only a
pcb, heat sink and output connector
are needed, the whole being able to fit
into a3U rack or 1U tray. In the event
of another power supply failing, the
PD600 will operate as the main
supply. Regulation and stabilisation
are both 0.5%, ripple 200mV
maximum, inrush current 25A and
typical input current 3-4.2A depending
on input voltage. Coutant Lambda Ltd.
Tel., 01271 865656; fax, 01271
864894.
Enquiry no 538
A.c. supplies. Chroma 6400 a.c.
power supplies are programmable in
frequency from 45Hz to 500Hz, the
range consisting of five models for
375 VA to 3000 VA output power at
voltages from 0-150V to 0-300V.
Distortion is under 0.3% and the pfc
provides apower factor of 0.98.
Programming is by way of GPIB,
RS232C and analogue interfaces and
there is protection against the natural
hazards of power supplies, including a
fan. Glassman Europe Ltd. Tel.,
01256 883007; fax, 01256 883017.
Enquiry no 539
1.25V adjustable regulator.
Semtech's SC431 is an adjustable
shunt regulator and is adirect
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replacement for the other 431s,
having an operating current range of
100µA-150mA and adjustable output
voltage of 1.24-20V and 2.5-37V by
means of two external resistors.
Output impedance is 0.25S2 and the
very sharp turn-on characteristic is
like that of azener diode. Voltage
tolerances of the device is 0.5%, 1%
and 2% and there is achoice of four
packages. Semtech Ltd. Tel.. 01592
773520; fax, 01592 774781.
Enquiry no 540

Protection devices
Battery protection. PolySwitch LR4
resettable fuses by Raychem provide
protection against current overload in

Mass storage
systems
Rewritable optical disk drive.
Panasonic has launched a
portable version of its PD drive. the
650Mbyte rewritable optical disk
and cd-rom drive. LF1500EPB is
meant for removable secondary
data storage and cd drive for the
notebook market; since it uses the
standard 25-way parallel printer
port, it is also suited to shared use
for multiple office pcs. It will be
compatible with Panasonic's
DVD-ram drives shortly to be
introduced, which will read and
write to existing PD disks.
Software is supplied. Controls on
the unit allow its use as an audio
player. Panasonic Industrial
(Europe) Ltd. Tel., 01344 853827;
fax, 01344 853313.
Enquiry no 541

battery packs, being athird the size,
Three times faster acting and having
half the resistance of earlier
PolySwitch devices, and are of a new
design to satisfy the requirements of
oems using AAA cells. Hold current
ratings are up to 7.3A in the LR4
family and maximum operating
voltage 15-20V dc, with a maximum
interrupt current of 100A. Also
introduced are TAC devices for AAA
NiCd cells, having a new cap design
for use on batteries with or without
buttons. There are three devices: the
1.7A TAC170-09, the 1A 100-09 and
the 2.1A 210. Raychem Ltd. Tel.,
01973 572692; fax, 01973 572209.
Enquiry no 541
Solderable voltage suppressors.
Harris's new ML and MLE leadless,
multi-layer transient suppressors are
made using atermination process that
enables the devices to meet
solderability needs of conventional
surface-mounting processes and
testing. The new process allows
nickel plating of only the end
terminations while retaining the 50%
to 70% fillet height needed for gold
testing. They replace larger zener
diodes and the leadless construction
eliminates the normal lead parasitics
to allow the suppression of very fast
transients, complying with IEC
1000-4-2, MIL-STD-883C and others.
Resistance when on is 1-10S1. Harris
Semiconductor UK. Tel., 01276
686886: fax. 01276 682323.
Enquiry no 542

Switches and relays
Miniature relay. G5V-2, a miniature
signal relay by Omron has

double-throw, double-pole contacts
handling 1µA-2A and up to 125V ac or
dc. Two models are available: the -2
low-sensitivity version handling up to
60W with a500mW coil rating for
operating voltages from 4.5V dc to
24V dc or 580mW at 48V dc. The
G5V-2H1 type switches 24W with a
coil rated at 150mW from 4.5V to 12V
dc, 200mW at 24V and 300mW at
48V. Packages are sealed and
measure 11.5mm high by 20.5mm by
10.1mm. Onboard Electronics Ltd.
Tel., 01256 818222; fax, 01256
840610.
Enquiry no 543
Rf relays. Teledyne's RF3XX series
bypass relays, which operate in the
band 0-3GHz, are provided with an
internal bypass link to avoid the need
for abypass link on the board. An
external link is unavoidably longer,
involves the use of differing materials
in the path and several direction
changes for the signal — a bad idea at
3GHz. The relays provide the bypass
in normally open and normally closed
versions. Repeatability is ±0.1dB.
Package is TO-5, with aground pin.
Enquiry no 545

Television components
Digital satellite interface.A network
interface module is announced by
GEC Plessey, forming a reference
design for the front end of a set-top
box for digital satellite television
reception. It complies with the dvd
standard, accepting 950-2150MHz
L-band in and producing MPEG2
transport stream out, no alignment
being necessary. In five ics, the
L-band input is converted to a
485MHz if, which is I/O processed
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Computer
board-level products
Dual Pentium motherboard.
Soyo has a motherboard for
dual Pentium systems up to
333MHz which uses the latest
high-speed graphics
interface, the Accelerated
Graphics Port, and the
intelligent i/o bus. The
SY-6KD is based on the
82440LX chipset and is in the
standard ATX form and, in
addition to the AGP, has five
PCI and two ISA expansion
buses. There are four 168-pin
dimm sockets for up to
1Gbyte of dram. An AMI PCVI
bios supports multiple boot
from IDE, SCSI, cd-rom or
floppy disk and an optional
Lan-Desk Client Manager is
also available for networking.
Soyo UK Ltd. Tel., 0181
4819720; fax, 0181 4819725.
Enquiry no 544

down-converted to give Iand O
channels at 40MHz bandwidth. Each
channel is then passed to an a-to-d
converter and to aqspk/fec decoder
to produce the MPEG data.
Microphony is reduced by the use of
printed inductors. Visual Basic
evaluation software is provided and
generic C coding for production. An
evaluation kit is available. Gothic
Crellon Ltd. Tel., 01734 788878; fax,
01734 776095.
Enquiry no 546
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Transducers and
sensors
Fibre sensors. Matsushita's UZF
range of fibre sensors is increased by
three specialist types with long-range
sensing amplifiers and alarge array
of heads. They use the UZFRE21
diffuse reflective head with a0.8mm
diameter sleeve on an M3 screw
thread, giving amaximum range of
13mm and the facility to detect a
standard target of 0.01mm diameter.
The UZFRH7 has astainless steel
armoured sleeve and optical-fibre
cable operating at temperatures
between —60°C and 350°C, sensing
at arange of 88mm. Lastly, the
UZFRL4 is afixed-focus type to
detect any object, regardless of colour
or surface condition, at arange of
4.5-8mm. Matsushita Automation
Controls Ltd. Tel., 01908 231555; fax,
01908 231599.
Enquiry no 547
Light-dependent resistors. Invac
cadmium sulphide Idrs come in
miniature open-frame and enclosed
versions and have aresponse
matched to that of the human eye at
560nm to make them suitable for
lighting control. VAC54 is of the
miniature type with epoxy coating and
operating from —30°C to 70°C at up to

150V dc. Minimum dark resistance is
20Mf2, 1051(Q at 10Iux; rise and
decay times are 20ms and 30ms.
Anglia. Tel., 01945 474747; fax,
01945 474849.
Enquiry no 548

rCON
e"—FLWEnei
Data acquisition
PCIbus cards. United Electronics
PowerDAQ data acquisition cards are
said to be the first to fully utilise the
PCI bus, thereby removing
bottlenecks inherent in the ISA bus.
The cards are based on a24-bit
Motorola DSP56301 running at
66MHz and having an on-chip PCI
interface; the dsp processor connects
via ahigh-speed internal data bus to
the system logic, which is in afpga.
Amplicon Liveline Ltd. Tel., 0800 525
335 (free); fax, 01273 570215.
Enquiry no 549

Programming hardware
Production programmer. Stag has a
new version of the P803 programmer
for use in production, this one using
two, eight-socket plug-in modules to
increase its flexibility. It will now
gang-program between eight and

sixteen 3V or 5V devices
simultaneously. For stand-alone or
remote working, the P803 has an
embedded processor for rapid
programming; sixteen 28F010 flash
chips can be processed in six
seconds. Ram is 4Mbyte as supplied
and may be expanded to 16Mbyte
using standard simms. The device
library can be updated and is in
non-volatile memory. There are visual
and audible alarms to indicate
completion; software for operation
and data comms is available for all
types of computer. Stag Programmers
Ltd. Tel., 01707 332148; fax, 01707
371503.
Enquiry no 550

Software
Neural networks. Neuropredictor by
SignalBox is particularly good at
pattern recognition and prediction and
is an advance in that it cost less than
earlier examples of this type of
software and uses rather less
expensive hardware than of yore,
running under Windows on an
ordinary pc. This network is based on
radial basis function architecture, in
which locally tuned, overlapping
receptive fields allow training of one
part of the net without having another
part regress. In this way, learning is
easier, ability to find patterns and

trends, even in the presence of noisy
data, is enhanced and training is
faster. So much faster, in fact, that the
software can be run on an unmodified
pc to give answers to 'what if?' input.
SignalBox Ltd. Tel., 01709 898989;
fax, 01709 897787.
Enquiry no 551
Improved LabWindows. National
Instruments has improved the virtual
instrument development software
LabWindows/CVI in version 5.0. In
the new version, an Instrument Driver
Wizard generates VXI plug&play
instrument drivers automatically,
these drivers reducing test times by
over 50% and keeping track of the
virtual instrument settings to reduce
traffic on the bus. A Channel Wizard
interactively defines input
transducers, handling conversion and
scaling. Among other enhancements
is the multithreading facility, which
enables data to be acquired or other
continuous operations to be
performed separately, apart from
other tasks the processor is carrying
out; full priority is afforded the
acquisition board in this way and no
data is lost. National Instruments UK.
Tel., 01635 572400; fax, 01635
524395.
Enquiry no 552

ADVERTISE FREE OF CHARGE
Subscribers* to Electronics World can advertise their
electronic and electrical equipment completely free of charge
Simply write your ad in the form below, using one word per box, up to amaximum of twenty words. Remember to
include your telephone number as one word. You must include your latest mailing label with your form.
*This free offer applies to private subscribers only. Your ad will be placed in the first available issue.
This offer applies to private sales of electrical and electronic equipment only.
Trade advertisers —call Joannah Cox on 0181-652 3620
All adverts will be placed as soon as possible. However, we are unable to guarantee insertion dates. We regret that we are unable to enter into
correspondence with readers using this service, we also reserve the right to reject adverts which do not fulfil the terms of this offer.

Please send your completed forms to:
Free Classified Offer: Electronics World, L333, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS
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AUDIO DESIGN

CORNER
What are the best shapes and materials for woofer enclosures?
John Watkinson relays his view of the best options.

A

ch.

Fig. 1. Section a), top,
depicts radiation into
half space in atrue
infinite baffle. In b),
radiation from asealed
enclosure is into the
whole sphere. Air spring
in an enclosure, c), is
non-linear because box
volume is not
proportional to
displacement.
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sthe wavelength of sound at low frequencies is
long compared to the dimensions of atypical loudspeaker drive unit, an unbaffled driver is ineffective as air simply flows from one side of the diaphragm to
the other as it moves. The solution is to enclose one side of
the diaphragm so that this cancellation cannot occur.
A sealed enclosure is the only one which allows an accurate phase response. The sealed enclosure is sometimes
referred to as an infmite baffle, but this is quite incorrect.
Fig. 1a) shows that radiation from adriver in atrue infinite

baffle is into an acoustic half-space, whereas from asealed
box lb) it is omnidirectional into awhole sphere. The
acoustic impedance experienced by the driver, and hence
its output, is quite different.
The sealed enclosure acts as an air-spring in parallel with
the stiffness of the driver's own suspension. This raises the
fundamental resonance of the system, raising the lowest
reproducible frequency.
Resonant frequency can be reduced by increasing the
diaphragm mass, but this results in an inefficient unit.
Another approach is to make the stiffness of the drive unit
very low so that the air-spring dominates. This results in
the so-called acoustic suspension loudspeaker.

Air-spring drawbacks
Acoustic suspension was claimed to be more linear than
the spider of the drive unit, but this is not so.
Figure 1c) shows that an air spring is non-linear because
the pressure increase is greater for agiven inward movement than the pressure drop for the same outward movement. This is great for truck suspensions, but causes distortion in loudspeakers.
The resonant frequency can be lowered by addition of a
critical amount of amaterial such as wool inside the enclosure. The wool must be teased out so that it fills the entire
volume.
Wool's specific heat is much greater than that of the air
and so the temperature of the air cannot change with pressure. The stiffness of the air-spring is reduced and the fundamental resonance goes down.
If the resonance is still too high, then it can be artificially lowered using signal processing techniques which are
readily incorporated into an active speaker.
The surface area of an enclosure is an order of magnitude
greater than that of the diaphragm and so the enclosure can
radiate very effectively if it is not correctly designed. The
goal is to prevent vibration of the enclosure walls and this
can be done by stiffness, mass or damping or acombination of these.
A loudspeaker can easily be tested for enclosure colouration. You simply rap the panel with your knuckles in various places. On awell designed unit the only evidence of
the blow should be apainful hand. Unfortunately too many
loudspeakers emit alot of sound due to structural resonances and flexing.

Many are not stiff enough
Many traditional loudspeakers have really quite poor structural stiffness. The flat wooden panel is the weakest
method of resisting pressure known. Figure 2a) shows that
flat panels bend readily under internal pressure because a
large deflection causes only asmall change of length.
A spherical or cylindrical shape cannot flex because wall
deflection can only occur with aserious change in wall
length. Aerosols and airliners also adopt this solution.
At one time enthusiasts used concrete drain pipes as
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Fig. 2. In a), leftmost, the flat panel is
weak because considerable deflection
causes small change of length. Diagram
b) outlines an enclosure made from
curved panels while c) shows a flatpanelled enclosure braced with stays.

enclosures with considerable success - although the result was hardly
portable. Single or compound curvature construction is always stiffer than
flat panels, as you will notice from the shapes of car bodies. Useful loudspeaker enclosures can be made by joining spherical or curved sections as
in Fig. 2b).
Flat panels are often used for economy or ease of home construction.
Better results can be obtained by suitable bracing. Figure 2c) shows the
use of stays, atechnique used to brace the flat areas of locomotive boilers
in the firebox area. In loudspeaker, stays can be lOrnm dowel.
Domestic builders can easily incorporate dowel stays as they can be
glued into through-drilled holes and cut off flush. The dowels have asecondary purpose of preventing the acoustic wadding from sagging.

The size yperformance conflict
The conflict between size and performance can be reduced by using suitable materials and design.

BROADCAST MONITOR
RECEIVER 2
150kHz-30MHz

We have taken the synthesised all mode FRG8800 communications receiver and made over 30 modifications to provide a
receiver for rebroadcast purposes or checking transmitter
performance as well as being suited to communications use
and news gathering from international short wave stations.
The

modifications

include

four

additional

circuit

boards

providing *Rechargeable memory and clock back-up
*Balanced Audio line output *Reduced AM distortion *Buffered IF output for monitoring transmitted modulation
envelope on an oscilloscope *Mains safety improvements.
The receiver is available in free standing or rack mounting
form and all the original microprocessor features are
retained. The new AM system achieves exceptionally low
distortion: THD, 200Hz-6kHz at 90% modulation -44dB, 0.6%

(originally -20dB, 10%).

*Advanced Active Aerial 4kHz-30MHz *PPM10 In-vision PPM and
chart recorder *Twin Twin PPM Rack and Box Units *Stabilizer
frequency shifters for howl reduction *10 Outlet Distribution
Amplifier 4 *Stereo Variable Emphasis Limiter 3 *PPM5 hybrid,
PPM9 microprocessor and PPMs IEC/DIN -50/+6dB drives and
movements.

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh
Surrey GU6 7BG
Tele hone: 01483 275997 Fax: 276477
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If the internal volume of aloudspeaker can be increased, the fundamental resonance will go down in frequency. This can be done without making the outside dimension larger, but by making the walls thinner.
Thin-wall woofer design is still relatively new, but allows huge leaps
in performance with respect to size. Curved shapes get their stiffness
through converting flexing into length changes and these can only be
resisted in athin wall by using amaterial with low modulus of elasticity.
Metal is anatural choice here, allowing astructure both stiffer and
lighter than wood, and with awider range of shapes available. Pressed
steel has many advantages as it is strong and cheap, although the tooling costs put it out of the reach of the home builder.
Where moderate quantities are required, glass-fibre has much to recommend it because it can easily be fabricated with compound curvature and an excellent finish.
•

Bridge rectifier type W08, 800v at I.5A. £1
for 10.
Diodes Type IN4007, Ikv at IA, £1 for 50.
Klockner Moeller FAZG DIN rail mounting circuit breakers, single pole, 4A, 6A,
I
6A, 20A, £2 each.
Seiko Epson Super Twist Graphics Blue
Mode LCDs 320x240 Pixel Size, 132x103
Overal. £5 each. 3for £10. No Driver or
Details.
Densitron Liquid Crystal Displays, 5Digit,
Type LSH506ORP. £1 each.
Proximity switches for doors and windows.
surface mount, £1 each.
Panel Meters moving coil, I
mA/75mV, size
x2X, scale marked 0-100, and 0-5,
£5.03 each.
Crabtree Ceiling Switches, 6A, Red Cord.
£2.00 each. £10 per box of 10.
Capacitors, 4.7mfd, 400v, radial electrolytic
(Jamicom) 15x1Ornm £2 per 200.
Varistors, 275V 201.5mm pitch, Part
,
No..IVR7N431K, £5 per 500.
Automotive blade fuses, 5A and 15A. £1
per pack of 5.
Resistors, CR25, SW, 4R7, 47E, 470K £5
per box of 5,000.
Weir Bench Power Units Type 460, 0-60v
at Iamp. £70.00.
Flexible 'Goose Necks' used to mount in
car computers etc, le long, £3.00 each.
Wiring Harnesses for car alarms, useful
lengths of equipment wire etc, £1 per pack
Of 4.
Hera Foot Switches, 250vae, 3amp. £4.
Siemens Min Relays Type CI062A307, 12v
single pole 10 amp. 3for £1.
Advance Signal Generator Type E2,
AM/CW, 100KHz to 100MHz. £75.00.
BBC Computers. £25.00 each.
Sullivan Decade Resistance Boxes, 4Way.
£20.00 each.
Tangential Fans, 240vac, 80mm. £4.00.
DIP Switches, 6Way. £1.00 each.
PED Relays, PCB Mount, 2pole GO, 5v
Type 5ISBO5T. £1.00 each.

B. BAMBER ELECTRONICS
5STATION ROAD, LITTLEPORT,
CAMBS. CB6 1QE.
Phone: 01353 860185 Fax: 01353 863245
Tektronix Oscilloscope type TDS350. Dual
channel, 200mhz, 1GS/s, £2200.
Laplace Spectrum Analyser Adaptor type
SA450B, for use in alow frequency oscille
scope to display signals from 10Kliz to
450MHz. £320.00.
Black Star Meteor 600MHz frequency
counter, mains or battery, £95.00.
Philips Oscilloscope Tee PM3217, Dual
Channel. 50MHz. £350.00.
Iwatsu Oscilloscope Type SS5121, Dual
Channel, 100MHz. £45.00.
Time DC Voltage Calibrator Type 2003S.
£250.00.
Time DC Curent Calibrator, 0-10mA.
£250.00
Marconi AF Oscillator Type TF2102M.
3Hz-30KHz. £75.00.
Kingshill Power Unit Type NM10300,
1COvdc, 3amp. £95.00.
Ayo AC/DC Breakdown leakage &
Ionisation tester Type RM2I5-L2. £400.00
Image Powersense mains analyser. £600.
Ayo Megohrnmeter Model RM290. £220.
Zemco central locking interface kits type
SA535 allows the Zemco SA530 vehicle
alarm to automatically lock and unlock the
vehicle doors by use of the remote
transmitter. £5 each.
Zemco vehicle alarm Biaxial Piezo SW .
), k
Sensor Type SA405. £5 each.
Zemco add on quartz Ultrasonic Sensor Kits
Type SA404. £5 each.
Rolling Ball Fuel Flow Sensors suitable tor
Petrol and Diesel. £5 each.
Pin Switches for Car Door/Boot/Bonnet etc.
£1 per pack of 4.
MAIL ORDER ONLY. DELIVERY
FREE, MIN ORDER £10. NO VAT.
WANTED SURPLUS STOCK

CIRCLE NO. 133 ON REPLY CARD
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SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED -EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS -RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN STOCK
HP New Colour Spectrum Analysers
HP141T+ 85526 IF + 8553B RF-1KHz-110Mc/s -£700.
HP141T+ 8552B IF + 8554B RF - 100KHz-1250Mc/s -£900.
HP141T+ 8552B IF + 8556A RF -20Hz-300KHz - £700.
HP141T+ 8552B IF +8555A 10MC/S-18GHzS - £1200.
HP8443A Tracking Generator Counter 100KHz-110Mc/s -£200.
HP8445B Tracking Preselector DC to 18GHz -£250.
HP8444A Tracking Generator •5-1300Mc/s - £700.
HP8444A OPT 059 Tracking Generator •5-1500Mc/s -£950.
HP35601A Spectrum Anz Interface -£500.
HP4953A Protocol Anz -£400.
HP8970A Noise Figure Meter + 346B Noise Head -£3.5K.
HP8755A Scalar Network Anz PI -£250 + MF 180C -£200 Heads 11664 Extra.
HP8756A Scalar Network Anz -£1000 Heads 11664 Extra.
HP8757A Scalar Network Anz -£2500 Heads 11664 Extra.
HP8903A Audio Anz -£1500.
HP8656A 100KHz -900 Mc/s. S/G AM-FM -£1450.
HP8158B Optical Attenuator OPT 002 + 001 1300-1550NM -1600.
HP3709B Constellation ANZ £2k.
HP11715A AM-FM Test Source -£750.
INTELCO 220 Single Mode Optical Attenuator 1532NM -1300.
FARNELL TVS70MKII PU 0-70V 10 amps -£150.
FARNELL PSG 520 S/G 10Mc/s AM-FM -£150.
TEK 475 Oscilloscopes 200Mc/s -£350. 475A 250Mc/s - £400.
MARCONI 6500 Network Scaler Anz -1750. Heads available to 40GHz.
HP3580A 5Hz-50KHz ANZ - £750-11000.
HP3582A .02Hz to 25.6KHz -£2k.
TEK 7L5 + L3 -Opt 25 Tracking Gen -£900.
TEK 7L12 - 100KHz-1800Mc/s -£1000. .
TEK 7L18 - 1.5-60GHzs - £1500.
Mixers are available for the above ANZ's to 60GHz
HP8673D Signal Generator .05-26.5GHz _£15K.
Systron Donner 1618B Microwave AM FM Synthesizer 50Mc/s 2-18GHzs.
R&S SWP Sweep Generator Synthesizer AM FM 4-2500Mc/s - £1k.
ADRET 3310A EX Synthesizer 300Hz-60Mc/s -£600.
HP53166 Universal Counter A+B.
HP461A-465A-467A Ampliers.
HP81519A Optical Receiver DC-400Mc/s. 550-950NM £400.
HP Plotters 7470A-7475A. Up to £250.
HP3730A+3737A Down Convertor Oscillator 3.5-6.5GHz.
HP Microwave Amps 491-492-493-494-495-1GHz-12.4GHz -£250.
HP105B Quartz Oscillator + HP5087A Dis Amp £500.
HP6034A System Power Supply 0-60V 0-10A-200W -£500.
HP6131C Digital Voltage Source + -100V fAmp.
HP3779A Primary Multiplex Analyser - £200.
HP3779C Primary Multiplex Analyser -£300.
HP1631D Logic Analyser -£500.
HP5316A Universal Counter A+B.
HP5335A Universal Counter AuB+C.
HP8901A Modulation Meter AM-FM - £1.5k.
Marconi TF2374 Zero Loss Probe -£200.
Marconi TF2305 Modulation Meter - £1.5k.
Racal/Dana 2101 Microwave Counter - 10Hz-20GHz - £2k.
Racal/Dana 1250-1261 Universal Switch Controller + 200Mc/s PI Cards.
Racal/Dana 9303 True RMS Levelmeter+Head -£450. IEEE - £500.
TEKA6902A also A69028 Isolator -£300-£400.
TEK FG5010 Programmable Function Generator 20Mc/s -£600.
TEK2465A 350Mc/s Oscilloscope -£2.5k
probes -£150 each.
TEK CT-5 High Current Transformer Probe -£250.
TEK J16 Digital Photometer +J6523-2 Luminance Probe -£300.
HP745A+746A AC Calibrator -£600.
HP54200A Digitizing Oscilloscope -1500.
HP11729C Carrier Noise Test Set .01-18GHz -LEE -£2000.
Marconi TF2008 -AM-FM signal generator -also sweeper - 10Kcis -510Mc/s -from
£250 - tested to £400 as new with manual -probe kit in wooden carrying box.
HP Frequency comb generator type 8406 -£400.
HP Sweep Oscillators type 8690 A & B + plug-ins from 20Mc/s to 18GHz also 18-40GHz
HP Network Analyzer type 8407A + 8412A +8501A -100Kc/s - 110Mc/s -£500 - £1000
HP Amplifier type 8447A - 1-400Mc/s £200 -HP8447A Dual -£300.
HP Frequency Counter type 5340A - 18GHz £1000 - rear output £800.
HP 8410 -A - B -C Network Analyzer 110MC/s to 12GHz or 18GHz -plus most other
units and displays used in this set-up -8411a -8412 -8413 -8414 -8418 -8740 8741 -8742-8743-8746- 8650. From £1000.
Racal/Dana 9301A-9302 RF Millivoltmeter - 1.5-2GHz -£250-£400.
Racal/Dana Modulation Meter type 9009-9008 -8Mc/s - 1.5GHz -£150/£250.
Marconi RCL Bridge type TF2700 - £150.
Marconi/Saunders Signal Sources type -6058B -6070A -6055A -6059A -6057A 6056 -£250-£350. 400Mc/s to 18GHz.
Marconi microwave 6600A sweep osc., mainframe with 6650 PI - 18-26.5GHz or 6651 PI
-26.5-40GHz -£750 or PI only £600. MF only £250.
Tektronix Plug-Ins 7A13 -7A14 - 7A18 - 7A24 - 7A26 -7A11 - 7M11 - 7S11 - 7D10 7S12 -Si -S2 -S6 -S52 -PG506 -SC504 -SG502 -SG503 -SG504 - DC503 DC508 - 00501 -WR501 -DM501A -FG501A -TG501 -PG502
-DC505A -FG504 - 7880 + 85 - 7692A.
Gould J3B test oscillator + manual -£150.
Tektronix Mainframes - 7603 -7623A - 7613 - 7704A - 7844 -7904 -TM501 -TM503
-TM506 -7904A -7834-7623-7633-7844-7854- 7104.
Marconi 6155A Signal Source - 1to 2GHz -LED readout - £400.
Barr & Stroud Variable filter EE3 0.1Hz - 100Kcis + high pass + low pass -£150.
Farnell power unit H60/50 - £400 tested. H60/25 -£250.
Racal/Dana 9300 RMS voltmeter - £250.
HP 8750A storage normalizer -£400 with lead u S.A or N, A Interface.
Tektronix - 7S14 - 7111 -7S11 -7S12 -S1 -S2 -S39 -S47 -S51 -S52 -S53 - 7M11
Marconi mod meters type TF2304 -£250.
Systron Donner counter type 6054B -20Mc/s -24GHz -LED readout -£1k.
Farnell electronic load type R81030-35 - £350.
Racal/Dana counters -9904 -9905 -9906 -9915 -9916 -9917 -9921 -50Mc/s 3GHz - £100- £450 -all fitted with EX standards.
HP4815A RF vector impedance meter c/w probe - £500-£600.
HP180TR, HP182T mainframes £300-£500.
Marconi 6700A sweep oscillator + 18GHz Pl's available.
Racal/Dana VLF frequency standard equipment. Tracer receiver type 900A 4-difference
meter type 527E + rubidium standard type 9475 -12750.

HP432A -435A or B -436A - power meters + powerheads to 60GHz.
HP8614A signal generator 800Mc/s -2.4GHz, new colour £400.
HP8616A signal gen 1.8GHz-4.5GHz, new colour £400.
HP 3336A or B syn level generator -£500-£600.
HP 358613 or C selective level meter -£750-£1000.
HP 8683D S/G microwave 2.3 - 13GHz -opt 001 -003 -£2.5k.
HP 8660 psyn S/G. AM + FM + 10Kcis to 110Mc/s PI - 1Mc/s to 1300Mc/s 1Mcis to 2600 - £3.5k.
HP 8640B S/G AM-FM 512Mc/s or 1024Mc/s. Opt 001 or 002 or 003 -£800-£1250.
HP 86222BX Sweep PI -01 -2.4GHz +ATT -11400 -£1750.
HP 86290A Sweep PI -2- 18GHz -£1000 -HP 862906 £1250
HP 86 Series PCs in stock -splitband from 10Mc/s - 18.6GHz -£250 - £1k.
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP

8620C Mainframe -£250. IEEE -£500.
8615A Programmable signal source - 1MHz -50Mc/s -opt 002 -£1k.
8601A Sweep generator .1 - 110Mc/s -£300.
853A MF ANZ -£1k.
8349A Microwave Amp 2 -20GHz Solid state -£1500.

HP 19808 Oscilloscope measurement system -1300.
HP 3455/3456A Digital voltmeter -£400.
HP 5370A Universal time interver counter -£1k.
HP 5335A Universal counter -200Mc/s -£500.
HP 5328A Universal counter -500Mc/s -£250.
HP 6034A System power supply -O-60V -0- 10 amps -£500.
HP 3717A 70Mc/s modulator -demodulator -£400.
HP 3710A -3715A -3716A -3702B -3703B -3705A -3711A -3791B -3712A 3793B microwave link analyser - P.O.R.
HP 3552A Transmission test set - £350.
HP 3763A Error detector -£500.
HP 3764A Digital transmission analyser -£600.
HP 3770A Amp delay distortion analyser -£400 - 3770B - £400.
HP 3780A Pattern generator detector -£400.
HP 3781A Pattern generator -£400.
HP 3782A Error detector -£400.
Tektronix 577 Curve tracer + adaptors -£900.
Tektronix 1502/1503 TDR cable test set -£400.
Racal 1991-1992-1998 - 1300Mc/s counters -£400-£900.
Fluke 80K-40 High voltage probe in case - BN -£50-£75.
EIP 545 microwave 18GHz counter -£1200.
Fluke 510A AC ref standard -400Hz -1200.
Fluke 355A DC voltage standard -£300.
Wiltron 610D Sweep Generator + 6124C PI -4 -8GHz -£400.
Wiltron 610D Sweep Generator + 610840 PI - 1Mc/s - 1500Mc/s - £500.
HP 869913 Sweep PI YIG oscillator .01 -4GHz -£300. 86908 MF -£250. Both £500.
Dummy Loads & power att up to 2.5 kilowatts EX up to 18GHz -microwave parts new
and ex equipt -relays -attenuators -switches -waveguides -Yigs -SMA APC7 plugs -adaptors.
B&K Items in stock -ask for list.
W&G Items in stock -ask for list.
Power Supplies Heavy duty + bench in stock -Farnell - HP -Weir -Thurlby - Racal etc.
Ask for list. Large quantity in stock, all types.
Marconi 2955 Radio test set
calibration. £2000.
Marconi 2955 + 2958 Tacs radio test set u calibration. £2250.
Marconi TF2015 S/G 10Mc/s-520K1c/s AM.FM. £150.
Marconi TF2016A S/G 10Kc/s-120Mc/s. AM.FM. £150.
Marconi TF2171 or 2173 Digital syncronizer for 2015/2016. £100.
Marconi TF2017 S/G .01-1024Mc/s.AM.FM. High grade. £1500.
Marconi
Marconi
Marconi
Marconi
Marconi

TF2018 S/G 80Kc/s-520Mc/s. AM. FM. £800.
TF2018A S/G 80Kc/s-520Mc/s. AM. FM. £1000.
TF2019 S/G 80Kc/s-1040Mc/s. AM. FM. £1250.
TF2019A S/G 80Kc/s-1040Mc/s. AM. FM. £1500.
TF2022E S/G 10Kc/s-1.01GHzs. AM. FM. £1500.

Marconi TF2022E As above but as new + Cal cert. £1800.
Marconi TF6311 Microwave Sweep S/G 10Mc/s-20GHz c/w TF6500 amplitude Anz.
plus heads 10Kc/s-40GHz. £4K-£5K.
Farnell S/G ESG1000 10Hz-1000Mc/s, AM. FM. £1200.
Farnell S/G PSG1000 10Hz-1000Mc/s, AM. FM. £1300.
IFR 1200S Communications radio test set. £2500.
TF2370 Spectrum Anz's 30Hz-110Mc/s. Large qty in stock to clear as received from
Gov-all sold as is from pile complete or add £100 for testing.
Callers preferred - Pick your own from over sixty units.
A. Early Model -Grey - Rear horizontal alloy cooling fins - £200.
B. Late Model -Grey -Vertical alloy cooling fins -£300.
C. Late Model -Brown -Vertical alloy cooling fins - £500.
Marconi TK2373 Extender to 1.25GHz-£400. Brown colour -£500.
H.P. 3325A Synthesized function generator -£1000-£1500.
H.P. 3325E1 Synthesized function generator -£2500.
H.P. 8505A Vector voltmeter -late colour -£400.
H.P. 8508A Vector voltmeter -£2500.
H.P. 8505A Network Anz 500KHz-1.3GHz -£1750.
H.P. 8505A + 8502A or 8503A test 3ets -£2000/£2250.
H.P. 8505A + 8502A or 8503A+8501A normalizer -£2500.
H.P. 8557A .01Mc/s-350Mc/s-8558B 0.1-1500Mc/s -8559A .01-21GHz + MF853A
or 182T or 180C-D-T £500-£3000.
Tektronix 492 Spectrum Anz-OPT 3-50Kc/s-21GHz -£3500.
Tektronix -HP Oscilloscopes - 100Mc/s-465-465B-1740-1741 etc -£300.
Phillips 3217 50Mc/s oscilloscopes -£250.
Phillips 3296 350Mc/s IR remote control oscilloscope - 11400.
Hitachi VC6041 Digital storage oscilloscope - 100Mc/s -£800.
Tektronix 2430A Digital storage oscilloscope - 100Mc/s -£2000.
Tektronix 24-40 Digital storage oscilloscope -400Mc/s - £2400.
Tektronix 2245A Oscilloscope - 100Mc/s -£1000.
Tektronix 2445 + OMM -250Mc/s - £1750.
Tektronix 2445A - 150Mc/s -4 CH -11500.
Schaffner NSG 200E Mainframe - NSG203A low volt var simulator -NSG222A.
Interface simulator - NSG223 Interface generator - NSG224 Interface simulator -NSG226
Data line simulator -all six items at £1500.
Schaffner NSG200E Mainframe -NSG203E low volt var simulator -NSG222A Interface
simulator -all three items - 11000.

ITEMS BOUGHT FROM HM GOVERNMENT BEING SURPLUS. PRICE IS EX WORKS. SAE FOR ENQUIRIES. PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT OR FOR DEMONSTRATION OF ANY ITEMS, AVAILABILITY OR PRICE CHANGE. VAT
AND CARRIAGE EXTRA. ITEMS MARKED TESTED HAVE 30 DAY WARRANTY. WANTED: TEST EQUIPMENT-VALVES-PLUGS AND SOCKETS-SYNCROS-TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING EQUIPMENT ETC.

Johns Radio, Whitehall Works, 84 Whitehall Road East, Birkenshaw, Bradford BD11 2ER. Tel. No: (01274) 684007. Fax: 651160
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TRAC Design Competition Winner
One of six
winners of the
TRAC design
competition,
Mike Buttor has
devised a new
solution to ssb
modulation and
demodulation
that is only
practicable using
the TRAC concept.

Anew demodulator
for single sideband
T

he arrival of the TRAC devices on the electronics market has led to the possibility of
solutions which have hitherto been only possible by either complex pcb with many op amps
and passive components or by expensive digital
signal processors.
As aradio amateur Ihave been intrigued by the
possibility of obtaining single sideband modulation
or demodulation without recourse to expensive filters. The 'third method' of obtaining the sum and
difference frequency components of two signals at
low intermediate frequencies is now a low cost
possibility.
Behind ssb
If two sinusoidal signals of different frequencies
are multiplied together it can be shown that the

More winners
These are the remaining fi ewinners of the TRAC design competition.
Each will receive aTRAC (evelopment kit worth £600.
400Hz three-phase excite' .Ben Sullivan's exciter is primarily for aircraft
equipment testing. Its three -phase oscillator can lock to an external
signal and has an out-of-lo :k indicator.
Amplitude modulator. De1 igned by Franck Bigrat, this modulator is
implemented from the mat iematical formula for an AM signal.
Digitally controlled audio preamplifier. Andrew Wilkes' amplifier uses
one TRAC IC to produce afour input-source stereo preamp with tape
deck support and a4-bit, ie. 16 log step, volume control.
Power meter. Charles Bacl m's design is ameter for measuring power
dissipation in atransistor. Imakes use of TRAC's log, addition and
antilog abilities to calculat power dissipated in real time, by
multiplying observed curr€ nt with voltage.
Two tone oscillator. This E ntry is acircuit is for linearity testing of
wireless transmitters, for e) ample at hf. Designed by Ian March, it uses
TRAC's log function as hm ter.
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result of the multiplication is given by the following,
Asin xB sin y=AB

Acos xBcos y=AB

Asin xBcosy =AB

os(x —

c

+cos(x +y)
2

cos(x —y) —cos(x +y)
2
sin(x —y) +sin(x +y)
2

(1)

(2)

(3)

These equations show that the result of the multiplication comprises of two new frequency components, one the sum and the other the difference of
the two frequencies.
Each of these three equations represents the
mathematics for an amplitude-modulated signal
when aperfect balanced modulator is used to mix
alow audio frequency with ahigh frequency. In
practice, no mixer can be made perfect.
Consequently, there will always be acomponent of
the high frequency in the equation.
Assuming the higher frequency to bey and K to
be the leakage factor of the mixer then an amplitude-modulated signal will comprise of the following components,
K sin yAB

sin(x —y) +sin(x +y)
2

An amplitude-modulated signal comprises upper
and lower sidebands plus some component of the
modulating frequency. Because each of the sidebands contains all the intelligence of the modulating frequency it was soon realised by both professionals and the amateur radio fraternity that the
bandwidth of the modulated signal could be
reduced to less than half if only one sideband was
transmitted. Reducing the bandwidth meant that
allotted radio frequency bands could be used more
efficiently — i.e. more channels in agiven radio
band.
Currently, most ssb radio transmitters and
receivers use one of two methods to to remove the
unwanted components produced by the mixers. A
good example of adirect-conversion receiver is
presented in the February issue of Electronics
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Four TRAC devices are used in the design, each having 20 functional blocks, giving atotal of 80
functional blocks. The number of function blocks used is 40. The number of unused blocks is 5,
giving 35 unusable blocks. These are pin functions of TRAC device 1.
Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Connection
INPUT
INPUT
Link to 15
NIP
AUX
AUX
DIF
DIF
AUX
AUX
AMP

12

AMP

Description
Sinusoidal input to be demodulated (Sig)
Sin wave input local oscillator (LO)
Signal
Local oscillator

Pin function
Asinx
Bsiny
Asinx
Bsiny

Signal differentiated to give 90° phase shift
LO differentiated to give 90° phase shift

d/dx(Asinx)=KAcosx
d/dy(Bsiny)= LBcosy

Gain adjust to give phase shifted signal
the same amplitude as unshifted signal
Gain adjust to give phase shifted signal
the same amplitude as unshifted signal

Acosx

13, 14 15
Link from 3 Sig
16
Link to 68
Sig inverted
17-24

Bcosy

—Asinx

Pin functions of TRAC device 2.
Description
Signal
Input dc bias
Addition of bias to signal (inverted)
DC bias
Positive log of signal plus bias
Inverted log of dc bias
Log of signal plus bias divided by dc bias
Positive log of dc bias
Local oscillator
DC bias
Adds dc bias to local oscillator (inverted)

Pin
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Connection
Link from 15
INPUT
ADD
NIP
LOG
LOG
ADD
NEG
Link from 4
Link from 26
ADD

40
41

Link from 30 Positive log of dc bias
ADD
Multiply result by E(negated)

42
43

Link from 32 DC bias
ANT
Antilog of multiplication

44

NEG

1101

LOG
Positive log of local oscillator plus bias
Link from 28 Inverted log of dc bias
ADD
Log of LO plus bias divided by dc bias
Link from 29 Log of signal plus bias divided by dc bias
ADD
Sum and negate log outputs, ie multiply

Negated dc bias

Function on pin
Asinx
E
—(E+Asinx)
E
{+Iog}(E+Asinx)
{—log}(E)
{—log}(1 +A/Esinx)
{+Iog}(E)
Bsiny
E
—(E+Bsiny)
{+Iog}(E+Bsiny)
{—log}(E)
{—log}(1+B/Esiny)
{+Iog}(1 +A/Esinx)
(+log)((l+A/Esinx).
(1 +B/Esiny))
={—log}(1+A/Esinx+B/Esiny+
AB/E/Esinx.siny)
{+Iog}(E)
{—log}((E+Asinx+Bsiny+
AB/Esinxsiny)
E
E+Asinx+Bsiny+
ABIEsinx.siny
—E

World. This method relies on the inherent low-pass filtering of an audio
amplifier.
Another method, preferred because
of its greater sensitivity and frequency
selection is the use of intermediate frequency, or frequencies, employing
high gain amplifiers with very close
tolerance filters to remove the unwanted components.
The 'Third Method' of modulating
and demodulating ssb signals has been
known since the beginning of the century, but up to now the other two methods have been cheaper or easier to
implement.
You can see that by adding or subtracting the result of equations 1and 2
above, then either the frequency sum
component or the frequency difference
component can be isolated. In this way,
an audio signal can be retrieved from a
ssb signal by 'mixing' the ssb signal
with afrequency equal to the original
modulating frequency. Alternatively,
an ssb signal can be produced from an
audio frequency mixed with the
required radio frequency.
TRAC calculations
Constraints. The TRAC device provides an inversion for both the log and
antilog functions —i.e. anegative output is obtained for apositive input, and
that both functions give a'OV' output
for a 'OV' input. This caused me to
revise my understanding of elementary
mathematics, which led me to believe
that the log of zero was minus infinity
and the antilog of zero was one.
Furthermore, if anumber is divided
by itself, as in logx—logx=0 the resultDisplays of the ssb
modulator/demodulator produced by
the TRAC simulator, inputs on the
left, outputs on the right. Pin 1is the
higher frequency curve on the left
and pin 2is the lower. On the right,
pin 83 is the lower frequency and pin
87 the higher.

15
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ing antilog should be 1. This infers that the
zero level input to the log and antilog functions represents a unity-level signal. After
delving further into the misty past of my ()Level mathematics, I realised that if you
scaled the inputs and outputs to meet the available logarithmic range, any multiply or divide
calculation is possible.
Once Iunderstood that a 'OV' input is the
low end of the logarithmic dynamic range and
that a '1.4V' was the high end then all was
clear. Investigations using the simulator gave
adynamic range for the log/antilog function of
87dB.
The fact that the log/antilog functions were
inverting also produced wrong results, until I
realised that if amultiplication was required to
a negative log output then the multiplicand
had to be subtracted, rather than added.
Conversely division needs an addition.
Also, the log and antilog functions needed
the input to be wholly negative or wholly positive to obtain acorrect multiplication or division.
Defining the inputs. Let the two input signals
be,
A.sinx
B.siny

(4)
(5)

The input to the log function must be wholly negative or positive and adc bias voltage is
necessary to lift the ac inputs above OV. Let E
be the dc bias voltage.
Functions. To obtain the necessary cosine
function, as required by equation 2, the two ac
input signals need to be differentiated. i.e.
cosx=d/cLr(siivc).
Acosx
Bcosy

(6)
(7)

Each of the four TRAC devices needed to
implement the ssb modulator and
demodulator. Numbering on the pins indicates
which device is which.
SS11 Demoduldhon

E-FAsinx
E+Bsiny

=

7 1-801-:
L

0.

rip]

1

Mj

778

01723
15

1+ —
A sin x
E

(10)

1+—
B sin y
E
Multiplying equations 10 and 11 gives,
1+ —
A sin x+—
B sin y+AB
E
E

where E must be greater than the larger of A
or B.

sin x sin y

E2

(12)

Pin functions of TRAC device 3.
Pin
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

Link from 4 Local oscillator
Link from 46 DC bias
ADD
Add dc bias to local oscillator (inverted)

Bcosy
E
—(E+Bcosy)

LOG
Positive log of local oscillator plus bias
Link from 50 Inverted log of dc bias
ADD
Log of LO plus bias divided by dc bias
Link from 51 Log of signal plus bias divided by dc bias
ADD
Sum and negate log outputs, ie multiply

62
63

Link from 40 Positive log of dc bias
ADD
Multiply result by E(negated)

{+log}(E+Bcosy)
{—log}(E)
{+Iog}(1+B/Ecosy)
{+log}(1+A/Ecosx)
(—log}((1+A/Ecosx).
(1+B/E.cos y))
={—log}(1+A/Ecosx+
B/E.cosy+ABIEIE.cosx.cosy)
{.i-log}(E)
{+Iog}((E+Acosx+Bcosy+
A.B/Ecosx.cosy)

64
65

ANT

Connection
Link from 11
Link from 42
ADD

Description
Signal
DC bias
Addition of bias to signal (inverted)

Pin function
Acosx
E
—(E+Acosx)

LOG
Link from36
ADD

Positive log of signal plus bias
Inverted log of dc bias
Log of signal plus bias divided by dc bias

{+Iog}(E+Acosx)
{—log}(E)
(—log}(1+A/Ecosx)

Antilog of multiplication

—(E+Acosx+Bcosy+
A.B/Ecosx.cosy)

66

ÍZ SS
145
i- 1
11

To keep the signals within the dynamic
range of the TRAC, these signals have to be
divided by E prior to multiplication.

(8)
(9)

thud Method

615
3 .111-5

▪

There are now available the necessary functions to calculate the sum and difference components of the two inputs. To ensure that the
inputs to the log functions never go below the
zero level, a dc bias must be added to the
inputs prior to performing a log function.
Adding bias voltage E to equations 6 and 7
gives,

188
17 1

I 1_,„1._
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4
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367458

Milli

26

4.32

SSti Demoduldhen

:21;.7131«.
28

30

436

440

261442

Thud Method
182
73

59

465
75

I
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421454
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77
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More on TRAC
These comments have been added by
David Winch of Fast Analog Solutions
to help you get to grips with Mike's
design more easily.
Using TRAC's LOG and ANT functions
to multiply, In theory, you can multiply
by adding logs and then taking the
antilog. This is also true with TRAC,
with provisos.
The transfer function of the LOG cell is,

cell, the log of 1V is approximately
750mV, and the log function has again
of approximately 75mV per decade, or
approximately 23mV per octave.
The log function is not to any
particular base. It just obeys the rule
that multiplying the input by aconstant
changes the output by aconstant
amount, no matter what the original
input. The TRAC antilog cell follows the
inverse of the same curve.

Deciding what 'one' is means
working relative to afixed point. When
multiplying numbers we work relative
to 1, so using their logs we work
relative to 0. So effectively we do
nothing, or more probably we don't
even realise we are doing nothing.
So what's different with TRAC? Well
nothing actually. Using the TRAC LOG

Vout =0.07474375(logi 00+10)
Here the logarithm base is shown as 10,
but any other base is applicable, if you
adjust the constants.
For the ANT cell, the transfer function
is,
Vout=10(vul "7474375)-10
Again, any log base is applicable. The
ADD cell is self explanatory. The
operational limit of the LOG cell is
IV in l<1.4V while that of the ANT cell is
0.1V<IV, n1<0.8V. Equally importantly,
the operational limit of the ADD cell is
IV out l<1.4V.
For inputs from 0.1V to 1.0V, most
usable logs are in the range 0.6V to
0.75V, so adding two together would
take the signal outside the operational
limit of the ANT function. This can be
corrected by 'dividing by one', i.e.
subtracting the log of 1.0V.
However, if the two V signals
exceed about 0.25V, their logs will
exceed 0.7V and so their sum will be
outside the operational limit of the
ADD function. To remove this
possibility, the 'dividing by one' must
be done before the ADD.
When multiplying more than two
inputs together, this 'dividing by one'
must be performed after all but the final
input.
Using the LOG and ANT functions to
multiply, divide and raise to powers.
Some people have told us they have
experienced difficulties using TRAC to
multiply and divide by adding and
subtracting logarithms. Let me try to
make things clearer.
If you have used logs to base ten, or
natural logs, to multiply numbers you
may not have realised how much of a
fortunate coincidence it is that the log
of 1to any base is zero. If this doesn't
make sense, let me put it another way.
What would you expect the answer to
be if you multiplied 0.5 volts by 0.4
volts? Did you say 0.2 volts? Now, what
should the answer be if you multiply
500nnV by 400mV? Should it be 200
000mV or pV?
Now do you start to see what happens
when we multiply quantities rather than
numbers? It depends on what you
decide 'one' is!
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Studying these implementations should help you grasp the idea of TRAC's log function not
being to any particular base -if you haven't already of course. From the top, they are a
generic multiplier, ageneric divider, an alternate multiply-and-divide' and
'raise-to-a-positive-power' circuits respectively. Note that the generic divider overflows
into the third TRAC chip by one element.
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So the log of 0.5V is approximately
727mV and the log of 0.4V is
approximately 720mV. The sum of these
is 1447mV but the antilog of 1447mV
would never get to the 2000 megavolts
indicated by the mathematics. We have
not worked relative to what 'one' is. If
1V is 'one' then we need to calculate,
ftlog(0.5V)—log(1V)1+
log(0.4V)—log(1V)1+log(1V)
Putting in quantities we get,
1727mV-750mV1+
1720mV-750mV1+750mV
Or in other words,
—23mV-30mV+750mV=697mV
and the antilog of 697mV is 0.2V.
And if you think about it, this is what
Multiplying by Egives,

you do with numbers. Only that you
work relative to log of 'one' is zero.
How does this apply to practical TRAC
designs? Well, if you are multiplying you
would need to subtract the log of 1V
from each multiplicand and then add it
back in once at the end. Practically you
would just not subtract from the last
multiplicand.
When dividing, you would need to
subtract from every term and put it back
in once at the end as well, but in this
case you would practically add the log
of 1V to every divisor but not the
numerator at the beginning.
Raising to apower be it positive of
negative, greater or less than unity, the
same applies. Subtract the log of 1V, do
the processing and add the log back in
once again.
A further practical problem is raised by
the ADD cell of the TRAC. Its output

saturates at approximately 1.4 volts. So
you need to be careful exactly where in
the design you subtract the log of 1V.
In multiplication, subtraction needs to
happen before the log of the next
multiplicand is added; in division,
addition needs to happen after the log of
the next divisor has been subtracted; and
the same general principles apply to
raising to apower.
If you think back to when you used a
slide-rule, you'll remember that the
easiest calculations were the ones with
alternate multiplication and division.
The same is true using TRAC. If you
alternately subtract and add logs, and if
there is one more multiplicand than
divisor, the need to 'divide by one' is
removed and the ADD function never
saturates.
The simple TRAC designs shown here
should clarify the situation even further.

stant frequency of Bsiny and Bcosy the result-

available. Provided the frequency offset provided by the frequency yis taken into account
then the functions thus obtained can be used
as inputs to the TRAC functions given by this
design.
Investigation of the data sheets show that the
available bandwidth for low level signals is
4MHz. It should, therefore, be possible to perform adirect conversion on the 160m amateur
band (1.8MHz) and possibly on 80 metres
(3.5MHz).
•

ing functions will be,
E+ Asin x+Bsiny+ AB

sin A. sin y

E

(13)

Subtracting equations 4and 5from above
gives,
E + AB

sin xsin y
E

(14)

Subtracting E and expanding gives,
AB
—(cos(.t —y) +cos(x +y))
2E

(16)

Adding or subtracting equations 15 and 16
gives,
AB

,

Asin x.8 cos y—AB

sin(x —y) +sin(x +y)
2

By filtering out the sum or difference component of the two equations, the sine and
cosine functions of the audio frequency are

(15)

Performing the same functions on equations
6and 7gives,
AB
—
2E (cos(x —y) —cos(x +y))

Asin xBsin y=AB co s(x —y) +cos(x +y)
2

(17)

E

Pin functions of TRAC device 4.
Pin
67

Connection Description
Link from 43 Result of 'sin' multiplication

68
69
70
71
72
73

Link from 17 Sig inverted
ADD
Subtract Sig from result
Link from 31 Local osc
ADD
Subtract local osc from result
Link from 44 Negative dc bias
ADD
Subtract dc bias from result. Sum of sum
and difference frequencies obtained.

Function
E+Asinx+Bsiny
+AB/Esinx.siny)
—Asinx
—(E+Bsiny+AB/Esinx.siny
Bsiny
—(E+AB/Esinx.siny)
—E
AB/Esinx.siny
=AB/ E(cos(x—y)+cos(x+y))

Thus the sum or difference frequency components are thus obtained.

74
75

Link from 65 Result of cosine multiplication

In summary

76
77
78
79
80
81

Link from 13
ADD
Link from 53
ADD
Link from 72
ADD

82

Link from 73

83

ADD

84
85
86
87

NIP
Link from 81 Difference of sum and difference frequencies AB/ E(cos(x—y)—cos(x+y))

Note that the differentiation function is used to
obtain ait/4 phase shift (sin to cos function)
and the amplitude of this function's output is
frequency sensitive. The signal to be demodulated must, therefore, not vary in frequency
by a significant amount or the amplitude of
the cosine function will vary causing distortion on the output.
At the final 470kHz intermediate frequency
of most receivers, this should not be aproblem
as the audio signal in the range 300Hz to
3.4kHz gives only a0.7% deviation.
Provision of an ssb modulator using this
method is not possible because the frequency
deviation —and hence the amplitude deviation
—of the rt/4 phase-shifted output of an audio
signal is too large.
Another look at the theory shows that if an
audio signal Asinx is mixed with another con-
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NEG
ADD

E+Acosx+Bcosy+
AB/Ecosx.cosy
Cosine of Sig inverted
—Acosx
Subtract cosine of Sig from result
—(E+Bcosy+AB/Ecosx.cosy)
Cosine of local oscillator
Bcosy
Subtract cosine of local oscillator from result —(E+AB/Ecosx.cosy)
Negative dc bias
—E
Subtract dc bias from result
AB/Ecosx.cosy
The difference of the sum & difference
=AB/E(cos(x—y)—cos(x+y))
frequencies obtained.
The sum of the
AB/E(cos(x—y)+cos(x+y))
sum & difference frequencies.
Add the sum and difference to obtain the
AB/ Ecos(x—y)
difference component
of the signal and LO —the required result.

Invert
Subtract the sum and difference
to obtain the sum component
of the signal and LO —the required result.

—AB/E(cos(x—y)—cos(x+y))
AB/Ecos(x+y)
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Sierecieel

diabffreiree

Mini uaterproof TV camera 40x40s15mm requires 9to 13 wits at
120m4 with composite rodeo output no feed into aondeo or aTV
skith a503011 plug) it has ahigh resolution of 450 TV Imes
Vertical and 380 TV Imes honzontal electronic atno Ins for
nearh dark (1 LUX) to bnght sunlight operation and asmall lens
uith a92 degree field of slat. it focuses darn to afew CM his

Nickel Metal Hydrkde AA cells high capacity unh no memory If
clvrged at 10Orna and discharged at 250ma or less 1100 mAH
capacity Rower capacity for high discharge rates)................£3.75
-Special dim planet tied fue availability.-

fined with a3wire lead II 2i. in nd and .deo out) Nou al.
asailabP wIth wall mount tilt andg swivel case Cat the same price)
.. .. £93.57 •VAT .£109.95
--------------; iii. ,s,3, .,,,, .£104,05

and black leads 48%
£5.95
5bunon cell 6V 28OrnAH banety ssith wire
C' .
£2 45
Orbitel 866 barely pack I2v I.6AH contmns 10 sub C cells uith
solder tags (the sue most commonly med in cordless screw:Inters
and drills 22 du x42rnm tall It is easy to crack open and was
manufactured in 1994
£8 77 each or £110 50 per box of 14

Stick of 442 x16mm mad baneries 171min a16mon &a with red

Board cameras all with 512 x582 pixels 4.4 x3.3mm semor 9.13
,olts Power mmol, and composite video out All need to be
housed in vour oun enclosure and hate fragde exposed surface
mount pans 47MIR sue 60 i36 x27mm unit 6infra red leds
Miss, the same illumination as asmall torch mule
£s0.00 .,
A., ,0, 75

BCI box 190 a106 x50mm with slou to house apcb the lid
contains an edge connector (12 was 8mm pitch) and screw
terminals to connect to uires and 5slide in cable blanks ...£2.95

40MP sue 39 x38 x23mm sps camera with afixed focus pin hole
lens for hng behind alien. mull Sole £57 00 •l'AT .£6698
40MC sue 39 x38 x28mm famera for C mown lens this eyes

7 "9"'"'"« "'" an'k I
'd diW ia SI2"'''
•
045
CroAs FET lou leakage current S8873
£12 95 each
£9 95 10. £7 95 BC5474 transistor 20 for £1 00

amuch clearer Moore than ooh the snug lenses
£68 78 •VAT. £80.83

5E952 VHF bmiting amplifier LC 16 surtme mounting package
with data sheet
£195

Sunder' C moult lens Fib 16mm for 40MC
.............................
£26.43 •VAT a£31 06
FIMh quality stepping motor kits (all includmg stepping motors)

DC.DC <mercer Reliability male] 112P5 I2v in 5v200ma OM
300, input to oteput Isolation wall data
£4 95 each or pack of 10 £39.50

Corns', independent control
(through the parallel poni ooh
Ka
Sormare suppon and 4digital
Power interface 45 lot
Poster interface 85 ku

of 2stepping motors by PC
2motors and softuare
rE67 00
Ready built •£99.00
inputs kit
£27 .00
[36 .00
£46 00

S"P.

" 4'
....1f9 "" .1) '
Th.k.'200 . 'p '
. le""s .....1
control circuit
. ..
f23 00
DTA30 Hand held transistor anahset htells foro utUch lead is
the base. the collector and ernmer and if it is NPN or PNP or
faulty' (NEW VERSION does not so, FETs 8t SCRs are transistors)
01430
£38 34

HMA20 hand held MOSFET analyser identifies gate drain and
source and dPor N channel HMA20
£38 34
Speaker
cabinets 2way speaker systems unh Motorola memers
,
Speaker dia
15
12
8
Pouer rating
Impedame
Frequency range

250WRMS
Bohm
40h/20klu

Sensitnin (1Wilf4)
97dB
Sore m mm
500.720.340
Weight
21.1kg
Pro, each for black
vinyl coating
£139.95
GT,1f.if

I•nm

175065849
/ohm
45ht.20Idu

I00R18/15
Bohm
60h1.20Idu

94dB
450.640x345
16 /kg

92dB
315‘460s230
74kg

£99.99

'
9..9
0159 970119 97normal', in smock allou 1week for delnerv)

£54 94
064

"

Power amplifiers 19 rack mount urth gain controls & VU meters
ST5300 2x190Wmrs l4ohm load) Ilkg. . . ..........£339 00
STA900 2x490Wriml4ohin I.d) 15kg
£585 .00

Airpax A82903.0 large stepping mot« 14, 7.5 step 270ohm
68mm dia bod, 63mm shah £8.95 or £200.00 for abox of 30
box type 22 5m lead pitch
09u] 250Vdc
..I8p each. 14p 100.. 9p 1000•
luf 2501'dc
.20p each. 15p 100.. 10p 1000•
lid 50, bipolar electrolytic amal leads......I5p each. 7.5p 1000.
o22uf 250, polyester axial leads ..............I5p each 75p 100.

POINeStel Cap.% 110M1

Polypropylene lu] 400vdc 08ima MKP101 27.5mm pitch
32 a29 x17nun case..
.75p each. 60p 100•
Philtre 123 woes sold alto**. milal Made
33uf 10v & 22uf 40v.405 each. 25p 100•
Philips 108 ornes long life 23rd 63v afdal.......305 each. 15p 1000•
500pf compression trimmer
Solid carbon resistors yen. lance
ow Induct
Wed foe RF thane60p
We haw arange of 025w. 0.5w lw and 2u. solid carbon resistors please send 4.31 for list
PC 400W PSI, (Intel pan 201035.1kIl with standard motherboard
and 5disk dn,opmedors. tan sod roo,o, inletioutlet
connectors on back and switch on the side Imp for tower case)
dims 212 x149 x149mm excluding starch
£2600 each. £13900 for 6
MXI80 °ulna! multimeter 17 ranges 1000uic 750vac 2Mohm
20011,5 transistor HP 9Y and 1.5v barmy ten
£9.95
40,66

chr,nemo romo,, oonool

£395

C3:2486 gas relay 30 x10m dfa tsid, 3wire miliaria/swill also work

LID s3mm or 5mm red or green . .7p each ...... yelose 1Ipeach
Cable as

..

1p eaa

Rechargeable bornons
AA eel 500mAll
.M 950mAH
C2AH loth soldr tags
04AH inth soldrt tags
1/24.4 kith solder up
AM (11P161180mAll

.£595 per

1000 ... £4950 per 10.000

099
4.4 500mAll unh scaler op.......£1.55
£1 75
((MPH)] 2511
.
..£2 20
.£3.60...D (14P211 2.AH
1,60
..£4.95.....PP3 84V 110mAH
14 95
..11.55.. -Sob Cinth wen tap
12.50
.11.75- .1/3 AA loth tags reps CIVI .£1.95

'

prr
npH S"«.
m«
c. : Pec'rg.
::<:*

slot cut out of the my
, be

H .,,,, çorn

‘
»ed

c'n' n'nr

.f4.95 each (£3.75 100.1

0.95

M3.2405.15 5-24v 50m6 regulator k 18.264vac input 8pin DOL
P0c14.e
.C3.09 each (100. £2251
L/4555 timer k
16p
8pin DOL sock«
hp

All products advertised are new and unused unless otherwise stated
Wide range of CMOS TTL 74HC 74F Linear Transistors kits. rechargeable batteries. capacitors. tools etc
always in stock Please add El 95 towards P&P (orders from the Scottish Highlands. Northern Ireland. Isle co
Man. Isle of Wight and overseas rnay be subject to higher P&P for heu,, iterns1 VAT tncluded to all prIce..

.11% Electronics, 276-278 Chatsworth Road. Chesterfield S40 2BH
Mastercard/Visa Orders (01246) 211202
Fax: 550959
Callers welcome 9 30am to 5.30prn Monday to Saturday

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
Anchor Supplies
B. Bamber Electronics
Chelmer Valve Company
CMS
Colomor Electronics
Crownhill
Dataman
Display Electronics
Equinox Technology
Field Electric
Hart Electronics
Hately Antenna Technology
Hitex (UK) Ltd
Johns Radio
JPG Electronics
Labcenter Electronics
Lloyd Research
M&B Radio
Milford Instruments
Number One Systems
Olson Electronics
Pico Technology
PS Consultants
Quickroute Systems
Radio Tech
RD Research
Seetrax
Stewart of Reading
Surrey Electronics
Telford Electronics
Telnet
Those Engineers
Tie Pie
Wood & Douglas

211-237
253
205
192
209
232
OBC
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IBC
209
220
231
207
254
260
178
232
205 &231
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180
207
185
IFC
231
183
205
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253
233
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209
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CLASSIFIED
TEL 0181 6523620

FAX 0181 652 8956

ARTICLES FOR SALE
RF DESIGN
SERVICES

AUDIO &RF DESIGN DC to 3GHz

All aspects of RF hardware
development considered from
concept to production.

I
WATERBEACH ELECTRONICS

liBna solutions
Tel. 0181-428 2776

mnoareglobalnet.co.uk

Test equipmenL Transducers. Valves
Connectors, Computers. Analysers.
Component", Cates. Meters. Printers.
Qumma8e items. HP Pacal. IbM 'etc.
Near (Southampton. 12-13 December
0170 5

m lens or

5.5MM

inhole

lail

stas

42m rn

with audio/Ft*.
lens or pinhole

+vKrts...

Ask for afree copy of our wanted List.
BILLINGTON EXPORT LTD., Billingshurst, Sussex RH14 9EZ
Tel: 01403 784961

Fax: 01403 783519

VISITORS PLEASE PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

SWIRES RESEARCH SA87 spectrum analyser,
portable, 5-910MHz. 'leather' case. charger. As
new condition. £550. Tel: 01327 358008.
MARCONI 2380/2383 SPECTRUM ANALYSER 1001Iz to 4.2611z. Internal T.G. 3Hz RBW.
markers. memory GPIB. recently calibrated:
£5.500. Tel: 0181-421 6606.

TOP PRICES PAID
For all your valves, tubes, semi
conductors and IC's.
Langrex Supplies Limited
1Mayo Road, Croydon
Surrey CR02013

TEL: 0181-684 1166
FAX: 0181-684 3056

WANTED — Old cipher equipment and "spy
radio sets". OZ8R0 Rag Otterstad, Hosterkobvej
10 DK-3460 Birkerod, Denmark. Fax: .
, -45
44681514.
WANTED —W.W.II. German and S.O.E. clandestine sets, receivers. Also incomplete sets. OZ8R0
Rag Otterstad, Hosterkobvej 10 DK-3460
Birkerod. Denmark. Fax: **45 44681514.
WANTED: PRE-WAR TV. Offered: Network
Analyser HP8505A. Jac Janssen. Hogeham 1170.
NL-5104.1D Dongen Netherlands. Fax: +31 13
4624684. Thanks

RECRUITMENT

£39 sin

...ow;
every'th--- end
ing for
omestic and commercial CCTV.

modulators £17 +VAT:
•
To CHO £3,4 „y

or call in ‘
, 1›,,,
6 days
week

COURTEOUS, PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

SWITCHING
PSU
REQUIRED?
Surf:
www.directou.mcmail.com Loads'a bargains.

Abt:icliCeosi.suwribtcGheeitriseacnad

8F

Mobile: 0802 884155

ELECTRONIC DESIGN — ANALOGUE AND
DIGITAL. P & P ELECTRONICS. TEL: 01924
402931.

£39
vAT

Cash Otters Invited for URGENT Sale
Tel: 01189 626866

PCB BOARD
CAMERAS
3. 5
m

•Scopes (20MHz-20GHz DSO),
Analysers, Sig Generators, and other
items, Manuals, As New.
For Full Details call Victor on:

email 4:MreCompuer,e

Boardsize

RF lk Data/Comms Test
Equipment (Ex Govt).

Most types considered but especially KT88, PX4/PX25, KT66,
KT77, EL34, EL37, ECC83. Valves must be UK manufacture to
achieve top prices. Also various valve-era equipment
e.g. Garrard 301.

•HP Tektronix, Philips, Gould, etc.

Technical and Scientific Supplies

32mm

• Wireless Control Systems
• 2.4 GHz Audio el YideoLinks

5o whatever your need call us

SALE •INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

raX:

• Stereo Coders & processors
• RF Amplifiers d. Transmitters

• Aerial combining Systems

TEL:01223 862550
FAX:01223 440853

Tel, 01703 8°187°

ARTICLES WANTED

1-1EfIRYS

Henry s404 Edgware Road London W2 1ED
Tel 0171 258 1831 Fan 0171 724 0322
email: saleet henrys demonto.us
web hltp iiwww.henrys co.uk

POWER SUPPLY DESIGN
Switched Mode PSU
Power Factor Correction
Linear PSU

Lomond Electronic Services
Tel/Fax: 01243 842520
eugen_kus@cix.co.uk

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE
NOTE
For all your
future enquiries
on advertising
rates
Please contact
Joannah Cox on
Tel:0181-6523620
Fax: 0181-652 8956

MINCAMBIO N

research and technology

—

...is agrowing company with a reputation to do the
impossible! We design and develop new products for a host
of multinational companies, using new technologies and
processes. We offer a competitive advantage to our
customers — and an exciting and challenging career for you!

WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
(outstanding individuals)

Embedded Software Engineers*
Hardware Design Engineers*
Design Technicians (new graduates considered)
THE RIGHT CANDIDATES MUST HAVE:
•Good degree in Electronic Engineering (min. HND in case of Technician).
•High professional and quality standards.
•Excellent problem-solving and lateral-thinking abilities.

•The ability to work in a team and manage their own projects.

IN RETURN WE CAN OFFER YOU:
I. An excellent salary
2. International travel *
3. Healthcare membership
4. An incentive Scheme.

NEXT STEPS
Fax, email or post your CV to Jenny Greenfield (Project Development Manager),
Innovision R&T Ltd., Exa House,Alexandra Court,Wokingham, Berks RG40 2SJ.
(M4 -Junction 10)
Tel: 0118 979 2000. Fax: 0118 979 1500.
Email: jenny@innovision-group.com.

PLEASE MENTION

ELECTRONICS WORLD
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING ENGINEER
South East

To £37,000 +Bonus

Join Europe's largest mobile phone manufacturer. They are leading the field in
GSM technology and breaking new ground in third generation systems. Last year
their global sales exceeded £4 billion and they employ more than 30,000 people
world-wide. Due to the success of their current product lines they require
software and DSP specialists at all levels up to principal. You will be degree
qualified with good C and assembler skills with implementation experience in a
real-time embedded environment. Algorithm development experience and
software integration skills would be beneficial in your application as would a
sound understanding of hardware, RF, speech coding and mobile
communications. This is an opportunity to work at the forefront of DSP
development for cutting edge mobile communications applications. Contact

Personal Communications (PCM), Personal Communications Systems (PCS),
RLL and Satellite Communications. Due to continued investment in R&D they
currently require software engineers at all levels up to Principal Engineer.
Communicaitons experience is not essential, but is highly desirable. Essential
skills are C software development in a real-time environment and an
understanding of structured methods. Desirable skills include the following:
*Mobile Communications
•Case Tools
*GSM /UNITS /DECT /CT2
•DSP
In return for this expertise you will receive excellent renumeration, ongoing
training to maintain your skills at the cutting edge of the industry and the benefits
of working in adevelopment environment with ahigh degree of involvement,

Tony Walker for this and other DSP opportunities.

autonomy and support. Contact Toby Walker.

C & ASSEMBLER STRUCT. METHODS
West of England

than 100 countries. This site specialises in the development of cutting edge
mobile communications products, which include Digital Cellular (GSM),

£20,000 To £32,000 +Benefits +Relocation

My client is looking for ateam of software and firmware engineers with good C
/Assembler software development skills ideally with H8 or 68xxx development
experience. The software will be developed using Yourdon methodology with full
training being given to any engineer without abackground in structured methods.
There are anumber of roles available from junior engineer to senior development.
The company is the world leader in the field of computer peripherals and operates
avery flexible policy of full flexi-time, casual dress and promotion from within.
The company is based at apurpose built location designed to make life as easy as
possible for developers on site. Contact Toby Walker for more information.
SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
West of England /M4

£20,000 to £33,000

My client is an international communications consultancy specialising in the
provision of innovative software products and professional consulting services to
network operators and equipment suppliers. My clients' products are renowned
for their functionality, flexibility and scalability. Due to rapid expansion their
requirements are many and spread across arange of disciplines centred around
the mobile communications industry, including:
*C, Unix, Motif
"Mobile Comms /GSM
Network Management /IN /SNMP
*Oracle Database
Signalling System No. 7(Cl)
"Radio Network Planning /Frequency Planning Software
•Fraud Management Systems

Northern Home Counties

To £35,000 +Relocation & Training

You can join the cutting edge of datacottuns development, located at the purpose
built European development centre of this top five globally rated network
development corporation, working on the next generation of products for the
global market. Their software teams are expanding rapidly, generating
opportunities at all levels for talented engineers with any of these skills:
SC/ C++/ Unix
*Teleconuns Protocols
*Real Time Systems
*ISDN /DASS /DPNSS
*Real-time Systems
Switching Systems & Call Control
•VxWorks
This role offers outstanding training, both on site and at other development sites
world-wide. The working environment is friendly, enthusiastic and informal,
aimed at giving you the most challenging and productive atmosphere possible. To
make the move even easier they offer full relocation, an excellent benefits
package and 25 days annual leave. Call me, Toby Walker, for more details.

DIGITAL HARDWARE LEADER
Cambridge

To £40,000

Leading consultancy specialising in test instrumentation for wireless telecoms

If you have software experience in some of these fields, are looking for ahighly
rewarding career and are able to learn quickly in ahighly dynamic environment
then you can join the cutting edge of mobile comms consultancy. Contact Toby
Walker for more information.
MORE THAN JUST A PCB LAYOUT ENGINEER
Bedfordshire

C /C++ SOFTWARE COMMS PROTOCOLS

and ditigal video is seeking a degree qualified team leader with 5 years'
experience in micrprocessor design and FPGA design using VHDL. Preferably
from asmall company background, with experience in working alone, or as apart
of asmall elite teams, you should ideally have DVB, MPEG or Digital video
experience and familiarity with Galileo or Xilinx tools. This company's turnover
increased by 300% last year. If you want to be part of this dynamically successful
team, Call Max Pritchard now.

£20,000 -£25,000

The multi-national company that designs the technology behind some of the
biggest names in mobile communications is undergoing phenomenal growth and
is looking for the most highly motivated, practical and methodical PCB layout
engineer to help complete their new Systems Team. If you are from abackground
which has given you a broad, yet detailed knowledge of communications
technology, maybe as atest engineer, or as an apprentice and are looking to
broaden your horizons and stretch your skills, then you must send your CV to
Max Pritchard now. Experience of PADS would be useful, but is not essential.
GET INTO MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
M3, M4

To £37,000

Join the successful and expanding development arm of
possibly the best known mobile communications
company in Europe. They have over 75,000
employees world-wide and have activities in more

SENIOR CONSULTANT COMMUNCATIONS SYSTEMS
Bristol

£40,000 +Benefits

This company is an international telecommunications company providing
innovative software products and professional consulting services to network
operators and equipment suppliers. They have offices in the UK and USA and are
equipped to support customers worldwide. The teams consist of highly skilled
and experienced telecommunications professionals with an unmatched record of
success in designing and implementing wireless networks. A Senior Consultant is
required to join the Communications Systems team. You will have 5or more
years experience in RF network design (GSM, CDMA, or TDMA) as well as
experience with RF planning tools. Specifically your work may have included
network optimisation and preparation of RFP's and RFQ's for Network Operators.
This is an excellent career opportunity for an experienced telecommunications
specialist to realise his potential within arecognised and successful company.
Call Nick Dixon.

For further information please contact our consultants on 01280 821999
or write with CV to Crescere Resourcing,

http:1Iwww.crescere.co.uk

Stowe Castle Business Park, Buckingham. MK18 5AB
Evenings/Weekends 01280 824735, Fax: 01280 821888
E-Mail: cv@crescere.co.uk

CRESCERE
"SOURCING

**STOP PRESS**

RF TEST TECHNICIAN

**DIGITAL ASIC DESIGNERS**

Buckinghamshire

Middlesex

£33,000 +

Multi-national company with more that twenty years of development experience

To £25,000

This company is awell respected RF products and systems manufacturer. They
require an RF Test Technician to optimise and test the company's Mast Head

in advanced telecoms products has an immediate requirement for an ASIC

Amplifiers. This will mean ensuring the receiving and transmitting frequencies

designer with 3-5 years' experience to join their rapidly growing hardware team.

conform to required customer specification (1 to 2 Ghz). You will need to be

With skills in ASIC and FPGA design using VHDL and synthesis techniques, you

aware of the individual and team production targets as defined in the production

can earn an excellent salary with arange of benefits. A background in telecoms

plan and to consistency meet those targets. Part of your work will be to carry out

with some knowledge of RF techniques and issues will be highly sought after.
Contact Max Pritchard for more information.

the practical diagnosis following specific diagnostic practice in a logicial and
competent manner to ensure swift resolution. To do this you will need to recognise
the importance of consistent quality in all aspects of the job. You will work as a
member of the production team ensuring sound communication within the

HANDSET SPECIALIST
M4 Corridor

department and flag up problems which might affect the team's overall
To £40,000 + Benefits

performance. If you have the ability, experience (network analysers) and drive for
this demanding role, call Nick Dixon.

This widely acicnowleged and recognised telecommunications specialist supports
the global telecommunications industry with innovative products and services. A
Handset Specialist is required. With an experience of over 5years you will have

ANALOG IC DESIGN ENGINEER

athorough knowledge of GSM /CDMA network design and have experience with
either GSM /CDMA or handset manufacture in the area of GSM /CDMA
handset testing for feature set functionality and performance testing. Although
based in Bristol the position will require you to spend time in the field. You will
therefore by required to be able to start quickly and work independently almost
immediately. In return you will achieve an exciting career opportunity whilst
receiving an excellent salary plus pension, annual bonus and share option,
medical insurance and where appropriate relocation. Call Nick Dixon.

Southampton

To £35,000

This company is a fab-less semiconductor company and respected design
consultancy.

Due

to

expanding

growth

and

opportunities

within

the

semiconductor division, they are looking for an engineer with good experience of
CMOS full custom IC design. You will have more than 3years' experience in a
variety of IC design, mature customer contact whilst maintaining good selfmotivation. BiCMOS skills would be useful, but not essential. You can grow with
this company whilst benefiting for an excellent salary package, relocation,

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER
Berks

healthcare and a pleasant science park location in a flexible small company
culture. Be part of an exciting future, call Nick Dixon today.

c£30,000

With at least five years experience including EMC shielding and LCD
PROJECT ENGINEER

technologies. You will provide innovative solutions to design and manufacturing
issues in diverse technical areas. You will have a working knowledge of high
volume, manufacturing and assembly techniques, be self motivated and able to
develop relationships with sub contractors and suppliers. In return, you will
receive a competitive salary and excellent benefits package from this world
leading electrical and communications company. Contact Alan Jupp.

Middlesex

To £30,000

With adegree in mechanical or electronic engineering and five years minimum
experience

in

aerospace

or

control

engineering

you

will

have

good

communications and management skills combined with a broad knowledge of
engineering. By managing resources assigned to individual projects you will
provide successful completion of programmes ensuring compliance with all
technical and regulatory requirements. An excellent benefits package is on offer

MOBILE PHONE DESIGN/TEST ENGINEERS
M3 /M4 Corridor

with this well respected multi-national company. Contact Alan Jupp.
To £40,000

Join the company that made communications mobile. If you have experience in
HIGH SPEED DIGITAL DESIGN

GSM, CDMA, PCN or satellite hand-portable projects, in any area, from test and
verification, to handset hardware design, the European leader in the industry is
now looking for you. Vigorous expansion and exciting new products require new

M3 /M4

To £35,000

teams to stamp their mark on the last product developments. Send your CV's to

Join the UK company that is revolutionising the worldwide data warehousing

Max Pritchard now.

market. Focused on providing massively parallel, high-speed relational database
server systems to blue-chip organisations, this company provides a blend of
hardware, software tackle the problems that many large organisations have with
their data handling. They are now looking for adesign engineer familiar with the

PRODUCTION ENGINEER (ELECTRONIC)
Herts

problems associated with building very high density, high speed multi-processor
£Negotiable

boards for use in their systems. You need to be degree qualified with at least one

Highly successful manufacturer of electromechanical defence equipment require

year's industrial experience in high-speed digital design, CICS and RICS

aproduction engineer. HNC /Degree qualified in Electronic Engineering, with an

processor, PLD and FPGA devices and a knowledge of design for EMC

understanding of the latest PCB manufacturing techniques. You will be able to

compliance. Experience with Mentor Graphics tools would be advantageous for

lead by example undertaking assembly/test work to solve problems, provide on

you to highlight in your application. If you are successful, apost with strong

line support to production and review and improve on the electrical and electronic

financial rewards and excellent bonuses can by yours. Contact Max Pritchard

aspects of the manufacturing process. Contact Alan Jupp.

today for more information.

For further information please contact our consultants on 01280 821999
or write with CV to Crescere Resourcing,
Stowe Castle Business Park, Buckingham, MK18 5AB

http:11www.crescere.co.uk

Evenings/Weekends 01280 824735, Fax: 01280 821888
E-Mail: cv@crescere.co.uk
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T & M EQUIPMENT

T&CM

•36 Easteote Lane •South Harrow •Middx HA2 8DB •England •
TEL (+44) 0181-422 3593 •FAX (+44) 0181-423 4009
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ANRITSU ML93A optical power rooter

164013 serial data generator
11581A attenuator set
3336A synthesizer/level generator
DISTRIBUZIONE E ASSISTENZA, ITALY: TLC RADIO, ROMA 106) 871 90254
3235A switch/test unit
3325A synthesized function generator /01/02
33320G/33322G programmable attenuators 4GHz,
BRADLEY 192 oscilloscope calibrator
£500
TEST EQUIPMENT
with driver 11713A
HP182178559A 21GHz spectrum analyser
£3500
As above but 18GHz set
HP3582A dual channel fft analyser
£2500
35650A mainframe
* URGENTLY REQUIRED *
HP54620A 15 channel 500MS/sec logic analyser
£1250
E3615A bench power supply
HP83475A lightwave communications analyser
£3250
377244104 digital hierarchy test set
HP83572A sweeper plug-in (for 835013) covering
379000 signalling test set with 2x37915A interlace cards
414013 pA/meter, DC voltage source
26.5-40GHz
£7500
4275A multi-frequency Icr meter
HP8557N182T 350MHz
£1000
4948A 1/041 in-service TIM set
IFR A-7550 IGHz portable spectrum analyser
£3000
409313 protocol tester base IPT300)
IFR A-8000 2.6GHz portable spectrum analyser
£4000
545100A 1GHz digitizing oscilloscope,
MARCONI 2019 synthesized signal generator
now inc 20 1GHz active probes
80kHz-1040MHz
£1750
54620A logic analyser
MARCONI 2380/2382 high specification, 400MHz
6633A systems power supply
spectrum analyser
£4000
8018A serial data generator
MARCONI 2610 true rms voltmeter
f750
13082A pulse generator 250MHz
FARNELL APIO-30 power supply 0-70V 0-30A 500W
£650
8111A pulse generator 20MHz
PHILIPS PM5193 synthesized function generator
£2000
83411C lightwave receiver 1300/1550nm
PHILIPS PM8272 2-pen recorder
f750
83440C lightwave detector 20GHz 1300/1550nm
SCHLUMBERGER 7081 8.5 digit precision voltmeterf1500
8350E1 with 83592A 10MHz-20GHz sweep generator
86222N8620C 10MHz-2.4GHz sweep generator
SCHLUMBERGER 1254 frequency responce analyser
f4000
87510A gain-phase analyser 100kHz-300MHz
TEKTRONIX scope calibrator TMUPVSG503/PG506/TG501
f1000
8901B modulation analyser
TEKTRONIX 492AP 21GHz spectrum analyser
£7500
J2215A FDDI portable multimode test set
WILTRON 560A scalar analyser
£1000
J2304 internet advisor with ethernet interface

YRS

IMA96A 0.75-1.8uMI
£1003
ANRITSU ME518A pcm error -rate test set
150Mbit/sec
£500
ADVANTESTTR9407 fft spectrum analyser to 1MHz
£3500

ALL HIGH-END PROFESSIONAL
TEST EQUIPMENT esp
HEWLETT PACKARD
TEKTRONIX, MARCONI ETC
—Wanted for Stock &
Waiting Customers.

CIRCLE NO. 138 ON REPLY CARD

HP8753C+ Vector network
analysers, we pay top prices
for late models.

Guaranteed top prices paid for
all current model
spectrum/network analysis.

£500
£350
£2000
£1000
£1500
£1000
£1500
£2000
£175
£9500
£5500
£4000
£3000
f500
£3500
£1500
£1200
£600
£1000
£2000
£1250
£1750
£2000
£call
£1500
£6500
£4500
£1500
£2500

FOR EXCLUSIVE ACCESS TO OUR COMPLETE STOCK
INVENTORY AND SPECIAL BARGAIN DISPOSAL DEALS
PLEASE CHECK OUR WEBSITE
http://www.ralfe-electronics.co.uk

C.,

95 07

IS09002 ACCREDITED STOCKIST
MEASUREMENT & TEST EQUIPMENT
77.=.
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ELECTRONIC
UPDATE
Contact Joannah Cox on
regular advertising feature enabling
readers to obtain more information
on companies' products or services.

A

0181-652 3620
A world of (SERI.Co
.-AZ1b., ••••••••••
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Comprehensive new
LCD brochure
The widest range of colour LCDs.
LCD monitors and plug and play kits
available in the UK, all in one easy to
use brochure, is now available FREE!
It includes products ranging from
2.9" monitors to 16.1" colour LCD
screens, mono/colour STN TFTs and
touch screen technology from the
worlds leading manufacturers.
Phone Trident today
for your free copy.

Tel:: 01737 765900
Fax: 01737 771908

New 1998 Instrumentation Catalogue
Send for your free copy of the new
1998 Instrumentation Catalogue
from National Instruments.
Featuring more than 600 hardware
and software products for virtual
instrumentation including new
solutions for data acquisition and
visualisation, MMI/SCADA and
computer based image capture and
analysis. Not merely acatalogue, it
includes many useful tutorials,
product line overviews and helpful
selection guides making it
invaluable for any engineer or
scientist.
CIRCLE NO. HO

CIRCLE NO. 139 ON REPLY CARD

NEW Feedback T&M
Catalogue
The latest edition of the Feedback Test & Measurement catalogue is now available. Over 60
packed with more than
800 products divided into over
20 sections. The catalogue is
indexed for both product and
manufacturer and is fully illus-

pages

trated. Whether you are looking
for an individual product, a complete workstation, or a solution
to a particular Test & Measurement

need

the

NEW

Feedback

catalogue will sove your pro')
lems, send for a copy NOW!
CIRCLE NO, 141 ON REPLY CARD

Call National Instruments for your FREE copy on: 01635 523545

NEW JENSEN TOOLS
CATALOGUE
Colourful new Catalogue, hot off
the press from Jensen Tools,
presents unique new tool kits for
service/support of
communications equipment. Also
latest test equipment from many
major manufacturers. Includes
hard-to-find tools, PC/LAN
diagnostics, bench acccessories,
static control, technical manuals .
and more.
Ring 0800 833246 or
Fax 01604 785573 for afree copy.
Jensen Tools, 10-12 Ravens Way.
Northampton NN3 9UD
CIRCLE NO. 142 ON REPLY CARD

The Ultimate 8051

••4 -

V Programmer Interface Software for Windows"'

Microcontroller Programmer

• Supports Atmel FLASH 89C +89S,
Generic 87C51/52/FA/FB/FC
microcontroller derivatives
• FLASH & E2 libraries also
available as chargeable update
A £125.00 Order Code: MP1N-SYS

5t,21( Starter System
For C51

Proj a Dà'àHeie'n...in

11Se. Be lime

Wee WO

aFLASH

Includ çegi;Programmerleluation module and PK51-2K >

A f199.00 Order Code: AT-89C-2K-ST
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In-Sy em
Progria ming (ISP)
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Keil 8051 Ccompiler, Assembler,
Simulator (2K code), Windows"' IDE
A

£99.00 Order Code: PK51-2K

895 Socket Stealer
Module
Simply plug this into your existing 8051 or AVRTM
socket for INSTANT In-System Programming
NO Target
System
redesign
required.

£39.95 Order Code: UISP-V2-SYS
V Order Code: AVR-ST £59.95

£49.00

Order

Code SS-89S-DIL40
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Imel 905 (AVR)
SuPP 0
controller
family
RISC mic
• Suppor, Parallel Programming

11
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TECHNOLOGIES
, LIMITED

The Embedded Solutions Company

PROVIDING THE
SOLUTIONS TO
YOUR PROBLEMS!

• Supports In-System ProgramIg
via ribbon cable (provided)
• Equinox FAST ISP Programming
Algorithm
• All on-chip facilities supported e.g. RC Osc.
SYSTEM CONTENTS
• Professional Device Programmer
• Atmel AVRTM Assembler
• AVRTM Basic Lite Compiler (NEW)

• Power Supply
• ISP Ribbon Cable
(to target)
• Serial Cable (to host PC)

Write in BASIC, Run in a FLASH
BASIC generates tight AVIV"' machine code
•Not aRun-Time Interpreter; NO code overhead!
•Target speeds comparable with assembler
•Breaks the cost barrier for small projects
•Ideal for educational, hobbyist and professional use

AVR BASIC -1_ E

•Compiled

From Only f24.95!

-

EQUINOX TECHNOLO

mode in ZIF socket

• Atmel Databook on CD ROM

--

AVRTM BASIC LITE only supports
the AT90S1200 (512 words code)
*8K version also available

Tel: +44 (0) 1204 529000
Fax: +44 (0) 1204 535555
For product information visit our web site at:
www.equinox-tech.com
E-mail: sales@equinox-tech.com
3Atlas House, St Georges Square, Bolton, BL1 2HB UK

Order Code: AVR-BAS-UT f24.95

EQUINOX DISTRIBUTORS: AUSTRAIJA Farnell +61 29645 8888 AUSTRIA Farnell +43 0660 87 75 BELGIUM Akom Electronics Ny/sa +32 3227 36 47 Farnell +32 03 227 36 47 BRAZIL Hastec +55 11 522 1799 Anacom +55 11 453 5588 DENMARK Farnell +45 44 53
66 44 EIRE Farnell +353 18309277 FINLAND Farnell +35893455 400 FRANCE Farnell +33 47465 94 66 Newtek +35146872200 GERMANY Farnell +49 89 61 39 39 39 Ineltek GmbH +49 7321 93850, MSC Vertnebs GmbH +49 08 9945532 12 GREECE %order .30
15395042 4HONG KONG Farnell 800 968 280 (HK Direct Toll Free) ITALY Famed +44 113 231 1311 Grifo Italian Technology +39 51 89 20 52, Newtek Italia +39233 105308 MALAYSIA Famed +603773 8000 NETHERLANDS Akom Electronics BV +31 10 4519533
Antratek +31 10 450 4949 Farnell +31 30 241 2323 NEW ZEALAND Farnell +649357 0646 NORWAY ACTE NC +47 63898900 Jakob Hatteland Electronic AS +47 53763000 PORRIGAL AnatronK +35 119 371 834 Farnell +44 113 289 0040 SINGAPORE Farnell +65 788
0200 SPAIN Anatronic SA +34 1366 01 59 Farnell +44 113 231 0447 SWEDEN ACTE NC +46 8445 28 70 Farnell +4687305000 SWITZERLAND Anal& Ag +41 41 748 32 41 Fund +41 1204 64 64 UNITED KINGDOM Abacus Polar +44 1925 626626, Farnell +44
113 263 6311 Rapid Electronics +44 1206 751166 Quarndon Electronics +44 1332 332651 USA Stools Inc +1 408 298 9077 Newark Electronics +1 800 718 1997, Peachtree Technology +17708884002 Pioneer Standard +1 888 832 3976
Eg„i,

,
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s
pouf ications of uny Of tne atos Eproducts without prior notice. E&OE. All prices are exclusive of VAT & carriage. AVIUm is atrademark of the Atmel Corporation
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[hdlliSÍS
Programs 8and 16-bit EPROMs, EEPROMs,
PEROMs, 5and 12V FLASH, Boot-Block
FLASH, PICs, 8751 Microcontrollers and more.

or laptop.
. Programs and verifies at 2, 2.7, 3, 3.3 and 5V

YEAR

• True no-adaptor programming right up to

GUARANTEE

48-pin DIL devices.
Built-in world standard PSU -for goanywhere programming.
Package adaptors for TSOP, PSOP, QFP, SOIC
and PLCC.
Optional EPROM emulator.

DA .Ann
Dataman Programmers Ltd, Station Road,

Maiden Newton, Dorchester, Dorset, DT2 OAE, UK
Telephone +44/0 1300 320719 Fax +44/0 1300 321012
BBS +44/0 1300 321095 (24hr) Modem V.34N.FCN.32bis

SUppOft

Home page: http://www.dataman.com
FTP: fitp.dataman.com Email: sales@dataman.com

[
°PAM'S 1

EPROM emulation as standard!

• 3year parts and labour guarantee.

Rechargeable battery power for total

• Windows/DOS software included.

portability.

• Free software updates via BBS/Internet.

All-in price includes emulation leads, AC

• Free technical support for life.

charger, PC software, spare library ROM,

Next day delivery -always in stock.

user-friendly manual.

Dedicated UK supplier, established 1978.

Supplied fully charged and ready to use.

S4 GAL Module
Eflulgis]

PUS di

• Plugs straight into your parallel port of PC

• Free universal 44-pin PLCC adaptor.

£19S
FUSE

MER

.
.

jijo
IZOJ
Orders received by 4pm will normally be despatched same day.

Ind —Cloigi Verified
IiIproffirripuiprliirt¡ppl
Secure for own use without delay. Order via

Order today, get it tomorrow!

Morieitbacir 30-ii Trial
Try the Dataman 54 or Dataman-48LV without

Programs wide range of 20 and 24 pin

credit card hotline -phone today, use

obligation for 30 days. If you do not agree that these

logic devices from the major GAL vendors.

tomorrow. Alternatively, request more

truly are the most powerful portable programmers

Supports JEDEC files from all popular

detailed information on these and other

you can buy, simply return your Dataman product

compilers.

market-leading programming solutions.

within

30 days for afull

refund.

CIRCLE NO. 102 ON REPLY CARD

